
think like Mozart 
listen like Beethoven 
write like Dylan 
question like Miles 
build like Bach 
dream like Debussy 
live like Hildegard 
protest like Guthrie 
cry like Chopin 
indict like Cobain 
stand up like Cooke 
talk like Louie 
solve like Berg 
escape like Jimi 
learn like the Beatles 

hear yourself 
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interactive teaching the teacher's lounge 
 

This book contains a lot of information and exercises. Indeed, the entirety of the book cannot be 

covered in a standard one-semester music appreciation class. Both of us have spent entire classes 

on one page or another, depending on the group dynamic or conversation. With that understanding, 

here are a few suggestions: 

 

 This book spends more time than the usual textbook teaching students how to listen. Chapter 1 

is comprised of introductory listening exercises. In a standard music appreciation class, this 

chapter should be used for approximately 2-4 weeks before moving on to the history of music.  

 Assignments can be completed in class (as a whole), in small groups, or as homework. Each 
option provides different rewards. Experiment with the approach that works best for your class. 

Here are two specific ideas: 

 Tell students to bring their headphones to class. Using a few five-pronged headphone 

splitters, break the class into groups. Give each group a specific listening assignment 

that they will complete in class. The group should plug into one of their phones and 

listen together. Following the listening, they will discuss and then make a short 

presentation to the class. This is our favorite approach. (Note: Belkin makes a model of 

this type of headphone splitter that costs around $10.)  

 Split the class into groups. Assign each group a chapter or exercise from the book to be 

completed outside of class and then presented in class.  

 Overall, you should select exercises that are particularly relevant to your class.  

 There is enough material in each of the chapters that you can vary assignments from semester 
to semester. This can allow for experimentation and keep the material fresh for you.  

 The following assignment gets to the heart of our approach: "For your homework, find out who 

Beethoven is and answer the chapter 6 questions using the Internet. Be careful where your get 

your information, you'll be dependent on it for your quiz next class." This assignment has 

changed our classrooms by creating an experience of discovery, information validation, and 

personal student memory through educational participation. Also, be sure to discuss with 

students which websites are more reliable. For example, information from Wikipedia can be 

used, but should be confirmed by cross-referencing with Grove Music Online or another 

reputable academic source. 

 Many of the questions in this book require student opinions and journaling. Through the 
process of forming an opinion, each student creates a deeper interaction with the music. Our 

goal is to create a collective and individual learning experience that goes beyond music. You 

will find that students will express deep personal feelings.  

 One of the most important questions appears towards the end of the book: "Do you see a 
pattern in the music you connected with from each period?" Students will realize that when we 

talk about music we inevitably define ourselves as much as the music itself. 
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 At the end of each semester, many students want to keep their book because they have 
expressed themselves, discovered their own information, and solved their own listening 

puzzles. Like an art class, each semester creates a finished product where something personal 

has been created. 
 
 
 

 

Interactive Listening Digital Edition          07  

This icon corresponds to the fully interactive and enhanced Interactive Listening Digital Edition 

for tablet and Mac. Follow this icon to the page number indicated for expanded material on the 

subject, including videos, hundreds of audio and multimedia, quizzes, 3D panoramas, tests and 

much more.  

 

This paper book and the digital edition are designed to complement each other, they are not 

identical, they have many similar characteristics, but many different lessons. We created the digital 

edition to expand many chapters in this paper book. Many of the lessons of both books are created 

as puzzles to encourage classroom debate, competition, and interaction. The paper and digital 

books work well together or separately. 

 

For information about currently supported computing devices go to interactivelistening.com, and 

check out our "Teacher's Lounge" for resources. You can also find us in the iTunes and iBook 

store for iPad and Mac.  
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foreword statues on the internet 

 
The one constant in this century will be change. Techno change started for me 20 years ago when I 

opened my first email. Now all of us are running full speed to keep up with an information 

revolution; constantly updating our lives to stay at the top of a back-bending curve. As I’m writing 

this, I probably have 10 programs that need updates, none of which will benefit me. 

 

Interactive Listening is a new book that challenges today’s connected but distracted listeners.  

 

When I was a kid in Jacksonville in 1980, my dad would wake up on Saturday, make coffee, feed 

the cats, and occasionally walk to the library to get the New York Times from the week before. 

He’d come home with fresh donuts, a walked dog, and a fresh copy of everything that already 

happened in New York last week. It was amazing to read about all the great music happening 

around New York, even if it was in the past. 

 

Ten years later Borders opened, a Macy’s of obscure books, music, cappuccinos, and café tables. 

You could buy hard-to- find CD’s that would last forever for your Discman. Even though the disc 

skipped while you were walking, it was still amazing to listen to perfect digital John Coltrane 

between bleeps. Besides the New York Times and a strong coffee, you could buy the Chicago 

Tribune from last Sunday for 2. How amazing. I could find out what musicians played in Chicago, 

not just New York…a week ago. 

 

Today I can read the Times any morning with one eye on my phone before the cat even knows I’m 

awake. 

 

Again, the one constant in this century will be change. Teachers and students who can lead the 

change will thrive. We’re in the middle of a video game lifestyle; click, txt, tweet, post, poke, 

reload. 

 

Our social habits have adapted and gone completely electronic. Our financial, shopping, and 

entertainment lifestyle are all breaking out of their computer cocoon while education finds itself in 

a civil war. The situation in music education is even more severe. 

 

On one side of the internet music education battle, you have an unsortly rebel alliance of 

“YouTube do-it-yourselfers,” for-profit virtual education pirates, iTunes habit dealers, midi- 

dinosaur pages, and grandma’s favorite Chopin audio murals. On the other side, you have the 

Educational Institutional Empire. Like a silent army of statues, many teachers are forced to stand 

on the side of the techno highway, frozen without the tools to adapt to the speed of the “internets.”  

 

This book hopes to be a roadmap with detailed excursions and adventures into great music 

throughout history, while including technology and interactive learning. This book tries to ask 

important questions, build relevant connections to old music, reinforce the utility of art, and make 

learning tangible for today’s learner. 
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Interactive Listening is a new approach to music comprehension that parallels the lifestyle of 

listeners today. Interactive Listening uses new games, visualizations, drawing, research questions, 

and distant comparisons to “bean” the mediocrity of music appreciation. Interactive Listening 

requires listening to music, drawing a visual melody, comparing distant relationships, and finding 

the elusive connection to today. 

 

This book doesn’t make Beethoven a statue in the garden of history. Interactive Listening makes 

you fight Beethoven in the ring. He’s still alive and swinging at your head with a mean left hook. 

Beethoven wrote music to feel alive while he was living, not to be immortal. All music has been 

written by living people, not dead heroes. 

 

Most teachers don’t want to take an internet field trip because the bus isn’t ready. Teachers don’t 

have great tools yet for the classroom and there isn’t a school bus that works yet for the highway. 

But maybe most of all, teachers grew up walking to the library with their dad to read the New York 

Times from last week. 

 

This book is an attempt to connect classroom education with digital information, or at least throw a 

paper airplane across the divide. Our lives are busy with technology and our classroom experience 

should relate to this new reality. We’re all surfing, texting, face booking, and twittering as fast as 

we can, constantly trying to be at a different mile marker. Who’s aware of all the noise, chatter, 

road blocks, advertisements, pollution, and bad drivers on the Information Highway? 
 

Most of our learning is happening on the phone and computer, but our classroom experience isn’t 

integrated with this condition. The future of learning will not turn around someday soon and come 

back to desks, chairs, chalk, and pencils. The classroom experience needs an internet tug boat. This 

book starts moving in that direction. This book is designed to challenge your assumptions about 

music using new interactive tools. 

 

Dr. Felix and I wrote this book from our positive and negative racquetball- type classroom 

experiences, trying to find the way forward to make students accountable, and music history 

interactive. This book depends on your ability to find your way to YouTube, Google, and other 

websites. If you don’t like learning with computers now, you’re going to hate the future. 

 

Maybe in the future, Google and YouTube will become obsolete, like the Macarena or Soulja Boy. 

If YouTube goes bankrupt in 2050, when this book is in its 18th pdf edition, then shoot your iPad 

65 with a laser gun, walk your robot dog to the library, and ask for the newspaper. 

 

“Would you like a virtual or a hologram newspaper?” 

You’ll probably miss your dusty old laptop. 

 

Pete Carney 

Saint Xavier University and 

City Colleges of Chicago 
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introduction roadmap 
 
Teachers in the 21st century are constantly dealing with the issue of technology - not only how to 

incorporate it into the classroom, but also competing with the myriad devices and media that are 

always vying for students’ attention. While teaching at the City Colleges of Chicago, Prof. Carney 

and I have been faced with the fundamental question of how to keep students of the digital age 

engaged in an introductory music history class. Almost everyone listens to music, loves music, and 

can benefit deeply from the study of music if they are given a roadmap to discovery.  

 

What we’ve found is that if the students are given this roadmap of how to interact with the music, 

they become infinitely more engaged and glean far more from listening and reading assignments. 

Typical textbooks, while they serve a purpose, fall short of bridging this gap. Combined with 

reading assignments and in-class explanation, this book serves as a new guide to music history for 

a rapidly changing era.  

 

Our classroom discoveries mentioned above have served as the fundamental guiding principle for 

this book: targeted assignments for listening and reading that call the student to dig deeper into the 

music - to draw upon their own musical experience (trained or untrained) to unlock the secrets that 

the music holds.  

 

Inside this book we’ve presented interactive listening activities for music from Hildegard to 

Radiohead that reaches out and draws in the 20th century student. Often these assignments 

incorporate modern technology in order to assimilate the wider world of media that we have 

available at our fingertips. We hope you learn quite a bit, and most of all ----- enjoy! 

 

 

 

Dr. Brian Felix 

University of North Carolina at Asheville 
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“I worked hard. Anyone who works as hard as 
I did can achieve the same results.” 

Johann Sebastian Bach 
 

“Neither a lofty degree of intelligence nor 
imagination nor both together go to the making of 
genius. Love, love, love, that is the soul of genius.” 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
 

“Young people can learn from my example that something can come 
from nothing. What I have become is the result of my hard efforts.” 

Franz Joseph Haydn 

“The barriers are not erected which say to aspiring 
talents and industry ‘Go thus far, and no farther.’ ” 

Ludwig van Beethoven 

the conspiracy of genius 

“If a man is called a street sweeper, he 
should sweep streets even as 

Michelangelo painted, or Beethoven 
composed music, or Shakespeare wrote 
poetry. He should sweep streets so well 

that all the hosts of heaven and Earth will 
pause to say…Here lived a great street 

sweeper who did his job well.” 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

“Once I have a vision for a new venture,  
I’m going to ride that vision until the wheels come off.” 

Russell Simmons 

“A man is a success if he gets up 
in the morning and goes to bed at 
night and in between does what 
he wants to do.”           Bob Dylan 
 

“My secret? ...get up early and work all day.” 
Philip Glass 

“Music is my religion.”   Jimi Hendrix 
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1  are you listening man in the mirror 

(This exercise is designed for students to self-evaluate and approach new music with an open 

mind) 

The Ethos of Art: The Importance of Music 

 
 Finding Truth throughout life 
 Understanding the journey of others 
 Connecting with our life as emotional and intellectual people 
 Escape from reality  
 Physical response or release 
 Connecting with the past 
 Celebration/Ceremony 

 

Questions to answer  

 

1. What music do you listen to for escape? 

These questions help clear the slate at the beginning of a semester. Teachers get to find out 

where students are coming from and can encourage them to be open-minded. 

 

2. What music do you listen to for dealing with reality? 

Most people use music for escape only, but it has greater potential. 

 

 

3. When was the last time you listened to music without doing something else? 

We're usually not paying attention, and we've gotten used to music being around us all the 

time. 

 

4. What music do you listen to challenge your intellect? 

Advanced forms of music improve brain activity in numerous scientific studies. 

 

 

5. Who is your favorite non-American musician?  

Most people consume what they are given instead of searching out great music. 

 

6. Who is your favorite musician that hasn't been on the radio or TV? 

Same as above 

 

 13 

 

Go to page 13 in the digital 

edition for tablet or PC for 

enhanced interactive materials. 
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7. Who is the most creative musician you listen to today? 

What does "creative" mean to you? Great singing? Great writing? 

 

8. What song connects most with your life now? What does that say about how you see 

yourself? 

What we connect with reveals something about our self-image. 

 

9. What was your favorite song in elementary school? In high school? 

Why do we remember music with connections to our past? It's similar to associating a smell 

with a particular experience. 

 

10. What music do you have that is priceless to you? Why? 

Why are some songs so important to us? What does that say about how we see ourselves? 

 

 

11. What music do you have that will be timeless to all people? Why? 

Why will Michael Jackson or The Beatles be remembered more than other people? 

 

 

12. How do you usually listen to music? (iPod, phone, CD, etc.) 

What do these delivery methods offer? Do you think convenience is more important than 

sound quality? 

 

 

13. How has the way you listen to music changed during your lifetime? 

Is technology changing for convenience over quality? MP3's are lower quality than CD's...  

 

 

why music?   déjà vu 

 
In ancient Greece, music was taught to young people in the hopes of developing better citizens, 

thinkers, and warriors. Since then, western society, like most cultures, has always believed that 

music educates the mind and describes the invisibility of our emotions. Over the last 3,000 years, 

music has harmonized the ascent of great societies, rang out from our highest mountaintops and 

orchestrated the crumbling sound beneath the descent of our collective failures. Like déjà vu, 

music has been here before. 

 

The Greeks believed that music and athletics balanced the whole person. In order to be a good 

citizen and warrior, a person had to study both in balance. If a person studied too much music 

without athletics, the Greeks believed that it would unbalance their mind and body. Specific music 
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scales were used to heal and create moods in people. On the opposite end of the spectrum, if a 

Greek citizen was athletic without studying music, he would become simple-minded and unable to 

think creatively in battle. 

 

The Greeks were so convinced that music could alter ones’ personality that they would send 

musicians to play “feminine music” toward their enemy before battle in order to weaken them.  

 

Music appreciation is still based on principles established in Athens 2,500 years ago. After Greece, 

the history of music descends through the cultural empires of Rome, Constantinople, the Vatican, 

Florence, Vienna, Paris, New York, and Los Angeles. Thousands of years later, we still believe 

that music educates, entertains, and exercises an exclusive part of our mind. Yelling, crying, 

laughing, talking, and poetry can describe the human condition to our ears, but only music sounds 

like we feel. 

 

How is music history made? Billions of listeners over the last 2,000 years have voted for a few 

people throughout history. One musician you like today might be historic. A very small number of 

people get their names etched in the history every 100 years or so, usually after their death. The 

people discussed in Interactive Listening have created undeniably important music that has 

resonated through the generations. Over the course of time, listeners and historians have “re-

elected” these musicians because of their indelible contributions to the history of music. 
 

Interactive Exercises 
 

1. What current music do you think people will remember... 
a. 50 years from now?   Opinion: Michael Jackson, The Beatles... 

b. 100 years from now? 

c. 200 years from now? 

d. 1,000 years from now? 
 

2. Are the Greek values of music still present in society today? 
We still believe that music education makes us well-rounded people. 

3. Do you think that most people have a false sense of music expertise? Explain. 
Many people have strong opinions about music but no experience. 

 
4. Do you think you have barriers that prevent you from understanding other people’s music? 

Why or why not? 
We usually don't like unfamiliar cultures or patterns we're not familiar with until we hear 

many repetitions and understand the practice. 
 
5. Do you judge foreign music differently than music from your own country? Why or why not? 
Closed environments or attitudes are protective or defensive against outside information 

that might change the status quo...cults, Taliban, cliques in school, etc. 
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musical reconstruction fixing the superdome 
 
For the last 200 years, a controversial phenomenon has begun sprouting through the frozen terrain 

of music history. Musicians with an Indiana Jones-like attitude have been rebuilding music from 

ancient worlds, claiming to decipher the DNA of music that was created before the advent of our 

written music system. Deciphering codes to ancient music has become an interesting and 

controversial quest. The earliest forms of music notation have been found on a stone cuneiform 

tablet from Iraq dating back to about 2,000 BC. Some researchers believe that translation is 

impossible, while others have claimed to decipher extinct musical languages. 

 
Music historians around the world have been searching for the true sound of music from early 

Rome, Constantinople, and Jerusalem. One musician has even claimed to unravel the melodies of 

David, better known for his slingshot in the biblical Old Testament. These music archeologists 

have sifted through scriptures, codes, history and hieroglyphics in an attempt to recreate music 

from antiquity. Despite the fascinating nature of these endeavors, there are some nagging 

dilemmas that raise serious doubts about our ability to authentically recreate the sound of lost 

music.  

 

music archeology dilemmas 
 
 Which note and scale do you use for singing music taken from hieroglyphic symbols? 
 How far apart is each note? 
 How fast or slow should the music be played or sung? 
 Do you sing with dynamics? 
 Did the performers improvise or embellish the music? 
 Could ancient musicians be more advanced than musicians today? 
 Is our Catholic, Jewish, and Muslim music descendant from some ancient source? 
 
Research Questions 
 
1. Do you think it is possible to perform music from China, Africa, or Egypt that was created 

thousands of years before music was written in our modern notation system? 
 
Hard to know without a key or code…but isn’t our music today descendent from ancient 
civilizations 

 
2. Is it possible that a symbol of an eagle could be translated into the music note C? Explain. 
 
Maybe if someone who had perfect pitch knew that the eagle always cawed C? 

 
3. What if someone had perfect pitch? 
 
Maybe people with perfect pitch held their notation system together with recall? 

 17 
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The Nippur Music-Instruction Fragments (2,000 BC: Nippur, Iraq)  

In Nippur, archeologists discovered a stone tablet that seems to explain the tuning system for the 

lyre, an ancient harp. According to interpretations, the tablet describes a tuning system similar to 

our modern guitar, using a seven-note scale. 

 
Find an image of the Nippur Music-Instruction Fragments using Google 

4. Do you think archeologists can decipher the Nippur Fragment symbols into music without 
making assumptions? 
 
Hard to say, it makes for an interesting discussion. 
 

The Hurrian Hymns (1,400 BC: Ugarit, Syria )  

A set of tablets known as the Hurrian Hymns was found in the ancient Babylonian port city of 

Ugarit and has been interpreted by many scholars and musicians. The Hurrian Hymns are the 

oldest documented music notation in the world, and seem analogous to Greek music scales 100's of 

years later. 

 

YouTube: Listen to Richard Dumbrill’s interpretation of Hurrian Hymn No.6. 
5. Does this music seem like a truthful interpretation? 
Seems possibly authentic…but based on what? Does it seem authentic based on our 
preconceived expectations from Indiana Jones, Aladdin, and the Mummy? 
It sounds like what we expect it to sound like. 

 
YouTube: Listen to Malek Jandali’s “Echoes from Ugarit” based on the Hurrian Hymns. 
6. Does this music have any substantial connection to the Hurrian Hymns that were discovered 

in Ugarit? 
Opinion: not to me. Maybe it is great historical fiction? If so, is that bad? 

 

 

The Ice Age Flute 

In 2004, the music history world was "born again" with the discovery of a 35,000 year old 

prehistoric flute in Germany. The flute was carved out of Mammoth tusks and vulture bones, but 

has been fragmented into 31 pieces. The continuing excavation at Hohle Fels cave suggests that ice 

age homosapiens were interested in music 5,000 thousand years earlier than was previously 

documented.  

 
Google "NPR A little flute music to warm the cave," and listen to the NPR story about the flute 
7. Why would a Mammoth bone be more valuable than a bird bone? 
A mammoth bone would be stronger, rare, symbolic of power, thicker sound. 

 
 
8. What does this reveal about early humans? 
From the first generations of human race (homosapiens), we have created music on this 
planet. The Neanderthals who preceded the human race, and died out, did not apparently 
make music. 
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While scientists continue to study the Ice Age flute, professional flute maker Erik Sampson has 

recreated the Mammoth flute from measurements published in newspapers. The sound and 

intonation of Sampson's “Jurassic Park” flute raises provocative questions. This prehistoric flute 

was designed with a five-note (pentatonic) scale, similar to most folk music around the world 

today. The intonation, tone color, and five notes musical scale bear a striking resemblance to many 

folk cultures around the globe. Does this Ice Age flute prove that music around the world today is 

still connected to an ancient five-note pattern? 

 

YouTube: Watch “Ice Age Flute.” 
9. What is your impression of flute maker Erik Sampson’s recreation of the mammoth tusk flute? 

 
Interesting outsider with a music craftsman’s perspective. While scientists are concerned 
with the social implications of the flute, Sampson wants to know what it sounds like. Maybe 
the sound and scale could reveal more about humanity?  

 
10. Is it possible that all music could come from an ancient musical language? Explain. 

 
Most music around the world is based off of a pentatonic scale. The “Ice Age” flute seems to 
have 5 notes.  
 

 

The Songs of David 

After thirty years of research, Suzanne Haik-Vantoura published Music of the Bible in 1976. Haik-

Vantoura, a career organist, composer, and teacher claimed to have translated melodies from the 

Old Testament. Using symbols written in the Torah above the text known as the ta’ amin, Haik-

Vantoura created melodies for the text. According to Haik-Vantoura she has deciphered the ta’ 

amin into a logical musical language. If true, her project would create the first musical account of 

songs from the Old Testament. Haik-Vantoura's research has been dismissed by some 

musicologists and supported by others. 

 

YouTube: Watch “The Music of the Bible Revealed: NPR's Morning Edition.” 

11. Do you think Suzanne Haik-Vantoura’s melodies could be verified as an authentic translation of the 

ta’ amin? Explain. 

 

Hard to say…True or counterfeit, her translation sounds like a perfect missing link between 

ancient Judaism and Christianity. 

 

12. What other reasons could people have to dismiss Haik-Vantoura's discovery? 

 
She isn’t a traditional academic. She threatens the establishment. If she is correct, others 
might be wrong. Does she draw conclusions? A woman vs. the old boys club? A Gentile 
discovering a code in the Torah? 
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"Free as a Bird" and "Real Love" by John Lennon/The Beatles 

 

In 1994-1995, former Beatles Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr reunited to 

record music along with a demo tape that John Lennon had left with Yoko Ono before his 

assassination in 1980. The group attempted to use four songs that Lennon had recorded at home on 

cassette tape, but ultimately they decided that only two were usable. Using noise reduction and old 

instruments, the group added a band and background vocals to “Real Love” and “Free As A Bird.” 

These tracks were released as part of the Beatles' Anthology project in 1995. 

Surprising everyone, BBC 1, a radio station in London rejected Lennon’s songs from the grave: the 

programmers at the station decided not to include “Real Love” on their playlist because it didn’t fit 

their youthful target audience.  

 
13. Do you think “Free As A Bird” and "Real Love" are successful as music recovery projects? 

Why or why not? 
 
Opinion 

 
 
 
14. What else could they have done with the songs as an alternative to the versions they 

released?  
 
Release multiple versions, invite guest in, etc. 
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the science of music  sometimes behave 

 
Our understanding of music (as it relates to science, psychology, nature, and technology) is 

constantly being updated. Radio Lab, a National Public Radio podcast, discusses research from the 

edge of music’s future. 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 
Listen to Radio Lab’s Musical Language (Sept. 24, 2007), a podcast at radiolab.org or iTunes and 
answer the following questions: 
 
1. Sometimes behave so __________. strangely 
 
2. After many repetitions language becomes ___________. music 
 
3. What is perfect pitch?  The ability to recognize by ear, any note by its name. 
 
 
Musical Touch 
 

4. Explain the process by which we hear music from ear to brain. 
 
Sound doesn't actually exist in the universe, our brain creates sound...a tree falls in the 

wood, air waves hit our ear drum, the eardrum vibrates and pushes fluid in the cochlea, the 
fluid hits hairs for each frequency or note, each hair/frequency sends an electrical signal to 
the brain stem, the brain stem sends information across the entire brain which creates the 
impression of sound or music to us, all happening in 3 thousandths of a second. 

 
5. Why might new mothers use melodies with babies? 
Lullabies relax newborn babies when their mothers aren't touching them. These songs seem 

to make babies feel like mom is close by. 
 

6. What are the four universal musical phrases we might know when we’re born? Use your 
imagination to draw a description of each of these phrases. 
 1) Praise: pitch rises then falls 
 2) Stop: short disconnected sounds 
 3) Call Attention or Look At Me: pitch rises then high notes  
 4) Comfort: repeat 1 note legato 

 

7. When the meter of electricity is regular and rhythmic we hear the sound as ________.. 
music 

 
8. When the meter is jagged or irregular, we hear the sound as ________. 
noise 
 

 23 
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9. What did Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring describe to an unsuspecting audience? 
An ancient virgin sacrifice ritual that was more related to a caveman's spring than flowers 

blooming, etc. 
 

10. From a scientific perspective, why might the riots at the premiere of Stravinsky’s Rite of 
Spring have happened?  
People had no familiar brain pattern that sounded like Rite of Spring. 

 
11. What happens to neurons in the “noise department” when they hear unfamiliar sounds or 

chords? 
They can react unpredictably: angry or scared. 

 
12. “We are ______ _______ animals.”   pattern searching 
 
13. If neurons fail to find a pattern, our brain releases __________ , which, in small amounts, 

creates a pleasant effect, but in larger amounts makes people “mad.” dopamine 
 
14. How did Parisians receive Stravinsky’s second performance? 
He was carried out as a hero. 

 
 
15. What is the cortical fugal network? How does it learn to understand new music? 
A network of brain cells that learns and tunes neurons to understand music and sound 

better. 
 
16. Why might society be comfortable with Rite of Spring now?  
The riot after the first performance made people curious. They were then prepared for the 
second performance almost a year later 
Pattern learning-our neurons adapted 

 
17. If this theory is true, what are the ramifications for innovative musicians in society? 
Innovations that shock the cultural system will have unpredictable results...initially, but then 
it is likely that the innovation will become more common and thus easier for the listeners to 
process.  

 
 
18. What is EMI (Experimental Musical Intelligence)?  
A computer program that reads and analyzes all of a composer’s music and then composes 
new music in the style of that composer based on the patterns.  

 
19. What do you think about EMI and the music it creates? 
You won't believe what your students think...most of them are cool with it. 
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musical instruments the perfect dysfunctional family 
 

The instruments of an orchestra are a collection of diverse creations, divided up into five families 

of sound conception. Musical instruments are categorized by how they are used to create sound: 

 

Woodwind Instruments: The performer blows air across a reed that vibrates to create sound 

Brass Instruments: The musician buzzes his lips and blows into the instrument 

String Instruments: The musician bows or plucks a string 

Percussion Instruments: The musician hits or strikes an instrument 

Electronic Instruments: The musician uses a computer or electric instrument 

 
An easy way to recognize instruments by ear is to think of them as voices. While instruments do 

have a wide range, they typically function like the 4 voices in a choir. 

 

Soprano  1st or top voice-female  

Alto   2nd voice or lower female    

Tenor   3rd or high male voice 

Bass or Baritone 4th or bottom male voice 

 

Below is a short list of the most common instruments and their typical use as a soprano, alto, tenor, 

or bass voice. 

 

          Strings  Woodwind  Brass     Percussion 

Soprano        Violin  Flute/Piccolo  Trumpet Cymbals /Triangle 

Alto         Viola  Oboe/ English Horn French Horn Snare/Tambourine 

Tenor         Cello  Clarinet  Trombone Congas/Bongos/Toms 

Bass         Double Bass Bassoon  Tuba  Timpani/ Bass Drum 

Miscellaneous and   Piano  Saxophone   Flugelhorn Xylophone, Marimba, 
Extended Range       Harp, Guitar Family (SATB)  Euphonium World Percussion 
instruments 
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Interactive Exercises  (writing down personal descriptions helps people remember the sound 
through physical touch, pattern learning, and keeps their attention in class)  
 

A personal description creates a memory. 
 

1. Using YouTube, listen to the woodwind instruments below and write down descriptions of 
their tone color that will help you remember what they sound like compared to each other. 
Students may use their phone to find these instruments on YouTube, personal discovery 

creates better memories of information. Some typical descriptions are below. 
 
Flute   Oboe  Clarinet Bassoon  Tenor Saxophone 

light, airy, soprano sad, dark, alto sad, dark strange, grumpy jazz, big, masculine  
 

2. YouTube: Listen to the brass instruments below and write down descriptions of the tone color 
that will help you remember what they sound like compared to each other. 

 

Trumpet  French Horn   Trombone  Tuba  
bright, high strong muffled, powerful dark, low, thick the lowest, darkest 
soprano  alto    tenor   bari/bass 

 
 

3. YouTube: Listen to the string instruments below and write down descriptions of the tone 
color that will help you remember what they sound like compared to each other. 

 

Violin      Viola   Cello    Bass 
scratchy, fast, high   alto, sad, thicker male, tenor, dramatic  lowest, darkest 

 
 

Piano Harp   Harpsichord      Celesta  Acoustic Guitar 
piano when a cartoon dies thin, tinny      Christmas bells Pop music 

 
 

4. YouTube: Listen to the percussion instruments below and write down descriptions of the tone 
color that will help you remember what they sound like compared to each other. 

 

Orchestral 
Xylophone     Vibes Marimba Snare Drum Timpani Drums Bass Drum 
metallic      resonant wood  marching band   2001   thunder 

 
 
 
Jazz/Rock/Pop/Hip Hop  
Ride Cymbal  Crash Cymbal  Hi Hat  Toms 
Subtle, wide bright, splashy  short, dark tuned tenor drums 

 

 34 
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5. YouTube: Listen to these electronic instruments below and write down descriptions of the 
tone color that will help you remember what they sound like. 

 
Rhodes            Wurlitzer                               Moog 
Bells/Electric Keys     Darker bells with keys      Spacey, analog 

 
Laptop     Turntable Scratching 
Can sound like anything  Choppy rhythmic warp  

 
Electric Guitar with effect pedals: 
distortion                            flange                                       chorus                                delay
from fuzz to mangled   swirling, underwater multiple voices together Same sound 
repeated 
 
World Percussion Ensembles 

 
6. YouTube: Listen to the following examples, research the music, and answer the following 

questions: How is the ensemble or music organized? What is the history of this style? How is 
this music connected to religion or culture? 
 
Gamelan Gong Kebyar (Indonesia): 
 
 
Kodo Drum Ensemble (Japan): 
 
 
Ewe Drumming in Ghana: 
 
 
Ustad Allah Rakha and Zakir Hussain Tabla Solo (India) 
 
 
Aberikula en la Habana (Cuba): 
 
 
Bomba in Loiza, Puerto Rico  
 
 
Top Secret Drum Corps Edinburgh Military Tattoo 2009 
 
 
Blast! Drumline Battery Battle 

 

232 
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the elements of music         seeing the trees from the forest 

 

fundamental elements roots 
 
Melody – a sequence of notes in a specific order, most often the lead voice in a piece (77 iBook) 

Harmony – a combination of notes occurring simultaneously (87) 

Dynamics – the loudness or softness of a piece (100) 

Rhythm – the way in which beats are organized; or the pulse of the music (92) 

Pitch – the highness or lowness of a note (90) 

Timbre – tone color, the unique characteristic of each instrument or voice (84) 

Texture – the way instruments or voices are combined into a collective sound (99) 

Improvisation – the spontaneous creation of music during a performance  

Form – the structure or organization of music (104-107)  

Social Context - Does the music have a purpose other than listening? Dancing, wedding, funeral 

Expressive intent - Is the composer trying to create an emotional response in the listener? 

 

extended terminology branches 

 

Consonant – when two or more notes sound pleasing or stable (76) 

Dissonant – when two or more notes sound unpleasing or unstable 

Tempo – the speed of a piece of music (92) 

Meter – a regular rhythmic cycle or – the number and length of beats in each measure 

Genre - a category of music 

Instrumentation – the different instruments that make up an ensemble 

Phrase – a section of a melody, usually marked by a small pause (86) 

Beat - the regular pulse of the music 

Interval – the distance between two notes (79) 

Syncopation – accenting an unexpected note or “off beat” 

Monophonic - containing a single melodic line 

Polyphonic – containing two or more independent melodic lines (95) 

Chord – three or more notes played together (88) 

Cadence – the end of a musical sentence; it is often followed by a pause in the music 

Movement – a smaller division within a larger work; there are usually four of these in a standard 

symphony 

  

75 
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seeing the melody 
 
A great way to improve your music listening skills is to draw the melody as you are listening. 
When the pitch of the melody goes up, the line you are drawing should go up. You can either 
draw dashes or curved lines (like a roller coaster) as the melody progresses. If the singer stops 
singing, leave a space and start drawing again when the singer starts singing again. Some people 
have voices that sound like curved lines, while other people sound more like dashes. Be creative 
with your drawing details: use thicker lines when the singing is louder. You should plan to listen 
to each song a few times and make adjustments as needed. 
(Note: You should complete this exercise in pencil if possible. Also, feel free to use scratch paper 
the first time through so that you can get your bearings.) 
 
1. Draw the pitch of the melody for Somewhere Over The Rainbow, as sung by these five people, 

below their name: 
This exercise is great for getting students to pay attention to pitch, melodic contour, seeing 
the melody, phrasing, variation, the difference in A and B section melodies. Try to make their 
drawings be accurate and detailed, and their hearing will follow. In my classes, good listeners 
have drawn better lines. 
 

A1 “somewhere”                          A2 “ somewhere”                        B “someday I’ll wish”               A3 “ somewhere” 
 

Judy Garland (1939) 
Students draw their line here 

 
 
 

Frank Sinatra (1958) 
 Students draw their line here 
 
 
 

Israel "IZ" Kamakawiw’ole (1993) 
 Students draw their line here 
 
 
 

Eva Cassidy (1996) 
 Students draw their line here 
 
 
 

Beyonce at Movies Rock (2007) 
 Students draw their line here 
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2. Circle any upward leaps in the melody. 
 

3. Put a check mark next to lines or shapes that are unique to each singer. 
 

4. How are the lines you drew for the B section different from the A sections? 
 
The A section leaps up dramatically and then moves in small steps, the B section melody is much 
more compact and repetitive, walking upward in short steps. 
 

5. How has the melody changed since 1939? 
 
Many new paths or alternate routes to familiar destination notes are interesting to us as listeners. 
Each great performance delivers a new approach to familiar material. 
 

6. How has the song stayed the same over time? Which words or syllables seem unchanged over the 
course of history? 
 
The lyrics are all the same or closely related. The “goal notes” at the beginning of each measure 
have to be heard.  
 

7. Why do we recognize the song if the notes and phrasing have changed? 


As long as we hear enough familiar information in a specific order, we recognize the song. 
 
 

8. Watch the GLEE TV show version of the same some song. Which artist above is the GLEE version a 
tribute to? (extra credit: why was it a tribute to this person?) 
 
IZ the Hawaiian singer had just died the same year as the GLEE episode. 
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hearing the form dancing to architecture 

 
When you can hear the form of a tune you gain greater insight into the process of writing and 

producing music. Form is the organization of music into sections. Music is usually divided into 

sections to create contrast within a particular piece. The difficulty in hearing form comes from our 

natural tendency to listen to music in the moment. In order to hear form, you must listen for things 

that change abruptly, such as dynamics, melody, harmony, rhythm, or texture. When any of these 

elements change suddenly, you’re probably hearing a new section in the form. 

Typical forms in music are similar to poetry, with each letter representing a new section. Usually a 

song repeats only one of the following groups over and over: 

 

AABA     ABCA     ABA     ABCDA    

 

hearing verse and chorus in pop songs duck, duck, duck, goose 
 

Pop music subgenres, including Rock, Hip Hop, Country, Gospel, and Reggae, use a form called 
Verse-Chorus. Verse-Chorus is a two-part form consisting of a Verse (A) and Chorus (B). The two 
sections are different from one another to create contrast and energy. Usually the verse tells the 
story of the song as Verse 1, Verse 2, Verse 3. The chorus section, or “hook,” responds to the 
verse with a memorable, repetitive, and contrasting melody. The dynamics and texture of the 
chorus are usually very different from the verse, oftentimes being louder and more aggressive. 
Listen for changes in the drum, bass, and guitar part to hear the change from Verse section to 
Chorus. In Jazz and popular music, sections of form are usually between 15 and 30 seconds. 
 
In addition to the Verse and Chorus, here are some other sections to look out for when listening 
to popular music: 
 
Intro- A short section that establishes the groove or feel of the song before the melody starts. 
 
Interlude- A short section just like the Intro, but it appears in the middle of the song rather than 
at the beginning. An interlude breaks up endless repetitions to create contrast and is usually 
instrumental (no lyrics). 
 
Pre-Chorus – A section that leads from the verse to the chorus with an energetic build up. 
 
Bridge- A section in the middle of a tune (usually with lyrics) that contrasts with the verse (A) and 
chorus (B)  
 
Outro- A short section at the end of the song that brings the song to a conclusion after the 
melody has ended. 
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A typical form would be:  
 

Intro, Verse 1(A1), Verse 2(A2), Chorus (B), Verse 3(A3), guitar solo (verse A4), Chorus (B), Outro 
 
Note on instrumental solos: Many pop tunes have instrumental (usually guitar) solos. Most often 
these solo sections utilize a previously played section of the song (usually the verse). When you 
hear an instrumental solo, see if you can tell which previously played section of the tune serves as 
the foundation. 
 
 
Interactive Exercises 

 

Listen to Horace Silver’s “Song For My Father” on YouTube. 

1. How many seconds is the Intro before the melody starts? 
About 8 seconds. 
 

2. An ostinato is a repeated melody fragment that creates the groove. What two instruments 
are playing the ostinato at the beginning of the song?  
Bass and piano. 
 

3. After the Intro, the melody outlines the form of the song twice. Is the form ABCD, ABAC, ABC, 
or AAB? (Hint: the form ends when the piano solo starts.)  
AAB 
 

4. Which section does the song end with? 
Outro 

 
YouTube: Listen to Jimi Hendrix’s “Foxy Lady”  
5. Write out the form of “Foxy Lady” using Intro, Verse (A), Chorus (B), Guitar solo, and Outro 

(Hint: Be sure to listen to the instruments changing parts.) 
 

Foxy Lady: Intro “foxy”/ Verse 1 (A1) "you know"/ Chorus (B1) "I want to take you home"/ 
Verse2 (A2) "I see you"/ Chorus (B2) "I’ve made up my mind"/ Guitar solo-(over the changes for A)/ 
Chorus (B1) "I'm gonna take you home"/ Outro (like Intro) 
 
YouTube: Listen to The Police’s ”Every Breath You Take.” 
YouTube: Listen to Puff Daddy’s remix “I’ll Be Missing You.” 
6. Write out the form for each section of Sting’s song using: Verse (A), Chorus (B), Bridge (C), 

Intro, Outro and Interlude. 
 

Sting:  Intro/ Verse 1 (A1) "every breath"/ Verse 2 (A2) "every single"/ Chorus (B) "can't you 
see"/ Verse 3 (A3) "every move"/ Bridge (C) "since you've gone")/ Interlude (over the changes for 
A)/ Chorus (B) "oh can't you see")/ Verse 4 (A4) "every move")/ Outro (B) "I'll be watching". 
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7. Write out the form for each section of Puff Daddy’s version. 
Puff Daddy: Intro/Verse 1 (A1) "seems like/ Verse 2 (A2) "in the future"/Chorus (B) "every 
step"/Chorus (B) "every step"/ Verse 3 (A3) "it's kind of hard” / Verse 4 (A4) "My thoughts” / 
Chorus (B) "every step"/ Chorus (B) "thinking of the day"/  Interlude (C) "on that morning"/Verse 4 
(A) "every night I pray" background vocals/ Chorus (B)  "every step". 
 
8. Which sections of the form from Sting’s song are missing in Puff Daddy’s remix? 
The chorus is different (the changes stay the same as the verse), The Bridge or C section is 
gone, The interlude is new, Outro vamp is on the B section instead of the A section) 
 

9. How is the subject of the song different from Sting’s original version? 

The Police song was about a stalker, Puff Daddy's version is about a deceased friend. 

 

10. Explain how the texture is different in “I’ll Be Missing You.” 

Rap verses, added electric bass, hip hop drum sample, female vocals, synth keyboards,  

less contrast between sections because sample plays throughout. 

 

 

11. Which song is faster? 

Sting's version is faster...most people think the Puff Daddy version is faster because the 

drum beat is louder and has more subdivision 

 

12. Which song do you connect with? Why? 

Opinion, but it might say something about the cultural pattern you're more familiar with. 

 
 
YouTube: Listen to “Clocks” by Coldplay. 
13. Write out the form of the song using: Intro, Verse (A), Chorus (B), Bridge (C), Interlude, and 

Outro 
 
“Clocks” Form 
 
Intro-piano/ Verse 1 (A1) "lights"/Chorus (B) "you are"/Interlude (repeat of intro)-piano/ 
Verse 2 (A2) "confusion"/Chorus (B)/Bridge (C) (key change)"nothing else"/Interlude (repeat of 
intro)/Outro "home"  

 
14. Write piano under each section where the piano riff happens. 
Under Intro, chorus, interlude, chorus, outro...not with verses. 
 

15. Which section above is the loudest? 
The bridge 
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16. Where does the piano riff melody change? Why? 
In the last interlude and outro to create contrast and drama. 
 

17. What sections have guitar? 
All except intro, the guitar is a good guide to the overall dynamics and shape of the song. 
 

18. Where can you hear the chorus melody sung as a background vocal? 
Outro 

 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Schism” by the metal band Tool.  
“Schism” uses a much more complex version of Verse-Chorus that includes an intro, several 
interludes, a Chorus 2 and 3 (C and D sections), and an Outro. Google the lyrics and read along as 
you listen. 
 
19. Write out the form using: Intro, A (for verses), B (for chorus), C, D, Interlude, and Outro. 
Intro/A (verse1)/ Interlude 1 /A (verse2)/Interlude 2 /B (chorus) / A (verse 3) /Interlude 2/ C 
"silence"/D "between supposed lovers"/Outro. 
 

20. Circle the above sections that sound like a verse. Outro Interludes 
 

21. Is the last section of the song “I know the pieces fit, I know the pieces fit…” a verse or a 
chorus? (trick question)  
Both sections seem to be combined. "I know the pieces fit." 
 

22. What are the lyrics of this song about?  
A failed relationship... and open to other interpretations. 

 
23. Did reading the lyrics change your connection with this song? 


Understanding the story inevitably makes the music patterns understandable. 
 

24. Using the Internet, research the life of Russian Composer Dimitri Shostokovich, then listen to 
Shostakovich’s String Quartet No. 8, mvt.2 and find a musical connection Tool’s “Schism”  
What does an American metal band today have in common with a Cold War Russian 
composer censored in the Soviet Union? 
Driving rhythms, lyrical melodies, aggressive ensemble vs lyrical soloists, frustration 
expressed through rhythm...Shostakovich felt trapped in the Soviet Union repressed by his 
government. They represent “heavy metal” frustrations from different generations and places.  
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YouTube: Listen to Eva Cassidy’s version of “Somewhere Over The Rainbow.” The form of this 
version is not repetitive. 
25. Write out the form using Intro, Verse (A), Bridge (B), Guitar Solo, and Outro.  


Intro/Verse (A) "somewhere"/Verse (A)/Bridge (B) "someday"/Guitar solo (A)/Bridge (B  
"someday"/Verse (A)/Outro "If happy". 

 
Form and Analysis Exercises 
 
26. Listen to the following songs and write out the form using either Verse-Chorus, lettering or 

both. You may find that each labeling system is better suited for a particular example. Explain 
how each song uses contrasting sections to create variety or momentum. 
 

YouTube: "All You Need Is Love" by the Beatles. 
form: Intro(brass, love)  Verse, Verse2, Chorus “All You Need,” Guitar solo, Interlude-
strings, Chorus, Verse 3, Chorus, Chorus, Outro “love is all you need” 
analysis and creating contrast: Classical strings and brass contrast with folk rock roots. 
The use of classical orchestration gives the song shape above the typical folk song 
 

YouTube: "Good Vibrations" by the Beach Boys. 
form: A B               A      B       C               D          E          B      F     B 

         Verse       Chorus            Verse         Chorus                  “I don’t”      “gotta”  
analysis and creating contrast:  This arrangement uses 4 voices and many instruments 
(flute, Theremin, harmonica, organ, cello, tack piano, bass, drums) to create contrast in one of 
the most complex and expensive pop songs ever ($15,000 in 1966). 
 

YouTube: "Shut Your Eyes" by Snow Patrol. 
form: 2 part intro, Verse 1, Chorus “When the Worry,” Interlude-guitar, Verse 3, 
Chorus, Verse 4 (breakdown), Verse 5, Outro 
analysis and creating contrast:  Keyboard and chord changes create subtle contrasts and 
crescendos in each section. Verse 4 features a surprise “breakdown.” 
 

YouTube: "A Day in the Life" by the Beatles. 
form:  Intro, Verse 1 (Len.), Verse 2 “he blew,” Verse 3 “I saw,”Interlude-orchestra, New 
Verse (McCartney), Interlude, Verse 1, Outro-orchestra 
analysis and creating contrast:   A song with two inner songs, separated by monolithic 
atonal string crescendos. Does this foreshadow the Beatles break up? 
 

YouTube: "Little Fly" by Esperanza Spalding. (this example has a jazz interlude called a bridge) 
form:  Intro-strings and bass solo, Verse, Verse 2, Jazz Bridge, Verse 3, Verse 4, bass solo 
 
analysis and creating contrast:  Spalding’s song contrasts with the traditional expectation of 
pop music by incorporating jazz vocals, improv, harmony and classical arrangements and 
instruments 
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describing music       falling leaves 
 
The more effort you put into listening, the more music you will actually absorb. Everyone hears, 
feels, and enjoys music, but few listeners can explain what they are hearing and feeling. Everyone 
is entitled to an opinion about music, but learning to listen to music makes your opinion more 
valuable to other people. 
 
Learning to hear and explain music is a difficult and long process of trial and error. You will only 
get better by trying and failing over and over again. Every time you focus, listen again, and 
rewrite your impressions, you can process more details about the music. 
 
We rely heavily on adjectives to explain what we are hearing in music. The short list below gives 
you a few examples of adjectives used by musicians, teachers, and writers to describe what they 
are hearing. Any adjective that describes a feeling has potential to be a great description. Like a 
songwriter's lyrics, your writing about music can be judged for its creativity and truthfulness. 
 
a few adjectives for describing music: 
 
bright, dark, aggressive, energetic, busy, modern, frail, conservative, frantic, mysterious, 
grumpy, light, heavy, pale, faint, harsh, high-pitched, hissing, hushed, husky, loud, melodic, 
moaning, muted, noisy, purring, quiet, raspy, resonant, screeching, shrill, silent, soft, squealing, 
thundering, whispering, thick, thin, muted, somber, sad, happy, resonant, tranquil, loud, quiet, 
soothing, smooth, airy, turbulent, irritating, inspiring, cute, muddy, defiant, scratchy, dark, 
moody, bold, wild, silly, repetitive, cool, joyful 
 

The exercises below are designed to improve descriptive writing skills about music. 

 

Interactive Exercises 

 
YouTube: Listen to the following pieces and write a paragraph describing the use of instruments 
using the adjectives above (and others if you like). In addition to the overall impression, what 
different layers do you hear in the music? 
 
1. “Sunrays” by Madlib 
 
Example: “Sunrays” by Madlib has a mysterious quality to it. The drum beat is consistent and 

groovy, but the texture is elusive and haunting… 
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2. “Hurt” performed by Johnny Cash 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. “Limit To Your Love” by James Blake 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. “Dayvan Cowboy” by Boards of Canada 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun by Claude Debussy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. “Superstition” by Yesterday's New Quintet 
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how do you know?                                                     take a walk on the wild side 

 
Even though the songs below have many similarities, the human brain recognizes significant 
differences between them. It's easy to know where music fits in a specific genre, but it's difficult 
to explain why.  

 
YouTube: Listen to “Freddie Freeloader” by Miles Davis.  
7. What genre of music is this? How do you know? 
These exercises help students understand tiny differences in style that our brains pick up and 

understand to create categories. Our brain knows what style of music these songs are, but 
do we know why we recognize them? This is also a good introduction to the elements of 
music. 
Everyone will agree that “Freddie Freeloader” is jazz, but most listeners draw a blank at the 
question “how do you know?” Usually they will say “tempo” and you can then begin talking 
about the actual definitions of the elements. For example, tempo doesn’t define genre, but 
other things do, like rhythm, instrumentation, etc. 

 
YouTube: Listen to “Moten Swing” by Count Basie.  
8. What genre of music is this? How is it different than “Freddie Freeloader?” 
A different style of jazz – big band swing. The clearest difference is the instrumentation. 

Stylistically, you can also say that it’s older Jazz than “Freddie Freeloader” because of tone 
qualities, articulation, hard swing, simpler harmonies and solos... 

 
YouTube: Listen to Two Part Invention #13 by J. S. Bach.  
9. What genre of music is this? How do you know? 
Classical: articulation, rhythm, harmony style, counterpoint. 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Sweet Home Chicago” by Robert Johnson.  
10. What genre of music is this? How do you know? 
Traditional Blues: emotive vocal style, aggressive performance style, Blues scale pattern. 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Born Under A Bad Sign” by Albert King. 
11. What genre of music is this? How is it different than “Sweet Home Chicago?” 
Modern or urban Blues: new bass lines, horn section, backbeat, less emotive vocals, electric 

guitar. 
 

YouTube: Listen to “All Along the Watchtower” by Jimi Hendrix.  
12. What genre of music is this? How is it different than “Sweet Home Chicago” and “Born Under 

A Bad Sign?” 
Rock: tambourine, different bass line, simplified rock vocal style, guitar effects Blues: guitar 

solo scale is still blues underneath the effects, stage personality: This example is good for 
discussion of perceived differences between rock and blues. (Note: Hendrix had seen another 
guitar player light his guitar on fire while touring on the "Chitlin" Blues Circuit in the South.) 
(Note 2: Bob Dylan wrote this song.) 
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the ensemble 
 
melodies as characters he said, she said 
 
By thinking of instrumental music as a conversation, we give our brain an extra pattern to 
connect with an oftentimes-abstract art form. Music is written to convey information and tell 
stories. Sometimes music is programmatic with actual characters, and other times melodies only 
behave like characters in a plot. 
 
9. YouTube: Listen to the following music and connect each example to its corresponding story from the 

“matching scenes” section below. 
 

a) Maurice Ravel, String Quartet in F, Hagen Quartet, Assez vif, Très rythmé 
b) Claude Debussy, La fille aux cheveux de lin, Michelangeli 
c) Astor Piazolla, Libertango 
d) Dmitri Shostakovich, String Quartet No. 8 in C minor (II) 
e) "Bella’s Lullaby" Twilight Soundtrack Official 
f) Gabrielli, Echo, Canadian Brass 
g) Claude Debussy, La plus que lente, valse 
h) 2Cellos, "Smooth Criminal" 
i) Esbjorn Svensson Trio, "Eighthundred Streets by Feet" 

 

Matching Scenes 
 

___A fiery romance between two very different personalities. One person is very organized, 

logical, and detail oriented, while the other lover is emotive and poetic.  c 

 

___An old couple slowly dances by themselves in the kitchen. As they dance they laugh about 

days when it was easier to move, but difficult to see the beauty in life.  g 

 

___A wandering hitchhiker walks into town. He doesn’t seem to fit with the people in this city. His 

life made sense elsewhere, but here he is out of place. There’s only one girl here he can talk to, 

but they’re still so different.      e 

 

___A group of executives get together for a morning meeting in the conference room. They talk 

about new ideas to grow the company in new markets. Many ideas are introduced, and 

gradually the group finds a common objective. Halfway through the meeting, bad news arrives. 

One of the office manager’s parents has passed away. The group decides to order flowers, and 

gradually returns to work, finding an idea to grow the company. a 

 

___A teenage boy daydreams at school about a girl he sees everyday on his way to school. b 
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___Two friends meet for their weekly lunch break chess match. Silently each piece is moved to 

counteract an opponent’s advance. Defensively they respond to each other in a cautious and 

reflective strategy.         f 

 

___Two men meet in an alley to fight after being kicked out of a bar. They have different fighting 

styles and weapons.       h 
___A man sits on the train with his headphones on. He’s riding home from the same job at the 

bank he’s had for five years. At each stop the train car seems to get more crowded, but he 

calmly dreams of the simplicity of his childhood. While the train hurls forward, his music 

reminds him what is really important.      i 
 
___Four teachers fear for their life. Their education has made them a target of the new oppressive 

government. Every day they look over their shoulder wondering when they will be arrested and 

tortured. If they stick together and cover each other’s story they can’t be caught for the escape 

plan they’ve been organizing.    d 
 

 

melodies as characters in Beethoven’s 9th a global conflict 
 

If music is a conversation, then how could a composer describe thousands of people speaking up in 

a movement for the brotherhood of man? Although deaf and often rejected by music critics, 

Beethoven was still an idealist and a believer in the good of mankind. Beethoven’s 9
th 

and last 

symphony leaves the world with a narrative describing the universal brotherhood in which all 

people are characters. Hector Berlioz, an innovative romantic composer, described Beethoven’s 

last symphony in these words: 

 

“The first movement has a somber majesty and is like no other piece written by Beethoven before. 

The harmony is at times excessively daring: the most original patterns, the most expressive 

gestures crowd in and criss-cross in every direction, but without causing any obscurity or 

congestion. On the contrary the result has perfect clarity, and the numerous orchestral voices that 

plead or threaten, each in its own way and its own special style, seem to form a single voice, such 

is the emotional charge that drives them…It would be hard to hear anything more profoundly 

tragic than the song of the wind instruments beneath which a chromatic phrase played tremolo by 

the strings swells and rises gradually, like the roar of the sea before an approaching storm.” - 

from A Critical Study of the Symphonies of Beethoven 
 

For the next exercise, continue to think of melodies as characters in conversation. Like an opera or 

the movie Pearl Harbor, this music will have many characters and scenes. To comprehend the 

magnitude and scope of this symphony, compare the music to America during WWII. Millions of 

people supported the Allies against the Axis in battles from Europe to the Pacific. The battle has 

many scenes with victories and defeats, but behind the entire conflict was the defense of one idea, 

freedom. Beethoven uses the simplest melody possible (two notes) to represent Freedom, our most 

basic desire.  

 

Like the Arab Spring, Tea Party, or Occupy Wall Street, Beethoven’s movement in melodies 

begins with one person standing up. 
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Imagine Beethoven’s symphony as WWII told from the perspective of a young family in Iowa one 

year before the war. Tom and Mary have two kids in a quiet town. Tom is a mechanic, and Mary 

works at home and takes care of their two children, Michael and Rose. Meanwhile, the President, 

and millions of other characters move towards war with the axis of evil. 

Follow the fictional drama that is attached to Beethoven’s melodies in his 9
th

 symphony and then 

complete the story. 

 

YouTube: Beethoven’s 9th symphony 1st mvt. Allegro ma non troppo with bar graph score 

0:00 One person stands up, then another, and another until it’s a group. 

0:32 The group has grown into a movement. 

0:43 The first conflict with the axis of evil happens with the invasion of Poland. 

0:50 Negotiations are attempted but fail, and battle lines are drawn. 

1:03 The movement gets stronger and more organized. The country prepares for war. 

1:30 Tensions escalate as countries disagree. 

1:43 The second front in the war begins. 

2:00 Meanwhile in Iowa the quiet life begins changing as people read the paper. Some people 
want to stay out of the conflict. Tom and Mary talk about the war at the dinner table as it gets 
closer to their life. Tom wants to join the army and defend his freedom and family. Mary doesn’t 
want him to get involved yet. They argue. 

2:58 Tom has made his mind up. 

3:16 Mary pleads with him not to go, but it's too late, the war has escalated. Tom enlists and gets 
ready to leave. 

3:45 Mary feels like the war effort is the only thing people in town talk about. Everyone is part of 
the effort. 

4:24 Scene change: Washington D.C. President Roosevelt looks out the window of the oval office 
thinking about the cost of freedom while two kids play on the lawn. His dreaming is interrupted 
by a telegram from the Pacific. 

5:13 Back in Iowa, Michael and Rose play in the yard while Rose watches them from the porch. 
The mailman brings a letter from Tom in England. “Mary, I didn’t think it would be like this. 
Fighting for freedom isn’t pretty. We were bombed last night. I’ve seen terrible things.” 

5:45 Mary writes back “Be strong Tom, we’re proud of you and we miss you,” but she’s scared. 

5:57 Scene change: Roosevelt and Churchill meet to plan D Day and many ideas are brought up. 
The invasion will have many different forces and layers involved. The plans must be well 
orchestrated as the conflict has several fronts. 
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6:55 scene fades to Iowa: “Hello Tom my love, everything is fine here. The kids are growing up 
fast. Michael looks more like you every day, I miss you so much.” 

7:14 “Rose started kindergarten today.” 

1. Finish the story with your own interpretation at the markers below 

7:20 
 
7:28 
 
8:00 
 
8:10 
 
8:28 
 
9:10 
 
9:36 
 
10:00 
 
10:05 10:11 
 
10:26 
 
11:00 11:20 
 
11:34 
 
12:42 
 
13:40 
 
13:54 
 
14:24 
 
14:37 to the end: 
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2. Optional Continuation Exercise: Listen to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th movements of Beethoven’s 9th 
symphony. Briefly describe how your plot continues to unfold below. 

 
2nd movement 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd movement  

 

 

 

 

 

4th movement 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Obviously, Beethoven’s 9th symphony isn’t actually about WWII. Many people have their own 
interpretations as to its’ meaning: It can be a programmatic description of the rising middle 
class brotherhood, a story about ideas, or something else entirely. Why do you think 
Beethoven wrote this piece? 
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articulating your opinions 
 
You don’t have to be a musician to have an educated opinion about music. You don’t have to 

understand structural design, physics, and history to walk across the Golden Gate Bridge, but you 

do in order to be a tour guide. Would you listen to a tour guide who didn’t appreciate the Golden 

Gate Bridge? A good tour guide doesn’t have to be an architect, but he/she needs to have respect, 

interest, and experience regarding their bridge. 

 

You don’t have to be a musician to have an opinion about music, but without information, effort, 

and curiosity your opinion will remain dormant like a seed without sunlight, soil, or water. 

Learning to hear music doesn’t necessarily change your opinion, but it will give you a much larger 

arsenal of words with which to explain yourself.  

 

A conversation about music between a grounded teenager and a stubborn parent might end like 

this: 

 

Teenage girl: “Lady Ga Ga is my music. Your music is old. I don’t want to turn it down. This is my 

room.” (door slams) 

 

If the girl had studied music and her feelings, the conversation might have ended like this: 

 

Teenage girl: “I know you hate Lady Ga Ga because she’s wild, but I’m 16, and I know the 

difference between pop stars and real life now. I’m not a kid anymore and I can’t wait to be an 

adult. I know I play my music too loud, but it makes me feel in control of my environment. It’s the 

only thing I can control. I like Lady Ga Ga because she’s strong, independent, feminine, and a 

vegetarian. She speaks up against intolerance and global warming, which is more than you can 

say for most of the bands today.Her music belongs to me because it wasn’t here before I was here. 

I remember the first time I heard “Poker Face” in the mall, and I felt like she was talking about 

Justin and me. When she sings, her melodies sound like how I want to feel, floating above the noisy 

drumbeat of high school. I’m really nervous about my future, but she sounds strong and carefree. 

You know, grandma hated the Rolling Stones when you were my age, and her grandma hated 

Ragtime.”  

 

Interactive Exercises 
 
Listen to the following songs, and explain your opinion of this music using accurate musical 
terminology. (Teacher's note: this exercise can be completed as a small group project. You can 
award points for the best explanations as anonymously voted on by the class). 
 
1. “Macarena” Los del Rio 
Opinion: I hate this song because the message is simple and the rhythm is repetitive. I’ve 

heard it so many times, that it isn’t fun anymore. The information in the song is old news 
and dated. It don’t have a connection or memory of anything great happening with this 
song. 
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2. “The Way It Is” Bruce Hornsby 
Opinion 

 
 
3. “Twice” Little Dragon 
Opinion 

 
 
4. “Autumn in New York” Billie Holiday 
Opinion 

 
 
5. “I Write Sins Not Tragedies” Panic at the Disco 
Opinion 

 
 
6. “Empire State of Mind” Jay-Z 
Opinion 

 
 
7. “Never Would Have Made It” Marvin Sapp 
Opinion 

 
 
8. “Changes” Tupac Shakur 
Opinion 

 
 
9. “Bring Me To Life” Evanescence 
Opinion 
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orchestration under the hood 

 
Orchestration in today’s pop music is known as “production.” In the symphony orchestra, 

orchestration gives the composer invisible control over the performances of his or her music. 

Sitting in the audience, or the grave, the composer has left instructions for each instrument in an 

orchestra. These instructions organize hundreds of choices. Below is a list of a few choices and 

orchestration problems the composer faces to make his music sound clear and interesting for 

listeners.  

 

orchestration dilemmas  
 

 Who should play the melody?  
 How many lines of counterpoint should happen at once? 
 How do you make 100 instruments play quietly? 
 Who can play a background part that doesn’t cover the melody? 
 The oboe can’t play as fast as the flute. 
 A clarinet can play almost anything, but has a dark sound. 
 The bassoon, tuba, and bass become muddy when playing fast music. 
 High notes jump out of a texture. Low notes sound blurry together. 
 How do you balance two trumpets that are louder than twenty violins?  
 Every percussion note is a solo. 
 Instruments in the back of the orchestra have to play early to be on time. 
 Brass players will fatigue as the concert progresses. 
 Strings bowed up are weaker than down. 
 Different instruments have different tuning problems. 
 If this music is difficult, many young orchestras won’t try and play it. 
 If the ideas aren’t clearly orchestrated, the audience will be bored quickly. 

 

the concertmaster and Mannheim 
 

In classical music today, the composer writes the music and the conductor interprets the score to 

his or her liking for live performances. Before Johann Stamitz (1717-1757), leadership of the 

orchestra was vague, without performance instructions for tempo, dynamics, and articulation. Two 

hundred and fifty years ago, the first violinist usually was the concertmaster, or performing 

conductor for the orchestra. Musicians in the orchestra watched the violinist’s body language for 

tempo and interpretation, most notably Stamitz in Mannheim. Stamitz was a composer, teacher, 

and virtuoso performer. His many talents and disciplined personality lead to many innovations as 

the leader of the Mannheim Orchestra. Under his rigid expectations of perfection the orchestra 

performed with increased precision, allowing composers to write more difficult passages and 

feature more soloists. Stamitz played violin from the first chair, and conducted only when 

necessary. 

 

Through Stamitz’s compositions for the Mannheim orchestra, woodwind and brass orchestrations 

became more complex and interesting. Stamitz knew his wind players could play more demanding 
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music, so he wrote it. Through his innovations, other traveling composers, including Mozart, wrote 

more experimentally for the wind instruments. The young Mozart’s favorite new gadget that he 

discovered in Mannheim was the clarinet. Like a teenager with an iPhone, Mozart became attached 

to the new sound of the clarinet and used it in all of his music. 

 

Stamitz was a hard driving leader. He expected the violin section to bow in the same direction, 

watching his bow for leadership as he played. Mannheim was known as the best orchestra in 

Europe not because of their individuality, but because of their collective unity. On the eve of 

democratic revolutions in America and France, the Mannheim Orchestra showed Europe that 

middle-class men could work together for a common good under frank leadership. Mannheim’s 

symbolic revolution in music was not lost on Mozart. The young mason called the Mannheim 

Orchestra “the best orchestra in Europe.” 

 

Following Mannheim’s innovations, the news spread and other orchestras learned to apply the 

concepts of ritardando, accelerando, crescendo, and diminuendo to the larger group. Several new 

orchestral techniques and innovations were started in Mannheim.  

 
Research Questions 
 

1. Define these innovations or techniques associated with the Mannheim Orchestra: 
 
Ritardando  Slow down gradually. 
 
 
Accelerando   The music speeds up. 
 
 
Crescendo  The music should gradually get louder. 
 
 
Diminuendo  The music gradually gets softer. 
 
 
Mannheim Rocket Arpeggio going up, followed by a downward step...firework. 
 
 
Mannheim Steamroller orchestral crescendo on a repeated rhythm...made some listeners faint. 
 
 
Minuet and Trio 3 part compositional form A (minuet), B (trio), A derived from a dance 

style. Usually the 3rd movement in a classical symphony. 
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the modern conductor  

Fidel Castro, Phil Jackson, or the Dalai Lama? 
 
Like actors, musicians play roles in their performances. The role of the conductor is to corral 100 

opinionated musicians into a collective orchestra. Performing music is not a democratic event 

where all parts are equal; all instruments should be heard, but they are not always equally 

important. The larger the ensemble, the less democracy there is in a concert. 

 

Successful leadership styles in conducting have varied throughout history. Conductors during the 

Cold War were often more economical and totalitarian in their conducting method than today. In 

the modern orchestra, the maestro’s authority over orchestral musicians ranges from one orchestra 

to the next. Some conductors are authoritarian and all powerful, while others are less influential 

over veteran musicians. 

 

Today, professional orchestras follow the rhythmic timing of the first violinist (concertmaster) 

while also watching the conductor for phrasing and emotional interpretation. Rehearsal can be 

even more important than the final performance. In the Chicago Symphony or New York 

Philharmonic, music is usually read through only one time, creating a small window for the 

conductor to convey his or her intentions. Usually the relationship between the conductor and 

composer would be a marriage of strong-willed creative personalities, but since most of the 

orchestral repertoire is from past centuries, conductors have become more creative and 

independent in the absence of composers. Many composers are writing orchestral music today, but 

find themselves on the outside of conservative programming. If classical music exists like a church 

to past composers, then the conductor has become its living priest. 

 

 

Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Watch the following videos and describe the interpretation and style of each 
conductor. 
All of these clips are based on Beethoven’s 7th Symphony, movement 1 

 
1. Karl Bohm rehearses Beethoven Part 1 (starting at 3:00) 
Opinion 

 
2. Frizt Reiner conducts Beethoven 
Opinion 

 
3. Carlos Kleiber conducts Beethoven Symphony No.7 mov.1 
Opinion 

 
4. Beethoven: Symphony No.7 in A major by Leonard Bernstein 
Opinion 
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conducting and leadership techniques 
 

YouTube: What can you learn from the following videos about conducting and musicianship? 
Teacher note: This is a good exercise to divide up amongst class groups, perhaps assigning two 
exercises to each group. 
5. Pierre Boulez Master Class in Conducting at Lucerne 
Boulez suggests that conductors have to exude the emotion they want from performers. 

Details make music better. Contemporary music struggles for popularity, but is respected by 
career musicians. 

 

6. London Symphony rehearsal 1967-Bernstein 
Details can always get better, music is played and written by people with real emotions, and 

Bernstein loves what he does. 
 

7. Leonard Bernstein 1982 Teacher Master Class 
Bernstein is trying to get young conductors to enjoy what they do to, which will inspire 

better performances. The young conductors seem to be caught up with trying to be strong 
leaders instead of artists and leaders who inspire creativity 

 
8. London Symphony master class in conducting 
Conducting today is more about setting the atmosphere than giving a specific beat. Keeping 

body language open communicates with all of the musicians. Gergiev gives a great example 
of conducting with facial expressions and no hands. 

 
9. Ricardo Muti conducting lesson 
Muti believes that musicians have to find the music inside of them. It is us to the musicians 

to create the beautiful music, not the conductor. Muti invites the musicians to participate in 
the creative process. 

 
10. Toscanini rehearsal Brahms Sinfonia 
His leadership style was more tyrannical than conductors today . 

 
11. Sir Andrew Davis Debussy-Iberia 
Andrew Davis focuses more on the big picture and gestures in this example  

 
12. Claudio Abbado rehearsals Lucerne Festival Orchestra 
Listen and look at the other musicians when you play, not just the conductor. Musicians 

should use their peripheral vision. 
 
13. Michael Tilson Thomas missed a cue? 
Even the best musicians make mistakes or miss cues. 

 
14. Gustavo the Great 60 minutes CBS 
Any music can be invigorated with personality and youthfulness. Dudamel proves that there 

are no limits to where you can go in life with determination.  
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using the symphony 
 
The term "symphony" can refer to two things: a group of musicians in an orchestra or a musical 

composition written for orchestra. Before an opera would begin, the orchestra would play a short 

piece of instrumental music that set the mood and introduced the melodies of the opera. This 

"overture" before the opera, written to quiet noisy audiences, usually had three parts: fast, slow, 

fast. Gradually the three-part overture evolved into a bigger four-part form for musical 

composition known as the symphony. The four sections of composition became known as 

movements, and follow this traditional format: 

 

1st movement: fast or dramatic     2nd mvt: slow     3rd mvt: dance rhythm    4th mvt: fast 
 

But how would composers keep audiences with short attention spans engaged without stage 

characters? The early masters of the symphony, like Joseph Haydn, had to reinvent the traditions 

of instrumental performance and composition using theatrical techniques taken from the Operatic 

stage. 

 

2. How can the following theater elements be created in a symphony without using words or 
actors? 

 
Surprise   Sudden pauses or dramatic changes in dynamics. 
 
 
Suspense   Repeated rhythm getting louder or softer. 
 
 
Character transformation A melody changes, but is still identifiable. 
 
 
Humor   Awkward rhythm or decoration, unexpected ending or variations. 
 
 
A conversation between a man and a woman Strong melody vs. lyrical melody. 
 
 
A speaker talking to a crowd  Soloist vs. ensemble. 
 
 
A rumor spreading through a village  A melody is played by different instruments in the 
ensemble. 
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Pictures at an Exhibition  
orchestrations at the grassy knoll 

 
Modest Mussorgsky wrote Pictures at an Exhibition as an imagined journey through a museum 

featuring the paintings of his friend, Viktor Hartmann. In 1874, Mussorgsky and Hartmann, like 

other Russian artists, were seeking a national identity through the arts. The 12 compositions in 

Pictures at an Exhibition describe nine of Hartmann’s paintings, and three Promenades or walks 

through the hallway between rooms in the imaginary museum. Five of Hartmann’s paintings 

survive today. Mussorgsky originally wrote the 12 pieces for piano, but many composers have 

since arranged it for orchestra. French composer Maurice Ravel wrote the most famous 

orchestration. 

 

Russian composer Modest Mussorgsky wrote Pictures at an Exhibition for piano but it is famous 

as an orchestral piece. Mussorgsky never arranged the piece for orchestra, but several composers 

have created very different results by orchestrating Mussorgsky’s Pictures. The difference in 

orchestration dramatically changes the music. 

 
 
Research Questions 
 
1. Compare these two different orchestrations of the same music written by Mussorgsky, but 

orchestrated by Henry Wood and Maurice Ravel. 
 
Henry Wood (orchestrator) 
YouTube: BBC Proms 2010: Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition  
 
Opinion: compared to Ravel, Wood’s orchestration is blurry, disjointed melodies, no big picture 
plan. 
 

 

 

Maurice Ravel (orchestrator) 
YouTube: Pictures at an Exhibition - Salonen PARTE I 
 

Opinion: Ravel’s orchestration of Promenade 1 builds, gradually introducing the strength of 
each family with a big picture crescendo of tone colors. 
 

 

 

The ability to hear orchestration is developed through repetition, like lifting weights at the gym or 

running a marathon. Without training, listening to a Mahler Symphony for the first time would feel 

like running a marathon without shoes. At the other end of the listening spectrum, trying to 

understand bebop after one solo, would be like trying to bench-press 350 lbs. the first day of a new 

gym membership. Fortunately, we learn to appreciate music by trying.  
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Interactive Exercises 
 
Listen to a few different piano performances of Mussorgsky's original Pictures at an Exhibition. 
1. Why do you think Maurice Ravel and other composers orchestrated Mussorgsky’s Pictures for 

orchestra? 
Easy to visualize images, range of short expressive pieces, instrumentation possibilities. 

 
Promenade 1: "first walk" 
2. Listen to “01 Pictures at an Exhibition 2004 RNO” on YouTube and identify the instruments 

during the first 2 minutes. 
 
0:00  0:10   0:32  0:52        1:23  1:32 
Soloist  instrument family family  family         family  all together 


trumpet brass   strings  woodwind brass  tutti 
_______ _______________ _______    _______ _______ _________ 
 
The Gnomus: "a gnome clumsily running around with crooked legs" 
Listen to “Pictures at an Exhibition-Gnome” on YouTube and choose the correct answer.  
 
3. Melody 1 is orchestrated using: 

A. high woodwinds   B. violins and violas   C. low strings, woodwinds, and brass 
D. high brass and woodwinds 
 

4. Melody 1 is repeated (at 0:03) with a change in: 
A. instrumentation   B. tempo   C. dynamics   D. pitch 
 

5. Melody 1 is played a third time (at 0:07) but is: 
A. abridged   B. extended   C. faster   D. slower 
 

6. When melody 1 is played a third time, the end of the phrase is punctuated with: 
A. piano   B. saxophones   C. brass   D. percussion 

 
7. Melody 2 (0:18) changes the mood and features: 
A. woodwinds and xylophone   B. tuba and violas   C. trombones   D. french horns 
 

8. Melody 2 is repeated, but orchestrated for: 
A. trumpet, trombone, and celeste   B. harp, flute, and oboe   C. bass clarinet, celeste, and 
harp   D. tuba, piano, and cellos 
 

9. After Melody 2 is repeated, Mussorgsky writes: 
A. melody 3   B. brief return to Melody 1 
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10. Melody 3, at about 1 minute, is legato. The articulations of melody 3 are: 
A. short and spaced   B. long and connected   C. loud with a strong attack 
D. rhythmic and energetic 
 

11. The first time we hear melody 3 it is played by: 
A. violins and violas   B. trumpet and clarinet   C. xylophone and basses   D. cellos 
 

12. Images and visualizations help us remember music. Write down an image that describes each 
melody. 

 
Melody 1:  Opinion: aggressive, upset, turbulent. 
 
Melody 2:  Mysterious, jagged, ghostly. 
 
Melody 3:  Broad, grand, majestic. 
 
 
13. Overall, the form of Gnomus is a type of rondo. In a rondo, the first melody keeps returning to 

interrupt other melodies. Write out the form of Gnomus (melody 1 is A, melody 2 is B, melody 
3 is C) 

 
Form:    Answer: AAAAABBAACACACACCBD  
 
 
14. How are the last 7 seconds of Gnomus related to the beginning of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony, 

movement 1? 
A. repetitive development of a short phrase  B. long flowing melodies  C. they’re not related 

 
15. In 2002, superstar DJ and video game composer Amon Tobim wrote “Back From Space” which 

borrowed from Mussorgsky’s Gnome of 1874. Which of the choices below did Tobim borrow 
from Mussorgsky? (hint: listen at 1:06) 
A. Melody 1   B. Melody 2   C. Melody 3   D. orchestration   E. harmony  

 
 

Promenade 2: “a second short walk between museum galleries” 
YouTube: Vecchio Castello with Karajan BPO (0:00 to 1:04) 
16. How does the orchestration of Promenade 2 differ from Promenade 1? 
 
Calm, relaxed, or questioning personality??...Features woodwinds. 
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The Old Castle “a medieval castle with a singing troubadour sitting in front of it.” 
17. How would you create the scene above in music without using words? 
Opinion 
 
 

18. Do Mussorgsky and Ravel describe the same scene in your opinion? Explain. 
Opinion 

 
 
 
YouTube: The Old Castle Mussorgsky “Loevestein” (Mussorgsky piano original) 
YouTube: Vecchio Castello with Karajan BPO (starting at 1:05, Ravel orchestration) 
 

19. In the space below, list their similarities and differences. The quantity of your answers defines 
your creative awareness. 
 

Mussorgsky's piano  Both pieces   Ravel’s orchestration 
 
haunting or cold  lonely   passionate or warm 
thinner texture  subtle evolution  thicker texture 
melody blends into texture dramatic melody  melody stands in front of texture 
solo piano is 2D or stereo use spacial dimension  orchestra is 3D or surround sound  
focused on old stone castle focused   focused on human troubadour 
 
 
20. What instrument that is usually not in the orchestra depicts the troubadour in Ravel's 

orchestration? 
Saxophone…a recent invention by Adolph Sax 
 

21. How would you describe these elements of music in Ravel’s The Old Castle? 
 
Texture: Smooth, continuous, uninterrupted, gradually thickening and thinning. 
 
Rhythm: Constant, subtle pulse, like a heartbeat. 
 
Dynamics: Gradually rising and falling with thickness of texture. 
 
 
Promenade 3: “a third walk between galleries ” 
YouTube: Promenade 3 The National Philharmonic of Russia 
22. How does the orchestration of Promenade 3 differ from Promenade 1 and 2? 
 
Basses play a counter-melody below trumpet, heavy string texture, ends as an unresolved 
question… 
 

160 
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Tuileries: “a dispute among children playing in the garden”  
YouTube: Mussorgsky - Pictures at an Exhibition - VI. Tuileries 
 
23. Which instruments does Ravel use to orchestrate the scene? 
Woodwinds 

24. Which instruments play the fastest lines in the woodwind section? 
Flutes, clarinets 

25. Which instruments play the fastest lines in the string section?  
 violin, harp 
 

26. The form has three parts.     ___ ___ ___ ABA 
 
Bydlo: “a Polish cart drawn by oxen” 
YouTube: Bydlo Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra 
 
27. Draw a curving line for the big picture dynamics of the piece as the music progresses. 

Drawing in detail means you are hearing nuances.  
 

pp=very soft (pianissimo)  p=soft mp=a little soft mf=a little loud f=loud   ff=very loud(fortissimo) 
drawing up=louder   drawing down= getting softer 
 
       0:00 min  1:00 min  2:00 min  3:00 min 
 
ff (double forte)   this exercise is transformational in class 
 
f (forte)    students actively participate in listening 
 
mf (mezzo forte)   great students usually draw lines with great detail 

 
mp (mezzo piano)   good students show some listening detail 
 
p (piano)    unengaged students scribble non-descriptly 
 
pp (pianissimo) 
 
 
28. What does this crescendo describe in the scene? 
The oxen coming from down the road and passing the listener by…Ravel changes 

Mussorgsky’s original dynamic markings creating a different scene, Wood did it first in his 
orchestration. 

 
 

29. What instrument plays the solo?  Euphonium or Baritone 
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30. What instruments might symbolically represent the oxen hooves? 
Low drums, cello, bass…follow up question: what is the snare drum? Rain, ground shaking, 

oxen muscles? 
 

31. What instruments create the background texture at the beginning? 
Low strings and woodwinds 
 

32. How does Ravel’s "Bydlo" compare to orchestrations by Henry Wood and Sergei Gorchakov? 
 
Henry Wood 
YouTube: Leonard Slatking and Philharmonia Pictures BBC, at 1:41 
 
Opinion 

 
Sergei Gorchakov  
YouTube: Sergei Gorchakov, Bydlo 
 
Opinion 

 
Ballet of the chicks in their shells: “partially hatched chicks dancing around” 
YouTube: Mussorgsky - Pictures at an Exhibition - IX. Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks 

 
33. Which two instrument families are used most in Ravel’s arrangement? 
Woodwinds and strings. 

 
34. How many chicks do you think are dancing? How does Mussorgsky make them sound 

awkward? 
Opinion for number of chicks, rhythm and ornamentation makes melody feel 

awkward/clumsy. 
 
Samuel Goldberg and Schmuyle: “Two Jews: Rich and Poor" 
YouTube: Mussorgsky - X. Samuel Goldenberg and Schmuÿle 
 
35. What instrument plays the solo melody?   Trumpet 

 
36. What is put into the bell of the solo instrument? Mute 

 
37. Which instruments do you think represent the rich and poor Jew? 

Rich:  Low strings…but a lot of students see the opposite. 
 
Poor:  Muted trumpet is begging. 
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38. Mussorgsky, like many others, was known to make anti-Semitic comments about Jewish 
people. Given that information, and using your own research using books.google.com, does 
this change your opinion of Mussorgsky’s music for Samuel Goldenberg? Explain. 
Anti-Semitic slurs were socially acceptable leading towards WWI and WWII 
nationalism is good, but taken too far it can become fascism 

 
39. Does this have anything to do with the rise of Fascism before WWII? Why or Why not? 
Opinion 
 

Limoges-le marche: “Two French women fighting in the market”  
YouTube: M.Mussorgsky: "Pictures at an Exibition" - Market Place At Limoges. MPO - Iurii Botnari 
40. Which instruments are playing continuously throughout the piece?  Strings 

 
41. Which instruments often play the melody on top of the strings? Violins, flutes 

 
42. Which section only accents specific notes in the melody?  Percussion, brass 

 
43. How does Ravel keep the texture fast and buoyant, despite his use of so many instruments? 
Use of low instruments is very sparse, pizzicato, no bass line…unlike hip hop, and the 

catacombae. 
 
 

44. We are used to hearing strings and woodwinds playing fast music, but when these two brass 
instruments play quickly it gives the music more power and drama. 
 
French horns__ and __trumpet__ 

 
 
Catacombae and Cum Mortuis in Lingua Mortua 
“With the dead, in a dead language. Well may it be in Latin! The creative spirit of the dead 
Hartmann leads me towards the skulls, invokes them; the skulls begin to glow softly.”  

–Modest Mussorgsky 
YouTube: M.Mussorgsky: The Catacombs. MPO - Yuri Botnar  
YouTube: MPetrovich Mussorgsky’s Catacombs  
YouTube: MPetrovich Mussorgsky’s Cum Mortuis in Lingua 
 
45. At the beginning of Catacombae, which brass instruments are playing quietly? 
French horns 

46. At the beginning of Catacombae, which brass instruments are loudly interrupting? 
Trombones, tuba 

47. Below the dominating brass conversation, which instruments in another family add quiet 
support to the texture at the beginning? 
Low woodwinds 

Catacombae and Cum Mortuis are two connected pieces. 
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48. What and where are the actual Catacombae that Hartmann and Mussorgsky described? 
Viktor Hartmann painted his piece after a visit to the catacombs beneath Paris. The 
catacomb tunnels beneath Paris were created in the late 1700’s because the city grew faster 
than the cemeteries could keep up with…interesting for research projects 
 

49. In Catacombae, how does the music convey the depth, grandeur, and mood of the scene? 
Brass echoes and dynamics=distance, changing light or shadows, no melody=anticipation or 
death? 

 

50. Who else is in the catacombs with the listener?  
6 million dead, his friend Hartmann is dead 

 

51. The Latin phrase "Cum Mortuis in Lingua Mortua" was scribbled into the music score at the 
beginning of the second half. Using translate.google.com explain what mysterious codes 
Mussorgsky has left for the listener to unravel. 
There are at least three ways to interpret Mussorgsky’s symbolism in the music. (translation: 

“with the dead in a dead language”) 
Victor Hartmann, the Catacombs, and Latin are all dead  
We are all looking at death in a reflection 
Mussorgsky uses a dead language to have a laugh with his deceased friend  
Is the listener dead? The promenade melody sounds dead or ghostly. 

 
Compare the music to Viktor Hartmann’s painting Paris Catacombs using Google. 
Google: Viktor Hartmann Paris Catacombs image 
52. What could be symbolic about Mussorgsky’s music, the painting, and his deceased friend 

Viktor Hartmann? 
Why did Hartmann do a self-portrait in a catacomb looking at his shadow? 
Why did Mussorgsky choose this painting from his deceased friend? 

 
53. Where have you heard the theme of Cum Mortuis before? What did it represent before? 
This is the promenade melody symbolic of “you the listener” walking through the museum. 
You’ve already heard this melody 3 times before. Did you actively recognize it here? 

 
54. Who’s dead now? 
Opinion: You are...promenade melody is in minor, minor in baroque=hell 

 
Baba Yaga: The Hut On Fowls Legs 
Baba Yaga is a mythological evil witch who steals children, and lives in a hut standing on chicken 
legs. This music describes a coo coo clock design by Hartmann based on Baba Yaga’s hut. 
 
Google: Viktor Hartmann Baba Yaga image 
YouTube: MPetrovich Mussorgsky’s The Hut On Fowls Legs 
 
55. The form of the piece has 3 parts and a coda. Describe the texture of each section. 
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   (0:00)                         (1:20)           (2:43)                (3:30) 
A   B   A   coda 
 
intense, angry mysterious, creepy more intense   intensity becomes change 
 
56. From 0 to 0:30 these low strings and percussion introduce melody 1. 
 

_________    ___________     __________ cello, basses and timpani 
 
57. Between 0:30 and 0:50, these two brass groups converse with differing opinions, and 

introduce melody 2 and 3. 
 

____________ and _____________  Trumpets vs. French horns 
 
58. At 0:50, ___________ and ___________, the highest string and woodwind instruments 

introduce a new melody that descends twice through the orchestra passing through the 
____________________(lower strings and woodwinds). 
Violins and piccolo/flute   Cellos and basses 
 

59. At 1:09, a short two note motif taken from melody __1____ and gradually disintegrates 
taking us into a new section called section ___B___. 
 

60. At 1:20, melody 4 is introduced by ________ (low woodwind) and _________ (low string 
playing pizzicato) while the flutes play a background trill figure.    bassoon  cellos 
 

61. When the flute trill figure descends at 1:46, the flute can’t play any lower, so it is handed over 
to this dark woodwind ____________. clarinet 
 

62. When melody 4 is repeated at 1:55, Ravel adds these instruments to play the melody 
___________. tuba and harp 
 

63. At 2:17, these strings descend with the flute background trill figure ___________________. 
violas, cellos, basses 
 

64. This section ends trying to fight off a diminuendo between 2:30 and 2:43 featuring these two 
instruments __________ and __________.  xylophone and flute 
 

65. The B section ends like it began. Explain. 
 
quiet, ambiguous, or unresolved 
 
 

66. At 2:43, the _______ section returns with added power. This whole section is basically a 
repetition of earlier music. A section 
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67. At 3:30, the _________begins. As the pitch climbs towards an ending, all of the instruments 

get louder or ___________. coda   crescendo 
 
The Great Gate of Kiev “a city gate to Kiev dedicated to fallen Russian heroes designed by Viktor 
Hartmann.” 
 
YouTube: Evgeny Kissin-Pictures at an Exhibition 4 of 4 (original piano) 
68. The form is a type of rondo. Write out the letters of the form below going down. You should 

have 8 sections. 
 
Before you listen to the orchestral version, map out your own orchestration below for how you 
would use the instruments of the orchestra. 

 
The Great Gate   Form      Your orchestration 

Section 1 A 

 

 2 B 

 

 3 A 

 

 4 B 

 

 5 C 

 

 6 A 

 

 7 D 

 

 8 A 

Google: Victor Hartmann Great Gate of Kiev image 
69. How does Kissin’s piano performance above compare with Hartmann’s design? 
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Opinion 
 

 
YouTube: MPetrovich Mussorgsky’s Channel The Great Gate of Kiev (Ravel) 
70. What does your orchestration have in common with Ravel’s version? 
Opinion 

 
 
71. How does Ravel’s orchestration compare with Mussorgsky’s original piano piece? 
Opinion: much bigger in scale and drama 

 
 
72. Which section of the orchestra dominates this orchestration? Why? 
Brass dominates for a big ending, percussion also add drama. 
 
 

73. Using previous exercises in Pictures at an Exhibition, explain the orchestration, melodies, 
backgrounds, and nuance of Ravel’s orchestration of Mussorgsky’s Great Gate of Kiev. 
 
Brass powerfully introduce the Promenade theme 
Several variations and diversions follow 
The listener expects the return of the theme for the grand finale, but when it returns it is 
louder, slower, and punctuated with an unexpected full percussion section 
Arpeggios decorate the finale over a simplified and even slower melody at the end 
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2  the middle ages lights in the darkness 

500-1450 
 

“I have a belief in the world as an ordered whole whose harmoniousness is revealed to the world 

through song.”                –Hildegard von Bingen 

 

"You must every man of you join in a choir so that being harmonious and in concord and taking 

the keynote of God in unison, you may sing with one voice through Jesus Christ to the Father, so 

that He may hear you and through your good deeds recognize that you are parts of His Son." 

 – St. Ignatius of Antioch 
 

The Roman Empire collapsed in 476 after 100 years of corrupt and ineffective governance. Like 

the last standing beam under a big top circus tent, Rome was the final city to be taken down. After 

generations of Germanic migration into the Roman provinces, military, and government 

bureaucracy of the Empire, Flavius Odoacer, a German born officer, defeated the military power of 

the Emperor Augustulus with surprising ease and public support. When Odoacer declared himself 

King and deposed Emperor Augustulus, a new political party arrived in Rome. Gradually Rome, 

the greatest government in history, was dissolved, leaving the European continent at the beginning 

of a thousand-year cultural recession known as the Middle Ages. Music from Rome was lost, but 

chant music was growing with the increased power of the church. 
 

Before the Middle Ages, Rome had developed roads across the forests of Europe. Cities in the 

Roman Empire created democratic governments, music, currency, aqueducts, concrete, arches, and 

domes. As the empire dissolved over the course of 100 years, corruption and population migration 

brought an end to Roman values. With the Germanic domination of Rome, many great innovations 

were lost or destroyed. Secrets of education, architecture, music, governance, and medicine 

disappeared; the historic formula for Roman concrete used to build the Coliseum is still a mystery 

today. In the absence of strong government, Christianity began to fill the void. The religion that 

had crept out of the shadows in Rome would forcefully become the only superpower in for the next 

millennium. 
 

In a world of plague and poverty, music and the church provided an oasis away from chaos, 

offering a promise of spiritual deliverance to war-weary parishioners. The sound of music was not 

a habitual part of everyday life, but rather a gift from God on the seventh day. While generations 

of stone workers built cathedrals stone by stone, musicians began to write down soaring music that 

glorified God one note at a time, guided by the symbolic shape of the arching cathedrals. As the 

church enforced a belief in God as the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, monks symbolically wrote 

chants with three phrases using cathedral-shaped melodies. 
 

By controlling education, law, art, taxes, and military power, the church was able to dictate truth. 

Musicians directed by the church reaffirmed scriptural doctrine, monotheism, and village unity by 

composing monophonic lines. All instruments were banned to limit pagan influences, and all vocal 

music was sung together in one voice for the glory of one God. 
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Middle Ages Ethos 
 
 Music was composed to glorify God in the church. 
 A single clear line of vocal music was composed to convey the meaning of the words in the 

sacred text. 
 Monophonic singing represented devotion of the community, and subjection to God’s will. 
 Music was symbolically connected to the soaring architecture of Catholic cathedrals. 
 The church dominated all creativity in society during war, famine, and plague. 
 

Research Questions 
Answer the following questions by finding your own reliable sources for information. 
 
1. What is feudalism? 
A class system for retaining wealth and land based on blood lines . 
90% of people owned nothing and had no rights. 
 

2. Who was Hildegard von Bingen, and why is she important to the history of music?  
Historic early female composer, poet, scientist, and scholar who influenced and guided the 
Catholic church before the church banned female creativity in music. 
 

3. What is the difference between liturgical and secular music? 
Religious(liturgy) and non-religious. Since the church was the only organization writing 
down music during the middle ages, liturgical music is the only music we have from this 
period. 
 

4. What is plainchant? 
Monophonic church music where everyone sings the same melody in unison. 
The same as Gregorian Chant(named after Pope Gregory). 
 

5. What is the difference between monophonic and polyphonic music? 
Monophonic=1 line of music, polyphonic=more than 1 line of music. 
 

6. Why is it significant that “Kyrie” is separated into three distinct musical phrases? 
3 is a symbolic number in Christianity. 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
Faith, Hope, and Virtue. 
Triangle was perfect.  
The discovery of mathematics as lawful and logical became symbolic of God’s order in the 
universe. FYI: the halo above Jesus was originally a triangle in the middle ages with 3 equal 
sides, symbolic of mathematical perfection. 
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7. What is the Magnus Liber Organi and who wrote the compositions contained within it? 
Magnus is the first great book of written music. 
The book shows a transition from monophonic music to polyphonic through the addition of a 
higher and faster vocal line above the required sacred chant. 
Magnus was compiled by Leonin and Perotin who worked in Paris at the state of the art 
Notre Dame Cathedral. 
 

8. Define these terms: 
 
Gothic Architecture  Elaborate and ornate style featuring pointed arches, gargoyles,  
    flying buttresses, vaulted ceilings and large windows. Designed to  
    keep eyes moving up to God. 
 
Discant   A singing technique with at least 2 moving voices “note against  
    note.” 
 
Cantus Firmus  A “fixed song” or foundation melody that repeats below new  
    melodies. 
 
Organum   A music composition where 1 voice is added to the sacred  
    plainchant. 
 
Vox Principalis  Original sacred chant sung beneath the new “vox organalis,”  
    also known as the tenor voice which meant “to hold.” 
 
Vox Organalis  Faster new melody written above the "principalis", known as the 
    “vining voice.” 
 
Syllabic singing  One note per syllable. 
 
 
Melismatic singing Many notes sung on each syllable. 
 
 
Motet    Choral songs featuring contrasting voices. 
 
 

9. Using Google, find an interesting page of music notation from Magnus Liber Organi. 
Website: 
 

10. Which of these vocalists has a: A. melismatic style  B. syllabic style  C. mixture of both 
Jason Mraz “I’m Yours”    C. mixture 
Luther Vandross “A House Is Not A Home”  A. very melismatic 
Jack Johnson “Better Together”    B. very syllabic 
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YouTube: Plainchant: Salve Sancta Parens (Ensemble Organum) 
 
YouTube: Mozart-7-Lacrimosa 
 
YouTube: Moonlight Sonata, First Movement(Beethoven) sheet music 
 
YouTube: George Crumb "Black Angels, I Departures" (w/score) 
 
YouTube: AC/DC "Back in Black"-Guitar Hero 
 
 

11. How has music notation visibly changed in the first four examples? 
Music notation has become more complex, with more details. 
 

12. Which notation style looks the most complex? 
Opinion 
 

13. Which notation is the easiest to read? 
Opinion 
 

14. Is Guitar Hero music notation? Why or why not? 
Opinion 
 
 
 

15. Which is a more a more advanced system of music creation? Guitar Hero or plainchant? Why? 
Opinion 
 
 
 

16. What do you think the serfs living in the middle ages look for in their music? 
Opinion 
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Byzantium          330-1453 
 
Until the 4

th
 century, Jewish and Christian music was the same. Monasteries and synagogues 

carried the singing of psalms forward for hundreds of years after the death of Christ. Monks in 

monasteries learned psalms for meditation and churches used psalms for special occasions. 

Monasteries chose a group of notes, or mode, for each week. There were seven modes used for 

different moods, which was similar and perhaps related to the earlier Greek modes or scales. 

Monks used singing for meditation, and looked down on decorative music as fool’s gold for small-

minded worshipers.  

 
Research Questions 
 
17. Do you think people need music today to be spiritually connected? Explain. 

Opinion 
 
 
 

In the 4
th

 century, across the Byzantine Empire, heretic religions began to steal church members 

away from Christianity using stirring and moving music. As churches started losing members to 

more exciting religions, priests and monks began to make music more inspiring and attractive to 

the congregation. Monks began creating music “processionals” for religious parades to convert 

new members. Music became a communal experience for the parishioners. Good singers became 

“soloists,” who were initially featured to teach responses to the congregation. 

 

When music history was first written down in the Middle Ages, research and authority was 

centered in Rome. As music under Vatican control was consolidated towards Western European 

styles under the Catholic church, music of the Greek Orthodox church was not documented or 

notated. The Byzantine church style remains solvent as an oral tradition, but its progression 

through history was not studied until recently. 

 

18. YouTube: Christmas Canon: Katavasias and find a piece of Byzantine artwork on Google that 
relates to this music to show in class. Print it or write down the webpage here. 
 

YouTube: Listen to Cherubic Hymn, Plagal of the first tone (Byzantine Chant) 
YouTube: Listen to "Virgin Mary-Orthodox Divna" 

 
19. What are the cultures that may have influenced this style of music? 

 
Middle Eastern, Eurasian, and European cultures meet in Greece. 
 

20. Could this style be closely connected to Jewish chant? 
YouTube: Listen to Chanting Isaiah 43 Yemenite Hebrew and Aramaic 
The Yemenite community has existed in relative isolation for about 2,000 years. Yemenite 
chant is one of the world’s oldest preserves of culture. The music of modern Byzantium sounds 
very similar.  
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the dark ages, feminism, and symbolism 

 Christian codes 

“Thou hast arranged all things by measure and number and weight." -Wisdom, XI, 20. 

 
Hildegard, a nun from Germany, composed music, theology, political letters to the Pope, poetry, 

letters on medicine, and described visions directly from God. 

 

YouTube: Listen to Ordo Virtutum (close) by Hildegard 
Google: find an English translation of Ordo Virtutum 
 
Hildegard composed Ordo Virtutum to describe a battle between good “virtues” and the devil. The 

virtues are represented by the women singing, and the devil is represented by the man speaking. 

 

21. How could you compare and contrast the text of Ordo Virtutum to Adam and Eve’s 
conversation in the Garden of Eden from the Torah (Old Testament)? 

 
Ordo describes a human soul being pulled between the temptations of the devil and virtue. 
Adam and Eve had the same temptations with the apple, conversation with the snake 
 

22. Why is the man’s part spoken instead of sung? 
The devil can’t sing…a belief still held in some churches today. 
 

Listen to Puis qu'en oubli (rondeau) by Guillaume de Machaut, a French composer from the 
1300’s. 
 
23. Is there anything more feminine about Hildegard’s music compared to Machaut? 

 
Does Hildegard’s music have more finesse or perspective in feminine beauty? 
 

24. How has texture of music changed over time from Hildegard born in 1098 to Machaut born in 
1300? 
 
Music seems to have gotten faster and more complex by the time of Machaut. 
 

25. How are both pieces of music connected to the architecture of the period? 
 
Melodies were composed with symbolic shapes that rose and fell like the design of the 
cathedral architecture, and the firmament. 
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numerology in the middle ages pyramid of secrets 

 

"No man can by force of will say that 3 times 3 is not nine." -St. Augustine 

 

"The very hairs of your head are all numbered" -Matthew, 10:30 

 

As mathematics was proven to be true, numbers became symbolic in all aspects of the Catholic 

Church. If 3 X 3 = 9 every time, then it was a mathematic truth connected to God. The cathedrals, 

music, and text were all constructed with numbers in mind. 

 

Below is a list of numbers and their associations in Christianity during the Middle Ages. 
 

1 The one true God from which all numbers and people are made. 
 

2 Christ as human and divine; two wooden beams of the cross. 
 

3 The Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; the triangle.  

 (God often had a triangular halo in paintings); virtues: faith, hope, and charity. 
 

4 The evangelists: Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. 

 The four horsemen of the Apocalypse. 

 Four humors: calm, cheerful, irritable, and melancholy. 

 North, South, East, and West. 

 The sides of the cross create a square. 
 

5 The four sides of the cross and the intersection; the pentagram of the Mason societies; 

the stigmata: five wounds received by St. Francis; man: arms, legs, head. 

 

7 Seven virtues or sins; days of the week; planets, metals. 

 Seven sorrows of Mary, seven joys of Mary, seven gifts from the Holy Spirit. 
 

8 Jesus rose after eight days. 

 Baptisms and being reborn are done in baptisteries that have eight sides. 
 

9 Nine ranks of angels. 
 

10 Sephiroth: that which emanate or radiate from the divine power, each with its 

associated number: (1) Crown (2) Wisdom (3) Intelligence (4) Love (5) Justice 

 (6) Mercy (7) Victory (8) Splendor (9) Foundation (10) Kingdom. 
 

12 Twelve apostles usually arranged as four groups of three. 
 

13 Judas and betrayal. 
 

40 Represent a period of testing: Jesus in the desert tempted by the devil for 40 days, 

Moses in the desert, Noah and the flood of 40 days, days of lent. 

 

666 The number of the Beast from Revelations. 
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YouTube: Listen to “Kyrie Eleison”, and read the text below. 
 
26. Draw the pitch of the melody to the right of the words. 
 
 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy) 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy) 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy) 

 

Christe Eleison (Christ have mercy) 

Christe Eleison (Christ have mercy) 

Christe Eleison (Christ have mercy) 

 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy) 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy) 

Kyrie Eleison  (Lord have mercy 

 
 
 
27. What spiritual symbols or numbers can be found in the text and lines you drew above? 


3 groups of 3 phrases, 2 Kyrie, 1 Christe, each line could have 2 or 3 inner phrases  
 
YouTube: Listen to “Kyrie” by the 80’s band Mr. Mister. 
 
28. Circle the sections below where the lyrics “Kyrie Eleison” from the Middle Ages are heard. 
 
 

Intro 1st Verse    2nd Verse Chorus  3rd Verse  Chorus/Outro 
                             

 
 
29. What symbolic, numerological, or other elements could connect “Kyrie” by Mr. Mister to 

“Kyrie Eleison” from the Middle Ages? 
 
Opinion: the symbolism of 3 there are 3 sections with Kyrie, 3 verses, 3 singers and 3 part 
vocals. 
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Sketching the Melodies 
 
In the exercises below, sketch the melodies that you hear. Using pencils, draw the lines of each 
instrument going up or down as you hear it. (If possible, use a different colored pencil for each 
melodic line.) You might use curves, dashes, jagged lines, and straight lines. Listen to the excerpt 
at least one time through before you begin to draw. 
 
Listen many times and draw the first 30 seconds of each piece. A detailed drawing reflects careful 
listening.  
 
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179) (monophonic vocals) – During the Middle Ages, musicians 
wrote one monophonic line to glorify one God. 
 
30. YouTube: Kyrie Eleison by Hildegard. 

 
Drawing keeps listeners focused and aware of the task, and is proven to create stronger 

memories than typing or listening alone. 

 

 

Leonin (1151?-1200?) (polyphonic/2 vocal lines) At Notre Dame in Paris, Leonin and others 
introduced measured rhythm, which allowed for the creation of a second line of music written 
above the primary chant or “cantus firmus” required by the church. 
31. YouTube: Organum duplum. 
 
Discant (tenor) 
 
 
 
Cantus firmus (baritone) 
 
 
 
32. YouTube: Dulce Lignum by Leonin. On this example write the vowels under your lines. 

 
Discant 
 
 
 
Cantus firmus 
 
 
 
33. What do the vowels spell?  ALL E LU IA
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Perotin (1160?-1220?) (polyphonic/2-4 lines) Perotin expanded on Leonin’s experimental and 
risky style by writing three and four-part polyphony. 
 
34. YouTube: Alleluia nativitas.  
 
Discant 1 
 
 
 
Discant 2 
 
 
 
Cantus firmus 
 
 
 
Guillaume de Machaut (1300?-1377) At this point in history, the church is getting closer to what 
we think of today as “standard tonality.” Musicians seem to be closer than ever to a system of 
rules, but there is still a sense of searching. As a result, the music sounds somewhat disorganized 
by today’s standards. 
 
35. YouTube: Messe de Nostre Dame part 1. 
 
Discant 1 
 
 
 
Discant 2 
 
 
 
Distcant 3 
 
 
 
Cantus firmus 

 
 
 

36. You might have heard a Middle Eastern influence in this particular song. Speculate as why this 
is present and why this influence might disappear in the future.  
As the church became more Euro-centric the music became less influenced by its’ ancient 
Middle Eastern roots  
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3  renaissance party at the godfather’s house 

1450-1600 
 

“The poet ranks far below the painter in the representation of visible things, and far below the 

musician in that of invisible things.”         –Leonardo da Vinci 

 

“I am still learning.” –Michelangelo  

 

The Italian Renaissance was centered in the city-state of Florence. Funded by the Medici, a 

wealthy and clever banking family, artists flocked to Florence in search of high-paying patronage. 

Creative geniuses including Michelangelo, Leonardo daVinci, Brunelleschi all worked for the 

Medici and other rival families. During the Renaissance, secular music and art began to flourish 

outside the church walls, offering stature, prestige, and entertainment for wealthy businessmen, 

landowners, and city dwellers. Artists looked for classical secrets of clarity and simplicity from 

ancient ruins of Rome and Greece. 

 

Musicians, led by Ockeghem, Palestrina, and Josquin des Prez, rocked the foundations of 

monophonic church music by writing polyphonic music that blurred the religious text but 

heightened its emotional impact. The printing press was a game-changing invention: with paper 

moving between people, scientific truths and new theories questioned dogmatic religious authority. 

 

At the height of the Renaissance, the once modest Medici family was able to leverage its way to 

the top of the Catholic Church in Rome. The Medici became seemingly all-powerful and served as 

“God’s bank.” With a Medici Pope installed in the Vatican, the family’s power dominated the era, 

but their corruption drew protest from Martin Luther, the German priest, who started the 

Reformation. This Protestant movement shattered the unity of Catholicism. Thus, the Medici’s 

power, which fueled the Renaissance, led to its own collapse 150 years later. 

 

Renaissance Ethos 
 
 Humanism: the belief that music and art should express the spiritual and secular world 

through our individual perspective. Human emotion is expressed in music. 
 Polyphonic music: music with more than one line or part.  
 Imitation: an early form of counterpoint in which two to four voices restate a similar line of 

music in an overlapping style. 
 Homogeneous Texture: Separate lines of music are composed together like different colored 

threads weaved together into a smooth and continuous texture. 
 
 
 
Research Questions 
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1. Using Google, find an image of Giotto’s “St. Francis-Sermon to the birds” or “St. Francis 

Preaching to the birds.” Giotto di Bondone lived in Florence during the late 1200’s (Middle 
Ages) before the Renaissance was in full bloom. How could this artwork be an inspiration for 
humanism and the Renaissance? 
The scene shows St. Francis of Assisi’s generosity towards animals. If animals are treated 

with respect, then all people must have the same respect. 
St. Francis is making his own decision, which shocks the nun behind him, and challenges the 

status quo of the church. 
Maybe a sense of humor about life. 
 

2. What does “Renaissance” mean and who were some important Renaissance artists? 
Renaissance means Rebirth, Rebirth of culture.  
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo 
 
 

3. What is patronage and why was it important during the Renaissance? 
Payment for the arts from wealthy benefactors. 
Non-religious benefactors created the possibility of artistic freedom. 

 
 
4. What was the Counter-Reformation? 
The Catholic church was losing power after the Reformation (Luther, Calvin, etc.).  
They debated the matter at the Council of Trent and decided that many reforms must be 

made in Church practice. 

The problems they had with church music of the time: 

 Secular songs were being used as the basis for sacred compositions. 

 Singers had become too theatrical and were distracting people from the liturgy. 

 Polyphony had become too complicated and florid, obscuring the sacred words. 
 
5. Who is the best-known composer from the Counter-Reformation? Describe his music. 
Palestrina. His music glorified God through counterpoint that was more refined than his 
predecessors. The church regained faith that counterpoint was allowable in church due to the 
pure beauty of his compositions.  
 
 

6. Compare Medieval and Renaissance musical styles. What are the principal similarities and 
differences?  
Both are flowing and vocal driven. 
Medieval: music starts and stops in short phrases, monophonic. 
Renaissance: polyphonic, searching for tonality, not always religious. 
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YouTube: Listen to the first 20 seconds of Josquin des Prez’s Ave Maria. 
7. Draw a line for each voice. Practice on another piece of paper first. You will have to listen four 

times. 
 
Soprano Voice 
 
        Alto Voice 
 
     Tenor Voice 
 
Baritone Voice 
 
 

8. Circle any points above where you see the lower voices imitating the soprano line. 
 
 

Before counterpoint was perfected by Renaissance composers like Josquin des Prez, the 

independence of lines created a perplexing style of polyphony. Musicians in the dark ages were 

mapping the world of harmony before a tonal system existed.  

 
YouTube: Listen to la bionda trezza from the end of the Middle Ages. 
9. Draw the two voices one at a time. 

 

Female Voice 
 
 
    Male Voice 
 

 

10. How does the counterpoint of the lines above compare to Ave Maria? 

La bionda seems to be searching for tonality, experimental. 

La bionda is less elegant craftsmanship. 

What’s more valued in society? The experiment or the refinement of a craft? 

 

YouTube: Listen to Summa by 20th Century composer Arvo Part.  

11. Arvo Part wrote many pieces of music inspired by the Renaissance style. Find his connection 

to the Renaissance styles and ethos. 

Simple, homogenous texture. 

Melodies are woven like different colored threads into a Renaissance quilt of sound. 
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While the church considered returning to a plainchant style from the Middle Ages, Giovanni 

Palestrina was moving the sound of church music progressively forward. 

 

YouTube: Listen to Kyrie from Missa Papae Marcelli by Palestrina.  

12. How did this piece help convince the church that polyphonic music didn’t interfere with the 

word of God, but instead reinforced it through music? 

Beautiful counterpoint could describe God’s universe more than words. 

 

 

 

John Dowland I’m a creep 
 

 “No doubt pleasant are the tears which music weeps.”  -John Dowland 

 

John Dowland (1562-1626) is considered the first “singer-songwriter” in music history. His music 

explored human emotions of melancholy, despair, and alienation. While others before him had 

begun experimenting with dark emotions in music, Dowland is considered the first to find their full 

potential in music. 

 

The melancholy of John Dowland’s music was sometimes without motive or a program, as in his 

lute piece “Lachrimae.” His music needs no specific reason for sadness. Music can explore 

emotions beyond words, and without cause. Similar to Blues today, John Dowland’s music of the 

Renaissance created a cathartic liberation from sadness through melancholy songs. 

 

 

YouTube: Listen to “Lachrimae” by John Dowland. 

13. How does John Dowland use the elements of music below to create a feeling of melancholy in 

this piece? 

 

Tempo   Slow and hypnotic rhythm. 

 

Phrasing  Phrases start then stop…depression. 

 

Harmony  Dark and low chords. 

 

Melody Shaping Melodies try to reach up, but seem to turn down in sadness, fast lines  

   seem to lose their momentum. 
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14. Compare John Dowland’s “In Darkness Let Me Dwell” to “Nowhere Man” by the Beatles, and 

"Creep" by Radiohead. Be sure to Google the lyrics of all songs. What do these songs have in 

common? 



The plight of the outsider 

Self indulgent sadness  

All artists are successfully making money off of melancholy. 

 

 

 

 

15. Compare one song today to another John Dowland song. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Why is melancholy always popular in music as far back as the Renaissance? 

 

Sad song + sad listener = happy listener (Do 2 negatives=a positive?) 

Happy song + sad listener doesn’t always make the listener happy. 

Everyone has ups and downs. Shouldn’t music describe everything? 

Empathy for others. 
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opera bad romance 
 

Using ancient Greek dramas as a model, Florentine musicians including Corsi, Peri, and 

Monteverdi began a multi-faceted artistic experiment at the end of the Italian Renaissance and the 

beginning of the Baroque period. Musicians, actors, painters, dancers, and fashion designers had 

worked independently for the Medici and rival families throughout the Renaissance. The Medici 

and other wealthy families needed entertainment for weddings, festivals, and holidays to enhance 

their family names. At a Medici festival, actors might reenact a Greek mythological drama, 

followed by a poet, music, and dancing to end the night.  

 

Gradually the arts began to mingle for dramatic effect. Musicians began to play behind exciting 

moments in the theater production; poems could be sung, painters could create scenery, and 

dancers could become characters. By the end of the Renaissance, this new merging of the arts 

became what we know today as Opera. 

In 1598, actors still recited lines, and singers performed madrigal songs between scenes. How 

could actors be singing stories, without singing songs? Melodies can be beautiful, but distracting 

for listeners hearing a story. Composers searched for a singing style that was more expressive than 

speech, but less cumbersome than a melody or aria. 

The new method, called recitative (recited) combined speech and singing into a new style of vocal 

delivery that imitated talking. Recitative allowed the production to move forward, continuously 

merging drama, song, and speech. The first opera ever written was Dafne by Italian composer 

Corsi, but the music has never been found. Although the score for Dafne is lost, the successful 

experiment established a set of long standing precedents for the fundamentals of Opera still used 

on Broadway today. 

the legacy of Corsi and Dafne 

An experimental opera at first, Dafne established these long standing traditions that are still 

present in modern theater, film, and music: 

Prologue: A third party narrator or character begins the production by “filling in the audience.  

Poetic and Rhyming text: Borrowing from poetry, librettos were written with rhyme and 

rhythm to create an elevated presentation of conversational information. 

Soloist Singers with Chorus: Most of the singing features soloists in conversation, but a 

chorus sings at the finale for dramatic effect  

Pastoral and nostalgic characters: Rural characters reminisce about the simple life in 

countryside away from the big cities of Florence or Venice. Many audience members in the 

city had recently moved to the metropolitan cities looking for a better life, but missing the 

quiet and simplicity of the farming life. 
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Mythological Figures: Larger than life, tragic, complicated, passionate, or historic people are 

the subject of the story. In the Renaissance, opera used mythological Greek gods behaving 

like humans. Gradually, opera composers began to focus on human characters (Romeo and 

Juliet, Don Giovanni, Nixon in China). 

 

Since Corsi’s experimental opera, the formula and principle design of the art form have remained 

intact for hundreds of years. Even as musical theater evolved slightly away from opera in the 20th 

century, today, Corsi’s system remains visible. 

 

17. Cite a modern example of a connection to each of these principles established by Corsi in 

Dafne. 

Opinion 

 

18. Research the history and answer the following two questions for four of the scenes below. 

Connect your four scenes to the principles established in Dafne using YouTube.  

Questions: 

What do you think is historically significant about the following examples? 

Which operatic principles from Dafne are noticeable? 

 

Scenes: 

Peri’s L’Euridice, Prologue “La Tragedia” e Coro “Se de boschi” 

Ritorno d’Ulisse (finale p.11) Kuhlmann, Allen 

“La Donna e mobile” performed by Pavarotti 

Vesti La Giubba from Pagliacci, performed by Pavarotti 

The 5th Element-The Diva Dance Opera (From Lucia di Lammermoor by Donizetti) 

Vitas-Lucia Di Lammermoor 

Bizet’s Carmen-Habanera with English subtitles, Julia Migenes-Johnson 

Bartoli and Fleming Le Nozze di Figaro, sull aria 

Sarah Brightman and Antonio Banderas in Phantom of the Opera 

Shawshank Redemption (Mozart Aria Scene) 

Defying Gravity-Wicked 
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Scene 1: 

Historical significance: 

 

 

Operatic principles: 

 

 

Scene 2: 

Historical significance: 

 

 

Operatic principles: 

 

 

Scene 3: 

Historical significance: 

 

 

Operatic principles: 

 

 

Scene 4: 

Historical significance: 

 

 

Operatic principles: 

 

 

Monteverdi think different 

Monteverdi’s predecessors in Florence combined theater, music, dance, and art to create opera, but 

these operas were more recited than sung. Monteverdi built on his predecessors to make opera a 

fluid and refined experience. Like most great innovators, Monteverdi borrowed from everyone 

around him but synthesized his art into a new stronger platform. 

 

Monteverdi added arias, madrigals, ground bass, and the energetic ostinato to his operas, pushing 

the art form to grow into its full dramatic potential. His actors began to sing their story throughout 

the performance. The orchestra created surprises through sound-effects, tension through repetition, 
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and love through melodies. Through his syncretism of musical resources, Monteverdi created a 

psychological event that jolted audiences with a heart-racing experience. 

 

Inspired by Plato’s theory that music affected human character, Monteverdi led the music world 

out of the Renaissance and into a new scientific age of discovery, the Baroque. If Plato’s one 

thousand year old theory was true, and music could change people’s mood, then there would have 

to be more than one style of music for different moods. As the world shifted its focus from 

humanism to science, Monteverdi’s music bridged the two styles. 

 

In Monteverdi’s view, stile antico emphasized polyphonic (Renaissance) music instead of text, 

while stile moderno strove for elevated text clarity. By understanding Plato’s ancient theory of 

moods and music, Monteverdi mixed dissonance and consonance to affect the audiences at his 

operas. He experimented with diverse rhythmic patterns (loops) to excite audiences 

subconsciously. 

 

Through his compositions and influence, Monteverdi created a compromise solution that respected 

music of the past while looking forward through the use of scientific methods. Music could exist in 

two worlds: stile antico and stile moderno. 

 

19. Using translate.google.com define these terms. 

 

Stile antico       

Stile modern 

Aria        

Recitative 

Madrigal       

Ostinato 

Ground bass       

Syncretism 

 

YouTube: Monteverdi, Orfeo, Rosa del ciel. 

20. How does this example demonstrate any of Monteverdi’s innovations? 
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Sketching the Melodies 
 
Ockeghem (1425?-1497) (4 part polyphonic) Here, Ockeghem uses a technique called 
mensuration canon. Each voice sings the same line at different speeds with different entrances. 
Lines of music were likened to threads for weaving. 
 
21. YouTube: Missa Prolationum “Kyrie”. Draw the melodies, using a single line for each part.  
 
 
Part 1 
 
 
Part 2 
 
 
Part 3 
 
 
Part 4 
 
 
 

22. YouTube: Deo Gratias by Ockeghem This piece, which means “God of Grace,” is comprised of 
simple melodies that are split over 36 voices to create a complex effect. The overall sound is 
the pinnacle of the Renaissance way of thinking about musical lines as woven threads. Using a 
single line, chart the overall density of the piece. As you hear more voices enter, your line 
should go up, and vice versa.  

 
:00           1:00                              2:00 
More Dense (8 or more voices) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Less Dense (1 voice) 
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Josquin des Prez (1440-1521) (4 part imitation and duets) During the Renaissance, musicians 
began using imitation and duets between voices. 
 
23. YouTube: Ave Maria by des Prez. 
 
Soprano 
 
Alto 
 
Tenor  
 
Baritone 
 
 
Circle any duets in the above example 
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Renaissance Notes 
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4  baroque a coral reef of illusions 

1600-1750 
 

“The aim and final end of all music should be none other than the glory of God and the 

refreshment of the soul.”         -Johannes Sebastian Bach 

 

The Baroque style of music and art developed from the resurgent force of the Catholic Church. 

Musicians were ordered by the church to create elaborate, awe-inspiring sounds that injected 

drama into the battle between heaven and hell, or Catholic and Protestant. While the church 

reaffirmed its power in the face of humanism, science became an unshakable truth. 

 

Music of the Baroque absorbed truth from religion and science. As the invention of the telescope 

looked at the sky, Bach composed outward to new distances of music thinking and spirituality. 

Vivaldi and Handel described layers of inner human emotions and intellectual existence, while 

Dutch scientist Leeuwenhoek invented a microscope to look at living organisms in a drop of water 

for the first time. 

 

Funded by the Vatican, the Baroque philosophy spread across Europe with a new message of 

spiritual power. All of the arts, inside and outside church walls, became dramatic, elaborate, and 

experimental. While Rembrandt conveyed the drama of the human condition, Bach explored the 
cosmos of music with religious fervor. Possibly the most complex and intense period in human 

creativity, the Baroque period hyper-extended art as never before. 

 

The powerful illusions of Baroque art looked and sounded real. 

 

Baroque ethos 
 

 Heaven and Hell -Guided by the church, music reminds listeners of the consequences of their 
actions on Earth. Just as major and minor chords are separate, music portrays two different 
eternities. 

 Drama and Energy -Virtuoso performers and composers pushed instruments to new 
potential, while dramatic and exciting concerts were praised by audiences. 

 Contrast and Illusion –Art mirrors reality and defines space. 
 6 Emotions –Philosopher Rene Descartes defined the world in six passions: love, hate, desire, 

wonder, joy, and sadness. All emotions were a combination of only these six. 
 Complex Scientific Experimentation -Inspired by mathematics, calculus, and proof of gravity, 

composers applied scientific thinking to music composition. 
 Moving in Cycles -Music has a circular flow. Like a wheel rolling, the lowest part a basso 

continuo keeps repeating itself while higher parts evolve in faster circles and variations. 
 New organizations -Opera, orchestras, the concerto, fugue, passion, and oratorio were 

invented.  
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Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Listen to the opening 5 minutes of Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D minor with the music 
animations machine. 
 
1. How is the church’s doctrine of heaven and hell represented here through music? 

(Remember: Heaven and Hell are never together, but always next to each other in battle) 
 
Where do you hear Hell? 
Opinion: descending melodies, dark and thick minor chords, loud phrases. 

 
 
 
Where do you hear Heaven? 
Clear major chords, ascending major melodies, stable rhythms of fugue, the firmament 
described in the architecture of the soprano melodies, forward motion of the fugal 
counterpoint. 

 
2. How does Bach scientifically experiment with dynamics, different tone colors, and developing 

short motifs? 
 
Dynamics  
Many different dynamic levels are used, melodies are tested at different volumes. 

 
 
Tone Colors  
Melodies are repeated in different pipes, which changes the tone color but not the pitch. 

 
 
Developing short motifs or ideas  
Experiments have to be repeated to prove facts, therefore motifs have to be repeated to 
fully discover their nature. 
The limitation of repetition can define the greatness of a composer’s skill. 
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moving in cycles big wheels keep on turning 
 

During the Baroque, music was built from the bottom up; the lowest voice was considered the 

foundation. In Pachelbel’s Canon in D the lowest part repeats over and over like a slow-moving 

gear or wheel. Above this bass line, or “ground bass,” other parts are constructed that move faster 

(smaller gears) above the slow-moving wheel.  

 
Understanding a Canon 

The top three violins of Pachelbel’s piece use a music technique called a canon. A canon leads 
with a melody followed by two or more imitations of that melody. The melody is called the 
leader, while the two following lines are called the followers. 

The follower violins must imitate the leader at the beginning of their entrance and then proceed 
in their own direction. If the follower lines are exact duplications of the leader, then the canon 
becomes a round like “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.” 

YouTube: Listen to Pachelbel’s Canon in D on original instruments. 

3. Match the instruments on the left with their role on the right 
 

Violin 1   ground bass     cello 
 
Violin 2   arpeggiates (outlines) the harmony  lute 
 
Violin 3   leader      violin 1 
 
Lute    follower 2     violin 3 
 
Cello    follower 1     violin 2 
 
Organ    ground bass     organ 

 
4. Is Pachelbel’s Canon also a round? How do you know? 
No because eventually the lines evolve into new material. 

 
5. Which two instruments would be considered the biggest wheel rolling in a slow cycle? 
Organ and cello. 

 
6. Which instrument is playing the fastest cycle or smallest gear? 
Violin 1 
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fugue aquarium of perfection or reef of creativity? 
 
The fugue is a more complex iteration of the canon or round. Unlike its predecessors, the fugue is 
broken down into three sections: exposition, episodes, and entries. 
 
The exposition of a fugue introduces the theme or subject in all voices (usually 4 voices). 
 
After the exposition, a musical line can develop into an episode. During an episode, the music 
evolves organically away from the subject with a spirit of creativity and independence similar to 
an improvisation. Episodes are usually short and end when the subject returns in an entry. 
(Whenever the subject from the beginning is reintroduced, it is called an entry.) 
 
As each line spins creative variations away from the subject, the structure of the music is held 
together by the entries of the subject which is always lurking nearby. 

 
The Three E’s 
 

Exposition: Introduction of subject in all voices. 
 

Episode: Creative development without the subject present in any voice. 
 

Entry: Return of the subject in any voices. 
 
YouTube: Listen to Bach’s “little” Fugue in "G minor, BWV 578" with music animations. 
 
7. Write down the markers in seconds where the four voices introduce the subject. 

 

1st voice  2nd voice  3rd voice  4th voice 
 

0:03   0:22    0:39   0:54 
 

 

0 seconds                        1 minute 
 

8. The exposition ends at about 1:10, followed by an episode. Where is the next entry of the 
subject?  At 1:17 the subject returns 
 

9. How many entries of the “subject” happen in the entire piece? 
9, 1 is a false entry 
 

10. How many episodes are there? 
5 (starting at 1:10, 1:36, 1:57, 2:23, 2:52) 
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contrast creates illusion now you see it… 
Part 1 
 
Vivaldi is the master of using contrast to create illusion. In Vivaldi’s music there are abundant 
possibilities for hearing contrasts. In The Four Seasons, Vivaldi’s illusions are both specific and 
imaginary.  

Illusions aren’t simply visual, they can also be spatial, emotional, musical, and spiritual. 
Interpretations of illusion aren’t uniform, and depend on the listener’s interpretation. 

Elements of Contrast used for Possible Illusions 
Fast or Slow     Running or Walking 
Loud or Soft     Very Close or Very Far Away 
High or Low      Above (Heaven), Below (Hell) 
All Together or Divided   Unified or Anarchy 
Thick or Thin    Intense or Calm 
Long or Short    Stable or Moving 
Masculine or Feminine   Man or Women 
Bright or Dark     Happy or Sad; Heaven or Hell 
Strong or Passive    Triumphant or Lyrical  
Solo or Ensemble    One versus Many 

 
 
YouTube: Listen to Antonio Vivaldi’s Four Seasons-Spring. 
 
11. Find a reliable source to define the term ritornello? Where is the first ritornello in Spring? 

Ritornello: a melody that is repeated by the orchestra to respond to the soloist. 
The ritornello can also be thought of as the “hook.” 
The first ritornello is at about 1:05 and occurs after the first solo violin passage. (The time of 
the entry varies slightly depending on the version you are listening to.)  
 

 

12. Vivaldi’s Spring is divided into three movements. Each section is about three minutes. 
Describe the texture and overall feeling of each movement. 

 

1st movement   2nd movement    3rd movement 
 

driving, rhythmic   quietly unstable    confident, stable 
busy, changing, confident  worried, separated, hollow  melodic, peaceful 

 

 

13. How do the three movements contrast with one another? 

 The descriptions in #12 should reveal the contrasts 
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14. How does each movement have contrasting elements within itself? 
 
1st movement   2nd movement    3rd movement 

 
 ensemble vs. one   lyrical violin vs. rhythmic cello loud vs. soft melody 
 loud vs. soft   loud cello vs. quiet violins  fast vs. slow 
 confident ensemble vs        masculine vs. 
 questioning soloist       feminine 

 
15. Spring is an early example of program music, where the composer seeks to convey extra-

musical (non-musical) ideas through the music. What do you think Vivaldi wanted his 
audience to visualize in each of the three movements? 
 
1st movement   2nd movement    3rd movement 

 
Opinion 
 

 
16. In the first movement, Vivaldi depicts extra musical images: birds, water thunder, lightning. 

While listening to the first movement, about 3:20, write down in minutes and seconds the 
exact time that each of the following enters: 
 
Birds   :31 
 

 
Water   1:12 
 

 
Thunder   1:42 
 

 
Lightning   1:49 
 

 
Birds return  2:21 

 

17. Pick one of the other seasons from the Four Seasons and write your interpretation below. 
How many sections does the piece have? Describe each section. 
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contrast creates illusion …now you don’t 

Part 2 
 

Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759) Baroque musicians began expanding on the concept of 
imitation by using contrasting tone colors, dynamics, tempi, and themes. In order to create 
contrast, a melody must sound different than previous iterations of itself or another melody. 

 
YouTube: Handel’s Water Music 1717 alla Hornpipe Suite No. 2 in D (Ton Koopman) 
18. This famous melody is made from 3 unique phrases. Draw the shape of each phrase below 

each visual description. 
 
1st phrase: a rising and optimistic arpeggio for the king (7 seconds long) 
 
 
2nd phrase: four repeated notes with a knot or tail (played 4 times, 5 seconds) 
 
 
 
3rd phrase: a graceful cadence descending in steps (3 seconds) 
 
 
 
19. In the space below, map out Handel’s use of these 3 phrases in the first 60 seconds. 
 

Seconds: 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Piccolo 
Trumpets 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

1  
 

2 
 

 
 

2.1 
 

 
 

2 3 
 

2 
 

3 
 

 
 

 
French Horns 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

1 
 
 

 
 
 

2 
 
 

 
 
 

2.1 
 
 

 
 
 

2 
 
 

3 
 
 

 
 
 

Woodwinds, 
Strings, 
Harpsichord 
 

1 
 
 
 

2 
 
 

  3 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 

  2 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

2 3 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Percussion 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

1 
 

 
 

2 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2 
 

3 
 

 
 

 
20. Which phrase is altered by the brass section between 0:30 and 0:40? 
2nd phrase 
 

21. Which instrument section above is used the most? 
Strings 
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22. Which instrument section above is used the least? Why? 
Percussion…they can become overpowering or distracting. 
 

23. How does Handel create contrast or illusion in Water Music? 
By passing the melody around to different instruments. 
The melody has a built in “call and response” using contrast phrases. 
Illusion: the melody is changing colors and location in surround sound. 
Illusionary magic trick: the melody is presented, broken into fragments, then put back 

together. 
Compare Bach’s St. John’s Passion BWV 245 to Bernini’s sculpture David from the Baroque. 
Bach’s passion describes the last days of Jesus, and Bernini’s sculpture describes David from the 
Old Testament. 

24. How does Bach create dramatic energy in sound that compares to the visual energy made 
from marble by Bernini? 
Bach creates motion and energy through counterpoint. 
Bernini creates energy by showing motion in muscle movement. 
 

25. Bach lived his life with a commitment to faith, discipline, order, and creativity. What does this 
music say about his values? 
His music is very disciplined and focused, he never changes character within a piece, these 
pieces took a lot of effort showing commitment and creativity. 
 

26. Find a Rembrandt self-portrait from the Baroque period using Google. Rembrandt is known as 
the greatest painter of room lighting in history. How is Rembrandt’s use of lighting similar to 
the Baroque ethos: “heaven and hell,” contrast and illusion, or dramatic energy? 
 
Rembrandt’s lighting creates drama, dark=evil, light=good, the subject lives between two 
choices. 
 

Sketching the Melodies 
 

Johann Sebastian Bach As an industrious, scientific, and religious composer, Bach cemented the 
concept of major and minor to the Baroque church’s illustration of heaven and hell.  
Today, both conservative and progressive writers treasure Bach’s music with two very different 
views about Bach’s music. For opposing reasons, everyone loves Bach. 
 
YouTube: Bach Cello Suite No. 1 Prelude BWV 1007 
 
27. What is the shape that Bach uses as the limitation for his creativity? 

 

The notes follow this pattern:                   high  high     high 
        middle      middle    middle      middle 
            low 
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YouTube: BWV 245 St. John’s Passion “Herr, unser Herrscher” Listen to the first minute of this 
piece and draw the melodic shape played by the instruments. Find a YouTube video with Bach’s 
original handwriting of this score for a visual reference. Hint: The lines behave like tangled 
threads and waves. Force yourself to listen to only one melodic line at a time so that you can hear 
the difference.  
 
Oboe 1/Flute 1 
 
 
Oboe 2/Flute 2 
 
 
Upper Strings 
 
 
Lower Strings 
 
 
Chorus 
 
 
 
In the art of painting, creativity is limited to the edges of a canvas. In Bach’s music, creativity 
must conform to his self-imposed creative framework. Listen to the piece below and define the 
specific limitation that Bach places on his creative experiment.  
 
28. YouTube: Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D minor BWV 903. What is the self-imposed 

limitation of Bach’s creativity in the Fantasy portion of this piece? 
 
Bach limits the music to 1 note at a time, but he uses all of the chromatic notes available. 

 
 

tying it all together Bach’s Jekyll and Hyde 
 
Some people think that Bach’s music is the perfection of civilization, a perfect concrete cathedral 
of the intellect and creativity. Others think that Bach was a revolutionary and a scientist, 
exploring, experimenting, and challenging the status quo. 

 

29. Based on your listening and research, do you think Bach was a conservative perfectionist or a 

revolutionary scientist restlessly searching?  
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leaving the baroque      Luke, I’m your father 

 
Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782) (homophonic texture) After his father’s death at the age of 
15, J.C. Bach began moving away from his father’s (J.S. Bach) older style of music. He became a 
pioneer of homophonic style, which has the simplistic texture of only melody and 
accompaniment. The melody is usually lyrical while the accompaniment is contrastingly rhythmic. 
Even though the next example has many instruments, it can be broken down into only melody 
and accompaniment. 
 
YouTube: J.C Bach Concerto in D major mvt.1 
30. Draw a line that represents the activity of each part listed below starting with the flute 

entrance at 1:30 through 1:50. There are three sections listed but two of them can be 
grouped together as an “accompaniment” part. After you draw the lines, put a bracket 
around the two instrument sections that are playing the accompaniment together. 

   1:30    1:40     1:50 
 
 
Flute 
 
 
Upper Strings  
(Arpeggios) 
 
 
Lower Strings/ 
Harpsichord (Rhythmic) 
 
31. If homophonic music has a melody and an accompaniment in two parts, how can the above 

example be homophonic with three parts? 
 
The two string parts you drew should be locked in as 1 part broken into 2 roles. 

 
32. Why do you think J.C Bach and others moved away from his father’s religious, complex, and 

scientific style? 
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Baroque Notes 
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5  classical  simple genius 

1750-1800 
 
“Time’s cycle had been straightened into an arrow, and the arrow was traveling ever faster.” 

-Karol Berger 

 
Music of the Classical period captured the spirit of a growing middle class searching for civility. 

Inspired by the discovery of Pompeii and the American and French Revolutions, musicians 

believed in a new democratic philosophy that appealed to larger audiences. The power of the 

church over the arts had dissolved, and in its wake composers had to appeal to a broad middle- 

class audience. 

 

Music of the Classical period became more linear as opposed to the cyclical nature of the Baroque. 

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven wrote music with constant variation, sudden contrast, and evolving 

emotions that described the human experience. 

 

The rising middle class had more money to spend on concerts, sheet music and the newly invented 

pianoforte, which became a popular instrument to have in the home. Composers began to craft 

music specifically designed to appeal to this ever-expanding audience. 

 

Haydn was the early master of the period, known for his simplicity and clarity. Mozart brought 

new human emotions of love, passion, and romance to the world of music. Fourteen years younger 

than Mozart, Beethoven mastered the classical style before he singlehandedly ended it in a storm 

of creativity.  

 

Classical Period Ethos 

 

The values listed below separate the Classical period (1750-1800) from the Baroque period (1600-
1750) before and the Romantic period (1800-1900) afterward. 
 
Simplicity –Memorable and unique melodies that could be sung or remembered by audiences. 
Clarity –Homophonic texture that makes the melody easy to hear. 
Balance and Order –Opposing forces should coexist. Music should equally balance the intellect 
and emotion, high notes with low notes, loud and soft, fast and slow, masculine and feminine, 
lyrical and strong. 
Civilized or polite personality –Emotions are contained and under control. 
Range of emotions –Emotions can shift, modulate, or be mixed together. 
Changing dynamics –Rather than changing by steps in the Baroque, dynamics grow or shrink 
gradually. 
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Research Questions  
 
1. Why were more people going to see concerts during the Classical period in contrast to the 

Baroque period? How did the musical style of the time contribute to the wider popularity? 
 
Middle class was growing, more people had money to spend on music. 
Simple and clear music that was easy for the average person to understand. 
 

 
2. What were the inspirations and motivations that drove Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven to 

create masterpieces of their generation? 
 
Haydn Worked in isolation for a long time, where he had to be creative to entertain 
himself. 
 
Mozart Many different opinions on Mozart: his dad driving him at a young age, 
wanting to be a successful freelance artist, liked playing games. 
 
Beethoven Greater society, searching for truth, women he loved wouldn’t marry him 
because of his class. 
 
 

Haydn        Franz rocks the mic 

1732-1809 
 

Early Classical composers like Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) quickly realized that instrumental 

melodies had to become their stage characters. By using melodic themes in conversation between 

instrument families, the symphony became an opera of ideas. Like a hip hop battle or jazz jam 

session today, Haydn used imitation, development of ideas, virtuosity, rhythm, surprise, comedy, 

and depth of personal feelings to engage his audience. Haydn's music didn't need an opponent; he 

battled his own intellect through music. 

 

Employed by a wealthy Austrian estate away from other musicians, Haydn battled himself. As an 

isolated composer, Haydn was "forced to be original" becoming the first master of the symphony 

and string quartet. In an isolated world, with his own personal demons, Franz battled himself 

trying to balance emotion and the intellect in his own music. 

 

While middle class democratic slogans like "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" for all men 

spread during his lifetime, Haydn proved that through music, any man could be civilized and 

intelligent beyond his birth class. Haydn's symphonies showed the ruling class that a poor lower 

class servant could create clever musical conversation, above their comprehension, in a style of 

music that they had previously seen as sheer entertainment and novelty. Like Martin Luther King, 

Haydn died a leader of his people by keeping his persona and conversation above the roots of his 

social caste. He died in 1809 as the most famous musician in Europe, his music lifting the 

expectations of a generation of musicians. 
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YouTube: Listen to Haydn’s String Quartet Op.33 No.2 in Eb, 4th mvt. the “Joke Quartet”. 
 
3. What three words would you use to describe the primary (opening) theme of this movement? 
Playful, witty, fast, catchy, carefree. 
 

4. This movement is in rondo form. Why is repetition so important in this context? 
In order to understand the joke in music, you have to recognize the subject or melody. 
That’s why the melody is repeated so often. 
 

5. Using the letters A, B, C and D, write down the form of this piece.  
 

A A B A B A C A B A C slowing… A pause D A 

 
6. What is the “joke?” 
The melody (or question) at the end leaves you hanging. 

 

 
7. How do Haydn's symphonies change over the course of his life through these 3 examples? 
 
YouTube: Franz Joseph Haydn Symphony No. 2 in C. 
YouTube: Haydn Symphony No. 6 "Le Matin" (1/4). 
YouTube: Franz Joseph Haydn "Farewell Symphony" No. 45 (1/4).  
YouTube: Franz Joseph Haydn “London Symphony” No. 104, mvt. 1 
 
Opinion 
By the end of Haydn's life he was moving away from simplicity towards bigger, dramatic 

music. 
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sonata form shall we play a game? 
 
The major formal development during the Classical period was Sonata Form, which has three 
main sections: exposition, development, recapitulation. Sonata Form is an advanced musical 
conversation between melodies. Sonata form came from an earlier style of composition known as 
Binary Form. 
 
8. What is Binary Form? 
A piece of music with two different sections: A and B. 
 
 

9. Who is credited as the creator of Sonata Form? 
Domenico Scarlatti 
 

10. Describe what happens during these sections in sonata form: 
 
Exposition  Melodies known as themes are introduced. 
   Usually 2 themes with opposite personalities. 
   Think of the themes as characters on stage. 
   The exposition is usually repeated once exactly as it appeared before. 
 
 
Development The themes change  
   The drama unfolds (comedy, romance, a battle) 
    Anything can happen to the themes that would be interesting 
 
 
Recapitulation Themes return but are changed by the development. 
    The resolution of the movie: soldiers return changed by the war, or 
   Bickering friends getting married. 
 
 
Coda: (optional) “Tail” in Italian, the ending, momentum is wrapped up to cue applause. 
 
 
YouTube: Listen to Mozart’s 40th Symphony, 1st Movement. 
 

11. What three words would you use to describe the primary (opening) theme of this movement? 
Intense, dark, passionate, searching, unstable. 
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12. List the time that each of the following events occurs in Mozart’s 40th Symphony. How do you 
know that each of these things are occurring?  
First entry of the 2nd theme (during the first exposition) 
 :53 

 
Repeat of the Exposition 
 2:00 

 
Beginning of the Development 
 3:59 

 
Beginning of the Recapitulation 
 5:10 

Note for teachers: This exercise is best completed in class so you can guide the students through 
Sonata Form.  
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Wolfgang the traveling child 

1756-1791 
"I have often been flattered by my friends with having some genius, but he was much my superior."

                 - Haydn remembering Mozart 

 

Known today as Wolfgang, Amadeus, and Mozart, one person crystallized the Classical period 

through the eyes of a child. Today Mozart’s music is studied and revered for its perfection of 

balance, catchy melodies, tidal dynamics, and budding emotions. He might have been a “genius,” a 

term often used without specific definition or rules, but he was definitely a child growing up on 

tour. 
 

13. How do you define genius? Does genius describe something we ourselves couldn’t do? Or 

something we can’t imagine doing? 

 

Interesting discussion for class. 

 

 

 

His father Leopold was a court musician in Salzburg and taught young Mozart to play and write as 

soon as possible. Similar to the Jackson, Marsalis, Osmond, and McCartney families, Mozart and 

his sister were taught by their parents at a very early age. Maria Anna, Wolfgang’s sister, was 

performing harpsichord and piano at the age of seven while the younger Wolfgang begged to play 

with her at the age of three. Ever since Mozart began to play music with his sister, millions of 

children have been forced into music lessons to become the next “baby Mozart genius.” 
 

14. What factors create a genius? Put the following factors in order of importance to make a 
genius: 1 (most important) and 6 (least important). 

 
Brain  Talent  Parents  Role Model       Drive     Exposure 
 

Opinion, also interesting class discussion. 
 

 

 

By the age of six Wolfgang could sight read music perfectly, improvise Baroque fugues, and write 

his own compositions. By the time he was twelve, he had written a symphony, oratorio, and an 

opera. Between the ages of six and fifteen, Mozart toured with his father and sister. Leopold had 

arranged various tours of Europe through his professional music contacts, setting up performances 

for the two children in all of the major cities across Europe. Leopold wasn’t alone in his quest to 

rise in society through family fame. 

 

The concept of the “child prodigy” was an enlightenment concept created in Leopold’s generation 

through the spread of education for middle class children. By the time young Wolfgang was old 
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enough to walk, many parents were touring with their child stars. Mozart’s childhood friend, 

Thomas Linley, often toured with Wolfgang and was considered his equal in terms of musical 

gifts. Unfortunately, Linley died in tragic boating accident at the age of 22. The tours were difficult 

but rewarding. The Mozart children loved music, and absorbed unique styles from every country 

into their repertoire. 

 

At performances for the nobility of Europe, Maria would “perform the difficult music” followed 

by Wolfgang performing his compositions, fugues, and improvisations “in any key.” At the age of 

18, Maria was retired from music by her father to prepare for marriage. Maria fell in love with her 

tutor, but was forced to marry a wealthy magistrate by her father. Reviews of her playing suggest 

that her ability rivaled Wolfgang, but her compositions have been lost.  

 

As a child,Wolfgang showed an incomparable ability to play and then imitate new music. 

As a teenager, Mozart’s music became more rebellious but mature. As he grew, Mozart struggled 

to outgrow his childhood fame as a prodigious performer. He became increasingly unhappy with 

his lower class status as a hometown musician in Salzburg. As a teenager, Wolfgang continued to 

travel, listen, and learn. 

 

At 21, still touring under his father’s supervision, Mozart discovered a new level of orchestral 

musicianship in Mannheim. After seeing the famed Mannheim Orchestra, Mozart wrote more 

aggressively for the clarinet and flute. Because he was able to travel so extensively, Mozart had a 

unique view of music across Europe. Mozart used his youthful mind and ears to assimilate these 

sounds and create a new fusion of musical styles. 

 

Was it because of his youthful perspective that he was able to see the humor and flexibility of 

opposing musical styles? Like a child pitching an imaginary battle between aliens, pirates, and 

cowboy action figures, Wolfgang jammed French, German, and Italian rival styles of music into 

his scores. Wolfgang absorbed the full range of music across Europe from a child’s perspective, 

learning from teachers, young friends, experiences, and experimentation. In a music business of 

grown-ups with hardened opinions, Mozart wrote and played like a child, making jokes out of 

Europe's contradictions. Below is a list of these competing styles of classical music.  

 

3 dominant musical styles in Europe during the mid-1700s 
 
 Sturm und Drang (German) During the mid-1700s, German artist and writers developed a 

style known as “Sturm und Drang,” meaning “storm and stress.” Led by Goethe, the movement 

sought to create extremes of emotion that were free from rationalism. Composers including 

Haydn, Gluck, and C.P.E Bach sought artistic freedom, creating music that was shocking, 

macabre, or saturated with emotion.  

 

 Galante (French) As the artistic influence of the church waned, musicians, including Couperin, 

Leclair, and Tartini, composed music to arouse the senses of aristocratic audiences of the 

secular salon. Galant music emphasized elegance, grace, humor, and the pleasure of music. 

Harmonies were simplified and textures were streamlined to emphasize alluring melodies. 
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 Opera and Arias (Italian) Under the influence of Giovanni Sammartini, Mozart used lyrical 

themes above driving Italian rhythmic textures. This combination of feminine lyrical melodies 

with masculine driving accompaniment was common in Italian opera, but Sammartini and 

Mozart carried the passionate relationship into instrumental music. Additionally, many of 

Mozart’s slow movements became graceful and elegant with the passion of an Italian aria. 

 
 
Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Listen to the following pieces and explain why each can be representative of Sturm and 
Drang, Galante or Opera and Arias. How do you think Mozart could have been influenced by 
these pieces that were written by composers around him? 
 
15. Couperin “Les ombres errantes” on piano 

(galante) 
Opinion: finesse, mysterious, elegance, appealed to women, seductive. 

 
 
 
16. Haydn Symphony #45 “Farewell” 1st mvt. 

(sturm und drang) 
Opinion: rhythmic drive, conviction, balance, memorable melody, big picture awareness. 

 
 
 
17. Giovanni Sammartini Symphony in F 1st mvt. 

(Italian opera, teacher) 
Mozart took composition lessons with Sammartini, an old Baroque master. 
Rhythmic drive from Opera, melodies shaped like arias, dynamic contrast. 
Wit and playfulness. 

 
18. Thomas Linley “Arise! Ye spirits of the storm” 

(English violinist-composer) 
Fellow “child genius” on tour with Mozart across Europe. 
Linley died in a boating accident at 22, might have become as famous as Mozart. 
Known today as the “English Mozart.” 

 
19. Johann Schobert Sonata op. 14, 1st Allegro Assai 

(friend of Leopold) 
“Sturm und drang.” 
Clarity of counterpoint. 
Heavy German chord progressions. 
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20. Johann Christian Bach Sinfonia in B flat, Largo 2nd mvt.  
(son of J.S. Bach) 

Effective use of clarinet.  
Light touch in quiet passages.  
Classical simplicity. 

 
YouTube: Answer the following questions while you listen to Mozart’s Eine kleine Nachtmusik. 
21. In the space below, draw a line to represent the first melodic phrase.  

(the first 3 seconds)             (3-6 seconds) 
 

Draw first line here                                                   Draw second line here 
 
 
 
 

22. In the space above, draw a second line to represent the second melodic phrase. 
 

23. How are these two lines different? 
 
They are perfect opposites, balanced. 

 
24. How are the lines above hidden symbols of Mozart’s belief in a classical ethos? 
 
In order to create classical balance, an upward phrase must be balanced by a downward 
phrase. A masculine melody must have a feminine counterpart. Emotion is balanced by 
intellect. 

 
25. How does Mozart’s music incorporate the classical ethos in the following examples? 
YouTube: Mozart Symphony No. 40 K 550 4th mvt. Allegro Assai 
 
Graceful and aggressive phrases respond to each other constantly. 
Melodies are always clear to listener, and easy to remember. 

 
YouTube: Mozart Clarinet Concerto in A mvt. 1 Allegro 
 
Clarinet shows range of personality and changing emotions. 
Virtuosity is expected from the soloist but refined by finesse. 
Orchestra’s melody is repeated by the clarinet soloist making it familiar. 
The conversation never boils over into anger or baroque drama. 
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the Mozart letters 
 

While on tour in Italy, the 14-year-old Mozart wrote various letters to his older sister who was 
now left at home in Salzburg to prepare for marriage. While Mozart performed near the Roman 
Coliseum and ruins of Pompeii, Maria was beginning a new chapter in her life without music. 
Maria had been forced to stop performing by her father Leopold, but she continued to compose 
music, as described in letters to her brother, “the wolf.” The quotes below are taken from various 
letters Wolfgang wrote to her from his Italian tour. 
 
26. Pick a quote below, and choose one of the following options (a or b): 

a. Explain how these quotes could provide insight into the character description of "Mozart 
the boy genius." Use additional sources or music to support your interpretation. 
 
b. Write a fictional letter to Wolfgang. Pretend you are his sister and base it on her life story. 

  
“I wish that my sister was here in Rome, for this city would assuredly delight her, for St. Peter’s 

Basillica is symmetrical, and many other things in Rome are also symmetrical….”  

      WOLFGANG MOZART, Rome, April 14, 1770 

 
“Haydn's twelfth minuet, which you sent me, pleases me very much; 

you have composed an inimitable bass for it, and without the 

slightest fault. I do beg that you will often exercise yourself 

in such things. Mamma must not forget to see that the guns are 

both polished up. Tell me how Master Canary is? Does he still 

sing? and still whistle? Do you know why I am thinking about the 

canary? Because we have one in our ante-room that chirps out a G 

sharp just like ours… 

Tell Herr von Schiedenhofen to learn the repetition minuet on the piano, to be sure to DO so, and 

DO not let him forget it. He must DO this in order to DO me the favor to 

let me accompany him some day or other. DO give my best compliments to all my friends, and DO 

continue to live happily, and DO not die, but DO live on, that you may be able to DO 

another letter for me, and I DO one for you, and thus we shall go on DOING till we can DO 

something worth DOING; but I am one of those who will go on DOING till all DOINGS are at an 

end. In the mean time I DO subscribe myself.” 

Your W. M. Naples, May 19
th

, 1770  

 

“I played at two concerts, and tomorrow I am to play at another. After dinner we played Boccia at 

Potsch. This is a game I have learnt, and when I come home, I will teach it to you. When I have 
finished this letter, I am going to complete a symphony that I have begun. The aria is 

finished. The copyist (who is my father) has the symphony, because we do not choose it to be 

copied by anyone else, or it might be stolen.” 

"WOLFGANGO” in Germany 

"AMADEO MOZART” in Italy. 

From Rome-mistress of the world, April 25, 1770 

“Vesuvius is smoking fiercely! Thunder and lightning and blazes!... Fair maiden, say, where have 

you been, eh?"…The opera here is Jomelli's. It is fine, but too grave and old-fashioned for this 
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stage. Madame de' Amicis sings incomparably, and so does Aprile, who used to sing at Milan. The 

dancing is miserably pretentious. The theatre is beautiful. The King has been brought up in the 

rough Neapolitan fashion, and at the opera always stands on a stool, so that he may look a little 

taller than the Queen, who is beautiful and so gracious, for she bowed to me in the most 

condescending manner no less than six times on the Molo.” 

Naples, June 5
th

, 1770 

“CARA SORELLA MIA, 

I am really surprised that you can compose so charmingly. In a 

word, the song is beautiful. Often try something similar. Send me 

soon the other six minuets of Haydn. Mademoiselle, j'ai l'honneur 

d'etre votre tres-humble serviteur et frere.” 

 

CHEVALIER DE MOZART. Rome, July 7
th
, 1770 

 

 

Your letter to Wolfgang or analysis   possible observations 
Wolfgang and his sister were aware of classical style in architecture and music at a 

young age and could appreciate style beyond one art form. 

 

Wolfgang misses and respects his sister. 
 
Wolfgang liked to play games (repetition letter: do..do..do) Bocce ball, dancing. 
 
Wolfgang likes things that are new and gets bored with pretentious traditions. 
 
Wolfgang was a huge fan of Haydn. 
 
They both speak German, French, and Italian. 
 
Wolfgang encourages her to keep composing, and seems surprised at her talent. 
 
Wolfgang recognizes talent and mediocrity in other performers and composers. 
 
He saw the volcano Vesuvio on a trip to Naples. Vesuvio's ashes buried the cities of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum during the Roman Empire, but discovered through recent 
archeology in Mozart’s lifetime. The discovery of Pompeii inspired the classical styles in 
music, architecture, and art. Going to Vesuvio and Pompeii might have been like 
Disneyworld for a classical composer. 
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evolution of the concerto 
 
“In order to win applause one must write stuff which is so inane that a coachman could sing it, or 

so unintelligible that it pleases precisely because no sensible man can understand it.” 

-Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

 
The concerto is a musical format that features a soloist with orchestral accompaniment. In order 
to understand the manner in which Bach, Mozart and Beethoven approached the concerto, 
imagine a composed conversation (or story) between an orchestra and a soloist. Originally 
Baroque composers created the concerto to feature virtuosos who specialized on one 
instrument. But since the Baroque, the concerto has evolved to feature profound expression as 
well as instrumental virtuosity. 
 
YouTube: Listen to a Baroque Concerto by Bach Concerto for Keyboard and Orchestra No.1 
Allegro (performed by Glenn Gould) and Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 21 Andante. 

 
27. In the space below, write down your descriptions of each piece of music. 

 
Bach’s Concerto-Baroque (1748)   Mozart’s Concerto-Classical (1785) 
 
Aggressive, intellectual, mathematical. Lyrical, melodic, passionate, graceful. 
 
 

28. In opening of Bach's Concerto, how many times does the pianist repeat the first phrase? 
four statements 
 
 

29. Draw the piano melody of Mozart’s Concerto.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

30. In the space above, draw the strings underneath your drawing of the piano melody. 
 

31. What do the two pieces have in common? 
Both feature excellent craftsmanship, focus, and creativity. 
Both are disciplined in their commitment to the spirit of the piece. 
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32. How are the two pieces different as related to the characteristics listed below? 
 
Melody Bach's melody is driving, busy, and searching. 
 Mozart's melody is passionate, human, and perfected simplicity in its shape. 
 
 
Rhythm  Bach: aggressive, driving, relentless. 
 Mozart: subtle, passive, and submissive. 
 
 
Philosophy Bach: Baroque science and discovery. 
 Mozart: Classical finesse and seduction. 
 
 
Creativity Bach: manipulation of melody in 4 voices and counterpoint. 
 Mozart: refinement of all possibilities to a simple elegant melody 
 
 
Development of ideas Bach: overwhelming, continuous. 
    Mozart: melodies gradually change color. 

 
 
33. Mozart’s Piano Concerto was written decades after Bach’s. How had the concept of the 

concerto changed during that time span? 
 
Bach's concerto shows the human potential for invention and performance. 
Mozart's concerto stresses truthful and clear beauty. 

 
 
 
34. Does Mozart’s concerto undermine the tradition of featuring great virtuoso pianists? 
 
No, the performer must present his emotions in public on a higher level. 
Many great technicians sound incredibly boring playing the Mozart concerto. 
A lack of true artistic personality can't hide behind technique in the Mozart concerto. 

 
 
35. Which piece do you connect with and why? 


Opinion 
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evolution of the symphony 
 

Today, Haydn is known as the "father of the symphony," but his students and disciples extended 

the form to greater heights. During his lifetime Haydn wrote 106 symphonies that brought the four 

instrument families together in a polite and witty ensemble conversation. As a mason and member 

of the Age of Enlightenment, Haydn's short symphonies strove for elevated perfection and 

simplicity. Over the next 150 years, the symphony grew to become more akin to a novel than a 

short story; Haydn's early symphonies could be completed in fifteen minutes, whereas Mahler, 

Bruckner, Strauss, and Shostakovich’s creations would squeeze the last drop of potential out of the 

symphony and lasted over an hour. 

 

 

36. Choose four of the symphonies below and compare the 1st movements of those selected. 

Research the background of each composer. How are your chosen examples different from 

each other? What do you think each composer trying to express? Note: These symphonies 

were written between 1750 and 1960. (For additional guidance, refer to using the symphony 

page 39) 

J.C. Bach Symphony in Bb Op. 9 No.1 (1/3) 
Mozart Symphony No. 38 "Prague Symphony" (1/4)  
Mozart Symphony No. 41 "Jupiter" (1/4) 
Beethoven Symphony No. 1/1, Christian Thielemann, Vienna Philharmonic  
Schubert "Unfinished Symphony" mvt.1 Weiner Philharmonic, Ricardo Muti conductor 
Mendelssohn Symphony No. 5 1st mvt. Mark Narins conducts 
Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, 1st movement reveries-passions 
Johann Brahms Symphony No. 1 mvt. 1 
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 4, Chicago Symphony 1st mvt.  
Richard Straus: Eine Alpensinfonie, Bychkov, Berliner Philharmoniker 
Anton Bruckner Symphony No. 9 mvt. 1 Karajan 
Gustav Mahler, Symphony No. 5, conductor Bernstein 
George Solti conducts Shostakovich's 10th Symphony 1st mvt. 
 
 a. 
 
 
 b. 
 
 
 c. 
 
 
 d. 
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6  Beethoven storm of the century 

1770 - 1827 
 

“I will seize fate by the throat.”   –Ludwig van Beethoven 

 
Ludwig van Beethoven is probably the most famous composer in the history of music. At a young 

age, Mozart recognized him to be an excellent pianist and improviser. After hearing the young 

performer, Mozart said “keep an eye on him, he’ll make a big noise in the world someday.” As a 

teenager, Beethoven mastered the Classical style he inherited from Mozart and Haydn. By the time 

he was in his 30s, though, Beethoven had grown tired of Classical conventions and began to create 

music beyond their capacity. He believed that the individual composer should use music to express 

his inner emotions, even if that meant radically altering the established rules of the day. 

 

His life was as turbulent as his ideas. After surviving a brutal childhood, raising his troubled 

nephew, and failing in several romances, Beethoven realized he was going deaf: “If it hadn’t been 

for music, I would have killed myself long before.” 

 

Beethoven had a unique genius for composing astounding cathedrals of music drawn from a single 

idea. His compositions are monuments to the human spirit and are still performed all over the 

world today. Beethoven composed and attended the first performance of his Ninth Symphony 

while deaf. 

 

In 1989, when the Berlin Wall fell in Germany, Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony was performed to 

celebrate the fall of communism and the triumph of the human spirit. This symphony is perhaps 

the most famous piece of music ever written, but ironically, Beethoven never heard a single note of 

it. 

 
Research Questions 
 
1. In 1792, Beethoven moved from his hometown of __________________ to the city of  

______________. Why was this move important?  
Bonn to Vienna. 
Vienna was the music capital of Europe. Beethoven would study with Haydn there. 

 
2. Describe Beethoven’s relationship with Haydn. 

 
Opposites with a mutual respect for each other. 
Haydn was very controlled and measured. Beethoven was passionate and moody. 
 

3. What instrument(s) did Beethoven play? 
Piano, organ, violin, viola 
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4. What are the characteristics (both personal and musical) of the following periods of 
Beethoven’s life? 

 
Early Period (up until 1802) 
 
Mastered lessons from his teachers and copied their styles, conservative compared to his 

future. 
Known as a great improviser and brilliant piano virtuoso. 
Meets Wolfgang Mozart who said "keep an eye on him." 
 
Middle (Heroic) Period (1802-1812) 
 
Begins to push music beyond the classical boundaries. 
He develops ideas beyond his predecessors. 
Realizes he's going deaf 
"If it wasn't for music, I would have killed myself." 
Realizing that his hearing is deteriorating, Beethoven begins to take every note more 

seriously. 
Beethoven "finds a new path through the woods," his music becomes more than 

entertainment. His music asks profound questions: Who are we? Why are we here? 
 
Late Period (1812-1827) 
 
His music is very experimental and passionate far beyond the classical style. 
He barely hears anything. 
He write music for himself and for the brotherhood of man. 
 

Interactive Exercises 
 
As an artist, philosopher, and emotional whirlwind, Beethoven challenged the status quo with his 
3rd symphony “Eroica” which was dedicated to the rising star of democracy, Napoleon Bonaparte 
of France. Beethoven, one of three greatest masters of Classical style, had grown beyond the 
restraints of an elitist society that saw music as pleasant entertainment. The Eroica symphony 
challenged music’s role in society as light entertainment. He called the piece a “new path through 
the woods.” After Eroica, Beethoven was considered a great revolutionary, and influenced every 
composer for the next 200 years. 
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Symphony No. 3 “Eroica” 
 

Watch the “Eroica” symphony interactive presentation on keepingscore.org and answer the 

following questions.  

 

Exposition 

5. Who plays the first theme in “Eroica” first? 
Cello, this was very unusual for the period. 

6. Describe the three phrases that make up the First Theme? 
1. a bouncing arpeggio 2. three descending steps 3. a repeated figure and cadence 

7. Which instruments provide the rhythm? 
Violas 

8. Which instruments pass around the transition theme 1? 
oboe, clarinet, flute, violin, oboe, clarinet, flute, violin, oboe, bassoon, strings tutti  

9. Which string instrument plays the transition theme 3? 
violins 

10. Describe the second theme compared to the first. 
gentle melody starting with a series of repeated notes ending downward 

11. How does the mood of the exposition end? 
confident and triumphant 
 

Development 
12.  How does the mood of the development differ from the exposition? 
unstable, tense, and dramatic 

13.  Explain his famous “mistake” at the end of the development. 
the lone horn solo has been interpreted differently by different historians 

14.  What are the two remaining sections of the first movement called? 
recapitulation and coda 

15.  Why was this first movement considered to be so revolutionary?  
scope and scale, idolizing Napoleon, intensity, development of ideas 

16. Describe the mood of the other three movements. 
 

II funeral march for the dead hero, Napoleon had let down Beethoven 
 
III a festive dance that celebrates life 
 
IV a virtuosic finale that seems to laugh at itself 
 
 

17. Beethoven’s 45 minute Eroica symphony is balanced overall with a classical ethos. How? 
Although the piece is gigantic and intense, it is balanced by an equal amount of music that is 

calm, quiet, reflective, or heroic. 
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Symphony No. 5 
 
YouTube: Listen to the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony #5.  
 
18. What is the form of this movement? Sonata form 

 
19. Why are the first four notes of the movement so important? 
Every note in the 1st movement is developed from these first four notes:  

Short, Short, Short, Long. 
Fate knocking on Beethoven's door, as he realizes his deaf future (an interesting legend). 
The other three movements are also based off of this idea (short, short, short, long). 
 

20. What is notable about the dynamics? 
 
Loud and dramatic at the beginning, but constantly changing throughout. 
 

21. Overall, how would you describe the feeling you get from the first movement? How is this 
typical of Beethoven’s music? 
 
Intense, driven, serious 
 

22. Listen to the first minute of the second movement of Beethoven’s Symphony #5. How is this 
movement different in character from the first movement? 


Serene, optimistic, heroic 
 

23. Listen to the first minute of the third movement of Beethoven’s Symphony #5. Do you hear a 
way that this movement is linked to the first movement?  
 
 The motif of Short Short Short Long is introduced at around 30 seconds by the French horn 
section and then repeated throughout the orchestra. 
 

24. Listen to the very end of the piece (the last two minutes of the fourth movement). How does 
the piece end? What feeling are you left with? 
A determination to keep on living. 
Triumphant victory 
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String Quartet Op. 132 
 
After surviving a near-death illness, Beethoven wrote the third movement of his string quartet 
Op. 132 with a dedication to God as "A Convalescents Holy Song of Thanksgiving to the Divinity." 
 
YouTube: Beethoven’s String Quartet Op. 132, 3rd mvt. 

 
25. What period of his music does this represent? 
Late period, very experimental. 
 

26. How would you describe the emotional content of this music? How does it make you feel? 
spiritual, peace through universal simplicity 
 

27. Why do you think Beethoven was writing music like this during this portion of his career? 
His pieces had extreme moods from tranquil peace to rage. 

 
Tying it all together 
 
28. List three ways that Beethoven revolutionized music. 
 
Expanded forms 
By developing melodic themes Beethoven proved that a man should be judged by the quality 

of his mind. 
Overcame deafness 
Solidified music as an art about people and their ideas more than light entertainment. 
He was the first successful freelance artist. 
He was successful writing music for himself first. 
Questioned the status quo of society. 
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7  the romantic era the roof is on fire 

1800-1900 
 

Beethoven is typically given credit for beginning the Romantic Era. His belief that the expression 

of an individual composer should take precedence over any adherence to tradition paved the way 

for the musical philosophy of the next hundred years. There is a huge body of extremely diverse 

music that is all considered to be Romantic. Typically, though, the pieces will contain some of the 

following characteristics: 

 

Romantic Music Ethos 
 
 Expressive music - music often times has a dark and dramatic quality. 
 Expanded orchestra and dynamic range - music gets very loud and very soft. 
 Lush orchestration - composers increasingly create music with a rich orchestral texture and 

expanded tone colors. 
 Program music - increasingly, composers use an extra-musical narrative. 
 Virtuosity – music pushed the physical and mental capabilities of performers. 
 Individualism - the triumph of the distinctive composer’s voice. The theme of the individual 

person vs. society becomes important. 
 Nationalism - music is written to express love of country, often incorporating folk songs and 

texts. 
 Emotion - pieces are written to represent a wide swath of human emotions. 
 Nature –depicts the perfection and power of nature beyond the industrial city. 
 Exotic - composers write works that call upon the strange and metaphysical, using tales of 

mythology and far-away lands. 
 Miniature and Monumental – Some composers, including Berlioz, wrote a handful of gigantic 

orchestral pieces. Other writers like Chopin and Paganini composed dozens of short 
compositions for one instrument. Increasingly, composers became specialists, creating 
monumental works within a smaller niche.  

 

Research Questions 
 
YouTube: Watch the “Commendatore Scene” from Don Giovanni by Mozart. 
1. Although Beethoven is credited as the first romantic, this scene from Mozart’s opera 

exemplifies romantic tendencies before Beethoven. Why is this scene often cited as the 
inspiration for the Romantic period? What characteristics from this opera would be a model 
for the new romantic spirit? 
Darkness, drama, intensity, heavy emotions, fantasy world. 
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2. In what ways did Beethoven exert a powerful influence on Romantic composers in the 19th 
Century? 
Beethoven created individualism, wrote longer music, expression of personal feelings, 

Expanded forms beyond continued utility. 
Overcame great handicap 
Schubert was so influenced, that he asked to be buried next to Beethoven, and was. 
 
 

3. Give one example of a Romantic composer who was heavily influenced by Beethoven. Cite a 
piece of music that relates to Beethoven directly. 
Brahms, Schubert, Liszt, Chopin, Mahler, Strauss... 
Brahms Symphony No.1, Liszt "Eroica" Variation in Transcendental Etudes 
 
 

4. How was Schubert’s personality different from Beethoven’s? 
Shy, relaxed, likeable, had a lot of friends 
His music was gentle and lyrical 
 
 

5. Why was Mendelssohn considered more conservative than other romantics? 
His music was lighter and more classical than romantic. 
Very Mozartean, listen to Scherzo from A Midsummer Night's Dream. 
He didn’t revolutionize form in the same way as some of his contemporaries 
But, he was romantic in spirit using exotic or fantasy themes. 
 

6. How was Hector Berlioz’s use of the idée fixe a transformative moment in music history? 
The idée fixe assigned a specific melody to an actual person. 
 
 

7. Describe the music that made Chopin famous.  
Poetry for piano, expressive, nostalgic, personal. 
 
 

8. Why is it said that Brahms was greatly affected by the weight of Beethoven’s 
accomplishments? 
Symphony No. 1 begins with the weight of the world on Brahms, as Beethoven "looks over 
his shoulder." 
 
 

9. Why is Gustav Mahler considered to be the last great romantic composer? 
He pushed the symphony form to the limit of utility. 
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Capriccio Espagnol  
by Rimsky-Korsakov 
 
YouTube: Watch Leonard Bernstein’s What is orchestration? Part 1 on YouTube  
10. Put the following instruments in order of their entrance in Capriccio Espagnol. 

(use: flute, violin, oboe, bassoon, harp, trumpet, violin, tutti, strings (pizzicato), strings (arco), 
snare drum, brass, woodwinds, clarinet, and timpani) 

 
Snare, brass, violin solo, strings-pizzicato, flute, clarinet, oboe, harp, tutti, woodwinds. 
 

Waltz of the Flowers from the Nutcracker Suite 
by Tchaikovsky 
 
YouTube: Listen to the first four minutes of Waltz of the Flowers. 
11. Map out how Tchaikovsky features each instrument through orchestration of the melody. 

(use: clarinet, woodwinds, cellos, harp, strings, violins, French horns, brass) 
 
Timeline of Tchaikovsky’s orchestration 
0:00          0:30         1:00         1:30         2:00          2:30          3:00         3:30          4:00 
 
Melody instrument 
horns, clarinet, strings           w.w.     cellos         violin      horns  violins            brass     
 
Accompaniment instruments 
strings                  woodwinds   strings  brass         w.w.         w.w       brass        strings, w.w 
 
 
Interactive Exercises 
 
After listening to each example, explain how two Romantic characteristics (ethos) are evident in 
each piece. Use the list of characteristics and ideals typical of Romantic music presented at the 
beginning of this chapter. 

 
12. Franz Schubert, “Gretchen Am Spinnrade” 
The following answers are somewhat opinion based, great conversation or homework. 
Many of the romantic characteristics and ideals are evident in each piece. 
 
 
 

13. Franz Schubert, from Winterreise (“Gute Nacht” and “Der Leiermann”) 
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14. Hector Berlioz, “March to the Scaffold” from Symphonie Fantastique 
 

 

 

15. Felix Mendelssohn, Violin Concerto in E minor, 1st movement 
 
 
 

16. Felix Mendelssohn, A Midsummer Night’s Dream-Scherzo 
 
 
 

17. Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, Lied from Song Without Words, Op. 8, No. 3 
 
 
 

18. Fryderyk Chopin, Prelude in E Minor, Op. 28 
 
 
 

19. Fryderyk Chopin, Nocturne Op. 9 No.2 
 
 
 

20. Franz Liszt, Transcendental Etude No. 7 Eroica and Etude No. 12 
 
 
 

21. Modest Mussorgsky, Night On Bald Mountain 
 
 
 

22. Niccolo Paganini, Caprice No. 24 
 
 
 

23. Jules Massenet, Meditation from Thais 
 
 
 

24. Giuseppe Verdi, from Otello 
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25. Richard Wagner, from Die Walkure 
 
 
 

26. Johannes Brahms, Symphony #1 in C minor, first movement 
 
 
 

27. Giacomo Puccini, from Madame Butterfly 
 
 
 

28. Gustav Mahler, Symphony #5, first movement 
 
 
 

29. Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, from The Nutcracker 
 
 
 

Sketching the Melodies 
 

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) Known as the last great romantic, Mahler demonstrates the 
contemporary interest in through-composed melodies and the gradual development of flowing 
ideas. Compared to the classical style, romantic composers valued extensive and elaborate 
personal expression. 
 
30. YouTube: Adagietto from Mahler's 5th Symphony 
 
string melody 
 
 
harp 

 
 
 

Tying it all together 
 

31. Describe Romantic music in your own words. What piece(s) do you connect with? Why? 
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8  20th century art music the cliques 

1900 - 2000 
 

“Traditions are imploding and exploding everywhere.” Philip Glass 
 

The first decades of the 20th century saw vast experimentation in the world of classical music. 

Tonality, which served as the foundation of music from the time of Bach through Mahler, 

disintegrated. Composers began to search for new sounds, many of which were difficult and 

dissonant. New techniques, such as atonality, polyrhythm and serialism were thrilling innovations 

to some, but alienated many others.  

 

Overall, the music became too experimental for the wider public, and many listeners gravitated 

toward other musical genres. Nevertheless, the 20th century yielded fascinating and beautiful 

music that continues to have a profound influence on today’s musical landscape. 
 

Research Questions 
 
1. What is Impressionism? What country is usually associated with Impressionism?  
Vague, dreamy, or sensory style of art inspired by Manet and Monet. 
France 
 

2. What are some characteristics of impressionism in music and painting? 
Free rhythm, changing tone colors, light, airy. 
 
 

3. What were some important global events in the early 20th Century and how did music of the 
time reflect these events?  
WWI, WWII, Depression  
Rise of the machines 
 

4. How can composers George Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein be seen as “bridges” between 
the classical and popular worlds? 
Their music combined Jazz, Latin, Popular, and Classical 
 
 

5. What were some technological advances in the early 20th century that affected the way 
music was produced and consumed? 
Recording devices and record players allowed music to be distributed beyond public 

performance.
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Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Listen to the opening few minutes of Debussy’s Prelude a l’apres-midi d’un faune.  
 
6. Why do you think this piece is considered to be Impressionist? 
 
Lack of definition, light instrumentation, evolving colors, fantasy subject, dreamlike quality. 
 
 

7. What instruments does Debussy use to create the impressionist sound? 
 
Mostly woodwinds and strings, very little brass and percussion (except for the harp which is 

key to creating the dreamlike quality). 
 
 

Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) Rejecting the world of romantic idealism, Stravinsky and others 
embraced the ancient primitive world and modern world of machines. Stravinsky and other 
composers attempted to create music for the modern world though complex rhythms, new tone 
colors, and advanced tonality. 
 

 

8. YouTube watch “a recording session with Igor Stravinsky (The Soldier’s Tale). Which of the 
following elements of music does he focus on most during the rehearsal: rhythm, melody or 
harmony? What does this say about his composing style? 
Stravinsky explored complex layers of rhythms, more than his contemporaries. 
His composing style challenged western classical traditions. 
 
 
YouTube: The Shining, Room 237 clip. 

9. How would you describe this music (music by Bela Bartok)? 
Eerie, scary, suspenseful 
 
 
 

10. On a scale of 1-10, how important do you think the music is in creating the overall feeling of 
the scene? Why? 
The number should be very high. The music creates the suspense of the scene. SAMPLE
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YouTube: Watch “Summertime” from Gershwin’s folk opera Porgy and Bess.  
 

11. What elements of opera do you see/hear? 
Vocal style, orchestration 
 

12. What elements of popular music do you see/hear? 
Vocal style incorporates African American singing techniques. 
Story and scenery 
 

13. Do you think this combination of classical and popular is successful? Why or why not? 
Opinion 
 
 

YouTube: Watch Leonard Bernstein’s song “America” from West Side Story. 
 
14. What elements of classical music do you see/hear? 
Orchestration, chorus, Romeo and Juliet. 
 

15. What elements of Latin music do you see/hear? 
Latin rhythms, Latin style dancing, Latin style percussion, Latin melody style 
 

16. Do you think this combination of classical and popular is successful? Why or why not? 
Opinion 
 
 
 

YouTube: Louis Armstrong and Leonard Bernstein St Louis Blues 1956 Footage 
 

17. In 1956, Leonard Bernstein and Louis Armstrong performed a concert together featuring the 
blues song “St. Louis Blues.” The concert was a tribute to American music history. In the 
audience was an 86 year old man named W.C. Handy. Who is W.C. Handy and why was he 
crying?  
 
W.C. Handy was the first composer to publish blues as sheet music. He’s probably crying 

because of the recognition and acceptance that was long overdue. He was a pioneer in 
“Classic” or “Memphis” Blues that modernized the “Country” guitar driven blues from the 
delta into a 12 bar form for piano sheet music. FYI: The first time W.C. Handy heard Blues, he 
thought it was bad music. 

 
18. What does this concert collaboration between these three icons say about American music in 

the 20th Century? 
Opinion: Armstrong, Bernstein, and Handy came from three different walks of life and 

musical styles(Jazz, Classical, and Blues), but America’s strength is at the intersection. 
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Expressionism the serialist murder of romanticism 
 

Expressionism began with Arnold Schoenberg’s Second String Quartet (1912) inspired by Stephan 

George’s poem The Seventh Ring: 

 

“I feel wind from other planets. 

I faintly through the darkness see faces 

Friendly even now, turning toward me.  
And trees and paths that I loved fade 

So I can scarcely know them and you bright 

Beloved shadow—summon my anguish-- 

Are only extinguish completely in a deep glowing 

In the frenzy of the fight 

With a pious show of reason. 

I lose myself in tones, circling, weaving, 

With unfathomable thanks and unnamed love 

I happily surrender to the great breath.” 

 

Expressionist Ethos  
 

 “Describes what it feels like to exist.” 
 Focuses on inner emotions, unconscious mind, anguish, insanity, hatred, and death. 
 A German reaction against the Sensory perception of French Impressionism and Romanticism. 
 Subdued dynamics, small diverse textures, shifting tone color, erosion of tonality, extreme 

chromaticism, and psycho-drama. 
 Inspired by Expressionist painters and poets. 
 Use of Klangfarbenmelodie-melody changing through tone color rather than pitch. 
 

Key composers 
 
Arnold Schoenberg and his two students Alban Berg and Anton Webern 
 
Interactive Exercises 
 

Find a picture of Edvard Munch’s Madonna on the internet 
 

19. Explain how this painting defines Expressionism. Keep in mind that this is a portrayal of the 
Virgin Mary.  

 
Inner feelings contradict public image, dark sexuality, Freudian image of women, challenges 

traditional image, seeks inner truth through art more than pleasure or beauty. 
 

 

YouTube: Listen to Schoenberg’s Second String Quartet while you read The Seventh Ring  

122 
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20. Use your imagination to describe or draw a picture of the planet in Schoenberg’s music. 
Opinion: students are more open minded to new information when they participate in the 

creative process. 
Drawing activates abstract thinking tools or neurons in the brain. By opening the creative 

process and participation, difficult music can become interesting. 
The human brain likes to solve puzzles only if it can perceive an eventual solution. By 

drawing Schoenberg’s world, we build the framework for our own creative parallel that can 
solve a confusing music puzzle. 

 
21. How do you think the music connects to text of George’s poem The Seventh Ring on the 

previous page? 

Both pieces: feel lost or trapped, describe unknown worlds (a distant planet, music beyond 
tonality), feel like a dream, wander into the unknown. 

 
 

22. How does the music connect with the expressionist ethos above? 

Changing tonal colors, unusual use of instruments.  
Small ensemble using a vocalist with a string quartet challenges classical forms.  
By abandoning tonality the conversation explores new worlds. 
 
 
YouTube: “Interview with Arnold Schoenberg”  
 

23. Compare his paintings in the video to his music in the background. How do his paintings relate 
to his music as an Expressionist? 

Unconventional approach  
Seeking truth more than traditional beauty in art.  
His art and music describe what life feels like.  
Schoenberg’s work is the opposite of French Impressionism in music and art. 
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Alban Berg and Anton Webern 
 
Alban Berg and Anton Webern were both students of Schoenberg. They both made use of 20th 
century techniques, but to a very different end: Berg adopted atonality and 12 tone technique 
with flexibility, emotion, and the passion of Romanticism, where as Webern’s music is abstract 
and restrained.  
 
YouTube: Listen to Berg’s opera Wozzeck Act III, Scene 4. If possible, read along with the libretto 
while listening. Make sure to read the plot summary beforehand. 
24. Why can this work be considered Expressionist?  
Drifting tonality, inner mental turmoil, murder.  
 

25. Do you think Berg’s use of atonality contributes to the overall feeling of this scene? Why or 
why not? 
Opinion 
 
 

YouTube: Listen to Webern’s Five Movements for String Quartet, Op. 5, Third Movement. 
26. What is unique about this piece compared to other styles of music? 
Webern’s music isn’t based on the traditional rules of music or tonality. 
 

27. Does this music remind you of any other music you’ve ever heard? If so, where?  
Most students will say cartoon music 
 

YouTube: Listen to Anton Webern’s Symphony, Op 21. (first movement) and compare the music 
to any one specific painting by each of the following artists: Wassily Kandinsky, Joan Miro, or 
Edward Munch (search the paintings using Google).  

 
28. What does Webern’s piece have in common with these three visual artists? 

 
Kandinsky 
Both use abstract lines and shapes with a big picture perspective. 
Both challenge the traditional rules of their craft. 
 
Miro 
Webern’s clusters of notes are similar to Miro’s stars and symbols. 
Both leave large amounts of open space in their work contrasting with small amounts of 
dense activity. 
Munch 
Dark art exploring unknown territory. 
Focused on inner turmoil instead of impressionistic outer beauty. 
 

YouTube: Anton Webern Kinderstuck 
29. Draw a visual interpretation of this music. 
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European Serialism out of the rubble 
 
“I believe that music should be collective hysteria and spells, violently of the present time.” 

-Pierre Boulez 1948 
 

“SCHOENBERG IS DEAD”-Serialist Composer Pierre Boulez in 1951 
 

 

While Europe struggled to recover from the devastation of World War II, European composers led 

by Pierre Boulez, Luciano Berio, and Karlheinz Stockhausen turned to Serialism. Serialism, which 

was inspired by Schoenberg, offered a new logic for the musical world that was constructed out of 

the rubble of romanticism and the failed modern society that produced two World Wars. Serialist 

composers chose notes, rhythms, articulations, and dynamics through a mathematical process 

created to prevent romantic-style tonality. It offered a logical ordering of chaos. 

 

Interactive Exercises 
 

30. Translate the title Le marteau sans maître by French composer Pierre Boulez, as well as the 
movements: "L'artisanat furieux" and "Bourreaux de solitude." 
Le marteau sans maître (The hammer without a master) 
 "L'artisanat furieux" ("The furious craftsmanship") 
 "Bourreaux de solitude" ("Hangmen of solitude") 

31. Describe the texture of Boulez’s Le marteau sans maître-1. 
Dense 
Constantly changing 
Unpredictable 
 

32. Do you think it’s ironic that Boulez claimed, “Schoenberg is Dead?” Why or why not? 
Boulez's music seems to follow Schoenberg's path. 
 

33. Compare the texture and dynamics of Boulez’s Le marteau sans maître to Luciano Berio’s Leaf 
and also Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Zyklus. What similarities do these pieces share? 
 
Berio: Berio's Leaf also has a dense texture, but the rhythm is more predictable and 

melodic creating a sense of control or organization. The dynamics of Leaf as 
less erratic. 

 
Stockhausen: The texture of Zyklus seems very similar to Le marteau but the percussion 

only instrumentation of Zyklus makes the music more homogenous. The 
dynamics of Zyklus seem to move in waves like the subject of the piece (the 
science behind sound waves). 
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American Minimalism the landscape of prosperity 

 

“A drift away from narrative and towards landscape, from performed event to sonic space.” 

–Brian Eno on minimalism 

 

An ocean away from Europe, America boomed after World War II. Young American composers 

Terry Riley, Steve Reich and Philip Glass painted an entirely different soundscape called 

minimalism. Drawn from the powerful and simple structures of Aaron Copland before them, the 

minimalists used bright shifting tonalities, morphing rhythms, and lengthy forms (influenced by 

late-era John Coltrane) to create a sound reflective of the fast pace of American life.  

 

Minimalist music can often be visualized as a journey where the listener is traveling across a 

landscape: imagine trees, cars, trucks, hills, and signs passing by in a blur. Most often the 

passenger (listener) is moving quickly and unable to focus on any specific object, instead absorbed 

by the big-picture racing by. 

 

(Interestingly, Steve Reich drove a cab and owned a moving company with fellow minimalist 

Phillip Glass before their minimalist music changed the century.) 

 
Terry Riley (Composer in San Francisco, 1964) 
 
YouTube: Listen to “In C” by Terry Riley and research the history of the piece. 

 
34. How does this song exemplify minimalism? How does Riley use the concept of “chance?” 
The performers are given a series of notes in C major. During the performance, each 
performer decides when to move forward onto the next note. Chance: performers decide when 
to change. Minimalism: 1 row of notes in one key 
 
 
 

35. How was "In C" groundbreaking? 
"In C" established a new American school of music composition that accommodated 
serialism, chance, and tonality in a new logical system. 

 
 
 
 
YouTube: Different Trains, Europe During the War by Steve Reich. 
 
36. Describe your journey listening to this music. 
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Reich's chorale in rhythm 
 
YouTube: Steve Reich and Music for 18 Musicians interview 
 

Music for 18 Musicians is based on a series of 11 chords performed in a row. Each of the 18 
musicians move to their next note or chord at different times. While each musician changes 
chords at different times, Reich describes the 11 note progression as a kind of cantus firmus 
beneath layers of changing polyphony that holds the tonal journey together. Reich describes 
Music for 18 as a "pulsing chorale" for instruments instead of voices. 
 
37. Define these terms: 

Cantus firmus 
 
Chorale 

Reich's Music for 18 Musicians exemplifies a new unique direction in musical composition 
through the experimental combination of these musical elements:  

slowly shifting tonality: subtle chord changes in one key  
complex rhythmic layers: musicians play unique or independent rhythmic parts 
chorale vocal structure: 4 part soprano, alto, tenor, bass vocal style 
using the voice as an instrument: vocalists copy the sound of musical instruments without 
using words 
large monolithic structures: the pieces are intended as large sound objects that the eye, ear, 
and mind cannot quickly process. These are intended to evoke large physical objects like 
highways, skyscrapers, and snow storms. 
 

YouTube: Steve Reich Music for 18 Musicians (Section 1) 
 

38. What does Reich's gradually shifting “rhythmic chorale” have in common with the following 
chorales or world music? Choose from the musical elements above. 
 

German Baroque: Henry Purcell "Hear my prayer" 
Slowly shifting tonality, chorale vocal structure, monolithic texture. 
 
 
American minimalist: The Hours by Phillip Glass 
Similar to Reich's minimalism, but more commercialized chords, predictable rhythm. 
 
Indonesia: Sari Raras Javanese gamelan 
Complex rhythmic layers, monolithic tonality and structure.
Reich studied in Indonesia. 
 
Ghana: Living in Accra  
Complex rhythms, monolithic tonality 
Reich studied in Ghana 
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Hungary: Gyorgy Ligeti’s Atmospheres. 
Monolithic structure  
Slowly shifting tonality 
 
Uganda: Death Row Choir Uganda "Sunny Day" 
Complex rhythms combined with chorale. 
 
 
American: Street Corner Symphony: Creep 
Chorale structure,unorthodox use of the voice. 
Layers of complex changing rhythms. 
 
India: Anoushka Shankar plays "Pancham Se Gara" 
Complex rhythm, monolithic texture 
Slowly changing tonality.  
 
 

39. Which of the above pieces do you connect with? Why? 

 
 
 
 

Tying it all together 
 
40. Choose one 20th century piece that you connect with. What is it about that particular piece 

that appeals to you? 
 
 
 
 

41. Choose one 20th century piece that you don’t connect with. What is it about that particular 
piece that doesn’t appeal to you? 
 
 
 

42. Consider all of the different music you’ve heard so far this semester. Do you see a pattern in 
the music you enjoy? 
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9  Africa grandmother of soul 

“I don’t know what is going to happen. The music goes by itself. It is so much greater than a 

human being can understand.”          –Forward Kwenda 

 

With over 800 distinct cultures, Africa is more diverse than any continent on the planet. In some 

African cultures, there is no word for music because it is so fluidly connected to daily life. 
 

American music is our living connection to African history; all American pop music has been 

drawn from African truthfulness and soul that relates our infinite potential while staying rooted in 

reality. Louis Armstrong, John Coltrane, Jimi Hendrix, and the Temptations have all shown us the 

breadth of our creative potential while keeping one foot grounded in soul. 
 

Two words from Ghana sum it all up: “Aya” and “Injlee.” “Aya” says that music must always be 

“in the moment,” improvisational, innovating, or new. “Injlee” says that music should always be 

traditional, deep, from the history, and resonant with the forefathers. A substantial amount of 

American music continues to be guided by these principles. We can’t understand America without 

looking to Africa. 
 

African Continental Ethos  
 

Improvisation: Spontaneous musical composition, or “bringing out the spirit.” 

Complex Rhythm: Layers of independent rhythms are stacked on top of each other and 
woven together into an energetic groove. 
Call and Response: Music is conversational and interactive creating continuous creativity 
between people. 
Clear Melody and Singing Style: Vocalists and instrumentalists use a straight tone with less 
vibrato than European opera. The effect creates a relaxed, natural, honest, and truthful 
approach to the expression of emotions. 
Functional Music: Music is drawn from events: celebrations, education, rituals, funerals, and 
weddings, not formal concerts. 
Fluid and Inclusive Creativity: By singing, playing an instrument, “signifying,” moving, or 
dancing, the entire community participates in the collective creative process. 
Social Structure: All performers are not equal. Music functions in a pyramid hierarchy 
structure with a leader at the top and the ensemble below. (This is similar to the concepts of 
director and choir, blues guitar and band, Louis Armstrong and the Hot Five, or an MC and a 
posse.) 
Practical Instruments: Local resources define instrument choices. The musicians constantly 
adapt to new instruments and environments. 
Drama and Dance: Music is exciting, intense, or theatrical, and creates physical or spiritual 
movement. 
The Ostinato: A vamp or repeated rhythm used to “release the spirit.” 

Oral Tradition: Music is taught person-to-person by ear, sight, touch, and memorization. 
Syncretism: The merging of different cultures into a new art form. 
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Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Listen to Sanctus from Missa Luba performed by the IBC Choir in Kenya 
 
1. How does this song exemplify syncretism? 
European Catholic vocal style is merged with Kenyan drum culture. 
 
 

YouTube: Mbira DzeNharira-Ndoenda Kwambuya 
 
2. What is a Mbira? 
African thumb piano 
 
 

3. How many distinct musical layers do you hear in this song? What are the layers?  
 Either 3 or 4 layers depending on whether you count the two Mbiras as one or two layers 
Voices, Mbira 1, Mbira 2, Shaker 
 
 

global connections to Africa 

 
YouTube: Tinashe, Mbira version of Zambezi 
 
4. Tinashe was born in Zimbabwe, but now lives in England. How does “Zimbezi” show Tinashe's 

syncretism of Western and Zimbabwean cultures?  
African culture: using mbira, clear voice, complex rhythms, improvisation, pentatonic scale. 
Western culture: "Do you remember"-pop nostalgia, dress, rehearsed performance.  

 
 

5. Like all musicians, Tinashe faces a problem of balancing economics, creativity, and identity. 

What aspects of these videos did Western Pop, British Dance, or traditional African music 

influence in your opinion? 

 

YouTube:     Western Pop         British Dance        African 

Tinashe-Zambezi 

Vanhu Vatema by Thomas Mapfumo   This section is useful for comparing  

Malaika-Mmatswale acceptable levels of commercialization 

Wyre ft Gramps and Peter Morgan-Guarantee 

Senegal-Baaba Maal-Gorel 

Ma3-Beba Beba 

Becca-African Woman 
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6. Do you think the world is moving towards one universal style of music? Explain? 

 

 

 

7. Research: What is European Imperialism? 

The continent of Africa was divided among European powers. Each country of Africa was 

influenced by languages and cultures from Europe. Today African countries influence the 

culture of European countries through migration patterns, as heard in these music examples. 

8. Do you think the pop and dance music influence in African music could be: 

a. The beginning of a global culture 

b. Related to European Imperialism 

c. Commercialization of culture 

d. None of the above 

e. All of the above       Opinion 

 

9. Explain your opinion. 

 

 

 

YouTube: Listen to “Kule Kule” by Konono no1 

10. Explain how this song connects with the African elements below: 

 

Practical Instruments Homemade electronic instruments from recycled components. 

 

 

Ostinato  Most instruments are playing an interdependent ostinato rhythm. 

 

 

Complex rhythms  Layers of rhythms are stacked on top of each other. 

 

 

YouTube: Listen to “King of Kings” by Ladysmith Black Mambazo 

 

11. What aspects of this music give you clues that this South African singing style came from 

workers in the diamond mines? 

Their music is all a capella 

Their vocals replace instrument rhythms 

 

12. Which African elements are most prominent in “King of Kings?” Why? 
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Opinion: practical instruments (no instruments) clear vocal style 

 

 

YouTube: Wagogo Soothing Song from (Tanzania).  

YouTube: “Crossroad” by Robert Johnson (Mississippi). 

YouTube: “Ay Candela” by Ibrahim Ferrer (Cuba). 

 

13. Think of these songs as distant cousins. What do they have in common? 

 

All of the African ethos can be found in these three songs. 
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10  gospel the greenhouse 

"God uses any kind of vehicle he chooses to draw men unto Him” -Shirley Caesar 

“When you sing gospel you have a feeling there is a cure for what's wrong.” -Mahalia Jackson 

"We do two shows a night for five weeks. A lotta’ times we’ll go upstairs and sing until daylight--

gospel songs. We grew up with it...It more or less puts your mind at ease. It does mine."     -Elvis 

 

Gospel music has been a two hundred year long workshop for the development of the African 

American musical language and continues to flourish as national treasure. The majority of African 

American singers, musicians, teachers, and composers began their music education in the church. 

Choir members usually live normal lives with “day jobs,” but sing better than many 

“professionals” every Sunday. 

 

Gospel music is the combination of Christian spirituals with African, Caribbean, and African-

American traditions. Unlike most aspects of American society a hundred years ago, the church 

offered a safe environment for experimental creativity, collective acceptance, and open spirituality. 

Throughout the years, this inclusive environment has been a weekly school of soulful music, 

teaching musicians including Duke Ellington, John Coltrane, Ray Charles, Little Richard, and 

Aretha Franklin foundational lessons. Even Elvis Presley started singing in a white Mississippi 

church with Southern Baptist connections to black spiritual music.  

 

Built on an international network of churches, a free Christian downloading philosophy, and a 

weekly expectation of creativity, the Gospel music thrives. In 2009, Gospel/Christian music made 

half a billion dollars for the recording industry, but transactions including free Christian downloads 

could easily triple that number. Also, the music is extremely diverse: while some churches remain 

very traditional, others are more progressive incorporating current influences from Latin America, 

Africa, Hip Hop, and white Christian Pop. Gospel music is a constantly evolving art form, 

connected to the sound of each generation, but always rooted in a historical consciousness. 

 

The performance of Gospel music demands an unswerving expectation of truthful expression 

while in the spirit of the moment. Musicians are expected to play fluidly, dependent on the 

collective atmosphere. Each performance demands elasticity in style, tempo, chord changes, 

groove styles, spontaneous song creation, and reacting to signals. 

 

Continuously adjusting to current conditions in culture and the spirit, Gospel music holds to strong 

roots but is born again every Sunday. 
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Gospel Characteristics 
 
 Fluid creativity –Performances are never the same twice; the spirit of each church service 

directs the musical development. 
 Range of personality –Singers and musicians are valued for their unique style. 
 Individual creativity in the collective experience –Minimal separation between audience and 

performers: audience members may respond, dance, or become a performer themselves 
 Traditional roots with generational change –The library of spirituals and hymns is adapted 

for each generation. 
 Western church harmony partnered with African-American vocal scales 
 Diverse styles of performance depending on region and church associations. 
 

Gospel Music Structure 
 
Comprised of several interchangeable parts, Gospel music uses a complex version of the 

Verse/Chorus structure. Below is a list of sections and techniques used in performance. 
 

 Verse - usually a testimonial, scripture, question, or narrative told in several verses  
 Chorus - response to the verse, religious solution, or statement of faith 
 “The Special” –unique to Gospel music, the special is a powerful and focused section that 

arrives at a spiritual conclusion drawn from the verse/chorus conversation. In the special 
section, major tonality often becomes dominant, or dominant becomes minor making the 
chords feel heavier. 
In the special, a huge variety of compositional techniques can be used for dramatic effect: 
layered counterpoint, extended singing range, a soloist leaving the choir to improvise, stop 
time, horn soli, or the band might stop playing to feature the choir. This section is usually 
repetitive and thunderous and drives home the spiritual message.  

 Vamp –an ostinato or groove that remains the same until the musicians are cued to move on.  
 “Special 2” –a section with new music, even more surprising than the first “special,” this 

section can sound like a new song or have a new melody 
 Rising Key Change – Once a chorus has been repeated many times, a singer or musician will 

visually cue or sing the song up into a new key. Key changes can go up repeatedly, sometimes 
six times, before the song ends. 

 
 

YouTube: Listen to Donnie McClurkin’s “We Fall Down.” 
 
1. What is a "rhythm section" in Jazz, Blues, Gospel, or Pop music? 
piano, bass, guitar, and drums 
 
 

2. How does the shape of the melody symbolically relate to the message in the lyrics “We fall 
down, but we get up?” 
Word painting: the melody shape rises and falls symbolically with the words. 
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3. What is the “golden mean” or “golden ratio” as it applies to music? 
The musical moment derived from ancient Greek mathematics where the music should peak 
in intensity. 
 

4. In the space below, draw the dynamics as the song develops, and put an “x” where you think 
the “golden mean” occurs.  
0 min  1min.          2min.    3min.      4min.     5min. 
10 (loudest)      
 
         golden mean or peak 
 
 
 


1(softest) 

 
5. How does the rhythm section create drama that intensifies the gradual crescendo of the 

song? 


Extreme dynamics, sudden crescendos, surprise hits, surprise chords. 
 
 

6. Explain how this song uses a complex adaptation of “call and response.” 


3 way conversation between Donnie McClurkin, choir, and rhythm section. 
 

7. Compare “We Fall Down” to “I’ve Been in the Storm Too Long” by the Mighty Clouds of Joy on 
YouTube. What do the rhythm sections from different generations have in common? 
Extreme dynamics, sudden crescendos, surprise hits, surprise chords, call and response. 

 
Compare Mahalia Jackson’s performance of “How I Got Over” performed at the 1963 march on 
Washington to Fred Hammond’s 2006 version of “This Is The Day.” 
8. How has the texture of Gospel changed? What elements have stayed the same? 

 
Modern gospel texture incorporates World, Jazz, and Classical elements. 
 

9. Write out the form for “This Is The Day," using these choices: 
Intro, Verse, Verse-extended, Instrumental Interlude, Special, Outro 
 
 

 Intro  Verse 1   Verse 2  Verse 3-extended    Special 1    Special 2   Interlude  Special 3 Outro 
             0:56           1:30          2:07       2:48        3:18              3:35     4:03        4:30 
YouTube: Listen to Kirk Franklin’s “He Reigns.” 
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Even though it is controversial to older generations, Kirk Franklin’s style of Gospel music has 
reached new levels of success in attracting mainstream listeners. Franklin’s music features a 
world-class choir surrounded by elements that are usually foreign to Gospel music. 
 
10. Choose from the following regional, cultural, or musical origins and match them with each 

instrument below used in “He Reigns.” Some answers may be used twice.  
Origins: Latin, Funk, Jamaican, Bootsy Collins, Rap (New York), Gangsta rap (L.A.), Gospel 

 
Instruments: 
Guitar style:   Latin/Funk  
 
Brass section:   Latin   
 
MC:    Jamaica  
 
Bass style:   Funk-Bootsy  
 
Turntables:    Rap-Brooklyn  
 
Intro drum loop:  Gangsta rap- L.A. 
 
Choir:    Gospel 
 
Live Drums:    Funk 
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brighter day Ravel in the church 
 

YouTube: Listen to Kirk Franklin’s “Brighter Day”. 
 

11. List the techniques, riffs, or elements of composition used in each section of “Brighter Day.” 
Use these terms: horn riff, horn soli, choir, choir baroque counterpoint, bass, no bass, funk 
keyboard, turntables, drum loop, breakdown, fermata, rap 

Intro  monologue, horn riff, funk keyboard, drum loop starts 

Verse 1  choir, no bass, funk keyboard 

Chorus 1  surprise entrance of bass, horn riffs  

Verse 2   choir, bass entrance in 2nd half, turntables 

Chorus 2  choir, horn riff 

Vamp-Rap  breakdown, rap, horns entrance 

Chorus 3  choir, horns, rhythms section return, surprise stop 

The Special  baroque choir counterpoint in 4 voices 

The Special 2 "Mr. Magic" played in rhythm section, baroque choir counterpoint, horn soli 

Chorus 4  choir  

Outro   fermata 

 
 

12. Part of Kirk Franklin's dance steps are descendent from "ring shouts" or the "holy ghost 
dance," which are hundreds of years old in the African-American community. Using YouTube 
find a video clip that relates to Franklin's dance step at 3:44-3:48. 
 
You Tube search ring shout, will bring multiple interesting results. SAMPLE
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11  latino son 

“First of all…the music that people call Latin or Spanish is really African. So Black people need 

to get the credit for that.”               -Carlos Santana 

 

Various Latino cultures have influenced the development of American culture and music since the 

1800’s. In the late 1500’s, Spanish explorers brought back a “chacona” dance rhythm to the 

European Renaissance while searching for gold in South America. In the 19th century, Composer 

and pianist Scott Joplin famously borrowed a Mexican habanera rhythm in his Ragtime standard, 

“Solace.” 

 

Like most global music, the roots of Latin music are a tangled web of origins and influences. Latin 

music is as diverse and homogenous as the countries of South and Central America. Like food and 

language, Latin music as a whole has many common ingredients, but many regional recipes and 

chefs. Under the influence of African, Spanish, Portuguese, French, and English cultures, many 

individual artists have contributed to a spectrum of unique traditions under the umbrella of “Latin” 

music. 

 

Like Jazz, Latin music has proven to be flexible, creative, modern, traditional, and innovative in its 

relationship with American music. When asked about composing Jazz, Jelly Roll Morton said, “If 

you can’t manage to put tinges of Spanish into your tunes, you will never be able to get the right 

seasoning for Jazz.” Latin music exists in its own hemisphere while also influencing the course of 

all modern music. 

 
A Few Styles of Latin Music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tejana   Son    Habanera 

Tango   Samba   Clave 

Rumba   Bossa Nova   Merengue 

Salsa    Tropicalia 

Cubop   Bolero 
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Research Questions  
 
Latin Styles  1.Tango, 2. Tropicalia, 3. Samba, 4. Merengae, 5. Bossa Nova, 6. Habanera,  
     7. Cubop, 8. Son, 9. Rumba, 10. Bolero, 11. Clave, 12. Tejana, 13. Salsa 
 
1. _______This style of dance and music originated in Buenos Aires as an imitation of the 

violent relationship between prostitutes, clients, and pimps. This dramatic music describes 
an inevitable path of destiny and sorrow. It is based on a mixture of European dances 
(polkas, waltzes, mazurkas), the Cuban Habanera rhythm, and African rhythms that had 
migrated to Argentina along with the Bandoneon (a relative of the German accordion). The 
piano usually plays a syncopated rhythm. The bass plays a strong consistent rhythm, while 
the bandoneon and violin play sweeping, dramatic, and lyrical melodies that contradict the 
masculine rhythm. 
 

2. _______This style challenged traditional Brazilian music and authoritarian government 
during the late 60’s. Based on the breakthrough album, ou Panis et Circencis, musicians 
including Gilberto Gill, Os Mutantes, and Gal Costa mixed traditional Brazilian, 60’s 
psychedelic rock, Beatles, Samba, Reggae, and African rhythms. 
 

3. _______This style of music originated in Brazil as a blending of West African rhythmic layers 
and Portuguese harmonies. Unlike American slaves, Yoruba slaves from the Congo were 
under Portuguese ownership, and were allowed to practice their African drumming 
traditions, leading to the complex layers of rhythms associated with this music today. 
Originally created in black neighborhoods of Brazil as a dance belly to belly, this music has 
grown to become the national identity of the Brazilian people along with Carnivale and 
football. This music usually has a vigorous rhythm, relaxed bass line, fast tempo for dancing, 
layers of powerful instruments, and African “call and response. It’s little sister, the Bossa 
Nova, was created in the 50’s and is usually slower and more harmonically complex.  
  

4. _______This style originated in the Dominican Republic and is named after the mixture of 
egg whites and sugar. This style of music and dance was outlawed in the 1800’s because it 
represented the rural and poor working class. The origins of its revival in the countryside of 
the Dominican Republic during the 1920’s are elusive, but it dominated the DR under the 
dictatorship of Rafael Trujilo, who had this music performed at every event to flaunt his 
humble rural roots in front of the urban elites who preferred waltzes and mazurkas. It 
became popular in America in the 1930’s with the arrival of Angel Viloria and his group, 
Conjunto Tipico Cibaeno. Today it still dominates Latin radio station airplay in the US. The 
instrumentation is typically: lead singer, chorus, saxophone, gura (metal scraper), tambora 
(African descendant drum) guitar, accordion (German immigrants), bass, tambora, and 
sometimes trumpet. The pulse of the music is in 2 (1 2 1 2…). The song structure overall is 
binary. In the first section of the form the music is composed and organized around the 
melody. In the second section, the lead singer and musicians improvise to excite the 
dancers. 
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5. _______This style of music was known in Brazil as the “new thing” in the 60’s. Originating in 
wealthy beachside neighborhoods of Rio, it simplified the complex rhythms of the Samba. 
Usually at a slower tempo, this music involves complex chord progressions, lyrical melodies, 
and classical guitar. It was heavily influenced by American Jazz. Antonio Carlos Jobim 
brought the music to fame in America, and influenced future jazz composers. 

 
6. _______This style was known as the contradanza in Cuba in the late 1800’s. Its new name was 

given by outsiders encountering this rhythm from sailors traveling between Spain and 
Havana. It is the ancient, fundamental, and syncopated rhythm that Cuba exported to Latin 
America and North America. As the rhythm left home, it grew into new regional styles like the 
Tango, Mambo, and Samba. 

 
7. _______This style was started in the 1930’s in New York by Cuban musicians as an alternative 

to Xavier Cugat’s simple and diluted presentation of “Latin” music. Led by Mario Bauza, 
Machito, Chano Pozo, and Dizzy Gillespie, elements of Cuban music were fused with Jazz. This 
aggressive big band style was the first avenue for virtuoso Latino instrumentalists to truly 
shine with their native voice. 

 
8. _______This flexible style of Cuban popular music has been adaptable over generations since 

its introduction to America in the 30’s by Don Azpiazu and his song “El Manicero.” This style 
originated in the Oriente province of Cuba and adopted the clave rhythm when it arrived in 
Havana. Its style partnered the aristocratic Spanish guitar style and African percussion and 
rhythm of slave descendents. In Spanish it means “the sound.” 

 
9. _______This style was named after descarga “jam sessions” in the Afro-Cuban community. 

The music is a marriage of Spanish singing and African percussion. The performing group 
usually consists of three percussion instruments (conga drums, clave, and palitos), a chorus, 
and lead singer. The music is dependent on live performance as the singer reads the crowd 
and improvises to excite dancers using “call and response.” Popularized by Don Azpiazu in 
America with his 1930 hit “El Manisero,” which had very little to do with this jam session style 
of music. 

 
10. _______This passionate and seductive style is very similar to its cousin the Tango. Unlike the 

Tango, this dance has no rhythmic drive and moves with fluid tempos. It is popular in Mexico, 
and most countries with bullfights, but originated in Santiago de Cuba from the trova 
(troubadores). The trova traveled playing guitar and singing romantic or personal songs. Pepe 
Sanchez (Cuba), Rafael Hernandez (Puerto Rico), and Agustin Lara (Mexico) are some of its 
most famous performers.  

 
11. _______This rhythm is the heartbeat of Latin music, a descendent from West Africa 

drumming. Latin music usually has many layers of rhythm, and this rhythm is almost always 
present in at least one layer. Known as the “keystone,” this rhythm defines Latin music like 
the “backbeat” defines Soul and Rock music. This rhythm has many variations in different 
regions. It is asymmetrical and unpredictable but always audible in at least one voice. 
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12. _______This style of music originated in the border region of Texas and Mexico, but is based 
on polkas and waltzes from German, Polish, and Czech immigrants. This style blended 
instruments from Mexico (mariachi brass, flute, guitar, drums) with the European instruments 
(accordion). Today there are three main subcategories: Conjunto, Orchestra, and Modern. 
Conjunto: accordion, bajo sexto, bass, and drums 
Orchestra: bass, drum, electric guitar, synthesizer, brass section, and optional accordion (the 
brass section is prominent) 
Modern: synthesizers, drums, electric guitar, bass, and opt. accordion (the synthesizer sound 
is prominent) 

 
13. _______This style of music is the modern mixture of Cuban Son, Son Montuno, Mambo, and 

Guaracha. Cuban and Puerto Rican musicians, including Johnny Pacheco brought it to New 
York in the 60’s. It covers many different sub-genres across Latin America today, but always 
encourages aggressive dancing. The songs typically include verse, chorus, and coro. In the 
coro the solo singer usually improvises in conversation with the ensemble. The standard 
instrumentation is guitar, piano, a large brass section, timbales, congas, bongos, bass, lyrical 
vocalist, and background vocals usually sung by the band. The piano often plays a circular 
sounding montuno figure (or loop). Trombones and trumpets are usually very prominent in 
the orchestrations. The solo vocalist usually sings in conversation with a repetitive and 
insistent chorus. 

 
 
14. What styles are the songs below associated with? What is the composer's nationality? 
 
Latin Songs       Style   Nationality  
 
“La Cumparsita” from Some Like It Hot    Tango  U.S. 

“Objection” by Shakira (official video)   Tango/Surf Rock Columbia 

“Jack the Knife” by Mario Bauza    Cubop  Cuba 

“Sonero” by Johnny Pacheco     Salsa             Dominican Rep. 

“Manteca” by Dizzy Gillespie     Cubop  U.S. -Harlem 

“Felicia” by Roberto Firpo     Tango  Argentina 

“La Murga de Panama” by Hector Lavoe   Salsa   Puerto Rico 

“La Morocha” by Francisco Canaro    Tango  Uruguay 

“Santa Maria” by Gotan Project    Tango/Electronic France 

“Panis et Circenses” by Os Mutantes    Tropicalia  Brazil 

“Quimbara” by Celia Cruz     Salsa   Cuban/U.S 

“The Girl From Ipanema” Stan Gentz/Joao Gilberto  Bossa Nova  Brazil 
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“Coracão Materno” by Caetano Veloso   Tropicalia               Brazil/Portugal 

“Silencio” by Rafael Hernandez    Bolero   Puerto Rico 

“El Faisan” by Johnny Pacheco     Salsa             Dominican Rep. 

“Compadre Pedro Juan Merengue Tipico” by Luis Alberti  Merengue            Dominican Rep. 

“Parque Industrial” by Tom Ze    Tropicalia  Brazil 

“Medias Negras” by Willie Chirino    Salsa   Cuba 

“A Minha Menina”  by Os Mutantes    Tropicalia  Brazil 

“Aguas de Marco” by Elis Regina    Bossa Nova  Brazil 

“Vera Cruz” by Agustin Lara     Bolero/Conjunto Mexico 

“No Me Llores Mas” by Willie Colon    Salsa   Cuba 

David Letterman and Carrie the ________Dancing Dog        Merengue       the dog is from Chile 

 
15. Search the tango dance scene from Scent of a Woman on YouTube. How many different 

sections are in the form of the song? How could this be seen as symbolic considering the 
history of the tango? 
 
This song has 2 sections: feminine (graceful classical) and masculine (loud romantic). 
The 2 contrasting sections are symbolic of the violent relationship between prostitute and 

her pimp. 
 

 
16. Search the “Zorro Tango” on YouTube. How is this Spanish tango (Tango Flamenco) from the 

movie Zorro different from the Argentinean tango (Tango de Rio de la Plata) in Scent of a 
Woman? 

 
Instrumentation:  Trumpet, guitar, hand clapping, clapping 
 
 
Texture:   More active texture, less contrast 
 
 
Dynamics:   Louder with less contrast 
 
 
Form:   No contrasting sections 
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17. In Zorro, Antonia Banderas and Catherine Zeta-Jones dance a Paso Doble. What are the 
origins of this dancing style? 

 
The beginning of the dance is Tango, but the rest is Paso Doble. 
The Paso Doble describes a dance between a bullfighter and the bull in Spain or Portugal. 

 
 

Latin music tattoos American music 
 
“Now take ‘La Paloma’ which I transformed in New Orleans style. You leave the left hand just the 

same. The difference comes in the right hand – in the syncopation, which gives it an entirely 

different color that really changes the color from red to blue. Now in one of my earliest tunes, 

‘New Orleans Blues’, you can notice the Spanish tinge. In fact, if you can’t manage to put tinges of 

Spanish in your tunes, you will never be able to get the right seasoning, I call it, for jazz.” 

 -New Orleans Jazz pioneer Jelly Roll Morton in a biography by Alan Lomax 

 
 
 
Interactive Exercises 
 
18. What are the origins of the habanera rhythm? 
African slaves brought it to Cuba 

 
 
 
 
In order to hear the habanera rhythm that changed the world, listen for a bass line in the 
following video. 
YouTube: Carmen “Habanera” Muppet Style 
 
19. Which Muppet is singing the habanera rhythm? 

 
a.  Beaker   b.  The Swedish Chef 
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20. The songs below show the journey of the habanera rhythm. Spanish, French, Cuban, Puerto 
Rican, and American musicians have all been heavily influenced by the Cuban habanera, 
which goes back to Africa. Using various Internet websites for research, follow the history of 
this tiny clave rhythm as it migrates around the world. Where did each of these composers 
below hear and borrow the habanera rhythm from? 

 

 

 

Habanera encounters Where’s the habanera 
in this music? 

How did this encounter take place?  

1857 – Puerto Rico 

“Souvenir de Porto Rico”  
by Louis Gottschalk  

  

Example: habanera 
rhythm in the left hand  

Example: Encountered on a trip to 
Puerto Rico. The habanera rhythm 
was descendent from the African 
slave trade.  

 1860 – Lanciego, Spain 
 “La Paloma” habanera 

by Sebastian Iradier (piano 
version) 
published in Paris  

habanera rhythm in 
left hand piano part  

Iradier traveled from Madrid to 
Paris and Havana where he first 
heard the “habanera.”  

1875 – Paris, France 
“Habanera” aria from Carmen 
by Georges Bizet  

 

habanera rhythm in 
the low strings. from  

Bizet said it was a Spanish folk 
song, but later credited Iradier’s 
sheet music that had been published 
in Paris  

1909 – Texas, USA 

“Solace”  
by Scott Joplin  

habanera bass line 
studied classical music and opera 
as well as brothel music; traveled 
extensively 

1922 – Memphis, TN, USA 

“St. Louis Blues”  
by W.C. Handy  

 

habanera bass line, 
latin rhythms  

played Joplin’s music, classical 
instruments, studied African-
American songs 

1925 – New Orleans, LA 

“The Crave” 
by Jelly Roll Morton 

 

habanera bass line, 
latin rhythmic style 

Caribbean music coming to New 
Orleans, Opera, Ragtime, Classical 
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Historic Latinos in American media  Lucy and Ricky 
 
“After Zorro, people spoke Spanish to me for ages. I'm Welsh but that movie instantly gave me a 

new ethnicity.”                  -Catherine Zeta-Jones 

 

Xavier Cugat 
 

In the United States, Latin music became visibly popular in 1921 with the success of Xavier 

Cugat’s tango orchestra. Cugat’s success was set in motion months before with the success of a 

silent film, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, that glorified the first Latino character in film. 

In The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Rudolph Valentino portrayed the first “Latin lover,” 

who steals a man’s wife with a tango. The commercial success of The Four Horsemen set off a 

tango craze and turned Xavier Cugat, a classical violinist, into a bandleader and showman. 

 

Born in Spain and raised in Cuba, Cugat became known as the “Rumba King” in the United States. 

Throughout his career, Cugat introduced America to the tango, rumba, cha cha cha, and mambo at 

dancehalls and in movies. Parallel to Cuban character Ricky Ricardo in “I Love Lucy,” Cugat’s 

music married Latin percussion and rhythms to the big band sound of New York as a novelty act.  

 

As Latin music grew beyond novelty status, Cugat appeared in more films than any other 

bandleader, including Benny Goodman and Duke Ellington. His music is often considered less 

innovative but mildly Latino for American audiences. His peers Mario Bauza and Machito would 

push the marriage of Latin and American music farther than Lucy and Ricky. 

 
Research Questions 
 
21. YouTube: Watch Xavier Cugat’s “Bim Bam Bum." Is this Latin music? Why or Why not? 
 
Opinion: Today it seems more Broadway than Latino, but it was groundbreaking. 

 
 
 
 
22. YouTube: Watch Mambo Jambo and Cherry Pink from Perez Prado. How much of the music is 

Latin? American Big Band? What elements are tailored for American audiences? 
 
Opinion 
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Carmen Miranda 
 

In a time when Americans were traveling to Cuba for vacations, Carmen Miranda introduced the 

US to the rhythms of the Caribbean through her seductive Brazilian singing style and eye-catching 

costumes decorated with fruit. 

 

Like Rudolph Valentino’s presentation of the male “Latin lover” in the 1920’s, Carmen Miranda’s 

portrayal of Latina women through Hollywood in the 40’s and 50’s established an enduring 

stereotype still present in modern Hollywood films, starring Catherine Zeta-Jones and Antonio 

Banderas. In 1955 Carmen Miranda gave her last performance on the Jimmy Durante show. When 

she died suddenly at the age of 46, shops in Rio de Janeiro closed and more than half a million 

Brazilian people showed up for her funeral. 

 
Research Questions 
 
YouTube: Watch Carmen Miranda on the Jimmy Durante Show (1955) part 2. 
 
23. What happened in the video that ended her career? 
 
Carmen Miranda had a heart attack and died later that night. 

 
 
YouTube: Watch Carmen Miranda’s “Tico Tico”. 
 
24. What music elements are distinctly Latino in this song? 

 
Overall rhythm, playful singing style, percussion. 
 

25. Listen on YouTube and compare the instrumentation and orchestration on Carmen Miranda 
and Mario Reis’s “Isto é lá com Santo Antonio” to Louis Armstrong’s “I Want A Little Girl.” 
Both were recorded for RCA Victor. What do they have in common? Is RCA Victor a factor in 
transnational cultural exchange? 
 
Very similar instrumentation  
RCA and other record companies tried to have a specific sound for the label that listeners 
could recognize at home. 
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Mario Bauza, Machito, Chano Pozo, and Dizzy Gillespie  

While Xavier Cugat was introducing American audiences to a tailor-made and transparent 

depiction of Latin music, a restless group of young Latino musicians working for Cugat and other 

bandleaders of the day (notably Chick Webb, and Cab Calloway), wanted to move beyond the 

stereotypical dance-step novelty. 

 

Bauza, Machito, and Pozo worked for black bandleaders who focused on swing music. They also 

worked for Cugat where Latin music was watered down. Bauza and Machito created Machito’s 

Afro-Cubans, a homegrown Latino band with music that depicted their childhood in Havana and 

migration to New York. Like many American Latinos, their “Spanglish” story straddled two 

continents. Machito’s Afro-Cuban band renovated the novelty condition of Latin music by 

improving the authenticity of Afro-Cuban artistic quality. Machito and Bauza defined the true art 

of Afro-Cuban music, but it wasn’t until an intellectual bebopper from New York mastered the 

Latin music language that the movement had an iconic leader. 

 

Taught by Havana born conga player Chano Pozo, Bop trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie was the first 

American to master the musical language of Latin music coming from Cuba and Puerto Rico. 

While flamboyantly pioneering the bebop movement, Dizzy was simultaneously studying the 

foreign language of Afro-Cuban music with Latino musicians living in Spanish Harlem 

neighborhoods. Known as a great jazz teacher, performer, and entertainer, Dizzy’s contributions to 

history as an open-minded learner and intellectual are often overshadowed by his oftentimes-hokey 

stage persona. Perhaps his greatest contribution to music was his sophisticated ear for innovation.  

 

26. Using the Internet, find out why are these musicians considered to be innovative. 

Mario Bauza 

A multi-instrumentalist who brought Cuban music from Havana to New York. In New York he 

met Dizzy Gillespie and introduced Dizzy to various Latin styles and famed percussionist Chano 

Pozo. Bauza is known as the “father of Latin jazz.” When he fused Latin and jazz he kept the 

music truly connected to the clave rhythm of the Latin world. 

Machito 

Brother in law to Bauza, not only was Machito incorporating jazz into his music, but jazz 

musicians such as Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker began to connect bebop with Latin 

rhythms and melodies, known as Cubop. Throughout the late 1940s and 50s, many of the top 

jazz soloists shared the stage with Machito and his band, including Charlie Parker, Milt 

Jackson, Cannonball Adderley, Johnny Griffin, and Curtis Fuller. The Afro-Cubans were at the 

forefront of the mambo craze, famous for showcasing the best of Latin jazz. 

Chano Pozo 

 A Cuban born drummer and vocalist who had a short but stellar career in New York. Pozo 

was a major influential figure in the development of Afro-Cuban Jazz in the U.S. His 

collaboration with Dizzy Gillespie on such classic compositions as "Manteca" set the standard 

for Jazz, Afro-Cuban Jazz and Latin dance music in the late 1940s.  
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12  blues beg, borrow,  or steal 

“Poor Lead Belly must be rolling over in his grave”   –Eric Clapton 

 

the Lead Belly problem 
 
Nobody was the inventor, king, father, or queen of the Blues. Thousands of African-American 

musicians sang music that felt real, which became known as the blues. Hubbie William Ledbetter 

was one of the best. Most people have never heard of blues pioneer Hubbie William Ledbetter, 

also known as Lead Belly. By the end of this section, you might wonder why you haven’t heard 

about him. Your answers to the last question might reveal more about you than Lead Belly. 

 

Hubbie Ledbetter was born sometime between 1888 and 1889 on a plantation in Louisiana. He 

started playing music when he was two years old, and fell in love with the 12-string guitar when he 

heard a Mexican guitar player as a teen.  
 

Like other future bluesmen, Ledbetter had grown up with field songs, spirituals, and old European 

hand-me-down folk music. “Going Down to the River,” by Fred McDowell, “John Henry” 

recorded by Big Bill Broonzy, and “It Was Soon One Morning” by Lead Belly, collectively 

describe the intersection of these three tributaries. Work songs, church music, and white folk music 

merged like a murky flood plain at the mouth of a new river, creating “the blues.” 

 
Research Questions 
 
1. The songs below exist at the flood plain described above, before African-American music was 

put into categories like "Blues," "Gospel," "Soul," "Chain Gang," or "Race music." Using the 
Internet, find the origins of the songs below. Be sure to cross check your sources. 

 
     Song origin    What “style” is this today? 
 

“John Henry”    American folklore  pushed into Blues 
(Big Bill Broonzy)   working class hero 
 
“Going Down to the River”  spiritual, church  pushed into Blues 
(McDowell) 
 
“It Was Early One Morning”  “Early One Morning” pushed into Blues 
(Lead Belly)    an English Folk song from 
     1787 
  

197 
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Lead Belly was known as a "walkin’" musician and his style became more individualized as he 

traveled. Many legendary musicians and singers, including Muddy Waters, Blind Lemmon 

Jefferson, Bessie Smith, Robert Johnson, Mississippi Fred McDowell and many more, joined him 

on the road. Through them, the ancient voice of Africa that had survived in country churches and 

cotton fields for hundreds of years was welded to euro-folk ballads and the migrator’s guitar, 

creating a new American brand name: “the Blues.” 

 
 
2. Why was the guitar an important instrument for the early history of blues music? 

 
Easy to travel with, could play rhythm and harmony, bending strings could speak. 

 
3.  Blues guitarist "Hollywood" Kenneth Scott said in 2008 "it didn't used to be like this with all 

the guitars." Why has "guitar blues" risen in popularity over the last forty years? 
Since Rock n' Roll, baby boomers have been in love with the guitar. 
White baby boomer rock guitar players elevated blues guitar more than other aspects of 
blues. 
Today on the original African American “Chitlin” Circuit guitar isn’t as prominent as it is in 
major festivals around the world. 
 

4. Are there any similarities between the life of blues musicians and Spanish musicians who 
brought the guitar back from Africa? 
Both groups found a new way to play an old instrument  
Guitar travels well 

 
5. Before Lead Belly even played a guitar, many African-American musicians played banjo on the 

streets of New York in the early 1800’s. Where did the banjo come from?  
Africa 

 
 
Like a majority of African-American people in the early 1900's, Lead Belly was free but living 

under the shackles poverty and segregation, searching for music that sounded like his life. In 1903, 

Lead Belly was playing guitar and singing in the red-light district of Shreveport before the Blues 

existed. After fathering two children at the age of 15, Lead Belly left town on the run and spent the 

rest of his life farming, fighting, doing time, escaping from prison, going back to prison, and 
singing the blues.  

 

Four times during his life he was convicted and sent to jail (the murder of a friend, attempted 

murder with a knife, assault with a weapon, and carrying a gun). In and out of jail, he learned chain 

gang songs like “Rock Island Line” while working and then recorded them upon release. While in 

jail, he became famous among jailers and inmates for the library of songs he memorized or 

composed. “Goodnight Irene,” by Lead Belly, seems to be traceable back to “Irene Goodnight” by 

African-American composer Gussie Lord Davis in 1889 from Ohio.  

 

As a child, Lead Belly had grown up playing mostly Folk music, like most black musicians in the 

South. But when the record companies brought him into the studio in New York and Hollywood, 
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he was only allowed to record Blues. The image of a black musician singing Blues appealed to 

liberal white audiences in the North, but the true concept of a black folk musician was not 

considered marketable. Lead Belly absorbed all types of music and wrote songs about all aspects 

of American life: women, love, racism, the Titanic, Jack Johnson, children songs, and even Hitler. 

 

In 1939 he was discovered in prison by a pioneering musicologist named John Allen Lomax from 

the Library of Congress. John Lomax toured the U.S. on a government project to document the 

diverse music of America. The recording tour of southern towns, churches, and prisons made by 

John Lomax and his wife Rudy in 1934 single-handedly saved a generation of African-American, 

Latino, Native-American, and Appalachian songs by recording music on porches, in prisons, on 

farms, and in churches from west Texas to Georgia. 

 

Alan Lomax’s most famous discovery was a musician who sang everything: Lead Belly. After two 

convictions, Lead Belly was released after serving the minimum for good behavior associated with 

his music skills. John Lomax, a white music historian, helped Lead Belly build a touring career 

leading to a performance at Harlem’s Apollo Theater. Surprisingly, black audiences in 1935 New 

York had little interest in Lead Belly’s blues and folk songs from the Old South. For the rest of his 

life Lead Belly made a living performing for white folk audiences at colleges in the north. During 

his first European tour in 1949, Lead Belly fell ill with Lou Gehrig’s disease and died within 

months. 

 

Lead Belly personified everything that was happening in American music before Jazz by writing 

children’s songs, field songs, ballads, square dance songs, prison songs, folk songs and blues. 

The legacy of Lead Belly is hidden in the fiber of American music styles that have again grown 

apart. For the last 50 years, his music has been borrowed like a pencil, but recognized with an 

eraser. Lead Belly's songs are recorded and performed hundreds of times a year by artists such as 

the Rolling Stones and the White Stripes and he is rarely acknowledged. 

 

Research Questions 

 

6. Do you think composers, songwriters, and performers should be included with a track when 
music is purchased digitally? Explain. 
Opinion: The digital distribution of music isn’t keeping up with authorship, performers, and 

background information. 
 
 
7. Is the digital music industry erasing the rights and recognition of songwriters, composers, 

recording studios, sound engineers, and performers by omitting song information from online 
purchases? Does it matter? Explain. 
 
Opinion: Yes. Typical conversation: some people care, some don’t. 
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Compare Lead Belly’s Original version to the cover songs below 
 
8. Listen to the following songs and compare them to Lead Belly’s original version. Pick four of 

the songs below, and explain how they have changed since Lead Belly’s original. More 
importantly, explain how the songs are still the same. 

 

“Rock Island Line” recorded by Lonnie Donegan 
“If It Wasn’t For Dickey”, called “Kisses Sweeter Than Wine” by The Weavers 
“Cotton Fields” recorded by Johnny Cash as “In Them Old Cotton Fields Back Home” 
“On A Monday”, Johnny Cash called it “I Got Stripes” 
“Midnight Special” recorded by Creedence Clearwater Revival 
“Pick a Bale of Cotton/Midnight Special Medley” recorded by Abba 
“The Cotton Song” recorded by The Beach Boys called “Cotton Fields” 
“Cotton Fields” recorded by Creedence Clearwater Revival 
“House of the Rising Sun” recorded by The Animals 
“House of the Rising Sun” recorded by The Doors 
“Black Betty” recorded by Ram Jam 
“Black Betty” recorded by Ministry 
“Where Did You Sleep Last Night” performed by Nirvana 
“Goodnight Irene” performed by Van Morrison 
“Goodnight Irene” performed by Eric Clapton 
“Gallows Pole” performed by Led Zeppelin also “Gallis Pole” by Lead Belly 

 
1.  

 
 
 

2.  
 
 
 

3.  
 
 
 

4.  
 
9. How is Lead Belly’s “Gallis Pole” related to “The Maid Freed From the Gallows” (recorded by 

Appalachian musician John Jacob Niles in 1940), and traced back to England and Finland 300 
years ago? 
 
“Gallis Pole” is a folk song that originated in Finland and traveled to England, Appalachia, 

and then Lead Belly. 
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10. Why haven’t you heard of Lead Belly? Does it matter? 
 
Lead Belly, like many blues musicians, has been recorded thousands of times without 

significant recognition. Today the music industry is using state of the art technology to sell 
music faster than ever, but recognition of composers, performers, and producers is at its 
lowest level. 

 

three types of Blues before R&B: Country, Classic, and Electric 
 

Country or “Delta” Blues 
 Flexible, personal, gritty, changed lyrics to fit the truth, vocal sliding, and speech like. 
 Based in the Mississippi Delta before the Depression. 
 Went out of style during the depression and musicians moved north. 
 Usually just an acoustic guitar and voice. 
 
 
Classic Blues 
 Blended Blues with Tin Pan Alley style Pop 
 Solidified 12 and 16 bar structure for publishing – removed rough edges of Delta Blues 
 Based in Memphis 
 Incorporated more jazz instruments including horns and piano 
 
 
Electric Blues 
 Started in Chicago 
 Hard driving rhythms 
 More aggressive city life style, electric guitars, distortion. 
 Muddy Waters began using electric guitar to be heard over loud crowds in Chicago clubs. 
 
 
11. Listen to the following songs and decide if they are Delta, Classic, or Electric Blues 
 
YouTube: “Me and the Devil Blues” by Robert Johnson -     Delta 
YouTube: “Black Snake Moan” by Blind Lemon Jefferson -    Delta 
YouTube: “How Many More Years” by Howlin’ Wolf -    Electric 
YouTube: “Ole Miss Rag” (1917) by W.C Handy -     Classic 
YouTube: “St. Louis Blues” by W.C. Handy -      Classic 
YouTube: “Boom, Boom, Boom” by John Lee Hooker -    Electric 
YouTube: “Forty Days and Forty Nights” by Muddy Waters -   Electric 
YouTube: “I Feel Like Going Home” by Muddy Waters -    Delta 
YouTube: “Beale St. Blues” by Louis Armstrong 1954 tribute to Handy’s innovation - Classic 
YouTube: “Memphis Blues” by W.C Handy -      Classic 
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Blues Notes 
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13  jazz the angel and the devil 

 

"There are only three things that America will be remembered for 2000 years from now when they 

study this civilization: The Constitution, Jazz music, and Baseball. These are the 3 most beautiful 

things this culture's ever created."       - Gerald Early 

 

As European immigrants searching for a new life in America began passing through Ellis Island, 

African Americans across the South moved to New Orleans and other cities searching for 

economic freedom beyond the shadow of Jim Crow. Unlike other states with English colonial 

roots, Louisiana accepted the cultural integration of black music, art, and theater under a 

Francophone tradition known as laissez-faire (“let it be”). Like other French, Spanish, and 

Portuguese cities across the Caribbean, New Orleans did not suppress the African drums, 

melodies, and ethos of freed slaves. While Blues and Gospel music were growing up in Mississippi 

and Alabama, stripped of African percussion, New Orleans musicians were gradually putting 

together all of the music that the Crescent City imported: Sousa Marches, Verdi Operas, Haitian 

Folk, Delta Blues, Midwestern Ragtime, and Baptist spirituals were all integrated into a uniquely 

American hybrid art form. 

 

Like Florence in the Renaissance, New Orleans would prove that music and economics flourish 

together. Named after the Jasmine perfume from the Storryville red light district, “Jass” or “Jazz” 

would become the foundation of American culture. Jazz music demands improvisation, 

composition, and collective invention from its practitioners. Music, dance, art, sculpture, and 

architecture have existed for thousands of years, but the emergence of Jazz from New Orleans 

challenged the structure and conclusions of history. Since the birth of Opera in the Florentine 

Renaissance, music had behaved within the structure of the composer’s authority. Could 

spontaneous group improvisations rival Beethoven?  

 

It was the grandson of a slave who answered this question and ended European cultural dominance 

over America by turning Jazz into an art form. Louis Armstrong wasn’t the first jazz musician in 

New Orleans, but his high-wire virtuosity, fluid improvisations, honest voice, and sunny 

personality made him the father of American music. Armstrong and other musicians were 

searching for a voice louder than Jim Crow, but what they found was the intonation for America.  

 

By the end of the 20
th

 century, Jazz was considered a “rare and valuable national American 

treasure” by the US Congress. Today, the music is performed all over the globe and has influenced 

every modern popular artist. Despite the obvious importance that jazz holds for the global musical 

community, many are still confounded by the most basic question - “What is jazz?” Indeed, this is 

a complex question. In order for music to be considered jazz, it usually includes most (but not 

necessarily all) of the following characteristics: 

 

 

212 
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Jazz Ethos 
 
 Rhythm - Swing and syncopation 
 Improvisation –Spontaneous music composition 
 Melody - use of “blue notes” - Flatted 3rds and 5ths 
 Harmonic complexity –Advanced chord structures 
 Front Line Instrumentation: Saxophone, trumpet, trombone, clarinet, 
 Rhythm section (Second line): Piano, bass, drums, and guitar 
 Inclusive nature - Many styles come together under the umbrella of jazz 
 
Jazz came together in New Orleans by tying together aspects from several musical styles. Below is 
a list of some specific characteristics that jazz musicians borrowed:  
 
Blues - Truthfulness, storytelling, “call and response”, sense of humor, blues scale. 
Gospel - Spirituality, Optimism, “call and response”, freedom of expression, piano. 
Marching Band - Civil War instruments, drum beat, polyphony, formal structure,  
Ragtime - Entertaining approach to formal music, swing, syncopation, chromaticism. 
Opera - Dramatic flair and personality 
Classical - Major/minor chords, polyphonic and homophonic textures. 
Caribbean - African clave, syncopation, African traditions, complex rhythms. 
African - Complex rhythms, clear vocal style, 5 note melodic scale, soulful expression. 
 
YouTube: Listen to Scott Joplin’s “Maple Leaf Rag” and “The Entertainer.” 
1. What is Ragtime? What are the important Ragtime characteristics of this music?  
Syncopated rhythm and carefree American approach to classical music. 

 
2. Compare Scott Joplin’s performance of Maple Leaf Rag to Jelly Roll Morton’s Maple Leap 

Stomp. Which tune “swings” more like jazz? 
Jelly Roll’s version swings more because he and other New Orleans musicians were moving 
toward a new style called “Jas” which became Jazz. 
 

3. Why did jazz originate in New Orleans? What were three of the factors in New Orleans that 
contributed to the rise of jazz? (Include musical and non- musical factors.) 
New Orleans was a major trade city. Diversity. 
Blues, Gospel, Ragtime, Marching Band, Classical, Opera, Latin, and Caribbean music came 

together in one city. 
Red light district or “Storyville” 
Before emancipation, slaves in New Orleans had more freedoms that their counterparts in 

other areas of the US. Slaves could practice traditional African drumming in Congo Square, 
which provided an authentic connection to their roots.  
Emancipation of slaves 
French culture: French, Spanish, and Portuguese cultures are traditionally open to foreign 

influence across the Caribbean. 
Creole population of formally trained musicians. 
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4. Louis Armstrong is one of the most influential figures in jazz. Give three reasons why he is so 
influential.  
He made Jazz a soloist art, moving away from Dixieland collective sound. 
He emphasized individual personality.  
He emphasized improvisation. 
He recorded scat singing first with “Hebbie Jebbies.” 

 
YouTube: Listen to “West End Blues” performed by Louis Armstrong.  
5. How does this tune exemplify Armstrong’s awesome impact on early jazz? 
 
Aggressive leadership, confident swing, bright personality, Scat singing, call and response. 
Virtuoso abilities beyond his contemporaries.  
Syncretism: he merges many styles. 
Makes the trumpet speak like a singer instead of a classical instrument. 
 
 
 
 

6. How did the following people change the course of jazz history? 
Duke Ellington 
His is considered the greatest jazz composer. He revolutionized the way a jazz band could be 
used and made his orchestra into his own personal composition instrument. He wrote many 
hit tunes but also complex, long forms that were intended as concert music. 

 
Count Basie  
Even though he was from Red Bank, NJ, his band defined the Kansas City sound that was 
deeply swinging and firmly rooted in the blues. His music was far more simplistic than 
Ellington’s, often relying on “riffs” or “head arrangements.” His soloists carried the show and 
Basie himself was a picture of debonair, swinging restraint at the piano.  

 
 
Charlie Parker 
Alto saxophonist and pioneer of the bebop movement. He pushed the envelope forward 
several notches by improvising highly complex lines at break-neck speed. During the peak of 
the bebop era jazz moved from being a popular dance form to being a complex art form that 
was usually performed by small groups in small clubs. 

 
Miles Davis 
Even though Miles wasn’t the most technically gifted trumpeter, he is renowned for being a 
great bandleader and innovator of styles. He was at the forefront of many movements in jazz, 
including bebop, cool jazz, modal jazz and fusion. 
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John Coltrane 
Coltrane was technically superb on the tenor/soprano sax and redefined the level of 
virtuosity that was possible. His career was rather short (lasting only 12 years or so) due to his 
untimely death in 1967. During the latter few years of his career he dedicated himself entirely 
to representing his spirituality through music.  

 
Ornette Coleman 
Alto saxophonist Coleman was the most important pioneer of the avant-garde and free jazz 
movements of the late 1950s and early 1960s. He (and his band) broke down the formal 
conventions of jazz and improvised in free space, without restrictions. He was a controversial 
figure and continues that trend to this day.  

 
 
 
YouTube: Listen to “It Don’t Mean A Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing)” by Duke Ellington. 
7.  How does this tune exemplify Ellington’s ability as a composer? 
 
Hard swing, orchestration of “call and response” into big band voices. 
Sophisticated presentation of Jazz as more than dancing music, features diverse soloists. 
Absorbs classical and Broadway into Jazz without sacrificing the Blues. 

 
 
YouTube: Listen to “Confirmation” by Charlie Parker.  
8. What are some specific attributes about this music that make it not for dancing? 
 
Fast rhythm, unpredictable melody, free drumming style, extensive and fast improvisation. 
 
 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Acknowledgement” from John Coltrane’s album A Love Supreme.  
9. What aspects of this music give people a spiritual experience? 
 
Opinion 
 

 
 

10. Compare the following songs from Miles Davis’ career. How are they similar and different to 
one another?  

 
“Milestones” from Milestones 
driving swing, classic jazz sound 
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“So What” from Kind of Blue 
mellow swing, typical jazz instrumentation 

 
 
 
“Frelon Brun” from Filles de Kilamanjaro 
funky rhythm, electric piano with otherwise jazz instrumentation 

 
 
 
 
 
“Black Satin” from On The Corner 
Electric funk, use of exotic instrumentation like tabla 

 
 
 
 
 
“Human Nature” from You’re Under Arrest 
Pop sound, no improvising, Michael Jackson cover 
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performing jazz we're in the band 
 

The style of listening to music varies from culture to culture. In Jazz, musicians follow a few 

specific guidelines for their performance method. Contrary to 100 year old opinions, Jazz 

performance practice is not instinctive or based on magical luck. Jazz is a complex improvisational 

language that is spoken through tradition assimilation, practice, repetition, variation, and 

juxtaposition.  

 

Jazz artists transcribe famous improvisations by ear, experiment with diverse harmonies, emulate 

historic timbres, and memorize hundreds of melodies before walking on stage to improvise in the 

moment. Musicians then call on the skills they’ve developed in order to perform and react in the 

heat-of-the-moment on stage. If you watch closely, you'll often see Jazz musicians on stage asking 

the bandleader what song is next. After the song is announced, the bandleader might say any of the 

following:  

 

"let's do it as a bossa," (translation: Bossa Nova instead of Swing)  

"let's play it up" (fast) 

"3 down" (play in Eb, Eb has three flats) 

"last 8" (start the song on the last eight measures of the form) 

"medium" (walking tempo) 

"B out" (after the solos, skip to the B section and play the tune down to the end) 

"right on it, play the head twice" (no intro, play the melody twice) 

"you'll hear it" (the song is starting wether you know it or not 

"see you at the end" (I don't know what's going to happen, good luck) 

 

Jazz musicians show up to the gig ready to improvise in a collective conversation. The 

conversation of Jazz revolves around an anthology of songs popular among devoted musicians. 

Each performer is required to memorize hundreds of "standards." Standards are a collection of 

hundreds of Pop, Broadway, Latin, Blues, or Bebop songs that have been passed down through 

generations of performers. Improvisers are expected to create new music with recognition of the 

melody, form, and chord progressions of each standard. Many of the great recordings and concerts 

in jazz history were created by strangers who met in the studio, or in the parking lot backstage. 

 

Jazz terminology: 
 
Rhythm section - piano, bass and drums, sometimes guitar – supports the solo instrument 
Vamp - section that repeats for a while, often at the beginning or ending of a tune 
Intro/Outro - introduction or ending section that can be different from the body of the tune 
Cadenza - a single soloist will perform unaccompanied for a bit, usually toward the end 
Break – the whole band stops while one instrument takes a brief solo 
Stop Time - the band plays unison hits while one instrument solos 
Double time - the feel speeds up to twice the tempo but the form stays the same 
Pedal - the band plays unison hits while one instrument solos 
The head – the section at the beginning and ending of a tune where the melody is played 
The bridge – the contrasting section of the form where the harmony and melody change 

216 
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Walking Bass Line – the bassist plays on every beat, creating the classic swing sound 
2 feel – the bassist plays on every other beat, creating a more open/free sound 
Straight 8th's – instead of the typical swing, the eighth notes are even, as in a Bossa tune 
Ride pattern – refers to the type of groove the drummer is playing on his ride cymbal.  
Fills – a player jumps out of his/her role for a brief moment to play a quick, interactive solo 
Chorus – one time through the form of a jazz tune 
 

Modern Jazz Structure 
On the macro level, each song performance usually follows a traditional structure.  
 

1. The Head: The band plays the melody usually once or twice, traditionally featuring 
woodwinds and brass if they are part of the group. Players in the rhythm section accent 
important notes, fill spaces in the melody, or create a constant supporting texture to the 
melodic line. 
 
2. Solos: Various soloists improvise. Each performer improvises over the memorized song 
structure creating new melodies over the chord progression. Musicians in the rhythm section 
(piano/guitar, bass, drums) "comp" or improvise accompaniment material that supports the 
story of the soloist. The solo improviser is judged by their inventiveness and historicism. 
Usually the bass player improvises last, with exhausted fingers.  
 
3. Trading 4's: Each soloist converses back and forth with the drummer in four measure solos, 
while still adhering to the chords of the macro form (usually 12, 24, or 32 measures). This can 
also be varied to Trade 2’s, 8’s or even whole choruses.  
 
4. Drum Solo: Traditionally the drummer solos last over the form. Drum solos can accent or 
disguise the melody and form. Only listeners who remember the melody can fully appreciate 
the drum solos rhythmic relationship to harmonic material. 
 
5. Head Out: The band plays the melody over the form one or two more times. 
 
6. (Optional) Intro or Outro: Before or after the main song structure, the group may create a 
non-melodic texture or "vamp" that develops an atmosphere for the collective mood of the 
song. (See hearing the form page 17) 
 
7. Tag – The band will often repeat the last segment of the melody 2 or 3 times to serve a an 
ending. 
 
8. Coda – A composed section at the end of the tune that wraps everything up. This is usually 
different material, as opposed to the Tag which just repeats a section that was already 
played. 
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Within each genre of Jazz, there are unique performance practices and expectations: 
 
Dixieland - collective improvisation and individual solos 
Big band - bigger compositions feature instrument sections and few soloists 
Cabaret - singers, Broadway based 
Hard Bop - aggressive swing and virtuosic displays of masculinity 
Avant Garde - cutting edge and experimental, often with a skeletal structure and lots of 
improvisation 
Original Material - today, performances are driven by the composer/performer; compositions 
create the environment of improvisation  

 
 

11. Using the terms above, write out the overall form of the following tunes along with 
descriptions of the instrumentation: 

 
“Sailboat in the Moonlight” performed by Billie Holiday 
Intro (trumpet plays lead) > Head (voice with sax call and response) > Piano solo > Trumpet 
solo > Sax solo > Head Out (voice with sax call and response) > 
Note: the overall form of this tune is AABA and they take the B out for the Head out 

 
 
“Cheese Cake” by Dexter Gordon (from the album Go) 
 Intro (bass/drums) > Head (sax w/ piano call & response and rhythm section) > Sax solo > 
Piano solo > Sax solo (again!) > Head Out > Tag 

 
 
 
“Humpty Dumpty” by Chick Corea (search Chick Corea Akoustic Band Humpty Dumpty) 
Intro (piano) > Head (note that bass plays melody in unison with piano)> Piano solo > Bass 
solo > Piano solo > Drum solo (trading choruses with piano)> Head Out > Coda 

 
 
 
“Blue 7” by Sonny Rollins (from the album Saxophone Colossus) 
Intro (bass/drums) > Head (sax with bass/drums at first, then piano enters during 2nd chorus) 
> Sax solo > Piano solo > Drum solo > Sax solo (again!) > (Fake head out, sax solo continues) > 
Piano solo (short) > Bass solo > Trading 4s > Sax solo (again!) > Head Out (doesn’t really play 
it, just references the notes) > Disappears 
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14  american pop we are family 

 
Jazz was at the apex of its popularity during the Swing Era of the 1930s, but soon after began to 
decline in mass appeal. During the 1940s and 50s, popular taste began to shift in other directions. 
The American musical world became segmented into three main music markets: Pop, Race 
(R&B/Blues/Gospel), and Country. Popular music appealed to a majority of white listeners. Pop 
song crooners like Frank Sinatra and Nat "King" Cole moved popular music toward larger 
audiences. Black music, known as "race records" appealed to African-American listeners on the 
move during the Great Migration. Country records appealed to rural white listeners, also 
migrating for work, buying songs reminiscent of simpler times on the farm. 
 

Pop ethos 
 
 Innocent boy/girl love, simple, described a happy life away from the war of the 40’s. 
 Came from New York’s Tin Pan Alley tradition: music was written by professional trained 

composers (George Gershwin, Cole Porter), performed by professional singers, musicians, 
orchestras, and choruses. 

 Non-offensive, non-controversial, puppy love. 
 Broadway and Hollywood drove the market.  
 Songs rose and fell in different markets across the US for 20 weeks pushed by middle men. 

 

Pop Musical Characteristics  
 
 Emphasized interesting, memorable and gentle melodies that had a well-written contour. 
 Lush textures  
 Rhythm is secondary: moderate tempo or fast and cute. 
 Almost no improvisation 
 
Interactive Exercises 
 
1. What is meant by “Tin Pan Alley” and why is it important to the development of popular 

music in America? 
Songwriters’ district in New York 
Composers and songwriters all worked in the same neighborhood, publishing national sheet 

music, and borrowing ideas from each other’s Broadway shows, and in turn creating 
America’s pop song format still used today. 

 
YouTube: Listen to Patti Page “Tennessee Waltz.” 
2. What is the meter of this song: 2, 3, or 4? 
3 
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YouTube: Listen to Nat “King” Cole “Unforgettable.” 
3. What makes this song memorable? 
Unusual melodic shape 
 

4. What is the instrumentation of the ensemble? 
Voice, piano, French horns, flute, oboe, strings, harp, bass, drums  
Jazz ensemble and Orchestra 
 

5. Describe how the composer/arranger uses the different instruments of the ensemble to 
create a great production of this song. 
Orchestra and Jazz ensemble paint with a full spectrum of western styles and tone colors. 
Woodwinds create a pastoral feeling (sheep, ducks, birds) similar to Beethoven’s Pastoral 

Symphony. 
 

YouTube: Listen to Nat “King” Cole’s “Nature Boy.” 
 
6. The tempo of this song is very free-flowing. Because of this “rubato” approach, what other 

musical elements are allowed more space for creativity?  
With the lack of rhythm, the vocalist is free to stretch and freely interpret the melody. 
The lack of rhythm allows room for free flute improvisation. 
Harmony changes density often. 
Dynamics shift with each phrase. 
Texture breathes from empty to heavy. 
The rhythmic freedom allows Nat “King” Cole to shape the tone color of each phrase. 

 
 
 
YouTube: Listen to Nat “King” Cole’s “Too Young.” 
YouTube: Listen to Johnnie Ray’s “The Little White Cloud That Cried” 
7. How did these two artists break the mold of Pop, and foreshadow the emergence of Rock? 
Nat Cole was singing to a baby boomer audience that was a few years too young to make 

their own decisions. 
Johnnie Ray sings with an expressive passion that was unprecedented during the conformity 

of the early 1950’s. Elvis hits the market a few years later when the boomers are in high 
school. 
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15  soul sunshine on a cloudy day 
“I’ve been thrown out of some of the best churches in America.” 

-Thomas Dorsey, father of Gospel 

 

Gospel, Blues, and Jazz music grew up together in the Mississippi Delta, but the musical siblings 

moved north and west in the 20th century, creating unique families of black music in each city. 

Even though black music splits into Gospel, Spirituals, Soul, Blues, and Rhythm and Blues, the 

different styles are all connected by a common vocal practice. Like a child changing schools, the 

music from Mississippi quickly changed its accent to fit into the sound of Detroit, Chicago, 

Philadelphia, Los Angeles and other cities. 

 

During the Great Migration in 1920’s Chicago, Louis Armstrong was quickening the tempo of 

Dixieland with “hot jazz” rhythms while Thomas Dorsey was, blocks away, creating Gospel music 

through the combination of Southern Spirituals and Chicago Blues rhythms. While one man was 

packing up his horn from a long night’s work, a fellow Southerner was waking up with the same 

melodies, but different intentions. 

 

Across the country, thousands of young musicians were augmenting their parents’ music with new 

influences unique to each city. By the 1950’s, DJ’s were promoting African-American R&B 

singers on the radio while quartets of men were practicing Dorsey’s four part vocal harmonies on 

city street corners. Groups like the Drifters and Dominoes led the musical drift out of the church 

towards love songs with hits like “This Magic Moment” and “There Goes My Baby.” 

 

With the national crossover success of Sam Cooke and Ray Charles in the late 1950’s, gospel 

singers raced towards emerging markets like “Doo Wop,” and later “Motown.” Sam Cooke and 

Ray Charles enthralled African-American teenagers in the 50‘s while being criticized by others for 

taking gospel out of the church. Few critics probably knew that Ray Charles gospel backbeat in 

“I’ve Got A Woman” had only recently been borrowed from Chicago Blues by Tom Dorsey. 

 

A few early Soul stars pressed through the crossover market with sporadic success and religious 

controversy, but the record labels didn’t know how to replicate their success. Regardless, the ones 

who did make it to the radio, such as Aretha Franklin, James Brown, and Jackie Wilson, brought 

an authentic emotional vocal quality that American Pop was missing. Certain obstacles contributed 

the inconsistent success in bringing crossover artists to the market. The best singers leaving Gospel 

music for the Pop world were untrained and didn’t have appropriate love songs, commercial 

arrangements, clear forms, catchy articulate words, or backing bands. However, miles from 

Broadway or Hollywood, a young factory worker at the Lincoln-Mercury plant in Michigan 

marveled at the efficiency of his company’s assembly line, dreaming of a “hit factory” to produce 

soul music. 
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Motown 
 

“At the plant, the cars started out as just frames, pulled along on conveyor belts until they 

emerged at the end of the line-brand spanking new cars rolling off the line. I wanted the same 

concept for my company, only artists and songs and records.” -Berry Gordy 

 

By 1960, the Great Migration had made Detroit America’s fourth-largest black city. The good- 

paying jobs in the Motor City created a hotbed for Southern Soul talent, but any artist who wanted 

to record in a studio had to drive to Chicago or New York. After dropping out of high school to 

pursue a failed boxing career and failing as a jazz record store owner, few would have bet on Berry 

Gordy and his dream of a record company in Detroit called “Hitsville.”  

 

Encouraged by his friend William “Smokey” Robinson, Gordy borrowed $700 from his family to 

start a record company modeled after his assembly line experience. With the help of his family, 

Gordy remodeled a house on Grand Avenue, brought in recording equipment, and then sold the 

most records in history. 

 

With breakout albums by Smokey Robinson and Mary Wells, Gordy’s Motown hit making 

formula was born with strict label discipline. Gordy kept tight control over all aspects of music 

production, including assembling Detroit’s best jazz musicians into one of the greatest (and most 

under-recognized) rhythm sections in music history, the Funk Brothers. Gordy lured the Funk 

Brothers into his studio, known as the “snake pit” by creating a smaller jazz record label for their 

original jazz music. The 13 Funk Brothers, and other studio musicians, played anonymously for 

$10 a song from 1959 until Motown’s move to L.A in 1972. They created unforgettable grooves 

on songs including “My Girl,” “Signed, Sealed, Delivered,” “Ain’t Too Proud To Beg,” “I Heard 

It Through the Grapevine,” and “What’s Going On,” and have collectively recorded more number 

#1 hits than the Beatles, Beach Boys, Elvis, and Rolling Stones combined.  

 

Gordy knew that the jazz label couldn’t thrive in the 60‘s, but he needed their professional and 

polished sound to compliment the raw and powerful Gospel and R&B singers. Any record that 

sounded too much like Blues was rejected because the Motown formula had to appeal to parents 

and teens. Motown stars were required to maintain a clean image, and most songs were written by 

professionals known as H-D-H. 

 

When Eddie Holland, Lamont Dozier, and Brian Holland sued Motown for royalties and left the 

label, Gordy’s struggled through the 70’s and the label moved to L.A. The winning formula 

struggled through Disco in the 70’s but was buoyed by Gordy’s eye for talent. 

 

Gordy’s historic Motown experiment brought the assembly line process of experimentation, 

production, assembly, duplication, image control, and weekly quality evaluation to the recording 

industry. Gordy had an unparalleled eye for finding new talent, discovering and influencing the 

Four Tops, the Supremes, the Temptations, Gladys Knight, Diana Ross, Lionel Richie, Stevie 

Wonder, and the Jackson family from Gary, IN. In the end, Motown was sold to MCA in 1988 as 

the largest black owned business in history. 
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Motown ethos 
 
Clear lyrics and singing style: Vocalists were discouraged from melismatic embellishment of the 

melody. Only the inflections of Soul were allowed under the “KISS principle.” (Keep it simple 
stupid) 

Lighthearted subject matter: Motown avoided 60’s controversy, or heavy emotional lyrics, to 
focus on boy-girl romance. 

Funk Brothers sound: Professional jazz musicians, melodic bass lines, tambourine, vibraphone, 
baritone saxophone, carefully detailed brass and background vocals, bright harmonies and 
chord progressions, and a driving backbeat. 

Polished songwriting: Professionals from H-D-H in Motown and Norman Whitfield in L.A. wrote a 
majority of the songs, with Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye being notable exceptions. 

Weekly quality control: Songs including “I Heard It Through the Grapevine” were initially rejected 
by Gordy, and rewritten by the arrangers. 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 
1. Pick 3 of the #1 hits below. What musical elements of the songs below reflect the Motown 

ethos of Berry Gordy’s “Hitsville” listed above 
 

“My Guy”      “Someday We’ll Be Together” 

“Ain’t Too Proud to Beg”    “Reach Out I’ll Be There” 

“How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By You)”  “I Can’t Help Myself” 

“I Want You Back”     “Someday We’ll Be Together” 

“ABC”       “Just My Imagination” 

“My Girl”       

 

1)  
 
 
 
2)  
 
 
 
3)  
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2. Pick 3 of the songs below and answer the following question: What specific musical aspects of 
these tunes show how these artists pushed beyond the Motown formula?  
 

“Papa Was a Rolling Stone”   “War” 

“Sir Duke”      “What’s Going On?” 

“Three Times a Lady”    “Superstition” 

“All Night Long”     “End of the Road” 

 

1.   
 
 
 

2.   
 
 
 

3.  
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16  country sweet home Alabama 
 
Between 1900 and 1920, Country music was forming in Appalachia, Jazz was forming in New 

Orleans, and German/Czech polkas and waltzes were morphing into a new hybrid/Latino style in 

Texas called Tejana. Across the country, immigrants changed the history of music through creative 

and functional collaborations. In the mountains of Tennessee and the Carolinas, the musicians of 

Appalachia created a new American song style called “hillbilly” that brought together the Irish 

fiddle, Spanish guitar, German dulcimer, Italian mandolin, and African banjo. 

 

Country music was born August 1st, 1927, when Victor Records signed Jimmie Rodgers and the 

Carter Family to a recording contract in the mountains of Tennessee. Early recordings like “The 

Soldier’s Sweetheart” by Rodgers, and “Keep on the Sunny Side” by the Carter Family, exposed 

an open market in rural America for Country music. Drawn from “Old time” fiddle melodies and 

immigrant folk memories, Country music grew up in the mountains of southern Appalachia away 

from crowded, noisy, and transient cities. 

 

With many subsequent successful commercial recordings, the Victor, Okeh and Columbia record 

labels followed suit making Country music a genre and an industry. Like Blues, Folk, Jazz, and 

Swing, Country music became a specific market share category created by record labels.  

 

During the Great Depression, record sales collapsed but “barn dance” radio shows like the Grand 

Ole Opry broadcast hope, love, humor, and fond memories across the nation as families migrated 

for work. Originally, Country appealed to listeners who didn’t relate to big city jazz or high brow 

classical music, but its enduring popularity is rooted in two of music’s most powerful elements: 

nostalgia and love.  

 

The impact of nostalgia on listeners is perhaps the most underappreciated aspect of music’s 

influence. Country music, like immigrant folk music, transports the listener through songs about 

simpler times, childhood, past lovers, bad decisions, going home, or patriotic memories. Most 

Country songs adhere to a message of nostalgia, love, or both. While most modern music thrives 

on innovation and change, Country and Blues remain loyal to unchanging truths about life in 

America. 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 
1. There were many stylistic changes in Country music throughout the 20th century. Using the 

internet (roughstock.com and countrymusichalloffame.org), research the following sub-
genres of Country music and answer the following questions: a) Who were the defining artists 
of each sub-genre, and b) what are the unique musical characteristics of each sub-genre?  
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Western Swing 
a) defining artist: Bob Wills. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Fused Country with Jazz, Blues, Gospel, and 

Dixieland. 
 

Bluegrass  
a) defining artist: Bill Monroe used an innovative 3 finger banjo style. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Appalachia influenced by Blues and Jazz. 

 
Rockabilly 

c) defining artist:  Carl Perkins, Elvis, Johnny Cash, Buddy Holly. 
 

d) unique musical characteristics:  Mix of Rock, Blues, and Country with a 
conservative image. 
 

Cowboy Music 
a) defining artist: Roy Acuff, Roy Rogers, Gene Autry. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: During the depression, Hollywood movies, songs, 

and stars where rugged cowboy heroes who stood up for democracy. Movies created 
the image of the country music star, cowboy hats, boots, songs, and conservative 
image mixed with folk music. 
 

Honky Tonk Heroes 
a) defining artist: Ernest Tubbs, Hank Williams, Lefty Frizzell, Elvis Presley. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Mixture of Texas country and Mexican Ranchero 

focused on love, loss, drinking songs, and simple life stories, stripped down simple 
instrumentation. 
 

Nashville Sound 
a) defining artist: Jim Reeves, Eddy Arnold, Jim Ed Brown. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Mixture of Pop and Jazz orchestration with 

Country folk storytelling and smooth singing styles in Nashville studios. 
 

Bakersfield Sound 
a) defining artist: Merle Haggard 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Rough electric guitar Honky Tonk style from 

California that reacted to the smooth Nashville Sound 
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The Outlaw Movement 
a) defining artist: Waylan Jennings, Willie Nelson, and Merle Haggard. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Socially aware, sang about anything, and against 

the Nashville industry smoothness. 
 

Urban Cowboy 
a) defining artist: Dolly Parton, Alabama, George Strait, and Reba McEntire. 

 
b) unique musical characteristics: Commercial mixture of easy listening and country 

music inspired by the movie Urban Cowboy. 
 

The Class of ’89 and New Country 
a) defining artist: Garth Brooks, Travis Tritt, Alan Jackson, Clint Black, Lady 

Antebellum, Taylor Swift. 
 

b) unique musical characteristics: Incorporation of Pop/Rock energy and drive that 
revitalizes fading Country, rugged individualism. New soundscan technology and Wal 
Marts in rural areas tracked and increased sales numbers dramatically. 
 

 
2. Identify the style that each song below would be most closely identified with. Country singers 

often perform songs from many of the sub-genres above. 
 
Merle Haggard, "Working Man Blues"  Honky Tonk or Outlaw 

Dolly Parton, "I Will Always Love You" Urban Cowboy 

Taylor Swift, "You Belong With Me"  New Country 

Gene Autry, "Silver Haired Daddy of Mine"  Cowboy Songs 

Dixie Chicks, "Travelin’ Soldier"  New Country 

Lefty Frizzell, "Long Black Veil"  Honky Tonk 

Jonny Cash, Carl Perkins, and Eric Clapton sing "Matchbox"  Rockabilly 

Eddy Arnold, "Make the World Go Away"  Nashville Sound 

Elvis Presley, "Country Roads"  Nashville Sound 

Johnny Cash, "Ring of Fire"  Honky Tonk, Outlaw, Bakersfield 

Lady Antebellum, "Need You Now"      New Country, Nashville Sound 
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17  rock and roll    rhythm and blues 

 

After World War II, the American economy was booming. For the first time, teenagers had 

disposable income. With the invention of the transistor radio, young listeners were able to listen to 

music out of range of their parents prying ears. At the same time, DJs started playing black artists 

on white radio stations where race lines could be blurred and Rock and Roll was created. In reality, 

Rhythm and Blues was rocking black juke joints across the country for ten years before Elvis 

gyrated on the Ed Sullivan Show. Evolving slightly away from Electric Blues, R&B added a 

constant driving backbeat and saxophone to the blues band. More than any style, Rock was drawn 

from R&B. Elvis' voice, stage presence, and songs were modeled after black culture from his 

unsegregated life experience in Tupelo and Memphis.  

 

Rock and Roll Ethos 
 

 Simple Emotions  Love, hate, or sadness 

 Teenage Angst  Appeals to young listeners lost in the transition from child to adult 

 Urban frustration  Describes the difficulties of city life without solutions 

 Dancing  Fast or slow depending on the specific demographics and cultures  

 Memorable Slogans  3 or 4 word phrase or “hook” repeated numerous times for 

memorization 

 Escapism  Music offers a flight from reality 

 

Interactive Exercises 
 

1. Compare these original Rhythm and Blues songs on the left to Rock and Roll songs on the 
right. 

 Rhythm and Blues    Rock n' Roll 
“All By Myself” Memphis Slim to Fats Domino “All By Myself” 
More of a boogie-woogie feel 
Less country blues influence 

 
“Roll em Pete” Joe Turner  to “Bony Moronie” Larry Williams  
Stolen melody, and some lyrics 

 
 

“Sunnyland” Elmore James to  “Johnny B. Goode” Chuck Berry  
More country blues influence 
Less danceable  
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“Spann's Blues” by Otis Spann to “Rock Around the Clock” Bill Haley 
Both songs have a rolling rhythm, walking bass line, and storytelling in short phrases. 

 
 
 
2. Based on the artists of question 1, who were the musicians below influenced by? 
 

Jerry Lee Lewis Joe Turner 
 
Buddy Holly  Bill Haley, Chuck Berry 
 
Little Richard Larry Williams, Elmore James 

 
 
Bill Haley and the Comets  
 
As the baby boomer generation became teenagers their buying power began to change the 
record industry. James Dean’s image of the rebellious teen with slick hair, a turned up collar, and 
a temper to match became an icon of the generation. Bill Haley, a 30 year-old country musician, 
emerged as a huge success with “Rock Around the Clock” even though he was older and not as 
“cool” as his youthful audience. Regardless, Haley combined his country sound with aspects of 
R&B and achieved huge success and the auspicious title of “first rock star.” Unfortunately for 
Haley, though, there was a new artist who would soon take over the pop market who did have 
the James Dean look and attitude.  
 
YouTube: Watch Bill Haley and the Comets perform “Rock Around the Clock” in 1955. 
 
3. Why didn’t Haley become as popular as Elvis if he was the first rock musician? 
Haley didn’t have the look. Haley was older than his audience. TV helped the photogenic 

Elvis. Haley couldn’t dance like Elvis. Elvis’ vocals were more emotive and raw. 
 
 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Caledonia” by Louis Jordan.  
4. Would you consider this music to be jazz, rhythm and blues or rock and roll? Why? 

“Caledonia” exists at the split where Louis Jordan and other Jazz musicians break away from 
Swing and create Rhythm and Blues 
Vocal style and storytelling sound more like Rhythm and Blues. 

 

5. What aspects of jazz are still present in this music? 
Horn riff, walking bass line, and instrumentation are traditionally associated with Jazz. 
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Listen to “Jonny B. Goode” by Chuck Berry. 
6. Why is this music considered to be rock and roll? 
Simple raw expression, electric guitar, emotive personality, rougher vocal style than Jazz 
 
 
 

“Crossovers,” “Covers,” and “Sound a likes” – Early Rock and Roll artists often performed songs 
that were written and first performed by other artists. This practice can be divided into three 
categories:  

“Crossovers” – Songs that rose on two charts, ex. “Crying in the Chapel” by the Orioles was 
originally a Country & Western ballad by Darrell Glenn 
“Covers” –A remake of hit song, usually in a different style 
“Sound a likes” –A song that copies the formula of a hit song 
 
 

YouTube: Listen to “Crying in the Chapel” by these artists and list the differences compared to the 
original. 
 
7. Darrell Glenn (original) 
Simple and clean cut vocal style with a jazz texture 
 
 
 

8. The Orioles  
4 part doo wop vocal arrangement, lead vocal is melismatic and legato 
 
 
 

9. Mahalia Jackson 
Powerful, dramatic, and confident vocals, strings, classical background vocals, no rhythm 
section 
 
 

10. Elvis Presley 
Smooth but husky voice style, graceful shading of dynamics, piano, 4 part country vocal 
background style 
 
 

11. Are these songs covers, crossovers, or sound a likes?  
Covers 
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YouTube: Listen to the following three versions of Little Richard’s song “Tutti Frutti,” and describe 
the feel of each version. 

 
12. Little Richard’s version 
Gospel voice style, hard swing 
 
 

13. Elvis Presley’s version 
More rockabilly 
 
 

14. Pat Boone’s version 
Conservative, less emotive 
 
 

15. Which version has the fastest tempo? 
Elvis 
 
 

16. How did Elvis’ version change the texture of Rock and Roll? 
Elvis incorporates the influence of Rockabilly and Country music through his guitar style. 
 
 

17. Why was Pat Boone’s version recorded? 
Pat Boone’s watered down versions were less threatening to older white audiences. 
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the king        one for the money 

 

“If I could find a white man who had the Negro sound and the Negro feel, I could make a billion 

dollars.”         –Sam Phillips, Sun Records 

 
 
After his high school graduation, a poor white kid from Tupelo, Mississippi walked into Memphis 

Recording Service and paid $3.25 to record a song as a present for his mom. Recognized by 

Marion Keisker, the secretary, for having some talent with ballads, Elvis Presley was called back 

to the small time studio by its prospecting owner Sam Phillips, who arranged a recording session 

for the young Presley. 

 

Phillips and Presley worked in the studio all day on July 5th, 1954, but the young singer was 

nervous and none of the ballads seemed to fit his voice comfortably. At the end of a failed 

recording session with eight different songs, Elvis and the bass player started jamming and 

jumping around the studio during “That’s All Right Mama,” an old R&B song written and 

recorded by bluesman Arthur Crudup in 1946. Fortunately, the tape was rolling. 

 

The next day, Elvis recorded the flipside “Blue Moon of Kentucky,” by country singer Bill 

Monroe. Initially many record stations refused to play the record because he sounded “mixed 

race.” Regardless, the sound of the group quickly caught on; the first wave of Elvismania hit 

Memphis when a local radio station agreed to play his record. Before playing “That’s All Right 

Mama” on the radio in Memphis, DJ Dewey Phillips asked Elvis “what high school did you go 

to?” to make sure listeners knew he came from a white school. After the initial broadcast, the 

phone didn't stop ringing. 

 
Elvis had found the connection for the future of American pop music. At the intersection of Pop, 

Rhythm and Blues, and Country music Rock and Roll was born with Elvis’ release of “Heartbreak 

Hotel.” Elvis’ Southern, white, and integrated musical background catapulted him to the top of the 

Billboard charts beyond the success of his predecessor Bill Haley. 

 

Many white musicians had recorded R&B songs before Elvis, but they were always watered down 

with gentle singing, mild tempos, and calm performances. Elvis was the first to keep the true black 

style of R&B he had heard at clubs on Beale Street in Memphis, and the soul from African 

American churches in Tupelo, Mississippi. 

 

Elvis’ music was black, country, and pop. His stage presence was charismatic, good-looking, and 

sexually suggestive. His clothes and voice defined the proximity of poor whites and blacks who 

often lived near each other in segregated neighborhoods across the South. His integrated music, 

rebel image, and pelvic dancing all personified a new phenomenon in music. Using their own 

money, teenage baby boomers rejected the music of their parents, and bought millions of his 

albums, making him the most popular musician in the 20
th

 century, and what many would consider 

first “rock star.”  
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Interactive Exercises: 
 
Origins of Rock 
 
18. Using YouTube, compare Elvis’s 1956 version of “That’s Alright Mama” to Arthur Crudup’s 

1948 original. How do they compare as related to the following criteria? 
 
  Tempo  Rhythm Style     Expressive Intent  Texture 

 
Crudup same   blues swing         dismissive blues            blues guitar, drums 
 
Presley same  rockabilly     crooning  country guitar, bass, drums 

 
19. Compare the two versions of “Blue Moon of Kentucky” by Bill Monroe and Elvis Presley. 

  Vocal Inflection  Texture   
 
Monroe Appalachian sliding  Appalachian fiddle, country 
 
Presley Rockabilly and Blues Rockabilly or country 
 
20. Listen to Carl Perkins’ original “Blue Suede Shoes” and compare it to Elvis’ later version. What 

characteristics in Elvis’ recording suggest Rock and Roll? 
 
Elvis moves away from country music influence, uses electric guitar, and uses “stop time.” 

 
21. Elvis credited many diverse people before him as influences on his style. What aspects of 

these performer’s styles do you hear as possible inspirations for Elvis? 
 
Hank Snow Crooning ballad style, vocal inflections 
 
 
Jake Hess Gospel influence, spirituals, quartet vocal style 
 
 
Ray Acuff  Gospel influence, spirituals, quartet vocal style 
 
 
Sister Rosetta Tharpe  Spirituals, incorporation of electric guitar into religious music 
 
 
Rufus Thomas Showmanship, rhythm and blues grooves, unique intros before song 
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Elvis and race walk a mile 
 
In the 50’s and early 60’s some of Elvis’ most avid fans were African-American. In 1957, Sepia 

magazine released an untraceable quote from Elvis after a concert in Boston allegedly saying “the 

only thing black people can do for me is buy my records, and shine my shoes,” The quote was 

reported from an anonymous "person on the street" in Boston. The truth is that Elvis had never 

performed in Boston, but the rumor manufactured by a gossip magazine had already ruined Elvis’ 

image in the black community. Louie Robinson of Jet Magazine investigated the authenticity of 

the rumor and failed to find its source. He later wrote: "Tracing the rumored racial slur to its 

source was like running a gopher to earth." To this day the false quote still lives as a slur carved 

into Elvis’ legacy. 

 

Elvis hired, paid, and credited African-American musicians throughout his life. During his 

lifetime, he was seen as the greatest entertainer and ambassador by African American musicians 

like B.B. King, Sammy Davis Jr., Al Green, Jackie Wilson, Mahalia Jackson, and James Brown. 

 

Since his death, recognition for African-American blues pioneers still lags, but not because of the 

mixed neighborhood kid from Tupelo, who went to black clubs by himself. In spite of Elvis’ true-

life story, the lie from the white-owned Sepia magazine continues to live. After agreeing to sing 

“Blue Suede Shoes” at a 2002 concert for VH1, Mary J. Blige told the Atlanta Journal-

Constitution “I prayed about it. I know Elvis was a racist.” 

 

YouTube: Elvis Presley’s “In the Ghetto” 
YouTube: “Elvis is Dead” by Living Colour 
YouTube: “Fight the Power” Public Enemy 
 
22. Using the Internet, find a quote from Elvis where he credits African-American musicians. 
"The colored folks been singing it and playing it just like I'm doing now, man, for more years 

than I know," Elvis told reporters in 1956. "I got it from them. Down in Tupelo, Mississippi, I 

used to hear old Arthur Crudup bang his box the way I do now, and I said if I ever got to the 

place where I could feel all old Arthur felt, I'd be a music man like nobody ever saw." –The 

Commercial-Appeal, Memphis TN (found on time.com) 

 

23. Using the internet, find a quote where Elvis is accused of being a racist. 
Chuck D, Sepia magazine, Mary J Blige, or others. 
 
 

24. Using the internet, find an article where Elvis and race are discussed in a constructive manner 
that deals with the question of racial equality and artistic recognition. 
 
 
 

25. What do you think about Elvis and race in America? 
Opinion  
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the big picture the tributaries of rock 
 

The early evolution of Rock and Roll can be seen in two generations of musicians. Elvis was the 

figurehead the first generation in the 50's, and the Beatles led the second generation in the 60's. 

The ethos of each generation was different. In the 50's, early rockers in the first generation drew 

influences directly from Rhythm and Blues, Pop, and Country. Elvis created the image of the rock 

star. 

 

In the 60's, the Beatles and Beach Boys learned to rock through listening to Elvis records with 

hand-me-down blues songs like "Blue Suede Shoes." In a sense, the second-generation learned 

rock from their older brother, but the younger groups would prove to be more musically 

adventurous. While Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, and Chuck Berry enjoyed one-dimensional 

success, the bands of the 60's British Invasion expanded the range of Rock by incorporating Folk, 

Blues, Gospel, and Classical layers. When Rock music seemed to be loosing steam in 1963, the 

Beatles revitalized the music with a fresh sound, and lead the 60's forward proving that every 

record could have a different direction.  

 

Brian Wilson  
 
Brian Wilson was pushing the Beach Boys to evolve with their psychedelic audience during the 

mid 1960’s. His compositions on the albums Pet Sounds and Good Vibrations challenged the 

Beach Boys stagnant formula. Wilson’s command of multi-track recording, composition, and 

studio effects was revolutionary. Mike Love, lead Beach Boy singer, rejected Wilson’s innovative 

path, calling the songs “Brian’s ego music,” and telling him to leave the formula alone. As a result, 

the Beach Boys abandoned Wilson’s innovations on Pet Sounds while the Beatles pushed it a step 

further with Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Paul McCartney said his favorite song of all 

time is “God Only Knows” from Pet Sounds. Beatles producer George Martin described Sgt. 

Pepper as “an attempt to equal Pet Sounds.”  

 
 
Interactive Exercises: 
 
1. YouTube: Listen to Wilson’s “Good Vibrations” which was released as a single but recorded as 

part of the Pet Sounds sessions. Brian Wilson used the advent of 4 track recording technology 
and an unprecedented sum of money ($15,000) to create one of the most innovative and 
influential tracks in Rock history. The form of “Good Vibrations” is written out below. Write in 
the entrances of the following instruments and voices under each section: solo tenor voice, 
vocal harmony parts as: soprano, alto, tenor, or baritone, drums, tambourine, bass, cello, 
organ, flute, Theremin, and tack piano. 
 
Note to teachers: This exercise is fairly complex and may be best completed as an in-class 
exercise. 
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A   B               A      B          C               D          E          B      F     B 
Form: verse             chorus            verse         chorus               “I don’t”      “gotta”  
         sop.       sop.           sop.         sop.  sop.  
                  alto                 alto      altos     alto            alto   alto   alto  
 tenor solo           tenor tenor              tenor ten.       ten.          ten.     ten   ten 
Voices:                          baritone      baritone          bar.           bar.  bar. 
 
 
  flute    theremin flute      theremin             harmonica       
Inst: organ    cello  organ       cello           tack piano             organ         
   bass  drums  bass                       bass drum 
 
 
 
Sketching the Melodies 

Based on Rhythm and Blues, Rock ethos simple, emotional, truthful, and raw expression. In order 
to connect with larger audiences, Rock musicians rely on fundamental and consistent rhythm, 
often leaving behind the complexities of the past. 
 
The Rolling Stones 
2. YouTube: "Miss You" by the Rolling Stones. Draw the melodies using a single line for each 

instrument listed. 
 
harmonica 
 
 
vocal 
 
 
guitar 
 
 
bass 
 
 
drums 
 
 
3. Which sections in “Miss You” use call and response or imitation? 
all of them 
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4. Compare the high-playing bass line on “Good Vibrations” to the bass line on “With A Little 
Help From My Friends” by the Beatles on Sgt. Pepper. 
The Beatles bass line has momentary flashes at the end of each phrase taken from Wilson’s 

bass melody in the verse of “Good Vibrations.” It almost sounds like Paul McCartney is 
practicing variations on Wilson’s idea. 

 
5. Compare the form and editing of “Good Vibrations” to the Beatles “Strawberry Fields” or “A 

Day In The Life.” 
After Wilson’s experiment, the new 4 track method is defined as a tool to make complex 

arrangements and songs within a song. 
6. Compare the last 30 seconds of “Good Vibrations” to the songs below. How did Wilson’s 

innovations set a new precedent for vocal recording techniques? What similarities do the 
songs have in counterpoint, harmony, or melody style? 

 
Bobby McFerrin “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” 
Studio vocal counterpoint created by one person, rhythmic approach, independent voices 

behave like instruments 
 
Lauryn Hill “Killing Me Softly”  
Same as above (example: 3:30) 

 
 

En Vogue “My Lovin”  
Voices as instruments (example: 3:27) 

 

Bob Dylan Dylan and Dylan 
 
When baby boomers began going off to college in the early 60's, a poet-turned-rocker began to 

narrate the 60's. More than any other lyricist since Shakespeare, Dylan redefined a good verse. He 

showed the Beatles a new style of lyrics and marched the 60's generation away from boy/girl love 

songs. His lyrics lead listeners out to sea, drifting away from solid ground and explanations. 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 

7. The folk music movement was inspired by a whimsical song “Tom Dooley” sung by the 
Kingston Trio, which reached #1 on the charts in 1958. What is “Tom Dooley” about? 
Tom Dula was a confederate soldier who was convicted of killing his wife. His mistress was 

acquitted, but Dula was hanged for a crime which he may or may not have committed. 
 
8. Who killed Laura Foster in the real story of Tom Dula? 
Unknown 
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9. Bob Dylan was Robert Zimmerman’s stage name, inspired by his favorite poet and inspiration 
Dylan Thomas. Listen to the poem “In My Craft Or Sullen Art” as read by Dylan Thomas on 
YouTube. How does this poem connect with the spirit of Bob Dylan’s career? 
Outsider’s perspective, open to many interpretations 
Connects many simultaneous events happening in different places 

 
10. Who discovered Bob Dylan? Who else did this person discover? What would American music 

sound like without this talent scout? 
John Hammond, who also discovered Billie Holiday, Fletcher Henderson, Count Basie, Aretha 

Franklin, Bruce Springsteen, Stevie Ray Vaughn, and others. 
 
11. Where did Bob Dylan meet Woodie Guthrie? 
In the hospital before Guthrie died. 

 
12. Compare the text of Woodie Guthrie’s “This Land Is Your Land” to Dylan’s “When The Ship 

Comes In.” What do they have in common? How is the attitude of the writers strikingly 
different? 
Both songs have a similar rhythm, lengthy narrative, and a sense of communal ownership of 

destiny. When The Ship Comes In has a punitive voice where as This Land Is Your Land was 
written with optimism during the Great Depression. 

 
 
13. What is the hotel story for Dylan writing “When the Ship Comes In?” 
Dylan was refused a room at a hotel because of his unkempt appearance. The song also 

relates to the civil rights movement and later songs like “Times they are a-changing.” 
 

14. Compare “When The Ship Comes In” to “Pirate Jenny” by Kurt Weil (performed by Nina 
Simone).  
Each phrase comes at you from a 10-foot drop, scuttles across the road and then another 

comes like a punch on the chin…It was the form, the free verse association, the structure and 

disregard for the known certainty of melodic patterns to make it seriously matter, give it its 

cutting edge. It also has the ideal chorus for the lyrics. I wanted to figure out how to 

manipulate and control this particular structure and form.” 

 

15. Listen and read the lyrics for “Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall”(Bob Dylan) and “Lord Randall”(Italian 
anonymous 1600’s). What do they have in common? What makes them different? 

characteristics 

Lord Randall        both songs   Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall 

Dylan’s version is definitely borrowed in large part from Lord Randall. The songs have 
different but parallel stories with similar form and phrasing. 
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16. Is Dylan’s “Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall” representative of stream-of-consciousness writing, 
surrealism, or both? 
Both: stream of consciousness: seems to be a journey  
surrealism: drifting through a dream with many different characters 
 

17. Listen to Bob Dylan’s “Bessie Smith.” Who is Bessie Smith? 
Bessie Smith was a blues legend Dylan never met, but was influenced by. 

 
18. Bob Dylan never knew Bessie Smith. So what are the lyrics about? 
The truthfulness of blues, nostalgia for his younger life, someone who was true. 

 
 

Desolation Row (1965) 
 

Listen and research Bob Dylan’s “Desolation Row.” 
 
19. List and explain at least three different references to historic people in the lyrics. 
 
Student research will find many different interpretations 

 
 
20. Explain how this song is stream-of-consciousness writing and surrealism. 
 
The narrator is traveling (stream of consciousness) through a strange place with characters 

from many different times or worlds (surrealism). 
 
 
21. What does “Desolation Row” have in common with these works below? 
 
“Fern Hill” by Dylan Thomas 
Nostalgia, many different characters in one story 

 
 
 
“American Pie” by Don McClean 
Many different characters in one song, Nostalgia,  
McClean’s song is different in that it’s easily decipherable and much more commercial 

 
 
“Rain” by the Beatles 
”Rain” also has surreal, image-laden lyrics and a trippy, surreal rock sound to support it 
”Rain” was the first rock track to feature “backwards” vocals   
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beatlemania 4+2 

 
The British Invasion began on February 7

th
, 1964 when four kids from Liverpool landed at JFK 

airport. This wasn’t the beginning of rock and roll – it started in the US during the 1940’s as 

Rhythm and Blues, became famous in the 50’s through Elvis and others, but it took a British group 

to make it into the long-staying mega-popular genre that would dominate the music business for 

the next few decades. During the height of Beatlemania, the Beatles attracted American audiences 

because they were both rebellious and “safe” simultaneously: their long hair and irreverent wit 

made them rebels, yet their photogenic smiles, English charm and pop/rock sound made them 

seemingly fun and harmless. Simultaneously, the “baby boomer” generation was entering their 

teenage years, bringing an unforeseen youth-spending power to the marketplace. Undoubtedly, 

these devout fans spent much of their disposable cash on the Beatles’ music. 

 

Above all, the Beatles identified themselves as creative musicians, which drove them to develop 

their songwriting style after their initial success. By 1965, the group’s music was becoming deeper 

and more experimental, reflecting their growing interest in Indian music, Bob Dylan and 

psychedelic drugs. During this same period, the band began experimenting with innovative 

recording techniques that would change the sound of rock music forever. In 1966, the band ceased 

touring due to the mass-hysteria present at their concerts. This allowed them to focus entirely on 

recording, the result being legendary albums such as Revolver, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band, The Beatles (the “White Album”), and Abbey Road. By the time the group disbanded in 

1970, they had changed the shape of popular music; no longer were they boyish heartthrobs – they 

were recognized as genuine artists. 

 

 
Research Questions 
 
22. Next to each name, write a description of each Beatle. Include the instrument they played 

and key identifying factors for each member. 
 
John Lennon 
 10/9/40-12/8/80 
 Lennon was the founding member of the Quarrymen, the band that eventually became the 

Beatles. 
 Guitar, vocals, one of the two principal songwriters 
 Note: on later Beatles albums all of the Beatles played a variety of instruments 
 Had a rougher edge, more akin to rock and roll. He wanted to push the group in a more 

aggressive direction. In later years he (at times) leaned towards the avant-garde. 
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Paul McCartney 
 Born 6/18/42 
 The other principal songwriter 
 Bass, guitar, vocals 
 Was more “conventionally talented” and leaned towards melodies that were more akin to 

pop (when compared to Lennon). 
 
 

George Harrison 
 2/25/43-11/29/01 
 Lead guitar, vocals 
 Songwriter, though not as prolific during the Beatles tenure as John and Paul. 
 The youngest Beatle, spent much of his tenure as a Beatle in John and Paul’s (large) 

shadows. 
 Was known as the quiet and “spiritual” Beatle, particularly as related to his interest in 

Indian culture, religion and music. 
 

Ringo Starr 
 Born 7/7/40 
 Drums, vocals 
 Composed music and sang lead periodically, though not nearly as often as his counterparts 
 Recognized for his great rock drumming feel and influencing several generations of 

drummers to follow 
 He was the last to join the Beatles (August 1962). The prior drummer was Pete Best. 
 
 

23. What is Skiffle music? Why was this style important to the Beatles’ development?  
 A style of popular music that combined country, jazz and blues 
 Although it began in the US in the 1930s and 40s, Skiffle reached a zenith in popularity in 

1950s Britain 
 It was seen as a lighter, safer alternative to rock and roll 
 Lonnie Donegan is the most famous Skiffle artist 
 The Beatles were all listening to Skiffle before they became obsessed with rock and roll.  

 
 
24. How did the Beatles’ experiences in Hamburg affect the fledging sound and image of the 

group?  
 The Beatles traveled to Hamburg for extensive performance runs from 1960-62 
 During these shows they were required to perform for 6-8 hours with minimal breaks 
 These extended performance evenings helped them to develop a strong group sound and 

riveting live performance 
 The roughness of Hamburg encouraged the Beatles to change their image from matching 

suits to leather jackets and jeans 
25. Who were some of the Beatles’ early rock and roll idols from the US?  
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 Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley, Little Richard, Gene Vincent, the Everly Brothers 
 
 
26. Who is Brian Epstein and how did he make a difference in the Beatles’ sound and image 

shortly after he met the group?  
 Brian ran a successful record shop in Liverpool called NEMS (North End Music Stores)  
 Once he became aware of the Beatles, he saw them play and decided he’d like to manage 

them 
 Brian immediately began to clean up their rough and tumble image – they returned to 

matching suits, bowed after every song and overall became a much more professional act 
 Brian was responsible for the Beatles first recording contract with Parlophone (a subsidiary 

of EMI) 
 He remained their manager until his death on 8/27/67 

 
27. Who is George Martin and what was his role in the Beatles’ development?  
 George was a producer for Parlophone and signed the Beatles to their first recording 

contract 
 He had extensive experience in the recording studio (albeit not with rock and roll) which 

enabled him to encourage the Beatles to make the most of their music 
 Martin utilized his training in Classical music to create background arrangements for the 

Beatles during the latter half of their career 
 
28. How did Bob Dylan influence the Beatles? How did he influence John in particular? 

 The Beatles admired Dylan’s songwriting ability, particular his lyrics 
 He introduced the Beatles to Marijuana in August of 1964 
 His music inspired the Beatles (John in particular) to begin writing songs with more 

lyrical depth 
 
29. In brief, explain the "more popular than Jesus" controversy. How did this experience affect 

the band? 
 In 1966, John made the following statement during an interview with Maureen Cleave of 

the London Evening Standard: 
"Christianity will go. It will vanish and shrink. I needn't argue about that; I'm right and I'll 
be proved right. We're more popular than Jesus now; I don't know which will go first—rock 
'n' roll or Christianity. Jesus was all right but his disciples were thick and ordinary. It's them 
twisting it that ruins it for me."  

 The statement initially went unnoticed, but once the US press got a hold of it there was a 
serious backlash, including the burning of Beatles records in the American South. 

 Even though the situation proved quite stressful for the group, in the end it broke down 
barriers and made it easier for the Beatles to speak their minds in public.  

 
 
30. What was the date and location of the final show of the Beatles’ final tour? Why did they stop 

touring?  
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 August 29, 1966 at Candlestick Park in San Francisco 
 Even though touring for the Beatles had been surrounded by mayhem since 1963, but 

1966 it had reached a fevered pitch and the Beatles had concern for their own safety. 
Death threats were common. 

 Furthermore, most people came to the concerts to scream and idolize the Beatles, but not 
listen to their music. This proved frustrating for the group, and they decided it wasn’t 
worth the effort to tour any more.  

 They began to focus heavily on their studio work. 
 
 
31. Why is Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band considered to be a revolutionary album? 
 Even though Sgt. Pepper isn’t a conventional “concept album,” it does have an 

experimental feel from beginning to end. Therefore it can be said that the album is all of 
one piece. 

 The Beatles use of experimental studio effects and classical orchestration reached a climax 
with Sgt. Pepper.  

 The album made certain the idea that rock music had, by 1967, become art music in the 
hands of the Beatles.  

 
 
 
32. What was the date and location of the Beatles’ final performance? (Note: this is different than 

question #8)  
 January 30, 1969 on the rooftop of their headquarters in London 
 This performance was featured in the film Let It Be and on the album of the same name 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33. Why did the Beatles break up?  
 They were no longer able to see eye-to-eye on business or personal matters 
 John and Paul, the primary songwriters, were moving in very different directions 
 Their personal lives become more important than their “Beatle lives” 
 Due to all of the above, the studio environment was becoming, at times, hostile 
 Following Epstein’s death, there was a prolonged battle over who would take over as 

business manager. In the end, this fight broke the band up.  
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Interactive Exercises  
 
20 Beatles Songs 
 
Note: The following list is (roughly) in chronological order. If done properly (and in order) this 
exercise will lead the listener on a journey through the different styles incorporated during the 
Beatles career. 
 
34. Listen to each of the following songs. In the space provided, describe what you hear. You 

should address the following in your answer:  
1) The music -Is this simply a rock and roll track or does it incorporate other elements?  
2) The lyrics - What is the subject matter? Are the lyrics straightforward or difficult to 

understand? 
3) The overall sound of the recording -Are the Beatles incorporating studio effects? If so, 

what do these effects sounds like? How do the effects create an overall “vibe?” 
 
 
“She Loves You” 
 Straight rock and roll 
 Essentially a “boy meets girl” song, but incorporating a 3rd party, which at the time was 

new for the Beatles 
 The recording is quite exciting – blasts out of the speakers 

 
 
“I Want To Hold Your Hand” 
 Straight rock and roll 
 “Boy meets girl” lyrics – reached out directly to their female fans 
 Exciting recording, became their first #1 in the US 

 
 
 
“I’ve Just Seen A Face” 
 Folk sound 
 More complex lyrics, yet still “boy meets girl” 
 The Beatles were going for sound that was more influenced by American Folk music 

 
 
 
“Help!” 
 Rock and roll 
 Autobiographical lyrics (John is the primary composer) can be seen as an authentic cry for 

help 
 Call and response 
 Sounds like rock and roll 
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“Yesterday” 
 Only one Beatle performs on this track – Paul, the composer, plays acoustic guitar 
 A string quartet arranged by George Martin completes the arrangement 
 Lyrics are more melancholy  
 Noteworthy because it prompted the Beatles (in the long run) into more solo composing 

and recording 
 
 
"Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown)" 
 Folk sound 
 Use of sitar (Indian instrument) is a first for rock and roll 
 Interesting, convoluted lyrics – Inspired by Dylan 
 Sitar gives the overall recording a unique sound 

 
 
 
"Tomorrow Never Knows" 
 Very simple, drone-like chord progress reminds of Indian music 
 Lyrics are psychedelic and reflect an LSD experience 
 Use of backwards tape and other experimental tape loops give the recording a psychedelic 

sound 
 
 
“Eleanor Rigby” 
 Instrumentation includes a string octet, again giving the song a classical sound 
 Melancholy lyrics broach the topic of death 
 Overall, a rather moody experience 

 
 
 

“Strawberry Fields Forever”  
 Use of different keyboards (mellotron) create a unique sound 
 Interesting chord progressions unusual for rock music 
 Lyrics are autobiographical (John) and poetic 
 The overall sound of the recording is psychedelic and original 

 
 
“Penny Lane” 
 Use of extensive classical instruments including a piccolo trumpet solo 
 Autobiographical lyrics (Paul) create complex and obtuse imagery 
 Even though this tune isn’t as experimental in sound as “Strawberry Fields,” it is clear that 

both primary songwriters are expanding the boundaries of rock music. 
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“Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds”  
 Psychedelic sounds through extended studio techniques 
 Convoluted psychedelic lyrics 

 
 
 
 
 
“A Day In The Life” 
 Multi-part composition reflects a merger of tunes by John and Paul 
 Real-life lyrics pulled from articles in a newspaper 
 Use of an orchestra to create the “orchestral orgasm” in the middle and at the end 
 Considered a masterpiece of songwriting and production 

 
 
 
“All You Need Is Love”  
 Represents a (mostly) live performance over the air 
 Lyrics are more simplistic and represent sentiments of the “summer of love” 
 Heavily orchestrated 

 
 
 
“I Am The Walrus” 
 Unique and experimental chord progression 
 Strange, convoluted, often nonsensical lyrics 
 Song creates several different moves throughout 

 
 
 

“Revolution 1” 
 Represents John’s uneasy relationship with the counterculture during 1968 – unsure of 

whether to say “count me in” or “count me out” he says both 
 Lyrics are speaking about current events, but are marked by a refusal to take a specific 

stand. This angered many who were looking to the Beatles for guidance during the 
tumultuous events of 1968 

 
“Happiness Is A Warm Gun” 
 Multi-part structure moves though vastly differing moods 
 Represents John’s infatuation with Yoko Ono 
 This is art music 
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“While My Guitar Gently Weeps”  
 Written by George 
 Features Eric Clapton on lead guitar 
 Noteworthy for seriousness of mood 

 
 
 
“Hey Jude” 
 Written by Paul for John’s son Julian after his parents' divorce 
 One of the longest singles ever to be #1 (over 7 minutes long) 
 Represents a return to Paul’s simpler song writing style (at times) 
 Prominent piano playing by Paul 

 
 
“You Never Give Me Your Money” 
 Multi-part suite may have been influenced by “Happiness is a Warm Gun” 
 Lyrics reflect the difficulties the Beatles were having in their business dealings (with each 

other) by this point in their career 
 
 
 
“The Long And Winding Road”  
 Written by Paul but finished by John and producer Phil Spector without the composer’s 

knowledge, this song represents the final nail-in-the-coffin of the Beatles career. After Paul 
found out that his composition had been tampered with, he promptly announced that he 
was leaving the group (April 1970).  

 Phil Spector added the strings and choir. If possible, listen to the Let It Be and the Let It 
Be….Naked versions for comparison 

 Vague, melancholy lyrics  
 Represents Paul’s piano driven style during this period in the Beatles’ career 
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after the 1960’s the 70’s 

During the 70’s, Rock music shattered into many subgenres. As record stores and labels became 

more aggressive in categorizing musicians into separate markets, bands sought independence from 

the collective movement. The 60’s had promised many changes, and the 70’s reacted to its 

shortcomings. Flower Power and the Civil Rights movement hadn’t delivered the revolution they 

promised. As the country came home from Vietnam with high unemployment and a Nixon 

presidency, young people turned to a new leader, the anti-hero. 

 
heavy metal 
Drawing from the darker edges of bands like the Rolling Stones and Jimi Hendrix, a new group of 

misfits emerged. Heavy Metal bands each sought territory that would be more rebellious than the 

last. They were opposed to the intellectualization of rock and anti-establishment. From the 

mystical fascinations of Led Zeppelin, British-blues roots, and the stage theatrics of Alice Cooper, 

Heavy Metal broke off from the mainstream. The music of Black Sabbath, Ozzy Osborne, Kiss, 

and Van Halen, through Metallica in the 80’s began as anti-hippie and anti-hero. As each group 

had to become more extreme, the subject evolved through occult, violence, anarchy, and suicide. 

Heavy Metal evolved away from intellectualism, instead focusing on extreme timbres, screaming, 

and repetitive riffs. 

 

What unique or extreme aspect did the bands below contribute to Heavy Metal? 

 

Led Zeppelin:  Aggressive guitar and drum sound, Robert Plant was the definitive 

singer of early Metal 

Deep Purple:   Aggressive early metal, “Smoke on the Water” 

Black Sabbath and Ozzy: Heavy riffs and the entrance of the grotesque 

Alice Cooper:   Metal Theatrics and the grotesque 

Kiss:    Theatrics and makeup 

Van Halen:   Virtuosity 

Metallica:    Virtuosity and aggressive vocal technique 
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jazz-rock  
In the late 60's and early 70's, jazz and rock musicians united in a series of bands that brought 

aspects of both styles of music together. Bands like Blood, Sweat and Tears, Chicago, and Steely 

Dan were creative, popular, and musically innovative. Chicago set a record for most consecutive 

years with a hit, landing songs at the top of the pop charts into the 80's. 
 

35. What elements, instruments, characteristics, or forms were used from Jazz and Rock for 
“Spinning Wheel” by Blood, Sweat, and Tears? 
Rock      Jazz 
Groove, electric instruments, vocals  Horn section, complex arrangements 

 
YouTube: Listen to “Sympathy for the Devil” by the Rolling Stones. 
YouTube: Listen to “Symphony for the Devil” by Blood, Sweat, and Tears.  
36. What is the form of each song? 
Rolling Stones “Sympathy”  Intro, Verse, Verse, Chorus, V,V,C,V,V,C 
 
BS & T “Symphony for the Devil” Intro, Intro repeated, Verse, Verse, Chorus, Verse, Verse, 

Chorus, Interlude, Chorus, Chorus, Chorus, Instrumental interlude, Instrumental Solo-alto sax 
solo, ensemble soli, (7:26) spoken word monologue, Chorus, piano solo and chorale finale-
fade 

 

37. What do the two songs have in common? How did Blood, Sweat, and Tears build a mountain 
out of a molehill? 
Dark character 
B,S and T created several new sections between the original verse and chorus structure 
 

38. YouTube: "I've Been Searching So Long" by the band Chicago and list the form using the verse 
chorus format. 
Instrumental introduction, Verse, Verse 2, Chorus (I've been searching), Verse 2 (Now I see 
myself), Verse 3, Chorus 2, Instrumental Interlude (C section), Inst. Interlude repeated, D 
"searching", D repeated  

YouTube: “25 or 6 to 4” by Chicago 1979, Michigan 
Chicago was started by a group of five music students playing lounge gigs at night. While Chicago 
only wanted to be known as a rock band, its members had studied composition, jazz, and 
orchestral music.  
 
39. Which instruments play an idea similar to a basso continuo? bass and guitar 

 
40. Connect the following musical elements of "25 or 6 to 4" to these periods or styles: 
Bassline and Baroque: cyclic bass, counterpoint in horns, hellish darkness 
Melody and Classical: simple and catchy melody, contrasting sections, balanced melody shaping 

Subject and Expressionism: mysterious journey, inner turmoil 
Rhythm, Approach and Africa Music: call and response, complex rhythms, performing in the 

moment  
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nirvana Grunge goes mainstream 

 

“The duty of youth is to challenge corruption.” –Kurt Cobain 

 

The band Nirvana grew out of the Punk Rock ethos into an emerging style called Alternative or 

Grunge in 1991. Punk Rock music had espoused values of anarchy, anti-commercialism, and 

social commentary beginning with bands like the Sex Pistols in the late 1970s. Certain Punk Rock 

bands did enjoy some commercial success in the 70s, but Nirvana truly brought punk rock to the 

mainstream with their album Nevermind, released in 1991. Kurt Cobain struggled with commercial 

success, drugs, and a misunderstanding audience that didn’t care about punk rock philosophy. 

Cobain committed suicide four years later with a shotgun. 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 
YouTube: Listen to “Smells Like Teen Spirit”, read the lyrics, and answer the following questions 
 
This song is written in a standard two-part Pop music form: Verse and Chorus. One interesting 
aspect about this song is that it also has a transition section (pre-chorus), “Hello,” that crescendos 
from the verse into the chorus. 
 
41. What instrument is playing an ostinato throughout the entire song? 

Bass 

 

 

42. Which elements of music are exaggerated to create contrast between the verse and the 

chorus? 

Dynamics and texture colors 

 

 

43. Explain how Kurt Cobain uses guitar “riffs” to define the Verse, Interlude, and Chorus 

sections. 

Each section has its own unique guitar idea with a unique tone quality 

Several of the riffs show a direct connection to Chuck Berry’s guitar style (opening riff, “hey” 

riff) 

 

44. Which vocal melody is quoted in the guitar solo? (Circle) Verse, Transition, Chorus 

Verse 
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45. Why is “Smells Like Teen Spirit” called an anthem for Generation X? 

Apathy towards a society that doesn't offer opportunity to "live better off than your 

parents."  

Even though the song had an Anti-jock message, it became an anthem of mainstream 

teenagers who the song criticized. 

 

46. How is Kurt Cobain’s belief in punk rock anarchy different from the Sex Pistol’s “God Save the 

Queen” (1976)? 

 
Kurt Cobain's anarchy seems more apathetic than militant. 
 
 

When asked about “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” Kurt Cobain said, “I was basically trying to rip off the 

Pixies. I have to admit it. When I heard the Pixies for the first time, I connected with that band so 

heavily that I should have been in that band— or at least a Pixies cover band.” 

 

47. What does “Smells Like Teen Spirit” (1991) have in common with The Pixies song “Gigantic” 

(1988)? 

Bass melody drives song, soft verse, louder pre-chorus, loud chorus with distorted guitar. 
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radiohead the karma of computer generation x 

 
“The album OK Computer (by Radiohead in 1997) pictured the onslaught of the information age 

and a young person’s panicky embrace of it. The lyrics seemed a mixture of overheard 

conversations, techno-speak, and fragments of a harsh diary. The songs offered images of riot 

police at political rallies, anguished lives in tidy suburbs, yuppies freaking out, and sympathetic 
aliens gliding overhead.”         –Alex Ross, Listen To This 

 

“Really, we don’t want people twiddling their goatees over our stuff. What we do is pure 

escapism.”              –Phil Selway, drummer for Radiohead 

 

 
Interactive Exercises 
 

Radiohead has described “Paranoid Android” in interviews as 3 short songs that were stuck 

together. In rehearsal, the songs were one-dimensional by themselves but contrasted nicely in 

relation to each other. Radiohead’s lyrics often create clouded moods more than narratives.  
 

YouTube: Listen to “Paranoid Android” by Radiohead, and Google the lyrics  

48. This song has four sections that defy categorization as typical verses, choruses or bridges. 
Using A,B,C, etc., write the letters of each section of the form below. 
 

Sections:  ____ ____ ____ ____ 
Texture: 
 melodic, catchy, driven, surreal, B angrier 

 simple rhythmic sedated 

 

49. In the space above write descriptions of the texture for each section. 
 

50. In “Paranoid Android,” the lyric says “Ambition makes you look pretty ugly. Kicking, squealing, 
Gucci little piggy.” Why has “Paranoid Android” often been interpreted as a ‘90s liberal 
reaction to the ‘80s Reagan Era? 
Yorke wrote the songs after a night in L.A., disgusted at the people he encountered. 
Yorke: "It's about being exposed to God, I dunno. It was that one night, really. We'd been 
rehearsing the song for months, but the lyrics came to me at five o'clock that morning. I was 
trying to sleep when I literally heard these voices that wouldn't leave me alone. They were the 
voices of the people I'd heard in the bar. It turned out to be a notorious, coke-fiend place, but I 
didn't know that. Basically it's just about chaos, chaos." 
 

51. Radiohead has always had an appreciation for the Beatles’ experimental 1968 release The 
Beatles, a.k.a. “The White Album.” Compare “Paranoid Android” to the Beatles’ song 
“Happiness Is A Warm Gun” from The Beatles. What do they have in common? 

 
Both songs have 4 sections told from different perspectives, both songs deal with 

selfishness, failure and religion. 
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YouTube: Listen to Radiohead’s “Exit Music (for a film)” and Google the lyrics. 
 

This song was composed for the finale of Romeo and Juliet (1996). Exit Music was inspired by the 
moment in the story when the two lovers wake up and consider running away from their two 
warring families.  
 
52. How can the lyrics of the song be considered ironic in the context of the story?  





The irony is captured because Yorke suggest escape when it never actually occurs 


Tom Yorke: "When we saw the scene in which Claire Danes holds the Colt 45 against her 
head, we started working on the song immediately. I had something with 'Romeo & Juliet' a 
long time already. I had a crush on Olivia Hussey, who played Juliet in the '60s, for a long time. 
I first saw the movie when I was 13. I just couldn't believe why Romeo and Juliet, after they 
had made love, didn't run away together. Romeo should have packed his bags, jumped out of 
the window and eloped with her!" 
 

53. How does the music heighten the emotions of the lyrics as the song progresses? 
Adding instruments creates a gradual crescendo in volume and texture density 
 
 

54. How does “Exit Music” evoke a typical “Alternative Rock,” or ‘90s melancholy perspective? 
The music has a feeling of hopeless destiny, like many grunge songs in the 90's 

 
 
 
YouTube: Listen to “Karma Police” from the OK Computer album 

 
55. What is Karma? 
What goes around comes around 

 
56. Who are the Karma Police? (Hint: be sure to watch the video and read the lyrics) 
The people in charge of tracking you down for your sins 

 

 

57. Choose another song from OK Computer. How does this song capture the ethos of the ‘90s as 
Generation X faced a computer revolution in its adolescence? 

Opinion 
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Rock and Roll Notes   
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18  the icons the happy meal 

“Pop is actually my least favorite type of music. It lacks real depth.” – Christina Aguilera 

Today, international pop artists are created by industry executives, Internet buzz, talent shows, 

gang culture, and manufactured cable gossip. Commercial music blankets all aspects of life from 

the alarm clock radio in the morning to late night TV at the end of the day. Meanwhile, concert 

attendance is shrinking. Instruments and singing can be simulated in live concerts in lieu of live 

performance. 

 

Pop music glorifies simple emotions: dancing, teenage angst, inner city frustration, and escapism. 

Artists are expected to appeal to all listeners in a chosen demographic. Social commentary is 

discouraged. All creativity must be three minutes long to fit the radio format. 

 

Pop Ethos 

 

 Simple Emotions - love, hate, or sadness 

 Teenage Angst - appeals to young listeners lost in the transition from child to adult 

 Urban frustration - describes the difficulties of city life without solutions 

 Dancing - fast or slow depending on the specific demographics and cultures  

 Memorable Slogans - 3-4 word phrase or “hook” repeated numerous times for 

memorization 

 Escapism - music offers a flight from reality 

 

Pop Music Form: Verse and Chorus  

 

As mentioned in chapter 1, Pop music is most often written in a two-part form using Verse and 

Chorus. The verse of the music generally tells the narrative or story of the performer. Usually the 

verse section is repeated after each chorus with a changing text: Verse 1, Verse 2, and Verse 3. 
 

The “Chorus” usually conveys the outcome of the story with a recurring memorable melody. 

 

1. YouTube: Listen to Billy Jean by Michael Jackson and write down the instrumentation. How 

many different instruments can you hear?  
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2. What Pop music style did producer Quincy Jones add to Michael Jackson’s music that was 

missing before the Thriller album? (Hint: Compare guitar style of “Rock With You” from 1979 

to “Beat It” from 1982.) 

Quincy Jones and Michael Jackson blended R&B with Rock music. 

 

 

3. Usually pop stars have one or two dominant characteristics associated with their popularity. 
Below is a list of Pop icons. Next to each person write down the primary characteristic that 
you think made them popular. 

 

Prince 

Clay Aiken 

Ozzy Osborne 

Bjork 

Jay Z 

The Rolling Stones 

Michael Jackson 

The Beastie Boys 

Kanye West 

Lady Gaga 

Kenny G 

B.B. King 

Beyonce 

Mary J. Blige 

Bob Dylan 

Britney Spears 

Lionel Richie 

DJ Paul Oakenfold 

Adele 

Chris Botti 

Frank Sinatra 

James Brown 

Santana 

Miles Davis 

Sting 

 

 

 

4. Circle the performers above that you like. Are there any connections? 
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sampling I’d gladly pay you Tuesday 
the grey area 

 

In 2004 DJ Danger Mouse released The Grey Album which mashed Jay Z’s Black Album with 

illegal samples from The Beatles (a.k.a. “White Album”). Record label EMI sent Danger Mouse 

a cease and desist letter regarding the unauthorized use of samples from the The Beatles. Danger 

Mouse and his fans defended his work as an art project, and responded with a day of protest 

called “Grey Tuesday.” On Grey Tuesday, February 24
th

 2004, radio stations broadcast The Grey 

Album, and over 100,000 copies of the full album were downloaded from hundreds of websites. 

EMI issued more cease and desist letters but pursued no legal action. 

 
 

"I think it was a really strong album. I champion any form of creativity, and that was a genius 

idea - to do it. And it sparked so many others like it...I was honored to be on - you know, quote-

unquote, the same song with the Beatles."       –Jay Z, 2010 interview with NPR 

 
 

5. How have these parties been affected by the Grey Album? 
EMI 
EMI’s music was stolen and they have approximately 5 million hits on YouTube related to 

these songs. The controversy got publicity that can’t be bought. 
 
DJ Danger Mouse  
Danger Mouse has recorded with many major artists, and become a symbol of musical 

borrowing 
 
Jay Z  
His older albums are popular again 

 
The Beatles  
 Nothing directly has happened to the Beatles. Their publishing rights had already been 

sold to Michael Jackson (Today they’ve regained the rights to some of their songs). It’s 
possible that this even increased interest in their music within a certain demographic. 

 
6. Are copyright laws important? Should an artist have the right to sample another’s music? 
Opinion. Interesting class discussion 

 
 
7. What does sampling have in common with graffiti? 
An artistic violation of other people’s property. 
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the amen break the butterfly effect 
 
YouTube: The world’s music important 6-sec drum loop 
8. What is the "Amen Break?" Explain the history of the Amen Break. 
 
A 6 second clip by the Winston's in their song Amen Brother on the B side from 1969. 
This sample became the foundation for the entire genre of electronic music. The sample 

has been borrowed so many times that it seems to exist everywhere from dubstep music to 
car commercials and movies. The Winston's have never received royalties for the sample 
nor sued thousands of borrowers/samplers. 

 
 
9. Sampling music is often considered a lower form of creativity. Do you think different 

activities require more creativity than others? Give each of the following activities a score 
from 1-10 (highest) for artistic potential, range of individual expression, and personal 
creativity. 
Rap-freestyle improvisation   Dancing 

Rap-rehearsed and written   Cooking 

Jazz Improvisation    Playing Basketball 

Playing Baseball     Playing Mozart 

Writing music for film    Sampling music 

Painting on canvas    Graffiti 

 

 

10. Greg Gillis, a biomedical student in Cleveland, began making mashups of popular songs 

under the name Girl Talk. To date, no major record labels have sued Girl Talk. Why is this 

the case? 

Girl Talk sampled 300 songs in one album. By sampling 300 songs, Girl Talk made it 

unprofitable for record labels to take him to court compared to the court costs. 

 

 

 

11. YouTube: Girl Talk Once Again. After listening to this track, could Girl Talk’s success be 

related to pattern learning? How?  

Our brains like hearing new solutions to old puzzles. As long as have a familiar pattern, 

new information can be connected to a familiar experience, sending dopamine to our 

brain. 
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OK GO and Harry Partch at the Super Bowl      driving rhythm 

In 2005, an unknown band from Chicago lit the fuse for the era of viral music videos.  While TV networks 

were pushing reality TV shows like Survivor for their high profitability margins, an emerging garage 

project allowed anyone to post their own home videos on the internet. With the birth of YouTube, OK 

Go was the right band in the right place.   Trish Sie choreographed and filmed the video for  "A Million 

Ways" for her brother's band OK Go with a borrowed camcorder in their backyard.  "A Million Ways" 

shocked the music industry when it got over a million hits, but their follow up video became the Mona 

Lisa of viral internet culture.  Today, "Here It Goes Again" is still the most popular music video in 

YouTube history. 

YouTube: A Million Ways by OK Go 

With their uncut and surprisingly agile treadmill choreography, their blue collar video capitalized on 

Hollywood's greatest weaknesses, unrefined theater. "Here It Goes Again" spearheaded a generational 

shift away from Hollywood and television, as audiences became more impressed with raw and 

unprocessed reality that was happening on the internet. After dinner, millions of families and friends 

found themselves turning on their computer after dinner, instead of the TV. With determination, labor, 

creativity, and a gimmicky sense of humor, OK Go proved that the world can still appreciate raw works 

of art without the Hollywood sparkle. 

YouTube: "Here It Goes Again by OK Go 

In a car commercial for the 2012 Super Bowl, OK Go, attempted to outdo their own historic videos,  

trading in their treadmills for a Chevy.  Equipped as a percussionist racecar, their car played music 

instruments like mailbox baseball while the band drove the stunt course singing four-part acapella.  

Unlike their previous music videos, "Needing/Getting" attempted to incorporate live instruments.  In 

usual OK Go style they went beyond the typical, creating a 2 mile racetrack with over 1400 live 

instruments. 

YouTube: "Needing/Getting" by OK Go 

1. Match the following traditional sound used in a rock band with the instrument in 

"Needing/Getting" by OK Go. Listen to both the 2012 and the original Needing/Getting from 

2010. 

 

Celeste  L    A. Colored PVC Pipes 

Crash Cymbal D    B. Hazard Lights 

Snare  J    C. Garbage Cans 

Bass Drum C    D. Metal Bowl 

Bass  A    E. Glass Jars 

High falsetto voice DJ Sample M  F. Blue Barrels 

1st Guitar G    G. Ukulele 

2nd Guitar  F    H. Pianos 
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3rd Guitar  I    I. Electric Guitars 

Piano  H    J. Metal bowl with megaphone 

Toy Piano K    K. Nails hitting metal plate  

Metronome B    L. Wind Chimes 

Glockenspiel E    M. Metal wire on wood plank 

 

1. What factors in this  performance would determine the tempo?     

 MPH, shortest distance on track , taking corners 
 

2. What factor would create the rhythmic pattern or drum beat? Distance between objects 
 

3. If Damian Kulash slowed the car down, which of these factors would change? 

 

Pitch   Dynamics     Tempo     Rhythmic Pattern      Timbre 
 

4. How did the guitars and piano play the correct note for this performance? (research) 

All of the piano strings in each piano were tuned down to one specific note, eliminating chance.  

The guitars were tuned to specific chords and held with a clamp. 
 

5. What does "Needing/Getting" have in common with the following compositions from music 

history that have described humans living with machines and vehicles? Choose from the 

following principles used by OK Go, and match them with a historic counterpart:  

A. Art describing noise B.  Noise as art  C. Using chance  D.  Non-traditional instruments    

E. Music in a mechanized world (some letters may be used more than once) 

 

The Art of Noise and Serenata (1913) by Luigi Russolo     __ABCDE_______ 

Suicide by Airplane (1918) by Leo Ornstein       __AE__________ 

Ionisation (1929) by Edgard Varese        __ABCDE_______ 

Barstow (1943) by Harry Partch         __BD__________ 

Helicopter String Quartet (1992) by Karlheinz Stockhausen __BDE_________ 

7. Throughout music history, composers have often created music, an abstract sound, that 

describes a physical journey. What does music have in common with traveling? 

Music and travel use time to create distance from everyday reality. 

8.  If D=RT(distance=rate X time) in physics and a vehicle,  how could these variables be 

described in the language of music? 

Science     Music? 

Rate (how fast, mph)   Tempo 

Time (how long, miles/km)  Duration of piece 

Distance (how far)   Distance from reality  
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underground 
Some types of less popular music still exist in an underground river of creativity that feeds Pop 

music. Jazz, Blues, Funk, Punk, some Rock, Gospel, Bluegrass, and Zydeco still retain a 

community of trained musicians. These underground styles provide the majority of professional 

backup musicians, music critics, recording engineers, and producers throughout the industry. 

Below is a list of heroes of the music underground. These people are commonly cited as 

inspirations for professional musicians. 
 

12. Why do you think the artists below are so revered by musicians?  

Wayne Shorter  Opinion: compositions, spontaneous improvisation style 

Squarepusher (DJ)  Technical wizardry with computer music 

Tool    Complex intellectual metal music that still has an edge 

Arvo Part   Refreshing and creative approach to tonality 

Allan Holdsworth  Virtuosity and composition in jazz fusion 

DJ Krush   Refreshing approach to hip hop beat production 

Fela Kuti Unique voice from another culture with a strong message and complex grooves 

Bela Fleck Compositions that merge jazz, country, rock, funk music, improvisation virtuosity  

Brad Mehldau Jazz connected to the modern world, modern piano with soft texture and space 

Eva Cassidy Vocal tone color, fluid creativity, she sings like listeners wish they could sing like 

Bobby McFerrin  Vocal virtuosity like an instrumentalist, vocal tone color 

Bjork Modern woman, uses many styles, wide spectrum of vocal techniques, new textures 

Freddie Hubbard  Technical virtuosity and originality 

Yo Yo Ma  Finesse makes music seem effortless, big picture interpretations of music 

Tower of Power Craftsmanship, unity, arrangements, intellectual virtuosity with true emotion 

Sonic Youth  Experimental textures, punk ethos with a mainstream sound, melancholy 

Sonny Rollins  Rhythm, bombastic personality, virtuosity, melodic lines, inventiveness 

Ravi Shankar  Virtuosity, spiritual transcendence, commitment to art, , seeing the universal 

truth of music expressed in an exotic language 
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shadowy figures     warm up the stage  
 

Traditionally, musical composition is considered an individualized art form, but composers are 

dependent on society, musicians, and other writers for inspiration and problem solving. Every 

famed innovator has been surrounded by less celebrated innovators. The impossibility of 

explaining collective innovation leads to the idolization of a few people. Fame is chosen through 

an erratic lottery-style anointment that erases the collective nature of society's innovation and 

musical evolution. Creativity exists in society through individuals living in a collective. Periods 

of music like the Baroque, Romantic, and Jazz grow out of individual idiosyncrasies, peak as a 

dogmatic rule system, and gradually diminish beneath a new emerging taste in culture or fashion. 

Individuals have even reached the zenith of one style while simultaneously planting the seeds of 

a different movement. For example, Mozart wrote Don Giovanni, a “romantic” period opera 

while he was also writing Eine kleine Nacht Musik, the most famous piece of “classical” music 

ever written. 

 

Thousands of musicians contribute to the miles of music history in every generation, and yet 

history creates convenient icons of genius at certain mile markers. Every musician, scientist, 

artist, and explorer has walked to the edge of a map that was handed down by previous travelers. 

 
Research Questions 
 
Below is a list of people who made history but remain relatively unknown for their 
accomplishments. After listening to their music on YouTube and researching their life, explain 
why each of these people has been left out of the usual story of music history. Why does their 
music deserve more recognition? 
 
Giovanni Sammartini (teacher of Mozart) 
13. Compare Sammartini Sinfonia in D Major (2) to the beginning of Mozart’s Requiem 
Both pieces have a slow crawling tempo with simple counterpoint that gradually evolves. 
 
 
 

14. Listen to Sammartini’s Sinfonia in F (1) What elements sound similar to Mozart in general? 
Rhythmic pulse, delayed resolutions in the melody writing, balanced, gradually changing 

dynamics, confident but lighthearted melody, using phrase repetition to build tension 
 
 
George Martin (producer for the Beatles)  
15. Listen to “Eleanor Rigby” Considering that Beatles producer George Martin created all of 

the string parts, how much credit does he deserve as an innovator for the Beatles? 
Opinion 
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16. While recording “Eleanor Rigby,” George Martin and the Beatles were listening to Antonio 
Vivaldi. At the same time, Paul McCartney was fascinated with the score for a new movie 
called Fahrenheit 451. Compare “Eleanor Rigby” to Vivaldi’s “Winter” from The Four 
Seasons, and the end of the trailer for Fahrenheit 451 (1966). What do they have in 
common? 
Driving rhythmic strings 

 
 
 
 
17. What happens when you search for George Martin on iTunes? 
Nothing significant shows up 

 
 
 
Django Reinhardt (gypsy Jazz musician from Paris)  
18. Listen to “Nagasaki” from 1936. This song was recorded ten years before Charlie Parker and 

Dizzy Gillespie popularized Bebop. What does it have in common with Parker’s innovations? 
Django’s gypsy style infused with a love of Louis Armstrong sounds a lot like Bebop. 

Django’s albums would later be studied and transcribed by the next innovator Charlie 
Christian. 

 
 
Charlie Christian (jazz guitarist and Django transcriber) 
19. Listen to “Swing to Bop” and “Rose Room” from 1939, six years before Bebop becomes 

popular. Is this Swing or Bebop? Explain. 
Charlie Christian’s language is definitely more Bebop than Swing, but the tempos are a 

little slower than Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie. 
 
 
 
John Cage (American composer, student of Schoenberg) 
20. Listen to “Imaginary Landscape no.1” from 1939. How does this piece reject and embrace 

Schoenberg’s atonalism and Expressionism? 
Reject Schoenberg: creates random and uncontrolled music instead of serial or methodical 

approach to leaving tonality 
Embraces Schoenberg: Cage’s music is atonal and experimentally looking for a new system 

 
 
21. Listen to “4’ 33” by John Cage. What do you think this song is about? 
Opinion 
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Alan Parsons (Rock producer and musician) 
22. Listen to “Time” by Alan Parsons Project. Find a song on Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon 

album and explain the connection. 
Parsons worked with the Beatles as an assistant engineer during the Abbey Road 

recording sessions. Parsons engineered Dark Side of the Moon for Pink Floyd and was 
given credit for many of the ideas on the album. Parsons plays keyboard, guitar, bass, 
flute, and sings. 
Dark Side and “Time” share these characteristics: slowly changing chord progressions, use 

of space, arpeggios in guitar and keyboard, subtle or distant sound effects, sustained 
guitar melodies, gradual crescendos that deemphasize differences between the verse and 
chorus. 

 
Giulio Caccini (Renaissance composer for the Medici family) 
YouTube: Listen to “Amor, io parto.” 
 
Caccini is credited as a pioneer in creating Italian monody - an emotionally affected vocal solo. 
Monody was a break from the tradition of writing two interwoven lines. As a model of 
humanism, singers and writers like Caccini began to create emotional music describing the 
inner feelings of an individual. The popularity of Caccini’s emotional solos led to the 
development of the aria and opera. Caccini taught singers for Monteverdi, and composed 
operas at the Medici’s request years before Monteverdi became famous as the mastermind of 
opera. 
 
“Amor, io parto” (translation) 
Love, I depart, and I feel while I part, 
while I suffer and while I die, 
that I part from her who is my life, 
although she rejoices when my heart languishes. 
O incredible, endless harshness of the soul 
her heart can die without feeling pain! 
Love pierces well my bitter pain and my sharp grief, 
but even more painful is the grief that she does not feel. 
 
23. How does the text of “Amor, io parto” foreshadow the future of music? 
Melodies begin to describe the emotions of the text. 

 
 
 
24. Why is Monteverdi historically credited as the first opera composer? 
Monteverdi brought many innovations together into a strong format with a refined 

presentation. 
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Luigi Russolo (Italian futurist composer) 
25. YouTube: Listen to “Veglio Di Una Città” from 1913. Who else heard Russolo’s music at the 

Paris Exposition? 
Stravinsky and Ravel were there. Stravinsky later tried to use Russolo’s machines in his 

piece "Les Noces." Ravel copied the sounds for his opera "L'Enfant et les sortileges." 
 
26. List all the machines, or places you have heard these sounds before.  
Modern airplanes, race cars, machines, radio, modern music effects. 
 

27. What machines haven’t been invented yet in 1913 when Russolo created this music? 
The machines above hadn’t been invented in their modern form, and Russolo’s sounds 

seem to foreshadow the tone colors of modern machines, and the noisy texture of the 20th 
century. 

 
28. How are these two songs different or similar? 
 

Corale (Russolo-1913)   “FTP Bundle/Conduit 23” (Spooky-2009) 
 

 
texture: mechanical instruments only  traditional instruments, and electronics 
 
tone color: rough, natural, thick, analog  smoother, synthetic, borrowed 
 
dynamics: gradual    sudden changes 
 
 
 
29. Compare “Everything In Its Right Place” written by Radiohead to DJ Spooky/Joshua Roman’s 

version of the same song. 
 
Spooky and Roman deconstruct the song into a basic melody and rhythm jam with cello 

and electronics featuring various changes in timbre and texture. 
 
 
 

30. If Russolo’s music exemplified the beginning of the mechanical age, what does DJ Spooky’s 
“FTP Bundle/Conduit 23” exemplify today in comparison? In your opinion, is this cover of 
Radiohead by Spooky the beginning, middle, or end of a musical period?  

 
Interesting to think about where today will be remembered in the history of music’s 

relationship with electronics. Is this the beginning of the end for non-electronic 
instruments? 
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music torture?  slim shady and barney at guantanamo 

 

How many times could you listen to a purple dinosaur sing “I Love You” without going mad? 

Should four weeks of Barney at maximum volume 24 hours a day in a prison be classified as 

mental torture? Maybe it is legal. If it is legal, why are released foreign prisoners forced to sign a 

non-disclosure agreement or face a return to prison if they speak out about their alleged music 

torture? 

 

It happened to Donald Vance, a Navy veteran, who was arrested and falsely accused by the US 

military of being an enemy combatant in Iraq. Chicago native Vance described the music torture 

bringing him to tears. 

 

YouTube: Donald Vance interview NBC 

 

Since the invention of the record player, music has been used as a mental tool against prisoners. 

The effectiveness of music as an instrument of torture is proven out through its staying power in 

military tactics for 100 years. Organizations including the SS, KGB, Vietcong, and CIA have 

studied the effects of music and created programs to re-educate, interrogate, or mentally change 

prisoners. During the Cold War, the US and Canada began experiments to develop “no-touch 

torture” at McGill and Yale University. In 1963, the CIA published the Kubark manual, a “how 

to book” later used by other governments in Northern Ireland, Brazil, Guatemala, the 

Philippines, Iran, Argentina and Chile who were trained at the US Office of Public Safety. 

 

While the Soviet Union was effectively developing “brainwashing,” the CIA research sought to 

create “sensory disorientation” through isolation, standing, heat, cold, darkness, noise and 

silence– with self-inflicted pain, both physical and psychological, so as to cause a prisoner’s very 

“identity to disintegrate”. The CIA reported that these new techniques showed no “visible 

marks,” and induced psychological disintegration within days instead of the weeks that it took 

for physical abuse to be effective. 

 

After Vietnam POW’s began returning home, the United States discontinued music torture 

techniques. Since 9/11, the military and CIA have reopened these techniques in Iraq, 

Afghanistan, and Guantanamo Bay. The US Army Field Manual bans the staging of mock 

executions, and other forms of torture, but music torture became acceptable again starting in 

Iraq. 

 

Sergeant Mark Hadsell, of Psychological Operations Company explained that prisoners couldn’t 

handle music from a different culture for extensive hours. After extended listening the brain 

begins to quit, and resistance to interrogation is weakened. 

 

Google: Mark Hadsell interview in Newsweek regarding torture 

 

Binyam Mohamed told Human Rights Watch that he was forced to listen to “The Real Slim 

Shady” for 20 days, in violation of the U.N. Convention Against Torture. 
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According to Suzanne Cusick's website, a New York University music professor, "Sound at a 

certain level creates sensory overload and breaks down subjectivity and can [bring about] a 

regression to infantile behavior… it simply prevents people from thinking." 

 

“Loud music can’t be shut out in the same way that loud speech can.” Neurologist Oliver Sacks, 

author of Musicophilia, once referred to “musical brainworms, the annoyingly repetitive musical 

phrases that may run through one’s mind for days on end.” 

 

“One thing that makes music so powerful is that it activates circuits in the brain that are not 

under conscious control,” says Richard Friedman, a professor of psychiatry at Weill Cornell 

Medical College. “It has the power to augment all human drives, including aggression.” Former 

army interrogator Tony Lagouranis also admitted to being more violent towards detainees 

because of enhanced interrogation. “I wanted to cut off his finger.” After describing a 45 minute 

session listening to Barney's "I Love You," one US military official said he never wanted to 

repeat that kind of training. 

 

Guantánamo prisoner Ruhal Ahmed described music torture "on many occasions," Ahmed said, 

"I can bear being beaten up, it's not a problem. Once you accept that you're going to go into the 

interrogation room and be beaten up, it's fine. You can prepare yourself mentally. But when 

you're being psychologically tortured, you can't." In captivity for years, Ahmed remembers when 

loud repetitive music was added to his confinement at the end of 2003, "It makes you feel like 

you are going mad. You lose the plot and it's very scary to think that you might go crazy because 

of all the music, because of the loud noise, and because after a while you don't hear the lyrics at 

all, all you hear is heavy banging." 

 

31. Do you think overuse of music should be classified as torture? 
Opinion 
 
 
 
 

32. How does this section relate to the section on science of music on page 12 of this book? 
Our brain learns music and everything else by finding patterns. If our brain learns through 

finding repetitive patterns, can it be damaged by abusive mental patterns? 
 
 
 
 

33. Should artists be allowed to ban the use of their music for torture? 
Opinion and interesting class discussion 
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today composting 

As much as artists seek creative independence, he/she is always bound by the limitations of 

his/her particular time and space. The undertow of generational currents gradually washes 

musicians together onto the same shore of memory. While some musicians seem to transcend all 

time, they are still bound to the ethos of their lifetime. Inevitably, all music created during an era 

is related to its living space. 

Styles that seemed to be opposite worlds at one time, Rap and Country, for example, are 

composted by fresh minds and melded together into a new creation, such as “Save a Horse” 

which twenty years ago would have been unacceptable. Time walks away from opposing forces 

locked in a cultural battle, like Pop and Metal, but always returns for the generational truce, 

Alien Ant Farm’s “Smooth Criminal.” 

Any two opposing styles of music can be connected by a straight line that is usually best seen 

from an overhead view a many years later. 

34. Listen to the following examples and list the styles that are melded together into new 

music. 

“Forget You” by Cee-Lo Green    Motown and Hip Hop 

 “Smooth Criminal” by Alien Ant Farm   Pop and Alternative/Metal 

“Save a Horse” by Big N’ Rich    Country and Rap 

“Revolution” by Kirk Franklin    Gospel, Hip Hop, and Funk 

“Anonymous Skulls” by Medeski, Martin and Wood Jazz, Funk, Hip Hop, and Psychedelic 
(hint: produced by John King) 
 
“Isobel” by Bjork      Pop, 20th century, Classical, and Electronic 

“An Echo, A Stain” by Bjork    Electronic, Romantic, Pop 

“Paranoid Android” recorded by Brad Mehldau  Jazz and Alternative Rock 
 
“Enter Sandman” by Metallica with the San Francisco Symphony   Metal and Classical 
 
“Smells Like Teen Spirit” by Robert Glasper   Jazz, Electronic and Grunge 
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glossary 

accelerando the speeding up of a piece of music 
allegro musical composition or musical passage to be performed quickly in a 

brisk lively manner 
alto 2nd voice or lower female  i.e. viola, oboe/English horn 
anarchy placing a premium on absolute freedom and non-interference in 

personal and social lives 
aria piece of music for one voice (or occasionally two voices) in an opera, 

oratorio, or cantata (in contrast with recitative singing) 

arpeggio musical technique where notes in a chord are played or sung in 
sequence, one after the other 

articulation the diction of the performer; the specific manner in which a musical 
note is struck, tounged, bowed or sung 

atonal type of music pioneered in the early 20th century by Arnold 
Schoenberg (and others) that lacks a clear tonal center 

baroque 1600-1750 style of music and art developed from the Catholic Church 
in effort to create elaborate, awe-inspiring sounds that injected 
drama into the battle between heaven and hell.  The music absorbed 
truth f from religion and science 

beat the regular pulse of the music 
binary form musical form that uses two sections—AB is the most common 

example 
break moment in a tune when the whole band stops while one instrument 

takes a brief solo 
bridge section in the middle of a tune (usually with lyrics) that contrasts with 

the verse (A) and chorus (B) 
cadence the end of a musical sentence;  it is often followed by a pause in the 

music 
cadenza the portion of a piece where a single soloist performs unaccompanied 

for a bit, usually toward the end 

call and response the conversational musical process in which sections alternate the 
statement of a theme; think of a preacher and congregation 

canon contrapuntal compositional technique that employs a melody with 
one or more imitations of the melody played after a given duration 

cantus firmus the original Gregorian chant on which a larger contropuntal 
composition is based 

chord three or more notes played together 
chorus a) one time through the form of a jazz tune or b) the refrain of a pop-

rock tune, c) chorus can also be used to describe a large or semi-vocal 
ensemble 

chromatic refers to musical passages derived from the chromatic scale, which 
consists of all twelve pitches in common practice music 
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clave The five-stroke clave pattern and its derivatives is the rhythmic 
foundation of many Latin musical styles.  The clave pattern originated 
in sub-Saharan African music traditions, where it serves essentially 
the same function as it does in Cuba  

coda the section at the end of a movement or tune that wraps everything 
up; it usually contains new thematic material 

concerto a composition for an orchestra and one or more solo instruments, 
typically in three movements 

conductor  person that interprets the score to his/her liking and leads the 
orchestra in live performance 

consonant when two or more notes sound pleasing or stable 
counterpoint two or more musical lines that intertwine in a polyphonic fashion 
crescendo getting louder; a dynamic increase in the volume 

development the second section in a sonata form where the musical ideas 
introduced in the exposition are changed and often expanded 

dissonant two or more notes sound unpleasing or unstable when combined 
double time the feel speeds up to twice the tempo but the form stays the same 
dynamics volume; the mixture of loud and soft in music 
ensemble a musical group 
entry return of the subject in any voice of a fugue 

episode creative development without the subject present in any voice in a 
fugue 

exposition a) the introduction of a musical subject in all voices in a fugue or b) 
the first section in a sonata form 

fill a player jumps out of his/her role for a brief moment to play a quick 
interactive solo 

form the structure or grouping of musical ideas into units 

fugue contrapuntal musical composition whose basic structure consists of a 
theme or themes stated successively in different voices 

genre category of music or musical style 
golden mean used to describe aesthetically pleasing proportioning within a piece 
harmony combination of notes occurring simultaneously 
homophonic 
texture 

using the simplistic texture of only melody and accompaniment; the 
melody is lyrical while the accompaniment is contrastingly rhythmic 

improvisation the spontaneous creation of music during a performance 
idée fixe in music and literature, a recurring theme or character trait that 

serves as the structural foundation of a work 

instrumentation the different instruments that make up an ensemble 
interlude short section which appears in the middle of the song;  it creates 

contrast and is usually instrumental 
interval the distance between two notes 

intro short section that establishes the groove or feel of the song before 
the melody starts 
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melody sequence of notes in a specific order, most often the lead voice in a 
piece 

meter regular rhythmic cycle or the number of beats in a measure 
monophonic containing a single melodic line, most often associated with 

Gregorian chant 
motif short rhythmic or melodic passage that is repeated or evoked in 

various parts of a composition 
movement smaller division within a larger work;  there are usually four in a 

symphony 
oral tradition music that is taught person-to-person by ear, sight, touch and 

memorization 
oratorio musical composition for voices and orchestra that tells a  sacred story 

without costumes, scenery, or dramatic action. 

orchestra large group of musicians who play together on various instruments, 
usually including strings, woodwinds, brass instruments, and 
percussion instruments 

ostinato repeated musical phrase that is often used to create a groove 
outro short section at the end of the song that brings the song to an end 

after the melody has ended 
passion sacred choral piece that deals specifically with the last days of Jesus 

phrase section of a melody, usually a marked by a small pause; similar to a 
sentence 

phrasing the way a musician shapes a melodic line 
pitch the highness or lowness of a note 
polyphonic containing two or more independent melodic lines 
recapitulation the third section of a movement written in sonata form; the 

recapitulation occurs after the movement's development section and 
typically reintroduces musical themes from the movement's 
exposition 

rhythm the way in which beats are organized 
rhythm section piano, bass drums and sometimes guitar 
ride pattern refers to the type of groove the drummer is playing on his ride 

cymbal 
riff repeated musical phrase, often called the "hook" 

ritardando the slowing down of a piece of music 
ritornello recurring passage in Baroque music for orchestra or chorus 
solo the portion of a tune where a single musician is featured 
sonata form Musical form codified during the 18th century; it has three main 

sections:  exposition, development, and recapitulation 

soprano 1st or top voice-female;  i.e.  Violin, flute, trumpet 
stop time the band plays unison hits while one instrument solos 

syncopation accenting an unexpected note or "offbeat" 
syncretism the merging of two cultures into a new art form 
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tempo the speed of a piece of music 
tenor 3rd or high male voice;  i.e.. cello, clarinet, trombone 
texture the way instruments or voices are combined 
timbre tone color; the unique characteristic of each instrument or voice 
tonal term used to describe music that has a clear key center; most 

common practice music is tonal 
vamp an ostinato or groove that remains the same until the musicians are 

cued to move on 
verse in popular song structure, the verse tells the story of the song and 

usually alternates with the chorus 
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index 
 

"A Day In The Life," 24 

"A House Is Not A Home," 53 
A Midsummer Night's Dream: 

Scherzo,Mendelssohn, Felix, 109 

"A Mina Menina," Os Mutantes, 138 

Abbado, Claudio, 38 

AC/DC, 54 

accelerando, 36 

Africa, 123-127 

Afro-Cuban, 143 

"Aguaes de Marco," 138 

Alberti, Luis, 138 

"All  Along the Watchtower," 27 

"All You Need Is Love," 24 

alto, 14 

Amen Break, 201 

American minimalism, 119-121 

"Arise Ye Spirits of the Storm," 92 

Armstrong, Louis, 114, 142 

"Atmospheres," Ligeti, Gyorgy, 121 

Augustus, 51 

"Autumn In New York," 34 

Ave Maria, des Prez, Josquin, 64 

"Ay Candela," Ferrer, Ibrahim,  126 

aya, 123 

Bach, Johann Christian, 83, 93, 96-98 

Bach, Johannes Sebastian, 27, 74-75, 77, 81-83 

"Back in Black," 54 

Banderas, Antonio, 68 

Baroque, 67, 74-84 

bass, 14 

Bauza, Mario, 137, 143 

Beach Boys, 24 

beat, 17 

"Becca- African Woman," 123 
Beethoven' Ludwig van, 25, 32, 85, 98, 100-
107, 
"Bella's Lullaby"  from Twilight Soundtrack, 
28 

Berger, Karol, 85 

Berio,  Luciano, 118 

Bernini, Gianlorenzo, 81 

Bernstein, Leonard, 32,33, 112, 114 

"Better Together," 53 

Beyonce, 18 

"Bim Bam Bum," Cugat, Xavier, 141 

binary form, 88 

Bizet, Georges, 68, 140 

Black Angels,54 

Blood, Sweat, and Tears, 192 

Blues, 65, 144-149 

Bohm, Karl, 37 

Bonaparte, Napoleon, 101 

"Born Under a Bad Sign," 27 

Boulez, Pierre, 38, 118 

Brahms Sinfonia, 38 

Brahms, 98, 107 

brass instruments, 14 

bridge, 21 

"Brighter Day," Franklin, Kirk, 132 

Brightman, Sarah, 68 

"Bring Me To Life," 34 

Brunelleschi, Filippo, 62 

Bydlo, 44-45 

Byzantium, 55 

cadence, 17 

Caesar, Shirley, 128 

Calvin, John 63 

Canadian Brass, 28 

Canaro,Francisco, 137 

Canon in , 76 

canon, 76 

cantus firmus, 53 

Capriccio Espagnola,Rimsky-Korsakov, 108 

Caprice No. 24  Paganini, Niccolo, 109 

Cassidy, Eva, 18, 24, 202 

Castello,  Vecchio, 36,37 

Cello Suite. 1  BWV1007, 81 

chants, 51 

Charles, Ray, 128 

Cherubic Hymn, 55 

Chirino, Willie, 138 

Chitlin Circuit, 145 

Chopin, Fryderyk, 106-107, 109 

chord, 17 

Christianity, 51 

"Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D minor," 81 

Clapton, Eric, 144 

"Clarinet Concerto in A," 93 

Classical, 85-99 

"Clocks," 22 

Cobain, Kurt, 193 

Coldplay, 22 

Colon, Willie, 138 

Coltrane, John, 119, 128 
"Compadre Pedro Juan Merengue Tipico," 

Alberti, Luis, 138 
Concerto for Keyboard and Orchestra  #1  
Bach, J.S., 96           

Concerto in D major,83 

concerto, 96-97 

conductor, 38 

consonant, 17 

Copeland, Aaron, 119 

"Coracao Materno," Velosa, Caetano, 138 

Corsi, 67 

cortigal fugal network, 13 

Counter-Reformation, 63 

Country, 167 

Couperin, Francois, 92 

"Creep," Radiohead, 121 

crescendo, 36 

"Crossroad," Johnson, Robert, 126 

Crumb, George, 54 

Cruz, Celia, 137 

Cugat, Xavier, 141 

Dafne, 67 

David, 8 

David,81 

Davis Sir, Andrew, 38 

Davis, Miles, 27 

Death Row Choir, 121 

Debussy, Claude, 28, 113 

"Defying Gravity" from Wicked, 68 

Deo Gratia, 71 

Desolation Row, 182 

Die Walkure  Wagner, Richard, 110 

Different Train,Reich, Steve, 119 

diminuendo, 36 

discant, 53 

dissonant, 17 

DJ Danger Mouse, 200 

Don Giovanni  "Commendatore Scene" 106 

Donizetti, 68 

Dowland, John, 65 

Dudamel, Gustavo, 38 

Dulce Lignum, 59 

Dylan, Bob, 180-182 

dynamics, 17 

"Echoes from Ugarit," 9 

Eighthundred Streets By Feet, 24 
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Eine Alpensinfonie Straus, Richard, 98 

"Eine Kleine Noctmusik," 93 

"El Faisan," Pacheco, Johnny, 138 

electronic instruments, 14 

elements of music, 17 

Ellington, Duke, 128 

EMI, 13 

"Empire State of Mind," 34 

Eno, Brian, 119 

entry, 76 

episode, 76 

Esbjorn Svensson Trio, 28 

ethos of art, 5 

European serialism, 118 

Evanescence 

"Every Breath You Take," 21 

exposition, 76 

expressionism, 115 

expressive intent, 17 

extended range instruments, 14 

Farewell Symphony, Haydn, 92 

"Felicia," Firpo, Roberto, 137 

feminine music, 7 

Ferrer, Ibrahim, 126 

feudalism, 52 

Firpo, Roberto, 137 
Five Movements for String Quartet, Op. 5  

Webern, Anton, 117 

flute, 48, 49 

form, 17 

forte, 44 

fortissimo, 44 

"Foxy Lady," 21 

Franklin, Aretha, 128 

Franklin, Kirk, 131,132 

"Freddie Freeloader," 27   

"Free as a Bird," 11 

fugue, 77 

galante, 91 

Garland, Judy, 18 

genre, 17 

Gershwin, George , 112, 114 

Getz, Stan, 137 

Gillespie, Dizzy, 137, 143 

Giotto, 63 

"Girl from Ipanema," Getz/Gilberto, 137 

Glass, Philip, 112, 119, 120 

Glee, 19 

"Goind Down the River," McDowell, Fred, 144 

Goldberg, Samuel and Schmuyle, 39, 40 

"Good Vibrations," 24 

Gorchakov, Sergi, 45 

gospel, 128-132 

Gotan,  Project, 137 

gothic architecture, 37 

Gottchalk, Louis, 140 

Greece, 6 

Greek Orthodox, 55 
"Gretchen Am Spinnrade," Schubert, Franz, 
108 

Guitar Hero, 54 

guitar solo, 21 

"Habanera" from Carmen,68, 140 

Haik-Vantoura, 10 

Haley, Bill, 172 

Hammond, Fred, 130 

Handel, George Friedrich, 74, 80 

Handy W.C. , 114 

harmony, 17 

Haydn,  Franz Joseph, 85-87, 98 

"He Reigns," Franklin, Kirk, 131 

"Hear My Prayer," Purcell , Henry, 120 

heavy metal, 23, 191 

Hendrix, Jimi, 16,18 

Hernandez, Raphael, 138 

"Herr, unser Herrscher," 83 

hieroglyphics, 8 

Holiday, Billie, 34 

homogeneous texture, 62 

homophonic style, 83 

Hornsby, Bruce, 34 
"How I Got Over," performed by Mahalia 
Jackson, 130 

humanism, 62,63, 74 

Hurrian Hymns, 9 

"I Want a Little Girl," Armstrong, Louis, 142 

"I Write Sins Not Tragedies," 34 

"I'll Be Missing You," 21 

illusion, 78 

"I'm Yours," 53 

imitation, 62 

Impressionism, 112 

improvisation, 17, 123 

In C,Riley, Terry, 119 

"In Darkness Let Me Dwell," 66 

Injlee, 123 

instrumentation, 17 

interlude, 21 

interval, 17 

intro, 21 

Iradier, Sebastian, 140 

Iraq, 8  

"Isaiah 43," 55 
"Isto é lá com Santo Antonio," Miranda, 

Carmen, 142 

"It Was Early One Morning," Lead Belly, 144 

"Jack the Knife," Bauza, Mario, 137 

Jackson, Mahalia, 128, 130 

Jandali, Malek, 9 

Jay-Z, 34 

jazz-rock, 192 

"John Henry," Big Bill Broonzy, 144 

Johnson, Robert, 126 

Johnson, Robert, 27 

Joplin, Scott , 134, 140 

Kamakawiwole, Izrael  (IZ), 22, 23 

Kandinsky, Wassily, 117 

Katavasis, 55 

Kinderstuck  Webern Anton, 117 
"King of Kings," Ladysmith Black Mambazo, 
125 

King, Albert, 27 

Kleiber, Carlos, 37 

Konono no. 1,  125 

"Kule Kule," Konono no1 , 125 

Kwenda, Forward, 123 

Kyrie from Missa Papae Marcelli, 52, 56 
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The one constant in this century will be change. Techno change 
started for me 20 years ago when I opened my first email. Now all 
of us are running full speed to keep up with an information revolu-
tion; constantly updating our lives to stay at the top of a back-
bending curve. As I’m writing this, I probably have 10 programs 
that need updates, none of which will benefit me.

Interactive Listening is a new book that challenges today’s con-
nected but distracted listeners. 

When I was a kid in Jacksonville in 1980, my dad would wake up 
on Saturday, make coffee, feed the cats, and occasionally walk to 
the library to get the New York Times from the week before. He’d 
come home with fresh donuts, a walked dog, and a fresh copy of 
everything that already happened in New York last week. It was 
amazing to read about all the great music happening around New 
York, even if it was in the past.

Ten years later Borders opened, a Macy’s of obscure books, mu-
sic, cappuccinos, and café tables. You could buy hard-to- find 
CD’s that would last forever for your Discman. Even though the 
disc skipped while you were walking, it was still amazing to listen 
to perfect digital John Coltrane between bleeps. Besides the New 
York Times and a strong coffee, you could buy the Chicago Trib-
une from last Sunday for 2. How amazing. I could find out what 
musicians played in Chicago, not just New York…a week ago.

statues	  on	  the	  internet

Video interactive listening.1 Big picture question: What 
does Beethoven’s 9th symphony have in common with 
Dubstep?
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Today I can read the Times any morning with one eye 
on my phone before the cat even knows I’m awake.

Again, the one constant in this century will be change. 
Teachers and students who can lead the change will 
thrive. We’re in the middle of a video game lifestyle; 
click, txt, tweet, post, poke, reload.

Our social habits have adapted and gone completely 
electronic. Our financial, shopping, and entertainment 
lifestyle are all breaking out of their computer cocoon 
while education finds itself in a civil war. The situation 
in music education is even more severe.

Like a silent army of statues, many teachers are forced 
to stand on the side of the techno highway, frozen with-
out the tools to adapt to the speed of the “internets.” 

This book hopes to be a roadmap with detailed excur-
sions and adventures into great music throughout his-
tory, while including technology and interactive learn-
ing. This book tries to ask important questions, build 
relevant connections to old music, reinforce the utility 
of art, and make learning tangible for today’s learner.

Interactive Listening is a new approach to music com-
prehension that parallels the lifestyle of listeners today. 
Interactive Listening uses new games, visualizations, 
drawing, research questions, and distant comparisons to 

“bean” the mediocrity of music appreciation. Interac-
tive Listening requires listening to music, drawing a vis-
ual melody, comparing distant relationships, and finding 
the elusive connection to today.

This book doesn’t make Beethoven a statue in the gar-
den of history. Interactive Listening makes you fight 
Beethoven in the ring. He’s still alive and swinging at 
your head with a mean left hook. Beethoven wrote mu-
sic to feel alive while he was living, not to be immortal. 
All music has been written by living people, not dead 
statues.

Most teachers don’t want to take an internet field trip be-
cause the bus isn’t ready. Teachers don’t have great 
tools yet for the classroom and there isn’t a school bus 
that works yet for the highway. But maybe most of all, 
teachers grew up walking to the library with their dad to 
read the New York Times from last week.

This book is an attempt to connect classroom education 
with digital information, or at least throw a paper air-
plane across the divide. Our lives are busy with technol-
ogy and our classroom experience should relate to this 
new reality. We’re all surfing, texting, face booking, and 
twittering as fast as we can, constantly trying to be at a 
different mile marker. Who’s aware of all the noise, chat-
ter, road blocks, advertisements, pollution, and bad driv-
ers on the Information Highway?
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SAMPLE

file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks
file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks
file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks
file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks
file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks
file://localhost/Users/petercarney/Desktop/Interactive-Listening-Global%20Edition.ibooks


Most of our learning is happening on the phone and 
computer, but our classroom experience isn’t integrated 
with this condition. The future of learning will not turn 
around someday soon and come back to desks, chairs, 
chalk, and pencils. The classroom experience needs an 
internet tug boat. This book starts moving in that direc-
tion. This book is designed to challenge your assump-
tions about music using new interactive tools.

Dr. Felix and I wrote this book from our positive and 
negative racquetball- type classroom experiences, trying 
to find the way forward to make students accountable, 
and music history interactive. This book depends on 
your ability to find your way to YouTube, Google, and 
other websites. If you don’t like learning with comput-
ers now, you’re going to hate the future.

Maybe in the future, Google and YouTube will become 
obsolete, like the Macarena or Soulja Boy. If YouTube 
goes bankrupt in 2050, when this book is in its 18th pdf 
edition, then shoot your iPad 65 with a laser gun, walk 
your robot dog to the library, and ask for the newspaper.

“Would you like a virtual or a hologram newspaper?”

You’ll probably miss your dusty old laptop.

Pete Carney
Saint Xavier University and
City Colleges of Chicago

viii
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introduc(on
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Teachers in the 21st century are constantly dealing with the issue 
of technology - not only how to incorporate it into the class-
room, but also competing with the myriad devices and media 
that are always vying for students’ attention. While teaching at 
the City Colleges of Chicago, Prof. Carney and I have been 
faced with the fundamental question of how to keep students of 
the digital age engaged in an introductory music history class. Al-
most everyone listens to music, loves music, and can benefit 
deeply from the study of music if they are given a roadmap to 
discovery. 

What we’ve found is that if the students are given this roadmap 
of how to interact with the music, they become infinitely more 
engaged and glean far more from listening and reading assign-
ments. Typical textbooks, while they serve a purpose, fall short 
of bridging this gap. Combined with reading assignments and in-
class explanation, this book serves as a new guide to music his-
tory for a rapidly changing era. 

Our classroom discoveries mentioned above have served as the 
fundamental guiding principle for this book: targeted assign-
ments for listening and reading that call the student to dig deeper 
into the music - to draw upon their own musical experience 
(trained or untrained) to unlock the secrets that the music holds. 

roadmap

SAMPLE



Inside this book we’ve presented interactive listening 
activities for music from Hildegard to Radiohead that 
reaches out draws in the 20th century student. Often 
these assignments incorporate modern technology in or-
der to assimilate the wider world of media that we have 
available at our fingertips. We hope you learn quite a 
bit, and most of all ----- enjoy!

Dr. Brian Felix
University of North Carolina at Asheville

x
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the	  conspiracy	  of	  genius

xi

! “I worked hard. Anyone who works as hard 
as I did can achieve the same results.”!!!!

Johannes(Sebastian(Bach(
!

! “Young'people'can'learn'from'my'example'that'something'can'come'
from'nothing.'What'I'have'become'is'the'result'of'my'hard'efforts.”''

Franz&Joseph&Haydn!

! “Neither(a(lofty(degree(of(intelligence(nor(
imagination(nor(both(together(go(to(the(making(of(
genius.(Love,(love,(love,(that(is(the(soul(of(genius.”(((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((Wolfgang(Amadeus(Mozart!
! ! “If$a$man$is$called$a$street$sweeper,$he$

should$sweep$streets$even$as$
Michelangelo$painted,$or$Beethoven$

composed$music,$or$Shakespeare$wrote$
poetry.$$He$should$sweep$streets$so$well$

that$all$the$hosts$of$heaven$and$Earth$will$
pause$to$say…Here$lived$a$great$street$

sweeper$who$did$his$job$well.”$
Martin'Luther'King,'Jr.!

!

! “The%barriers%are%not%erected%which%say%to%aspiring%
talents%and%industry%‘Go%thus%far,%and%no%farther.’%”%%!
Ludwig'van'Beethoven! ! “Music'is'my'religion.”'''Jimi$Hendrix!

! “My$secret?$...get$up$early$and$work$all$day.”$$$
$ $ $ $ Philip&Glass! ! “Once&I&have&a&vision&for&a&new&venture,&&&

I’m&going&to&ride&that&vision&until&the&wheels&come&off.”""""""""""""""""!
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Russell"Simmons!! “A#man#is#a#success#if#he#gets#up#

in#the#morning#and#goes#to#bed#at#
night#and#in#between#does#what#
he#wants#to#do.”!!!!Bob!Dylan!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!

SAMPLE



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Gallery 1.1 Are you listening Bookmark

Chapter 1

are	  you	  listening?	  

man in the mirror

For 35,000 years humans have created music 
in every part of the globe. What does music 
do that can’t be replaced? Do we understand 
music? Or do we justify liking the music we’re 
familiar with? SAMPLE



The Ethos of Art:
The Importance of Music

Finding Truth throughout life
Understanding the journey of others
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Are you listening?

"Music gives a soul to 
the universe, wings to 
the mind, flight to the 
imagination and life to 
everything." 	 	 	 	
-Plato

“In listening there is an act of participation going 
on there, and when you know that someone is 
moved to the same degree, it’s like having 
another member in the group.” -John Coltrane

SAMPLE
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The Ethos of Art and the The Importance of Music

•Finding Truth throughout life

•Understanding the journey of others

•Connecting with our life as emotional and intellectual people

•Escape from reality

•Physical response or release

•Connecting with the present and past

•Celebration/Ceremony

Interactive 1.1 Are you listening? Tap to 
answer a few preliminary questions 
about your relationship with music. 
When you’re finished, you can submit 
your answers to your teacher via email.

Worksheet

SAMPLE



The Ethos of Art:
The Importance of Music

Finding Truth throughout life
Understanding the journey of others

In ancient Greece, music was taught to young people in the hopes of developing better citizens, thinkers, and 
warriors. Since then, western society, like most cultures, has always believed that music educates the mind and 
describes the invisibility of our emotions. Over the last 3,000 years, music has harmonized the ascent of great 
societies, rang out from our highest mountaintops and orchestrated the crumbling sound beneath the descent of 
our collective failures. Every great moment in the history of mankind has had a soundtrack. Like déjà vu, mu-
sic has been here before.

The Greeks believed that music and athlet-
ics balanced the whole person. In order to 
be a good citizen and warrior, a person had 
to study both in balance. If a person studied 
too much music without athletics, the 
Greeks believed that it would unbalance 
their mind and body. Specific music scales 
were used to heal and create moods in peo-
ple. On the opposite end of the spectrum, if 
a Greek citizen was athletic without study-
ing music, he would become simple-
minded and unable to think creatively in 
battle.
The Greeks were so convinced that music 
could alter ones’ personality that they 
would send musicians to play “feminine 

Section 2

Why music?

15

déjà vu

SAMPLE



music” toward their enemy before battle in order 
to weaken them. 

Music appreciation is still based on principles es-
tablished in Athens 2,500 
years ago. After Greece, 
the history of music de-
scends through the cultural 
empires of Rome, Constan-
tinople, the Vatican, Flor-

ence, Vienna, Paris, New York, and Los Angeles. 
Thousands of years later, we still believe that mu-
sic educates, entertains, and exercises an exclusive 
part of our mind. Yelling, crying, laughing, talk-
ing, and poetry can describe the human condition 
to our ears, but only music sounds like we feel.

How is music history made? Billions of listeners 
over the last 2,000 years have voted for a few peo-
ple throughout history. One musician you like to-
day might be historic. A very small number of peo-

ple get their names etched in the history every 100 
years or so, usually after their death. The people 
discussed in Interactive Listening have created un-
deniably important music that has resonated 
through the generations. Over the course of time, 
listeners and historians have “re-elected” these mu-
sicians because of their indelible contributions to 
the history of music.

16

Interactive 1.2 Why Music? - Opinion Survey

“Music, being an expression of the human heart, 
describes exactly what is happening. The whole 

thing.” Saxophonist John Coltrane, 1966

SAMPLE



For the last 200 years, a controversial phenomenon has begun 
sprouting through the frozen terrain of music history. Musi-
cians with an Indiana Jones-like attitude have been rebuilding 
music from ancient worlds, claiming to decipher the DNA of 
music that was created before the advent of our written music 
system. Deciphering codes to ancient music has become an in-
teresting and controversial quest. The earliest forms of music 
notation have been found on a stone cuneiform tablet from Iraq 
dating back to about 2,000 BC. Some researchers believe that 
translation is impossible, while others have claimed to decipher 
extinct musical languages.

Music historians around the world have been searching for the 
true sound of music from early Rome, Constantinople, and Jeru-
salem. One musician has even claimed to unravel the melodies 
of David, better known for his slingshot in the biblical Old Tes-
tament. These music archeologists have sifted through scrip-
tures, codes, history and hieroglyphics in an attempt to recreate 
music from antiquity. Despite the fascinating nature of these en-
deavors, there are some nagging dilemmas that raise serious 
doubts about our ability to authentically recreate the sound of 
lost music. 

Section 3

musical reconstruction
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the dead melodies

A man being hunted by a Beast, Bhimbetka Cave paintings

Art may be one of the only creative activities that is older than 
music.

Gallery 1.2 Ancient music and art

SAMPLE



music	  archeology	  dilemmas
Below	  are	  a	  few	  of	  the	  challenges	  that	  musicolo-‐
gists	  face	  when	  researching	  ar9facts	  and	  decipher-‐
ing	  dead	  languages	  of	  music.	  

•	
 Which	  note	  and	  scale	  do	  you	  use	  for	  singing	  mu-‐
sic	  taken	  from	  hieroglyphic	  symbols?

•	
 How	  far	  apart	  is	  each	  note?
•	
 How	  fast	  or	  slow	  should	  the	  music	  be	  played	  or	  
sung?

• Do	  you	  sing	  with	  dynamics?

•	  Did	  the	  performers	  improvise	  or	  embellish	  the	  
music?

•	
 Could	  ancient	  musicians	  be	  more	  advanced	  
than	  musicians	  today?

•	  	  Is	  our	  Catholic,	  Jewish,	  and	  Muslim	  music	  de-‐
scendant	  from	  an	  ancient	  source?

18

    Find the musicians in this ancient hieroglyphic from Egypt.

Interactive 1.3 Explore the world of dead melodies

Tap to advance through music history.

SAMPLE



The Nippur Music-Instruction Fragments 
(2,000 BC: Nippur, Iraq) 

In Nippur, archeologists discovered a stone tablet that 
seems to explain the tuning system for the lyre, an an-
cient harp. According to interpretations, the tablet de-
scribes a tuning system similar to our modern guitar, us-
ing a seven-note scale.

The Hurrian Hymns 
(1,400 BC: Ugarit, Syria ) 

A set of tablets known as the Hurrian Hymns was found 
in the ancient Babylonian port city of Ugarit and has 
been interpreted by many scholars and musicians. The 
Hurrian Hymns are the oldest documented music nota-
tion in the world, and seem analogous to Greek music 
scales 100 of years later.

Listen	  to	  Michael	  Levy’s	  arrangement	  based	  on	  Richard	  
Dumbrill’s	  interpreta9on	  of	  Hurrian	  Hymn	  No.6.

Listen	  to	  Malek	  Jandali’s	  “Echoes	  from	  Ugarit”	  based	  on	  
the	  Hurrian	  Hymns.
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Tap to explore Little Petra in Jordan.

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBhB9gRnIHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBhB9gRnIHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBhB9gRnIHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBhB9gRnIHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AKedKrxoLI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AKedKrxoLI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AKedKrxoLI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AKedKrxoLI


The Ice Age Flute
In 2004, the music history world was "born again" 
with the discovery of a 35,000 years old prehis-
toric flute in Germany. The flute was carved out of 
Mammoth tusks and vulture bones, but has been 
fragmented into 31 pieces. The continuing excava-
tion at Hohle Fels cave suggests that ice age ho-
mosapiens were interested in music 5,000 thou-
sand years earlier than was previously docu-
mented. 

While scientists continue to study the Ice Age 
flute, professional flute maker Erik Sampson has 
recreated the Mammoth flute from measurements 
published in newspapers. The sound and intona-
tion of Sampson's “Jurassic Park” flute raises pro-
vocative questions. This prehistoric flute was de-
signed with a five-note (pentatonic) scale, similar 
to most folk music around the world today. The in-
tonation, tone color, and five-note musical scale 
bares a striking resemblance to many folk cultures 
around the globe. Does this Ice Age flute prove 
that music around the world today is still con-
nected to an ancient five-note pattern? Watch	  “Ice	  Age	  Flute.”

20

Google	  Homework:	  find	  "A	  liUle	  flute	  music	  to	  
warm	  the	  cave"	  and	  listen	  to	  the	  NPR	  story	  about	  
the	  flute.
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBUFRmQ4eso
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBUFRmQ4eso


The Songs of David
After thirty years of research, Suzanne 
Haik-Vantoura published Music of the Bi-
ble in 1976. Haik-Vantoura, a career organ-
ist, composer, and teacher claimed to have 
translated melodies from the Old Testa-
ment. Using symbols written in the Torah 
above the text known as the ta’ amin, 
Haik-Vantoura created melodies for the 
text. According to Haik-Vantoura she has 
deciphered the ta’ amin into a logical musi-
cal language. If true, her project would cre-
ate the first musical account of songs from 
the Old Testament. Haik-Vantoura's re-
search has been dismissed by some musi-
cologists and supported by others.

Watch	  “The	  Music	  of	  the	  Bible	  Revealed:	  
NPR's	  Morning	  Edition.”

Modern Archeology: “Free as a Bird” and 
“Real Love” by John Lennon/The Beatles
In 1994-1995, former Beatles Paul McCartney, 
George Harrison, and Ringo Starr reunited to re-
cord music along with a demo tape that John Len-
non had left with Yoko Ono before his assassina-

tion in 1980. The group attempted to use four 
songs that Lennon had recorded at home on cas-
sette tape, but ultimately they decided that only 
two were usable. Using noise reduction and old in-
struments, the group added a band and back-
ground vocals to “Real Love” and “Free As A 
Bird.” These tracks were released as part of the 
Beatles' Anthology project in 1995.
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SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKjForhzzpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKjForhzzpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKjForhzzpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKjForhzzpU


Surprising everyone, BBC 1, a radio station in 
London rejected Lennon’s songs from the grave: 
the programmers at the station decided not to in-
clude “Real Love” on their playlist because it 
didn’t fit their youthful target audience. 
Listen to “Free as a Bird” and “Real Love” by 
John Lennon/The Beatles.

 

Interactive 1.4 Music Reconstruction - Answer the following 
questions based on your research of the previous examples. When 
you’re finished you can submit your answers to your teacher via 
email. 

 You can only submit your answers once to one email address.
22

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHSFTRUekT0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHSFTRUekT0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7twIF8PWic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7twIF8PWic


Section 4

the science of music
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sometimes behave

Music	  expresses	  that	  which	  cannot	  be	  
put	  into	  words	  and	  that	  which	  cannot	  
remain	  silent.	  	  -‐Victor	  Hugo

Interactive 1.5 Imaginary Air
Is there a difference between music and noise?

Tap to advance through each stage of the hearing process.

SAMPLE



Music in the Brain 

Interactive 1.6 After listening to Radiolab, answer 
the following questions, and email your answers to 
your teacher.

24

Our understanding of music as it relates to 
science, psychology, nature, and 
technology is constantly being updated. 
Explore some of most recent research 
about music and the brain below. Radio 
Lab, a National Public Radio podcast, 
discussed research from the edge of 
music’s future. Tap the link here. .Listen to 
Radio Lab’s Musical Language (Sept. 24, 
2007), a podcast at radiolab.org or iTunes 
and answer the following questions:

SAMPLE

http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
http://radiolab.org/2007/sep/24/
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In 1998, scientists discovered 
that the Earth is humming at 
20,000 Mhz. The humming can’t 
be heard by humans. Our ears 
only hear down to 10,000 Mhz. 
The humming sound is the result 
of ocean waves hitting the 
coastlines and forcing water 
against the deep ocean floor. 
The global hum is loudest on the 
coast of California, and seems to 
change pitch with the seasons. 
Could this humming vibration 
make us more relaxed on the 
coast?

 Music in Nature? world music mega mix 

Listen 1.1 The Real Moby

tap

SAMPLE
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Physiology
Intellect

Environment
Emotion

Interactive 1.7 We learn to appreciate music through our thoughts, feelings, experiences, and physical responses. Explore the 
music appreciation map below to evaluate your relationship with music. Can you map a pattern or find a progression in your 
listening habits?

1 2 3 4

SAMPLE



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Gallery 2.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

Chapter 2

musical 
instruments

Like a family, musical instruments didn’t ask to be 
together, but they are together. The strings, brass, 
woodwind, percussion, and electronic instruments 
are as different as the Jones or Wilson family. When 
musicians don’t listen to each other it sounds like a 
family squabbling.

Each instrument in each family has a unique set of 
faults, from playing in tune, to articulation, and 
sound quality. They are a band of characters put 
together to perform a task bigger than their unique 
personalities or flaws. Like a baseball team, they 
have to play together. Their positions on the field are 
athletic, specialized, and interdependent. Musicians 
don’t have to like each other, but to win they have to 
play as a team.

SAMPLE



The instruments of an orchestra are a collection of diverse creations, divided up into 
five families of sound creation. While professionals strive to create a perfected tone, 
each instrument has a “tell” like a poker player that gives away their instrumental sound. 
Musical instruments are categorized by how they create sound, not the physical materials 
that make up the instrument. An easy way to recognize instruments by ear is to think of them as 
voices. While instruments do have a wide 
range, they typically function like the 4 
voices in a choir. Listen to instruments as 
high, low, female, or male singers 
to help recognize their typical role 
in the orchestra. 

Section 1

musical instruments
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the perfect dysfunctional family

Woodwind	  Instruments:	  The	  performer	  blows	  air	  across	  a	  reed	  that	  vibrates	  to	  sound

Brass	  Instruments:	  The	  musician	  buzzes	  his	  lips	  and	  blows	  into	  the	  instrument

String	  Instruments:	  The	  musician	  bows	  or	  plucks	  a	  string

Percussion	  Instruments:	  The	  musicians	  hits	  or	  strikes	  an	  instrument

Electronic	  Instruments:	  The	  musician	  uses	  a	  computer	  or	  electric	  instrument

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass	  or	  Baritone

1st	  or	  top	  voice-‐female

2nd	  voice	  or	  lower	  female

3rd	  or	  high	  male	  voice

4th	  or	  boQom	  male	  voice

SAMPLE
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MarimbaSnare Drum

Chimes

Contra Bassoon
Bassoon

Cello

Trombone

Bass

Harp

Timpani
Bass drum

ClarinetFrench Horn

1st violins
2nd violins

Trumpet

Flute Oboe
English Horn

Tuba

piccolo

Viola

Interactive 2.1 Known as an orchestra, symphony, or philharmonic, this group of musicians is a collection of instruments from the string, 
woodwind, brass, and percussion family. 

1 of 23

SAMPLE
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The	  Orchestral	  Listening	  MapThe	  Orchestral	  Listening	  MapThe	  Orchestral	  Listening	  Map
Voices Strings Woodwind Brass Percussion

Soprano Violin Flute, Piccolo Trumpet Cymbals, Triangle

Alto Viola Oboe, English Horn French Horn Snare, Tambourine

Tenor Cello Clarinet Trombone Congas, Bongos, 
Toms

Bass Double Bass Bassoon Tuba Tympani, Bass Drum

Miscellaneous and 
Extended Range 

Instruments
Piano, Harp, Guitar Saxophone Family 

(SATB)
Flugelhorn, 
Euphonium

Xylophone, Marimba, 
World Percussion

Listening	  (ps	  to	  ask	  yourself
•What	  instrument	  family	  does	  this	  belong	  to?	  

•Does	  this	  sound	  start	  with	  a	  woodwind	  buzz,	  brass	  pop,	  string	  bow	  or	  string	  pluck.

•Which	  voice	  would	  this	  instrument	  be	  if	  the	  performer	  was	  a	  famous	  singer?	  High	  or	  low,	  woman	  or	  
man?

•What	  are	  the	  tendencies	  of	  this	  voice?	  The	  altos	  are	  usually	  less	  agile	  than	  the	  quick	  moving	  
sopranos	  in	  each	  family,	  but	  their	  rich	  alto	  tone	  brings	  a	  deeper	  weight	  to	  a	  melody.

SAMPLE
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Video 2.1 Orchestrating Nature

From birds flying overhead to ocean waves, 
nature has inspired a translation of the visual 
earth into music of the human mind. For 
centuries, humans have described the physical 
view of Earth with sounds crossing time. Each 
family of the orchestra offers a different brush 
stroke on the canvas of sound. Below are some 
of the typical uses of the different instrument 
families :

Woodwinds: birds, children, butterflies, small 
objects, ornate shapes

Strings: large shapes, graceful lines, or surface 
areas, powerful forces like rivers, the ocean, cliff 
walls, valleys

Brass: motion or forces of nature like waves of 
the river, avalanches, heroes, or villains, a 
dramatic message

Percussion: changes in momentum, opposing 
elements colliding, energy building, waves 
crashing on the shore, the line of a mountain cliff

Find 5 clues on the mountain before watching the video.

Orchestrating Nature

SAMPLE



	 	 	 	 	 photo by Johnny Berg

Listen 2.1 Sunrise by Alastair Cameron
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Interactive 2.2 While listening to Sunrise, answer the following questions.

Check Answer

Question 1 of 12
Which family introduces the first melody?

A. strings

B. woodwinds

C. brass

D. percussion

(scroll down)
Alastair Cameron’s “Sunrise” is a gradual and monolithic 
crescendo. Through instrumentation, dynamic changes 
and layers of melodies (known as counterpoint), Cameron 
describes a morning evolution that happens every day. 
Each of the eight sections in Sunrise uses repetitive but 
contrasting melodies.  For example, the opening string 

sunrise

listening clue: each section 
is related to 27 seconds.

SAMPLE



Test 2.1 Orchestral Listening Map Test

After studying the Orchestral Listening Map and this chapter, answer the 
questions in this test. Your test will be graded and the score can be 
submitted to your teacher only one time. You can not take the test twice. 
Tap the headphones when you are ready to take the test on this chapter. 
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SAMPLE



If	  the	  brass	  are	  the	  king	  of	  the	  orchestra,	  then	  
the	  woodwinds	  are	  the	  queen.	  Their	  sound	  has	  
the	  power	  of	  persuasion	  rather	  than	  force.	  

Hearing	  the	  difference	  between	  woodwinds	  and	  
brass	  is	  the	  biggest	  obstacle	  for	  most	  listeners.	  
When	  well	  orchestrated,	  woodwinds	  bring	  ele-‐
gance	  and	  finesse	  to	  a	  melody.	  As	  a	  group,	  
woodwinds	  can	  be	  crisp,	  ornate,	  or	  plush.	  The	  
woodwind	  family	  shines	  at	  somer	  dynamics,	  but	  
lacks	  the	  power	  of	  the	  brass	  family	  for	  loud	  dy-‐
namic	  sec9ons.	  The	  sound	  that	  a	  woodwind	  in-‐
strument	  produces	  is	  created	  by	  the	  buzzing	  of	  
a	  reed	  (or	  lip	  plate	  on	  flute)	  and	  is	  far	  less	  taxing	  
on	  the	  musician	  than	  a	  brass	  instrument.	  For	  
this	  reason,	  woodwind	  players	  have	  marathon-‐
like	  endurance	  -‐	  far	  beyond	  the	  sprin9ng	  brass	  
players	  whose	  lips	  will	  fa9gue	  in	  a	  far	  shorter	  
amount	  of	  9me.

Section 2

the woodwinds
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Listen 2.2 The woodwinds (flute, oboe, and clarinet)SAMPLE



Interac(ve	  Listening	  Technique

Most	  of	  the	  9me	  we	  hear	  music	  we	  aren’t	  actually	  listening.	  There	  
are	  many	  different	  ways	  to	  listen.	  Passive	  and	  ac9ve	  listening	  are	  the	  
most	  common	  ways	  to	  experience	  music.	  

•Passive	  Listening-‐	  	  The	  listener	  isn’t	  paying	  aUen9on	  to	  details,	  but	  
allows	  music	  to	  create	  a	  comfortable	  environment.	  Passive	  listen-‐
ing	  habits	  are	  difficult	  to	  break.	  

•Ac(ve	  Listening-‐	  The	  listener	  focuses	  on	  musical	  
events,	  melodies,	  structure,	  repe99on,	  and	  
contras9ng	  elements	  that	  create	  coherent	  ideas.

• Interac(ve	  Listening-‐	  The	  listener
draws,	  visualizes,	  answers	  ques9ons,	  sings,	  
or	  moves	  to	  the	  music,	  staying	  
physically	  and	  mentally	  engaged	  
in	  the	  experience.
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A personal description creates a memory. Listen to each 
instrument of the families. Using the iPad Note tool, add a note 
for each instrument and write down descriptions (puffy, yellow, 
edgy, mysterious) of their tone color that will help you 
remember what they sound like compared to each other. 
Practice comparing the sounds. Your ability to recognize 
instruments by ear will grow with your attention to detail. With 
the woodwinds, listen for the reed to make a “chuh or taah” 
sound on the first note, at the beginning of each phrase.

SAMPLE



Flute
Flutes	  exist	  in	  most	  cultures	  around	  the	  world.	  Made	  out	  of	  various	  
types	  of	  indigenous	  woods,	  the	  flute	  is	  na9ve	  to	  all	  regions.	  During	  the	  
Industrial	  Revolu9on	  of	  the	  1800’s	  the	  flute	  was	  cramed	  using	  metal	  in-‐
stead	  of	  wood.	  This	  transforma9on	  increased	  the	  range	  of	  dynamics,	  pitch,	  9mbre,	  and	  virtuosity	  for	  flau-‐
9sts.	  The	  orchestral	  flute	  has	  a	  bright,	  metallic,	  and	  airy	  sound,	  usually	  ac9ng	  as	  the	  soprano	  voice	  of	  the	  
woodwind	  sec9on.	  The	  flute	  creates	  a	  sound	  when	  the	  airstream	  of	  the	  performer	  is	  split	  in	  half	  at	  the	  
opening	  of	  the	  flute,	  causing	  the	  air	  and	  instrument	  to	  vibrate.	  

Click	  below	  for	  addi(onal	  flute	  examples

example	  1

example	  2

example	  3

example	  4

example	  5
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Listen 2.3 The Leprechaun Wizard

The Ice Age Flute

Gallery 2.2 The Flute Through History
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQg0vScnQ8E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQg0vScnQ8E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YYyXwKWgNk&feature=BFa&list=PL0876C9E891EF4990
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YYyXwKWgNk&feature=BFa&list=PL0876C9E891EF4990
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz40f_geQRo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz40f_geQRo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3K8eJXY8_4A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3K8eJXY8_4A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crfrKqFp0Zg&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crfrKqFp0Zg&feature=fvwrel
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Concert Flute 
in C, 

Hayashi-you Shinobue 

Piccolo

Soprano 
Recorder in C

Shakuhachi in D
Uta-you Shinobue in G 

Uta-you Shinobue in Bb 

Uta-you Shinobue in C 

Interactive 2.3 Flutes of the World. 
Compare the sizes and shapes of these flutes from around the world.

SAMPLE



Oboe
Omen	  known	  as	  the	  duck,	  the	  oboe	  is	  the	  highest	  of	  three	  double	  
reed	  instruments.	  As	  double	  reeds,	  Oboe,	  English	  Horn,	  and	  Bas-‐
soon	  are	  physically	  demanding	  to	  create	  even	  an	  average	  sound.	  To	  
play	  in	  tune	  with	  a	  great	  sound	  is	  a	  life-‐long	  struggle.	  When	  played	  
well,	  the	  oboe	  sings	  with	  the	  resonance	  of	  an	  alto,	  or	  lower	  female.	  
When	  playing	  the	  melody,	  the	  oboe	  brings	  a	  feeling	  of	  melancholy,	  
drama,	  sadness,	  or	  love	  lost.	  Like	  all	  of	  the	  alto	  voices	  of	  the	  orches-‐
tra,	  it	  is	  more	  drama9c	  than	  the	  soprano	  but	  less	  agile.	  Composers	  
omen	  turn	  to	  the	  oboe	  for	  melodies	  of	  great	  weight.	  At	  their	  most	  
tragic,	  roman9c,	  or	  poignant	  moments,	  Bach	  and	  Beethoven	  sing	  
through	  the	  oboe.	  

In	  the	  example	  below,	  Bach	  describes	  the	  last	  days	  of	  Christ	  using	  two	  
oboes	  to	  create	  a	  tangled	  counterpoint	  in	  2	  voices.	  Could	  the	  two	  
oboes	  have	  been	  symbolic	  of	  Jesus	  as	  human	  and	  divine?
Bach’s	  Passion	  of	  St.	  John	  BWV	  245

In	  Beethoven’s	  deviant	  5th	  symphony,	  the	  en9re	  first	  movement	  is	  
wriUen	  from	  a	  four	  note	  mo(f	  (short	  melody),	  except	  of	  a	  brief	  oboe	  
cadenza.	  A	  cadenza	  is	  an	  elaborate	  solo	  at	  a	  moment	  of	  high	  wire	  ten-‐
sion	  before	  the	  resolu9on,	  or	  cadence.	  What’s	  interes9ng	  about	  Bee-‐
thoven	  and	  this	  cadenza	  is	  that	  it’s	  the	  only	  melodic	  moment	  not	  
drawn	  from	  the	  opening	  melody.	  What	  was	  Beethoven	  saying	  at	  4:16	  
with	  this	  oboe	  solo?	  	  	  	  	  	  Beethoven’s	  5th	  Symphony
AUach	  a	  note	  here	  for	  class	  discussion
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Listen 2.4 The Little Sister Chaperone
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDV94Iti5ic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDV94Iti5ic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZxN57CC_AA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZxN57CC_AA


Gabriel’s	  Oboe	  by	  Ennio	  Morricone	  	  	  This	  example	  from	  the	  soundtrack	  to	  The	  Mission,	  is	  a	  
beau9ful	  example	  of	  great	  phrasing	  by	  the	  performer	  and	  melodic	  development	  by	  Ennio	  Morri-‐
cone,	  the	  composer.	  Each	  phrase	  is	  more	  important	  than	  the	  last,	  leading	  to	  the	  penul9mate	  high	  
note.	  No9ce	  how	  the	  pitch	  and	  dynamics	  of	  the	  melody	  gradually	  rise	  together.

English	  Horn	  
There	  is	  nothing	  especially	  “English”	  about	  the	  English	  horn.	  It	  is	  the	  tenor	  version	  of	  the	  oboe,	  and	  
has	  a	  darker	  and	  more	  mysterious	  sound.	  Look	  for	  the	  lightbulb	  shaped	  bell	  at	  the	  boUom	  of	  the	  in-‐
strument.	  It	  is	  usually	  played	  by	  the	  second	  oboe	  player	  in	  the	  orchestra.	  It	  has	  less	  high	  frequencies	  
in	  its	  9mbre	  than	  the	  oboe,	  but	  is	  clearer	  than	  the	  bassoon	  below	  it.	  In	  this	  example,	  Mozart	  uses	  the	  
English	  horn	  to	  gracefully	  highlight	  the	  chords	  played	  by	  the	  
strings,	  adding	  passing	  notes	  between	  chords	  for	  elegant	  disso-‐
nance.

Bassoon	  is	  possibly	  the	  most	  difficult	  wood-‐
wind	  instrument	  to	  recognize.	  It’s	  dark	  mahogany	  
sound	  and	  gruff	  9mbre	  make	  it’s	  personality	  unfamiliar	  
and	  almost	  Mar9an.	  It	  is	  the	  baritone/bass	  voice	  of	  the	  
woodwinds,	  and	  the	  thickest	  of	  the	  woodwind	  sounds.	  
Its	  range	  is	  near	  the	  tuba,	  but	  its	  sound	  has	  the	  buzzing	  

double	  reed	  
characteris9c	  of	  
a	  woodwind.
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Bassoon

Listen 2.5 Uncle Ed and Aunt Amy

The dark and thick wood of bassoon make its sound buzzy like 
the bass wobble in Dubstep music. Instruments in the low 
register are generally more difficult to recognize.

Interactive 2.4 The Bassoon

Gabriel’s Oboe

English Horn

SAMPLE
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Listen 2.6 The Licorice Dance

Listen 2.7 The Lochness Hipster

Bass	  Clarinet
The	  bass	  clarinet	  is	  used	  frequently	  in	  modern	  
orchestral	  music,	  but	  was	  not	  absorbed	  into	  the	  
ensemble	  un(l	  Hector	  Berlioz	  took	  a	  chance	  on	  the	  
cumbersome	  woodwind	  in	  1840.	  Bass	  clarinet	  is	  
easily	  confused	  with	  bassoon.	  In	  the	  low	  register	  
listen	  for	  unique	  metallic	  vibra(ons.	  In	  the	  upper	  
register,	  it	  sounds	  like	  a	  heavy	  or	  covered	  clarinet.

Clarinet
The	  clarinet	  has	  a	  dark	  mysterious	  sound	  in	  the	  lower	  regis-‐
ter,	  but	  can	  be	  bright	  and	  focused	  in	  the	  higher	  register.	  Un-‐
like	  other	  instruments,	  the	  clarinet	  is	  most	  difficult	  to	  play	  
in	  the	  middle	  register,	  called	  “over	  the	  break.”	  Because	  of	  
its	  flexible	  sound	  it	  oben	  shadows	  the	  melody	  of	  a	  flute	  or	  
oboe,	  giving	  the	  brighter	  woodwinds	  more	  body	  and	  depth.	  
More	  than	  any	  other	  woodwind,	  the	  clarinet	  has	  many	  
roles	  to	  play	  -‐	  as	  comedian,	  magician,	  or	  spy.

SAMPLE



Saxophones
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Soprano Saxophone

Listen 2.10 Garden Snake Charmer

Alto Saxophone 

Listen 2.11 Big Sister City Snake

2 Tenor saxophones

Listen 2.8 Coltrane Action Figure

2 Baritone Saxophones

Listen 2.9 That One Friend

Tenor

Soprano Alto

Baritone

Interactive 2.5 The Saxophone Family

SAMPLE



Adolphe	  Sax	  
In	  1841,	  an	  ambi9ous,	  young,	  and	  unknown	  inventor	  
moved	  to	  Paris	  at	  the	  peak	  of	  the	  Industrial	  Revolu-‐
9on.	  Adolphe	  had	  grown	  frustrated	  with	  his	  future	  in	  
Belgium.	  Since	  the	  age	  of	  16,	  he	  had	  built	  nine	  inven-‐
9ons,	  but	  none	  had	  gathered	  investors.	  He	  lem	  his	  fa-‐
ther’s	  instrument	  workshop	  with	  only	  30	  francs	  in	  
his	  pocket.	  

Arriving	  in	  Paris,	  
Adolphe	  slept	  in	  a	  small	  shed,	  earning	  enough	  
money	  to	  fund	  his	  design	  for	  a	  new	  experimental	  in-‐
strument.	  He	  had	  been	  working	  on	  a	  new	  prototype	  that	  would	  combine	  the	  
power	  of	  brass	  with	  the	  woodwind	  mechanics.	  Borrowing	  money	  to	  eat,	  his	  ambi-‐
9ons	  seemed	  to	  be	  at	  a	  dead	  end,	  when	  a	  friend	  introduced	  Adolphe	  to	  a	  young	  
music	  cri9c	  and	  renegade	  composer.	  Amer	  showing	  the	  cri9c	  his	  baritone	  “saxo-‐
phone,”	  Adolphe	  waited	  to	  read	  his	  review	  in	  the	  morning	  paper.	  
Orchestral	  clarine9sts	  boycoUed	  the	  bastard	  instrument	  of	  Adolphe	  Sax.	  His	  ideas	  
were	  stolen	  by	  foreign	  companies,	  and	  he	  had	  to	  declare	  bankruptcy	  three	  9mes	  
throughout	  his	  career.	  Sax	  died	  with	  a	  small	  pension,	  supported	  only	  by	  orders	  for	  his	  instrument	  from	  mili-‐
tary	  marching	  bands	  in	  France	  and	  the	  U.S.	  Amer	  the	  Spanish	  American	  War	  in	  1898,	  re9red	  instruments	  
ended	  up	  in	  pawn	  shops.	  Ten	  years	  amer	  his	  death,	  the	  saxophone	  had	  become	  a	  clown’s	  instrument	  in	  vaude-‐
ville	  shows.	  It	  was	  used	  for	  cheap	  circus	  jokes	  because	  it	  could	  mimic	  the	  human	  laugh.	  When	  jazz	  clarine9st	  
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“I considered the world 
in terms of what I find it 
lacking.” Adolphe Sax

“He can think and act. He invents and accomplishes...a revolution is underway.” 

composer Hector Berlioz describing Sax in the Journal des Debats, Paris-1842

SAMPLE



Sidney	  Bechet	  adopted	  the	  saxophone	  in	  New	  Orleans,	  everyone	  stopped	  
laughing.	  From	  Bechet’s	  innova9ons,	  saxophone	  became	  the	  defining	  sound	  of	  
American	  music.

He	  expressed	  the	  en9re	  scope	  of	  the	  human	  voice	  through	  the	  saxophone.	  
More	  than	  just	  laughing,	  the	  saxophone	  could	  talk	  with	  changing	  pitch	  and	  vi-‐
brato	  like	  a	  human	  voice,	  or	  project	  with	  the	  dynamics	  of	  a	  preacher.	  80	  years	  
amer	  Paris,	  the	  Belgian	  inven9on	  found	  its	  voice	  in	  a	  figh9ng	  Creole	  kid	  from	  
New	  Orleans.	  Sidney	  Bechet,	  an	  African	  American	  musician,	  was	  also	  9red	  of	  

being	  laughed	  at.
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The personality and wide vibrato of Bechet’s soprano saxophone inspired a 
generation of jazz clarinet players to switch to saxophone. 

Listen 2.12 Petite Fleur by Sidney BechetSAMPLE



Listen 2.13 Who are these three?

Interactive 2.6 Woodwind Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 9
In the orchestral woodwinds, which of these instruments is the soprano 
voice?

A. clarinet

B. bassoon

C. flute

D. trumpet
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SAMPLE



Section 3

the brass
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Listen 2.14 
Brass Family 
Feud

Brass are the loudest and most 
powerful section of the orchestra, but 
they are limited by the endurance of 
the performer’s buzzing lips. The 
physical exhaustion is comparable to 
that of a powerful sprinter, creating 
massive energy for a short period of 
time. Their sound can move Heaven 
and Earth...for a short distance.

SAMPLE



Trumpet
Trumpet	  is	  typically	  the	  soprano	  voice	  
of	  the	  brass	  sec9on.	  When	  all	  of	  the	  
brass	  are	  playing,	  the	  trumpet	  almost	  
always	  plays	  the	  highest	  notes	  and	  
leads	  the	  family	  in	  stylis9c	  interpreta-‐
9on.	  As	  a	  leader,	  playing	  1st	  trumpet	  
is	  rewarding	  but	  risky	  behavior.	  Listen-‐
ers	  easily	  no9ce	  beauty	  and	  mistakes	  
in	  the	  higher	  voices.
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Listen 2.15  Trumpet Q and A

When Louis Armstrong first performed in Europe, 
classical trumpet players demanded to inspect his 
trumpet because they didn’t know how he could 
make a trumpet sound like a human voice.

SAMPLE



Anatomy	  of	  the	  trumpet

Other	  than	  the	  performer,	  the	  mouthpiece	  is	  the	  most	  important	  part	  of	  
the	  trumpet.	  The	  mouthpiece	  shape	  amplifies	  specific	  frequencies	  com-‐
ing	  from	  the	  performers	  vibra9ng	  lips.	  The	  leadpipe	  improves	  intona9on,	  
sound,	  and	  flexibility.	  The	  valves	  help	  change	  pitches,	  and	  the	  flared	  bell	  
helps	  to	  open	  up	  the	  sound	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  tubing.	  If	  you	  watch	  care-‐
fully,	  you’ll	  see	  trumpet	  
players	  “kick	  out”	  their	  
tuning	  slide	  to	  adjust	  the	  
pitch	  of	  difficult	  notes.
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Interactive 2.7 The important parts of the trumpet

Listen 2.16 Clifford’s Brown Shoes

SAMPLE



French	  Horn
This	  powerful	  and	  dra-‐
ma9c	  alto	  makes	  the	  
biggest	  statements	  for	  
composers.	  The	  horn’s	  
sound	  is	  dark,	  truthful,	  and	  resonant,	  but	  the	  instrument	  is	  
extremely	  difficult	  to	  play.	  For	  this	  reason,	  composers	  have	  to	  
use	  the	  horn	  sec9on	  with	  great	  care	  and	  efficiency.	  At	  an	  or-‐
chestral	  peak,	  the	  horns	  can	  deliver	  a	  moment	  of	  heroic	  clar-‐
ity.	  When	  overused,	  even	  the	  best	  horn	  players	  can	  fail.

Trombone
Trombone	  is	  the	  tenor	  of	  
the	  brass	  family.	  It	  is	  the	  oldest	  unchanged	  brass	  instrument,	  having	  mu-‐
sic	  wriUen	  for	  it	  since	  the	  17th	  century.	  Trombone	  changes	  notes	  by	  ad-‐
jus9ng	  a	  slide,	  the	  ul9mate	  in	  perfected	  simplicity.	  In	  religious	  music	  of	  
the	  1600’s,	  parts	  were	  wriUen	  for	  trombones	  in	  four	  sizes	  to	  accompany	  
the	  four	  singing	  voices:	  soprano,	  alto,	  tenor,	  and	  bass.	  The	  modern	  or-‐
chestra	  has	  2	  tenor	  trombones	  and	  
1	  bass	  trombone.
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Listen 2.17  Knight Takes Queen

Listen 2.18 Mom, Tell Him to Quit ItSAMPLE



Tuba
Tuba	  is	  the	  bass	  voice	  of	  
the	  brass	  family.	  If	  you	  hear	  
a	  brass	  solo	  that	  sounds	  
like	  a	  low	  male	  voice,	  then	  tuba	  is	  the	  predictable	  choice.	  As	  com-‐
posers	  of	  the	  1700’s	  searched	  for	  a	  bass	  brass	  instrument	  that	  
could	  create	  a	  bigger	  sound	  than	  the	  bassoon	  from	  the	  woodwind	  
family,	  the	  tuba	  emerged	  from	  many	  inventors.	  The	  inven9on	  of	  
moveable	  valves	  in	  the	  Industrial	  Revolu9on	  made	  this	  large	  bore	  
instrument	  possible.	  The	  tuba	  created	  a	  natural	  boUom	  to	  the	  
brass	  family	  below	  the	  range	  of	  the	  trombone.

Listen 2.19 Dragon Nap (Tuba)
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Interactive 2.8 Brass Quiz
Take this quiz after reviewing the brass 
chapter.

Question 1 of 9

This brass instrument uses a slide instead of valves

A. trumpet

B. tuba

C. trombone

D. French horn

SAMPLE



The	  strings	  are	  the	  river	  of	  an	  orchestra.	  They	  pro-‐
vide	  the	  depth,	  body,	  and	  current	  upon	  which	  the	  
woodwinds,	  brass,	  and	  percussion	  must	  travel.	  Their	  
collec(ve	  sound	  can	  be	  warm	  like	  a	  fireplace,	  or	  cold	  
like	  a	  drab.	  At	  a	  sob	  dynamic,	  the	  strings	  can	  be	  sub-‐
tle	  or	  even	  transparent.	  But	  at	  forBssimo,	  the	  strings	  
create	  a	  broad	  and	  powerful	  current	  that	  is	  (dal.

Section 4

the strings
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 The string section in the orchestra has grown over the last 200 years. When 
Beethoven premiered his symphonies he requested for “not less than four first 
and four second violinists.” Opera houses could afford larger ensembles, but 
symphonies of pure instrumental music were underground in comparison. 

Magic Bows

SAMPLE



Violin
The	  1st	  violins	  are	  
the	  leading	  soprano	  
voice	  of	  the	  orchestra,	  and	  the	  1st	  violinist	  of	  the	  1st	  
violins	  is	  the	  concertmaster	  of	  the	  en9re	  ensemble.	  The	  
concertmaster	  acts	  as	  a	  representa9ve	  of	  the	  ensem-‐
ble,	  like	  a	  union	  president,	  and	  dictates	  bowing	  direc-‐
9ons	  for	  the	  strings.	  Before	  each	  concert,	  the	  concert-‐
master	  is	  welcomed	  by	  the	  audience	  as	  a	  sign	  of	  re-‐
spect	  for	  the	  ensemble.
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Listen 2.20  The Interview Waiting Room

SAMPLE



Viola
Viola	  is	  the	  alto	  of	  
the	  string	  sec9on.	  It	  acts	  as	  a	  seamless	  bridge	  be-‐
tween	  the	  bright	  and	  flashy	  violins,	  and	  the	  resonant	  
or	  masculine	  celli.	  Viola	  looks	  like	  a	  violin	  on	  first	  
glance,	  but	  it	  is	  slightly	  larger.	  This	  bigger	  size	  makes	  
the	  instrument	  less	  brilliant	  than	  the	  violin,	  but	  not	  as	  
powerful	  as	  a	  cello.	  The	  viola	  works	  well	  in	  combina-‐
9on	  with	  many	  instruments.	  Many	  famous	  composers	  
started	  as	  violists,	  not	  violinists.

Like	  the	  altos	  in	  other	  families,	  including	  oboe,	  French	  horn,	  and	  alto	  saxophone,	  the	  violas	  are	  omen	  fea-‐
tured	  for	  sad	  or	  melancholic	  melodies.	  Generally	  speaking,	  altos	  have	  a	  wider	  sound	  compared	  to	  the	  so-‐
pranos	  or	  tenors.	  One	  way	  to	  recognize	  the	  altos	  is	  to	  listen	  for	  a	  lower	  female	  voice	  similar	  to	  Jennifer	  Hud-‐
son	  or	  Adele.
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Listen 2.22  Finding the Keys (Viola)

Listen 2.21 Viola Spies

SAMPLE
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Listen 2.23 Tuesday Cello Commuter Bus Listen 2.24  Pizzicato Fight

Bass
The	  bass	  is	  used	  in	  classi-‐
cal	  and	  jazz	  music.	  Like	  
the	  other	  strings,	  the	  
bass	  has	  many	  different	  
ar9cula9ons	  to	  start	  a	  
note.	  Down	  or	  strong	  
bowing	  extends	  the	  arm	  
away	  from	  the	  body,	  
while	  up	  bows	  come	  in	  
to	  center	  with	  a	  weaker	  
mo9on.	  The	  example	  
below	  features	  pizzicato
or	  plucked	  
ar9cula9ons.	  

Cello
The	  cello	  is	  the	  tenor	  of	  
the	  strings,	  singing	  as	  a	  
high	  male	  voice.	  In	  the	  
high	  tesatura	  the	  cello	  is	  
intense,	  strained,	  and	  
drama9c.	  In	  the	  lower	  
range	  the	  sound	  is	  reso-‐
nant,	  powerful,	  or	  calm.	  
Un9l	  the	  symphonies	  of	  
Beethoven,	  the	  celli	  
were	  rarely	  featured	  
through	  melody.	  By	  the	  
20th	  century,	  the	  celli	  
were	  featured	  in	  count-‐
less	  roman9c	  and	  dra-‐
ma9c	  melodies	  from	  
Mahler’s	  symphonies	  to	  
The	  Empire	  Strikes	  Back.

Video 2.2 Listen and 
watch the celli in 
Yoda’s Theme

SAMPLE
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Below	  are	  a	  few	  types	  of	  ar9cula9ons	  available	  to	  string	  players.	  

Pizzicato:	  	   plucked	  
Staccato:	  	   bowed	  but	  short
Marccato:	  	  strong	  bow
Detache:	  	   alterna(ng	  up	  and	  down	  bow
Legato:	  	   smooth	  bowing
Spiccato:	   lightly	  bouncing	  the	  bow
Martele:	  	   bowing	  each	  note	  downward	  as	  hard	  as	  possible
Tremolo:	   rapid	  bowing,	  quickly	  changing	  direc(on

Listen 2.25 The Light Above
When playing legato, the entire section blends together 
with long and gentle bowing to create one sound.

Listen 2.26 The Diving Board
Tremelo creates a sense of anticipation and drama. The 
second half features a cold and desperate legato melody 
above the tremolo.

Lucky was a great family dog who passed away while I was writing 
this book. Thanks Lucky, for making so many people happy.

Listen 2.28 Goodbye Lucky Dog 
Listen for the four strings in this quartet to enter in this 
order: Viola, Cello, Violin II, Violin IListen 2.27 The Possum and the Raccoon

This example features tremolo, legato, and pizzicato. 
What order are these articulations used in?

SAMPLE



Piano	  
More	  than	  any	  instrument	  in	  Western	  music,	  the	  pianoforte	  has	  been	  
the	  composer’s	  playground.	  Its	  88	  keys,	  visual	  performing	  perspec9ve,	  
and	  complete	  pitch	  range	  have	  made	  it	  the	  seat	  of	  logic	  for	  composi-‐
9on.	  Pulitzer	  prize	  winning	  composer	  William	  Bolcom	  once	  said	  “there	  
are	  two	  types	  of	  composers,	  those	  that	  write	  with	  the	  piano	  like	  Bach,	  
and	  those	  that	  don’t	  like	  Berlioz.	  Both	  approaches	  have	  their	  merits.”	  
The	  following	  are	  a	  few	  of	  the	  pianoforte’s	  greatest	  ar9sts.
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Listen 2.29  Claude Debussy playing Debussy
Like many composers in the early 1900’s, Claude Debussy recorded his compositions on piano rolls 
before modern recording. In the example below, listen to an extremely rare piano roll of Debussy 
playing his own music. What can be learned from hearing Debussy play piano?

SAMPLE



Listen	  to	  the	  following	  pianists	  and	  test	  your	  listening	  
skills:
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Interactive 2.9 Which cat is that?

Check Answer

Question 1 of 5
Which piano player is considered the 
master of performing J.S. Bach?

A. Brad Mehldau

B. Art Tatum

C. Omar Sosa

D. Glen Gould
SAMPLE



Harp
Harp and piano are the only or-
chestral string instruments that 
don’t require a bow. Harp is an an-
cient instrument dating back as 
far as Cleopatra’s Egypt.  Today most people recognize harp as 
heavenly or pure through cartoon music associations, while few lis-
teners are familiar with the experimental approach of Alice Coltrane.
Listen	  here

Celesta	  
This small keyboard was invented 
in 1886. It is played like a key-
board but the keys strike metal 
bars instead of strings, creating a 
sound similar to vibraphone or 
chimes.

Harpsichord	  
Before the pianoforte became the dominant instrument of the 
keyboard world, harpsichord and organ were the keyboard for 
composers until the Classical period. 
Listen here
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Listen 2.31 Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy 
(Tchaikovsky)

Listen 2.32 The Two Part Revenge 

Listen 2.30 Fallen Angel 

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XNG7tmIQx4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XNG7tmIQx4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71x4MSlpGUk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71x4MSlpGUk


Guitar	  	  
Anyone	  can	  make	  a	  sound	  on	  guitar,	  but	  it	  is	  hard	  to	  become	  famous.	  The	  modern	  
guitar	  is	  from	  Spain,	  but	  it	  has	  been	  played	  in	  many	  shapes	  and	  sizes	  for	  centuries.	  
Guitar	  usually	  has	  six	  strings	  adjusted	  with	  tuning	  pegs.	  Unlike	  the	  other	  string	  in-‐
struments,	  it	  has	  frets	  on	  the	  neck	  for	  specific	  notes.	  When	  the	  acous9c	  guitar	  be-‐
came	  electric,	  musicians	  had	  to	  adapt	  to	  a	  new	  type	  of	  playing	  for	  a	  new	  type	  of	  
instrument.	  With	  the	  electric	  guitar,	  melodies	  and	  chords	  
could	  sustain	  longer	  and	  louder	  than	  before.	  The	  Gibson	  
L-‐5	  from	  1922	  has	  been	  played	  by	  famous	  guitarists	  includ-‐
ing	  Django	  Reinhardt,	  Wes	  Montgomery,	  and	  Eric	  Clapton.	  
In	  1928,	  Django	  Reinhardt,	  a	  Parisian	  gypsy,	  burned	  his	  
hand	  in	  a	  fire	  and	  lost	  the	  use	  of	  two	  fingers.	  Like	  Louis	  
Armstrong	  across	  the	  Atlan9c,	  he	  proved	  that	  equipment	  
doesn’t	  make	  the	  musician.	  
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What does the design of the guitar have in common with the 
cello? Why would they have a similar shape? For style? For 
acoustics?

Interactive 2.10  The design of the Gibson L-5 
Electric Guitar, 1922.

Listen 2.33 Django Reinhardt 

SAMPLE



World	  Guitar	  Cousins
The	  modern	  guitar	  has	  many	  unique	  rela9ves	  across	  the	  	  globe.	  
The	  image	  below	  displays	  a	  few	  of	  the	  hundreds	  of	  guitar	  rela-‐
9ves.	  Using	  the	  internet,	  find	  a	  great	  performance	  on	  one	  of	  
these	  instruments.

Listen 2.34 Arpeggios and Windshield Wipers 
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Banjo, African 
Ancestry, 
American

Acoustic Guitar, 
Spain

Tanbur, Iran and 
Turkey

Seis, 
Venezuela

Oud, 
Egypt

Sitar, 
India

Ukulele, 
Tahiti

Lute, the Middle 
Ages

Balalaika, 
Russia

Charango, 
Peru

Interactive 2.11  The guitar family around the world.                 
 Why are they all different? How are they similar?

Interactive 2.12 Jon 
Gomm proves that 
old instruments can 
always find new 
voices.

SAMPLE



Before the percussion family was added to the or-
chestra, the composer had fewer choices for ar-
ticulating and emphasizing specific notes. Orches-
tral percussion creates a layer of accents and 
rhythmic subdivisions. Traditionally, the strings 
carry the main message of the symphony, but the 
percussion family accents, emphasizes, or under-
lines key notes in melodic phrases. 

Without percussion, dimension and depth are lim-
ited for the listener because the strings and winds 
can blend together very easily.  Percussion adds 
electricity to the composer’s score, creating bril-
liant moments of contrast. They can light up im-
portant melodies, or flicker in dark open spaces. 
Like light, percussion can be overpowering at 
higher volumes, boring when overused, or unfor-
gettable like a shooting star.

Section 5 percussion
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 If the orchestral string section acts like a river of 
sound, what is the percussion family? 

Rocks, driftwood, rapids, or animals...SAMPLE



Marimba
Made	  out	  of	  dark	  wood,	  marimba	  has	  a	  resonant,	  and	  
broad	  sound,	  making	  it	  more	  versa9le	  than	  the	  aUacking	  
xylophone.	  Listen	  here	  

Xylophone	  

This	  metallic	  percussion	  keyboard	  has	  
an	  aggressive	  aUack	  compared	  to	  the	  
darker	  marimba.	  Listen	  here

Vibraphone	  or	  Vibes	  
Unlike	  the	  other	  orchestral	  percussion	  
instruments,	  Vibraphone	  has	  crossed	  
over	  into	  Jazz.	  Today	  Stefon	  Harris	  has	  
revitalized	  an	  instrument	  that	  was	  fad-‐
ing	  from	  popularity.	  Harris	  proves	  that	  
crea9vity	  can	  come	  from	  any	  instru-‐
ment.	  	  	  	  	  Listen	  here
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Listen 2.35 Gentle Marimba, by Alastair 
Cameron a great musician and film composer in 
the UK. The opening features a conversation 
between marimba, xylophone and flute. 

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fL_E2GJ0z8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fL_E2GJ0z8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHP5xjBP-9I&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHP5xjBP-9I&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwNbaQJdRdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwNbaQJdRdw


Snare	  Drum
The	  snare	  drum	  has	  a	  unique	  aUachment	  of	  metal	  
coils	  on	  the	  boUom	  of	  the	  drum	  which	  raUle	  or	  
snap	  depending	  on	  the	  aUack	  of	  the	  drum	  s9ck.	  
These	  metal	  coils	  create	  an	  electric	  effect	  as	  they	  
vibrate.	  If	  the	  bass	  drum	  is	  the	  thunder	  of	  the	  or-‐
chestra,	  then	  the	  snare	  is	  the	  lightning.
Listen	  here
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SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X84U4tr4HtI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X84U4tr4HtI


Timpani
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Timpani-piano Timpani Roll
Timpani-forte

The	  9mpani	  or	  tympani	  are	  also	  known	  as	  keUle	  drums.	  In	  
groups	  of	  three	  to	  five	  tuned	  drums,	  they	  add	  drama9c	  low	  
pitches	  to	  the	  percussion	  family	  or	  underline	  drama9c	  state-‐
ments	  in	  the	  brass	  family.
In	  early	  9mpani	  music	  of	  the	  1700’s,	  independent	  parts	  were	  
not	  wriUen	  for	  9mpani	  drummers.	  They	  were	  so	  closely	  asso-‐
ciated	  with	  trumpets	  that	  they	  played	  the	  exact	  same	  part.
Many	  people	  confuse	  the	  9mpani	  with	  the	  bass	  drum.	  Unlike	  
the	  bass	  drum,	  9mpani	  can	  change	  pitch	  and	  have	  different	  
notes	  assigned	  to	  each	  drum,	  like	  the	  toms	  on	  a	  drum	  set,	  or	  
quads	  of	  a	  marching	  band.	  For	  another	  example	  Listen	  here

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2ObigqMV1U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2ObigqMV1U


Bass	  Drum	  
Unlike	  the	  9mpani	  (right),	  bass	  drum	  (below)	  doesn’t	  have	  mul9ple	  notes.	  It	  has	  only	  one	  pitch,	  but	  many	  
9mbres	  depending	  on	  the	  touch	  of	  the	  performer.	  At	  somer	  dynamics	  it	  can	  be	  foreboding	  or	  distantly	  dan-‐
gerous.	  When	  played	  loud	  (at	  forte)	  the	  sound	  is	  explosive,	  interrup9ve,	  or	  game	  changing.	  In	  the	  orches-‐
tra,	  the	  bass	  drum	  can	  omen	  have	  the	  last	  word.	  The	  resounding	  boom	  is	  the	  thunder	  of	  the	  orchestral	  per-‐
cussion	  sec9on,	  like	  the	  dot	  on	  the	  boUom	  of	  an	  exclama9on	  point.	  (	  !	  )	  Listen	  here
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SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2cVbL5R6mw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2cVbL5R6mw&feature=related


Jazz	  Drum	  Set
At	  the	  turn	  of	  the	  20th	  century,	  musicians	  in	  New	  Orleans	  
assembled	  marching	  drums	  lemover	  from	  the	  Civil	  War	  
into	  a	  new	  instrument	  called	  the	  drum	  set.	  As	  Jazz	  spread	  
across	  the	  country,	  the	  instrument	  rose	  in	  popularity,	  be-‐
coming	  a	  cornerstone	  of	  all	  American	  music.	  
Today,	  the	  main	  parts	  of	  the	  drum	  set	  are	  snare,	  bass,	  
toms,	  hi	  hat,	  and	  ride	  cymbal.
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(scroll)
The Drum Set
Snare Drum: Snare has metal coils 
attached to the lower drum head to 
create a unique snapping attack. It is 
usually the most important drum, 
providing the primary pulse.

Bass Drum: The lowest voiced drum sits 
on the floor, usually as the counter or 
complimentary rhythm to the snare. Its 
rhythm usually anticipates or follows the 
snare immediately.

Interactive 2.13 The drum set has become essential to 
American music. But how and why did this strange collection 
of drums evolve?
SAMPLE
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Ride CymbalHi Hat

Bass Drum

Crash Cymbal

Toms

Popcorn 
Snare

Snare

Toms

Snare

Toms

Drum Set 
Using 
Brushes SAMPLE
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Listen 2.36 River Bend

River Bend features a variety of 

orchestral percussion and low brass. 
Listen for snare, bass drum, sleigh bells, 
suspended and crash cymbals. 

Notice how empty spaces in the 
beginning create the illusion of broad and 
open areas. Listen for the french horn to 
bark at the brass section. The texture of 
percussion layers in the second half is 
very active, creating an illusion of motion, 
drastic change, swirling currents, or 
chaotic danger. 

Did the raft make it through the rapids? 
Or did it sink?

SAMPLE



Listen to the following examples, research the music, 
and answer one of the following questions in the inter-
active widget on the next page.

• How is the ensemble or music organized?
• What is the history of this style?
• How is this music connected to religion or culture?

Gamelan Gong Kebyar (Indonesia)

Kodo Drum Ensemble (Japan)

Ewe Drumming in Ghana

Ustad Allah Rakha and Zakir Hussain Tabla 
Solo (India)

Aberikula en la Habana (Cuba)

Bomba in Loiza (Puerto Rico) 

Top Secret Drum Corps, Edinburgh Military 
Tattoo 2009 (Switzerland)

Blast! Drumline Battery Battle (USA)

World Percussion Ensembles
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SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldPMifPbngc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldPMifPbngc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7HL5wYqAbU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7HL5wYqAbU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3g15n9qCdc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3g15n9qCdc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALZpNazAVts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALZpNazAVts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALZpNazAVts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALZpNazAVts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPid2ZZibqA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPid2ZZibqA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J09tYXHH0uk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J09tYXHH0uk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJVdnMAGIt8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJVdnMAGIt8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJVdnMAGIt8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJVdnMAGIt8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=186Fdc59tWY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=186Fdc59tWY


Interactive 2.14 World Percussion Ensembles Essay Test

Using the listening examples on the previous page, 
answer the following questions about each 
ensemble. Research each ensemble or style for a 
more detailed perspective. 
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SAMPLE



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Gallery 3.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

Chapter 3

the elements of 
music

The most difficult hurdle for understanding music is 
mastering the fundamental elements. Once a listener 
understands these elements, though, he or she can 
spend a lifetime exploring music at greater and greater 
depth.

In order to understand these elements of music, we can 
travel into an imaginary world called the chronotope, 
where music can be represented in terms of space and 
time. In the chronotope, rhythm generates imaginary 
time travel and melodies create characters in motion. 
With too many melodies music feels like a crowded bus; 
without a melody, music feels vacant like empty space.

When melody, harmony, and rhythm connect they 
shape a virtual transport away from reality, but 
only in the mind of the perceptive listener.

SAMPLE



the	  fundamental	  elements	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   the	  roots
There	  are	  3	  categories	  that	  contain	  the	  13	  elements	  of	  music:	  tonal,	  temporal,	  and	  social.	  On	  the	  fundamental	  level,	  tonal	  
describes	  the	  notes,	  temporal	  describes	  the	  9me,	  and	  social	  describes	  the	  humanity	  of	  music.	  The	  three	  groups,	  however,	  
are	  not	  absolute	  rules.	  For	  example,	  melody	  belongs	  to	  the	  tonal	  world	  but	  it	  can	  also	  be	  temporal	  or	  social.	  Amer	  the	  “meet	  
and	  greet,”	  each	  fundamental	  element	  will	  be	  discovered	  in	  greater	  detail.	  The	  key	  to	  understanding	  music	  is	  in	  the	  depth	  
percep9on	  and	  u9lity	  of	  these	  13	  elements.	  

the	  tonal	  world	  
The	  vast	  majority	  of	  music	  is	  governed	  by	  a	  tonal	  system	  that	  organizes	  notes	  into	  a	  hierarchy.	  In	  music,	  one	  note	  is	  typically	  	  
the	  leader	  of	  the	  group.	  This	  note	  is	  called	  the	  root.	  From	  the	  root,	  all	  other	  notes	  are	  organized	  into	  a	  tonal	  system	  like	  orbit-‐
ing	  planets	  around	  the	  sun,	  called	  Tonality.	  Tonality	  works	  like	  the	  gravity	  of	  a	  solar	  system	  crea9ng	  the	  organized	  rota9on	  of	  
objects	  or	  notes	  and	  chords.	  Even	  average	  listeners	  can	  recognize	  a	  chord	  that	  belongs	  to	  an	  unusual	  tonality.

In	  order	  to	  create	  a	  tonal	  ecosystem,	  the	  six	  elements	  below	  work	  together	  like	  builders	  in	  SimCity.	  Their	  roles	  are	  en9rely	  dif-‐
ferent	  from	  each	  other,	  and	  each	  element	  is	  incredibly	  complex.	  	  

Melody	  -‐	  a	  sequence	  of	  notes	  in	  a	  specific	  order,	  most	  omen	  the	  lead	  voice	  in	  a	  piece

Timbre	  -‐	  tone	  color,	  the	  unique	  characteris9c	  of	  each	  instrument	  or	  voice

Ar(cula(on	  -‐	  the	  dic9on	  of	  the	  performer

Phrasing	  -‐	  the	  way	  a	  musician	  shapes	  a	  melodic	  line

Harmony	  -‐	  a	  combina9on	  of	  notes	  occurring	  simultaneously

Pitch	  -‐	  the	  highness	  or	  lowness	  of	  a	  note

Section 1

the elements of music
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seeing the trees from the forest

SAMPLE



the	  temporal	  world
The	  temporal	  elements	  describe	  the	  clock	  of	  music,	  crea9ng	  an	  awareness	  of	  9me	  passing	  and	  changes	  happening	  across	  
9me.	  If	  a	  melody	  has	  very	  liUle	  rhythm	  it	  feels	  sta9onary.	  If	  it	  has	  rhythm	  the	  melody	  sounds	  like	  it	  is	  moving	  or	  changing.	  
Without	  the	  temporal	  elements	  of	  9me	  surrounding	  a	  melody,	  melodies	  feel	  isolated	  or	  stagnant.	  

Rhythm	  is	  the	  most	  important	  aspect	  of	  the	  temporal	  world.	  If	  rhythm	  stops,	  mo9on	  stops,	  like	  gesng	  a	  flat	  9re.	  The	  
other	  elements	  of	  texture,	  dynamics,	  and	  form	  describe	  the	  view	  from	  the	  window.

Rhythm	  -‐	  the	  way	  in	  which	  beats	  are	  organized;	  or	  the	  pulse	  of	  the	  music

Texture	  -‐	  the	  way	  instruments	  or	  voices	  are	  combined	  into	  a	  collec9ve	  sound

Dynamics	  -‐	  the	  mixture	  of	  loud	  and	  som	  in	  music

Form	  -‐	  the	  structure	  or	  grouping	  of	  ideas	  into	  units

the	  social	  world	  
The	  interac9on	  of	  melodies	  or	  ideas	  that	  takes	  place	  through	  music	  makes	  the	  art	  form	  uniquely	  human.	  Beyond	  the	  logic	  
and	  language,	  the	  social	  world	  of	  music	  describes	  our	  connec9on	  to	  others	  through	  a	  language	  without	  words.	  These	  so-‐
cial	  aspects	  allow	  us	  to	  communicate	  without	  the	  piualls	  of	  using	  words.

Improvisa(on	  -‐	  spontaneous	  music	  composi9on	  during	  a	  performance

Social	  Context	  -‐	  Does	  music	  have	  a	  purpose	  other	  than	  listening	  in	  each	  par9cular	  context?	  (Dancing?	  Wedding?	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Funeral?	  War	  chant?)

Expressive	  Intent	  -‐	  Is	  the	  composer	  trying	  to	  create	  an	  emo9onal	  response	  in	  the	  listener?
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Feeling music is like riding 
a train - everyone can feel 
a train ride. Understanding 
music is knowing how the 
train works - what it’s 
made out of, where it’s 
going, and why the 
conductor is wearing a 
stopwatch.  

Review 3.1 Fundamentals of Music 
Definitions Quiz 

Check Answer

Question 1 of 10
A series of notes in a specific or-
der is a ____________	 	

A. harmony

B. melody

C. rhythm

D. timbreSAMPLE



Tonality

Timbre

Phrasing
Articulation

Dynamics

Melody
Counter 
Melody

Texture

Harmony

Rhythm

Interactive 3.1 Ways to Visualize Music. 
In the graph below, explore various ways to think about the elements of music. Recent research has shown that 
professional musicians see music with the visual part of their brain more than the average person. Interactive 
Listening is designed to help you see music like a professional visualizes his or her part in an ensemble.
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Consonant - when two or more notes sound pleasing or stable

Dissonant - when two or more notes sound unpleasing or 
unstable

Tempo - the speed of a piece of music

Meter - a regular rhythmic cycle or – the number and length of 
beats in each measure

Genre - a category of music

Instrumentation - the collection of instruments that make up an 
ensemble, also known as orchestration

Phrase - a small section of a melody, usually marked by a small 
pause when the performer breathes, similar to a sentence

Beat - the regular pulse of the music

Interval - the distance between two notes

Syncopation - accenting an unexpected note or “off beat”

Monophonic - containing a single melodic line

Polyphonic	  -‐	  containing	  two	  or	  more	  inde-‐
pendent	  melodic	  lines

Chord	  -‐	  three	  or	  more	  notes	  played	  together

Cadence	  -‐	  the	  end	  of	  a	  musical	  sentence;	  it	  is	  
omen	  followed	  by	  a	  pause	  in	  the	  music

Movement	  -‐	  a	  smaller	  within	  a	  larger	  work;	  
there	  are	  usually	  four	  of	  these	  in	  a	  standard	  
symphony

Section 2

extended terminology - branches
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Hearing	  Consonant	  and	  Dissonant
Consonant	  and	  dissonant	  chords	  work	  together	  to	  create	  a	  harmonic	  narra9ve.	  Too	  many	  
stable	  or	  consonant	  chords	  make	  a	  song	  shallow,	  while	  using	  extensive	  dissonant	  progres-‐
sions	  can	  lose	  or	  irritate	  listeners.	  Great	  music	  mixes	  consonance	  and	  dissonance	  like	  he-‐
roes	  and	  villains	  on	  stage.	  Usually	  consonant	  and	  dissonant	  chords	  alternate	  back	  and	  
forth	  like	  chess	  pieces.
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Video 3.1 Consonant vs Dissonant

SAMPLE
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Melodies	  are	  our	  strongest	  connec9on	  to	  music.	  When	  a	  melody	  enters	  a	  song,	  our	  ear	  follows	  it	  like	  a	  spotlight	  
shining	  on	  a	  leading	  character.	  More	  than	  any	  element	  of	  music,	  we	  connect	  with	  melody	  as	  the	  symbolic	  person	  
in	  a	  story.	  Without	  melodies,	  music	  becomes	  spa9al,	  abstract,	  or	  open,	  like	  a	  meadow	  view,	  or	  empty	  stage.

Melodies	  give	  us	  a	  human	  interest.	  Melodies	  climb,	  leap,	  grow,	  shrink,	  walk,	  fall,	  evolve,	  descend,	  stumble,	  stag-‐
nate,	  land,	  laugh,	  reach,	  or	  die.	  Almost	  everything	  in	  the	  human	  experience	  can	  be	  described	  by	  the	  shape	  of	  a	  
melody.	  The	  experience	  of	  the	  melody	  in	  music	  usually	  becomes	  the	  plot.	  We	  remember	  moments	  of	  our	  lives	  
through	  melodies.

We	  sing	  melodies	  that	  make	  us	  happy,	  and	  pout	  when	  melodies	  bring	  back	  nega9ve	  memories.	  Melodies	  define	  
our	  victories,	  failures,	  desires,	  joys,	  needs,	  hopes,	  and	  self-‐image.	  But	  what	  is	  a	  melody?	  A	  melody	  is	  a	  series	  of	  
notes	  heard	  in	  a	  specific	  order.	  Like	  keys	  unlocking	  a	  series	  of	  doors,	  notes	  must	  sound	  in	  an	  exact	  order	  to	  jar	  our	  
memory.	  Have	  you	  heard	  Melody	  1	  before?

Section 3
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Listen 3.1 Melody 1 (Jode to Oy). Have 
you heard this melody before?

melody	   	  	  	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  ciao	  bella

A series of notes in a specific order

SAMPLE



Melody	  1	  (previous	  page)	  and	  Melody	  2	  (below)	  have	  
the	  same	  fimeen	  notes,	  9mbre,	  and	  iden9cal	  rhythm.	  
Thirteen	  of	  the	  fimeen	  notes	  above	  are	  correct,	  but	  it	  
only	  takes	  one	  or	  two	  incorrect	  notes	  to	  short	  circuit	  
our	  memory.	  In	  melody	  2,	  only	  two	  notes	  are	  changed	  
(E	  and	  a	  C	  swap	  places)	  of	  the	  fimeen	  notes.	  With	  E	  and	  
C	  back	  in	  their	  familiar	  posi9on,	  Melody	  2	  might	  jar	  
your	  memory.	  

Our	  brain	  remembers	  thousands	  of	  melodies,	  
but	  our	  memory	  demands	  that	  the	  rela(onships	  
between	  notes	  remain	  unchanged.	  Each	  pitch	  
must	  be	  delivered	  in	  an	  exact	  loca(on	  rela(ve	  to	  
the	  other	  pitches	  we	  remember.

Describing	  melodies

Like	  people,	  melodies	  have	  characteris9cs	  that	  can	  be	  
described	  (tall,	  shy,	  stubborn,	  op9mis9c,	  lonely,	  etc..).	  
The	  pitch	  of	  a	  melody	  could	  be	  compared	  to	  an	  actor	  
on	  a	  staircase.	  Stairs,	  like	  a	  melody’s	  pitch	  and	  rhythm,	  
can	  have	  many	  different	  meanings	  in	  a	  plot.	  Like	  the	  
feet	  of	  an	  actor,	  pitch	  and	  rhythm	  are	  the	  body	  lan-‐
guage	  of	  a	  melody.	  As	  music,	  melodies	  are	  built	  from	  
three	  types	  of	  mo9on,	  with	  notes	  moving	  in	  steps,	  
leaps,	  or	  sta9c	  repe((on	  of	  the	  same	  note.	  These	  
three	  types	  of	  mo9on	  can	  go	  up	  (higher	  notes)	  or	  down	  
(lower	  notes)	  or	  stay	  the	  same	  (repeated	  pitch).

In	  the	  example	  below,	  the	  melody	  has	  two	  parts.	  The	  
first	  half	  features	  long	  sustained	  notes	  with	  shorter	  and	  
higher	  notes	  at	  the	  end	  of	  each	  phrase.	  In	  the	  first	  half	  
of	  the	  song,	  listen	  for	  the	  melody	  to	  gradually	  reach	  for	  
higher	  notes.	  The	  second	  half	  of	  the	  song	  features	  a	  
short	  melody	  or	  mo(f	  repeated	  three	  9mes.	  
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Listen 3.2 Melody 2 (Ode to Joy). Have you heard this 
melody before?

Listen 3.3 Yard Troll B BoysSAMPLE



Steps	  -‐	  notes	  change	  in	  small	  intervals,	  like	  walk-‐
ing	  up	  and	  down	  a	  hill.

Leaps	  -‐	  notes	  jump	  up	  or	  down	  with	  large	  inter-‐
vals	  or	  distance	  between	  notes...like	  parkour.	  
Similar	  to	  humans,	  melodies	  usually	  only	  leap	  
their	  own	  height	  of	  an	  octave,	  up	  or	  down.

Repe((on	  -‐	  if	  a	  melody	  repeats	  a	  note,	  it	  is	  
called	  repe99on.	  It	  can	  create	  tension,	  energy,	  or	  
frustra9on	  like	  a	  trapped	  character.	  Repe99on	  
usually	  leads	  towards	  a	  change	  in	  pitch	  going	  up	  
(escape	  or	  victory),	  or	  down	  (resolved	  or	  defeat).
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Listen 3.4 Slow Stepper (Repetition)
Follow this melody as it uses many repetitions of the same 
note, but gradually ascends in small stepwise motion

The Law of Recovery 

In music, leaps up or 
down are usually 
followed by a small 
step in the opposite 
direction.  What’s 
exciting in our visual 
imagination of 
melodies as people, 
becomes dangerous 
in ice climbing. SAMPLE

http://vimeo.com/26523947
http://vimeo.com/26523947
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Like people, melodies find artistic and risky ways to get 
between two places with steps, stutter steps, and leaps 
that defy reason. The art of melody writing is in the 
journey of notes traveling between the first and last note.

Listen 3.5 On Your Mark (Melody Steps)
In this example, the melody repeats the first note and 
then moves up in steps. The phrase is repeated two 
more times like an “ostinato” or vamp, creating energy 
and anticipation.

Listen 3.7 Look Out Pigeon (Combination)
This example features leaps followed by 
steps in the opposite direction to create 
balance. The four phrases mirror each other 
in a question and answer conversation. Can 
you hear the stepwise motion at the end of 
each phrase that creates the mirror effect? 

Listen 3.6 Frogger Spy (Melody Leaps)
Leaps are difficult to use in melodies, and can sound 
disjointed. Giovanni Palestrina first warned composers 
about using leaps in melodies, and encouraged them 
to follow a leap with a step in the opposite direction. 
Frogger Spy has many unpredictable leaps, which give 
the melody an edgy personality.

SAMPLE



Melodies	  are	  ver9cal	  construc9ons	  in	  our	  imagina-‐
9on	  drawn	  from	  infinite	  combina9ons	  of	  repe9-‐
9on,	  leaps,	  or	  steps	  going	  up	  and	  down.	  Amer	  
35,000	  years,	  new	  melodies	  are	  s9ll	  wriUen	  every	  
day	  using	  only	  these	  three	  choices.	  Today,	  many	  
composers	  compose	  great	  music	  using	  various	  
forms	  of	  technology.	  The	  melody	  on	  the	  paper	  be-‐
low	  by	  Beethoven	  proves	  that	  crea9vity	  is	  not	  de-‐
fined	  by	  tools,	  but	  by	  imagina9on.	  

Beethoven	  was	  known	  to	  rewrite	  his	  music	  over	  
and	  over	  again	  un9l	  he	  found	  the	  perfect	  shape.	  
He	  was	  known	  as	  an	  amazing	  improviser	  at	  the	  pi-‐
ano	  years	  before	  his	  fame	  as	  a	  composer.	  Fur	  Elise	  

begins	  with	  quietly	  drama9c	  and	  repeated	  half	  
steps	  that	  fall	  gracefully	  down	  in	  leaps	  to	  the	  end	  
of	  the	  first	  phrase.	  The	  second	  phrase	  reaches	  op-‐
9mis9cally	  back	  up	  to	  where	  the	  first	  started.

What	  is	  it	  about	  the	  shape	  of	  Beethoven’s	  Fur	  
Elise	  melody	  wriUen	  below	  that	  makes	  it	  9me-‐
less?
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Listen 3.8 Imagine Beethoven composing the melody for Fur 
Elise. He was probably sitting at the piano and improvising when 
he grabbed his quill and wrote down the famous melody before it 
disappeared. Writing great melodies is usually a search, not a gift.

SAMPLE



seeing	  the	  melody

A great way to improve your music listen-
ing skills is to draw the melody as you are 
listening. Draw lines from left to right, 
when the pitch of the melody goes up, the 
line you are drawing should go up. You can 
either draw dashes or curved lines (like a 
roller coaster) as the melody progresses. Lis-
ten to the two examples on the right, and 
draw each example in the widget as you 
hear it.
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Listen 3.9 Drawing the Pitch examples 1 
and 2

MRI scans of professional musicians reveal that they see 
music in the visual region of the brain. To hear music like 
a professional, try seeing the music instead of hearing it.

DrawingTips
Example 1 has three phrases. The first two 
phrases go up, and the third one goes down. 
Example 2 is a duet between two violins in 
harmony. Sometimes only one violin is play-
ing. 
The goal of this exercise is to interpret the mu-
sic and draw creatively with detail, making sub-
tle corrections each time you listen. 

Interactive 3.2 Tap to draw 
here while listening.

SAMPLE



In	  class	  project

Drawing	  Pitch	  and	  Phrasing
 In the next example, draw and compare the melodies 

for Somewhere Over The Rainbow, as sung by these 
five people, next to their name using a different color 
for each person or using the Interactive Graph.

 If the singer stops singing, leave a space and start 
drawing again when the singer start singing again. 
Some people have voices that sound like curved 
lines, while other people sound more like dashes. Be 
creative with your drawing details: use thicker lines 
when the singing is louder. You should plan to listen 
to each songs a few times and make adjustments as 
needed. This exercise is best done in class.

Judy	  Garland	  (1939)

Frank	  Sinatra	  (1958)

Israel	  "IZ"	  Kamakawiw’ole	  (1993)

Eva	  Cassidy	  (1996)

Beyonce	  at	  Movies	  Rock	  (2007)
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Interactive 3.3 Somewhere Over the Rainbow

Draw the melody
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSZxmZmBfnU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSZxmZmBfnU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rectLMhmkz8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rectLMhmkz8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1bFr2SWP1I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1bFr2SWP1I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ce-5OWBNGNw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ce-5OWBNGNw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqjaI0P4sI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqjaI0P4sI0


timbre
Every person and every instrument is born with a unique sound called timbre. No two voices or 
clarinets will ever produce the same exact sound. In scientific terms, timbre describes the com-
bination of sounding frequencies that create a tone or note. 

Musicians spend their life improving their “sound” or tim-
bre. Every instrument and person in an ensemble brings a 
unique characteristic to the ensemble. Every sound cre-
ated by a person’s voice or instrument is one of a kind, 
like a fingerprint or a mother’s voice. Timbre is the per-
former’s most important characteristic. If audiences don’t 
like a performer’s sound quality, nothing else matters.

Section 4
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Video 3.2 A visual look at timbre

What do the circles in this video represent?

SAMPLE



Articulation is the diction of music performance. On the simplest level, articulation describes how a mu-
sician starts a note. Like diction shapes words, articulation shapes notes. In order for notes to contrast 
with one another creating unique phrases, performers must have a variety of articulations to start and 
end notes. All notes or words are not equally important in a phrase. How would you emphasize an im-
portant word in a sentence?

Like speakers, musicians are defined by how they deliver information as much as the quality of informa-
tion they present. From Samuel Jackson to Yo Yo Ma, great performers have complex musical articula-
tion in their voice.

Section 5

articulation
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If you were acting in a play, how would you create 
these impressions for the audience in the voice of 
your character? How would you create these 
musical illusions using articulation? Leave a note 
next to each.

Power
Grace
Momentum
Shocking
Stable
MysteriousFrom Legato, to Marcato, Pizzicato, Jazz, 

and Mixed Groupings or combinations.

Listen 3.10 A range of articulationsSAMPLE



Phrasing is the shaping and grouping of notes into coherent ideas. If articulation defines notes like words, then phrasing 
describes the shape of the sentence and paragraph. Everyone can hear music and recognize great melodies, but fewer 
listeners can hear detailed phrasing created by the performer. Like words, music can be phrased in many different and 
effective ways.

Classical musicians record many of the same pieces by Mozart and others, striving to bring a unique interpretation of his 
written notes through phrasing. Written music only gives the modern performer a skeleton of the expected performance. 
Phrasing separates average from great performances. Many people can read music, but great soloists can transform the 
written note into a personal expression that sounds spontaneous, obvious, independent, and necessary, all at the same 
time. Compare the articulation and phrasing of these three famous cello players, all interpreting Bach’s Cello Suite No. 1.

Section 6

phrasing
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Music vs Writing
• Articulation                              Word

• Phrase        Sentence or Paragraph

• Song/Movement                 Chapter

• Album/Symphony/Set List     Novel

Video 3.3 Yo Yo Ma Video 3.4 Mstislav Rostapovich Video 3.5 Mischa MaiskySAMPLE



Harmony describes the collective tonality of a group
of notes sounding together at the same time. When 3 or more notes sound simultaneously,

they are called a chord. There are many types of complex chords, but the five primary 
chords in western music are major, minor, dominant, diminished, and

augmented. Since the Baroque Period (1600-1750) each chord has come to 
symbolize specific moods or harmonic markers in a progression of chords. 

Emotional moods that describe chords are not absolute or universal, 
but the list below offers some of the most typical associations.

Section 7
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harmony

 Major	         Minor      Dominant	  Diminished	 Augmented  Major 

                                  Can you hear the chord qualities changing in the example above?

Major	       bright, happy, resolved, stable, triumphant, peaceful

Minor	       		       dark, sad emotional, melancholy, defeated

Dominant           moving, aggressive, unstable, waiting, urgent

Diminished                    troubled, dangerous, looming, urgent

Augmented                    mysterious, spacey, angst, unnatural

SAMPLE



chord progressions
If melodies are characters in our mind, then har-
mony and chord progressions set the mood and 
light the stage. Without harmony behind them, 
melodies seem alone or independent.  With chord 
progressions, melodies can have changing inter-
nal or visible (external) moods. On their own, 
chords can become flat, so they are usually organ-
ized into progressions of changing chords. A 
chord progression creates harmonic contrast and 
tension that surrounds melodies.

Without melodies present, chord progressions 
can push the listener into a personal or introspec-
tive mood driven by the chords. Listen to the 
chord progression above. Does this chord progres-
sion (without a melody) change your mood, or 
make you introspective?

A chord progression is a series of different 
chords happening in a row, like beads on a neck-
lace. Similar to beads, chord progressions often 
repeat themselves in interesting or challenging  
patterns.
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Listen 3.11 Partial Eclipse

SAMPLE



The	  two	  examples	  on	  the	  right	  use	  the	  same	  exact	  
harmony	  and	  four	  chord	  progression.	  Listen	  for	  the	  
four	  chords	  in	  each	  progression	  played	  twice	  (8	  
chords	  total).	  In	  the	  second	  half	  of	  each	  example,	  lis-‐
ten	  for	  changes	  in	  the	  notes	  or	  pitches	  that	  conform	  
to	  the	  progression	  of	  the	  first	  four	  chords.	  

How	  does	  the	  same	  chord	  progression	  make	  these	  
eclipses	  sound	  the	  same?
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Video 3.6  A visual look at harmony

Listen 3.12 Solar Eclipse

Listen 3.13 Lunar Eclipse

SAMPLE



On the surface, pitch describes the highness or lowness of a sound created from a vibrating 
object. The more vibrations an object creates, the higher the note we perceive. Like a rocket, 
melodies are most interesting when their pitch rises or falls. As the pitch of a melody rises we 
perceive an object pulling away from gravity. Beautiful melodies can fight or defy gravity 
when they rise, sounding graceful or determined. When the pitch of melodies fall, they can 
float down, fall suddenly, or descend with powerful force. Usually the most important note is 
the highest note or pitch. Less often, a melody may peak in intensity at its lowest note, like an 
angry parent. Awareness of pitch rising and falling in melodies helps reveal the intention of 
the music's creator.

Pitch	  and	  Intona(on

When two musician play "in tune,"their number of vibrations per second are almost identical. 
When an orchestra tunes up before a concert, the oboist plays plays an A at 440 cycles per 
minute, and the ensemble dials in to this frequency, making minor adjustments to their instru-
ments. All natural instruments are affected by weather and temperature, making instruments 
smaller or larger depending on the temperature and humidity. When a musician starts playing 
a brass or woodwind, the instrument is changing pitch as it warms up for the first five min-
utes. What happens when a trumpet player has to wait 10 minutes to play their first note in 
an orchestra? Watch for performers blowing quiet air through their horn before they start. 
Woodwind instruments especially make difficult tuning adjustments between winter and 
summer seasons, as reeds and wood change drastically between seasons. This reserves 
spring and autumn for complaining about unpredictable weather.

Section 8

pitch
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Listen for drastic changes in pitch.

Listen 3.14 Daft PitchSAMPLE
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Listen 3.15 Heromobile

Listen 3.17 Welcome to Aqua Spa 

Listen 3.18 Caves of Saturn

Listen 3.16 Cloud Mountain Wave Runner

Review 3.2  Answer the following questions

Check Answer

Question 1 of 6
Which one of these examples fea-
tures a repeated melody that has a 
changing timbre?

A. Caves of Saturn

B. Cloud Mountain Wave-
Runner

C. Welcome to Aqua Spa

D. Heromobile

listening	  quiz

SAMPLE



rhythm	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  our	  Bme	  machine
Everything	  in	  the	  universe	  is	  moving	  in	  some	  kind	  of	  orbit,	  or	  rhythm.
But	  only	  humans,	  can	  create	  complex	  rhythm	  in	  which	  
many	  different	  rhythms	  are	  overlapping.	  Musical	  
rhythm	  is	  a	  combina(on	  of	  strong	  and	  weak	  
beats	  usually	  in	  a	  repea(ng	  paQern.	  
When	  rhythm	  begins,	  we	  
leave	  reality.

Terminology
• Tempo	  -‐	  the	  speed	  of	  the	  pulse

• Pulse	  -‐	  the	  repeated	  strong	  note	  of	  the	  paUern,	  
the	  main	  beat	  for	  foot	  tapping

• Syncopa(on	  -‐an	  unexpected	  strong	  accent	  that	  arrives	  before	  or	  amer	  
the	  main	  pulse	  to	  jar	  predictable	  paUerns

• Chronotope	  -‐	  the	  combina9on	  of	  melody	  (tonal)	  and	  rhythm	  (tempo-‐
ral)	  that	  creates	  a	  transport	  away	  from	  reality

Section 9
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Around the world, rhythms are as diverse as spices. 
Like food, foreign rhythms are an acquired taste. In 
order to appreciate new rhythms, new listeners 

must find a repeating pattern. Do you see a 
rhythmic pattern in this photo of the Si-o-
se-Pol bridge in Isfahan, Iran? If so, what 
would the pattern sound like in music?

(photo by Reza Haji-pour)

SAMPLE



Rhythms can be simple or complex. In simple 
rhythmic patterns, all parts play the same rhythm. 
In complex rhythms, multiple sound objects are 
synchronized into a predictable rotation over over-
lapping rhythms. 

Music is dependent on rhythm to create a sense 
of motion, travel, or time passing. Without 
rhythm, melodies seem stagnant or stationary. In 
music, rhythmic patterns can be constant, chang-
ing, fast, slow, moderate, busy, hollow, or any-
thing else humans have experienced. When 
rhythm and melody are combined, they create 
the “chronotope” in which we visualize melodies 
as objects or characters traveling across time in 
our imagination. 
How would a melody sound if it was out of sync 
with a repeated rhythmic pattern?
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Listen 3.20 Simple Rhythm

Listen 3.19 Complex Rhythm

Interactive Drawing 3.1 Draw the visual rhythm of this 
Indonesian temple. Look for repetitive patterns.

SAMPLE
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Video 3.7 The Visual Orbit of Rhythm 
Why do we like rhythm? 
What does it represent? 
What would rhythm look like if it was visual?

Tap for Orbital Launch

All humans have rhythm, but why? Can you think of any music 
that doesn’t have rhythm?

SAMPLE



counterpoint
Section 10
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Listen 3.21 The Gondola   
(baroque style)

Video 3.8 Guilame 
Dufay’s Nuper 
Rosarem Flores 
(renaissance style)

At the end of the Middle 
Ages, writers explored 
counterpoint between 2 
melodies, leading to 
modern harmony. Imagine 
discovering harmony and 
writing it down.

Counterpoint is a technique that requires great skill in which a composer creates multiple layers of 
simultaneous melodies.When music was first written down in the Middle Ages (400-1450), counterpoint 
or polyphony of multiple melodies was forbidden by the church. In the Christian world of monotheism, 
all people would sing together in one voice, or unison. By the time of the Italian Renaissance 
(1450-1600) musicians began writing melodies that were intertwined. At the same time that weavers 
were making tapestries of complex  multi-colored threads, musicians began showing their wit by 
layering independent voices together into a quilt of sewn sound. From the Renaissance to the Baroque, 
counterpoint would reach its greatest peak in the quills  of Vivaldi, Bach, and Handel. How many lines 
of counterpoint are in The Gondola  below? Don’t be  fooled. Baroque composers often created the 
illusion       of four  voices.

SAMPLE



During the Baroque Period (1600-1750), Johann Se-
bastian Bach, Antonio Vivaldi, and Handel refined 
counterpoint into a modern language that defined 
the rules of western music. Johann Sebastian Bach 
composed some of the most famous counterpoint 
in his Baroque fugues. His hundreds of fugues 
yielded thousands of sibling melodies, also known 
as entries.

Like children, these melodies in fugue are related 
by blood but independent from one another like 
squabbling brothers and sisters. Maybe that’s why 
Bach had 20 children? As society has changed, our 
taste in counterpoint has shifted dramatically. To-
day, counterpoint is defined by layers of melody, 
usually with different shapes. Modern counterpoint 
in Pop music functions like parts of an engine work-
ing together, rather than branches of the same tree. 
During Vivaldi’s life in Venice, composers strove to 
write counterpoint with similar shapes, like a family, or 
group of boats. In Bach’s Little Fugue in G minor, lis-
ten for the four voices using the same melody (subject.). 
They are independent but genetically bound to each 
other.

Listen 3.22 Passing Satellites 	
(modern style counterpoint) 

Video 3.9 Bach’s 
“Little Fugue in G 
minor”
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SAMPLE

http://www.hoteldanieliview.com
http://www.hoteldanieliview.com
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Listen 3.23 The Race Through Mombasa

Interactive 3.4 

Check Answer

Question 1 of 8
In the first 20 seconds, how many different melodies or lines 
of counterpoint are there?

A. 2

B. 3

C. 4

D. 5

Interactive 3.5 Creative Writing

The Race Through Mombasa  

Your creative writing story 
begins at this                   
hotel in Mombasa 

Coming back to your room 
with bad hotel coffee in 
hand, you realize your door 
is open...

SAMPLE

https://www.google.com/maps/views/view/108065754869409580765/5fa29118e370eac2?hl=en-us&gl=us
https://www.google.com/maps/views/view/108065754869409580765/5fa29118e370eac2?hl=en-us&gl=us


dgg

Texture

Section 11
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texture Texture defines the surface area upon which melodies travel, like the ground underneath this 
rover. It is the cumulative terrain or environment of the musical activity surrounding a 
melody, like a character traveling through mountains, oceans, or city streets. Another way to 
think of texture, like the sound of popcorn popping, the individual notes are almost identical 
but their texture changes dramatically from beginning to end as the activity increases. 
Hearing texture is different than hearing notes and takes curious attention to details. NASA 
named this rover “Curiosity” and sent it to study the surface texture of Mars.

SAMPLE



 When	  the	  collec9ve	  ac9vity	  of	  the	  ensemble	  
is	  put	  together	  it	  creates	  texture.	  Texture	  de-‐
scribes	  the	  combina9on	  of	  rhythm	  and	  9m-‐
bre	  that	  creates	  a	  surface	  of	  sound.	  

	  
	   Imagine	  a	  crowd	  of	  people	  walking	  through	  a	  
train	  sta9on,	  the	  landscape	  of	  a	  grassland,	  or	  
popcorn	  popping.	  All	  of	  these	  scenes	  have	  a	  
moving	  texture	  similar	  to	  music.	  

	  
	   To	  make	  the	  texture	  more	  complex	  like	  music,	  
assign	  different	  ouuits	  to	  the	  people	  in	  the	  
train	  sta9on	  scene.	  What	  instruments	  would	  
those	  people	  be?
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Video 3.10  A visual and aural look at texture

Listen 3.24  Robot Gym

• How would you describe the texture in Robot Gym?

• Is Robot Gym monophonic or polyphonic?

• One solitary melody is called 
monophonic

• If 2 or more ideas are happening in 
layers simultaneously, the texture is 
called polyphonic

• When a secondary rhythm or chord 
supports a primary melody, the 
texture is called homophonic

SAMPLE



In the temporal world of music, dynamics create a spectrum of emotional intensi-
ties between exciting and calm by creating contrasting levels of loud and soft 
notes. Good musicians use detailed dynamics. In a great performance, every mu-
sic note has a direction that is either "coming or going," getting louder or softer. 
It is very rare for a music note to not have a direction that is getting louder or 
softer. Dynamics in good music are always changing and have many noticeable 
tributaries with inner changes happening throughout the ensemble. Every instru-
ment and voice responds differently at different dynamic levels, creating unique 
challenges. Each note has a shape inside of a phrase inside of a melody, inside 
of a section, inside of a piece, that's inside of a program. Effective dynamics are 
macro and microscopic.

Section 12

dynamics	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       		       this one goes to 11
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Video 3.11  Go to 11

Like actors bringing a script to life, great musicians take musical notes 
off the page with dynamics that breathe, whisper, shriek, or scream. In 
this picture, there is a storm coming, but like orchestral dynamics, there 
are many more details.

SAMPLE
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 Video 3.12 What are dynamics?  

Our experience in appreciating dynamics has been traumatized by the car radio. Since 
music hit the airwaves, dynamics have been compressed to compete with the sound of 
engine pistons. With compression technology, radio stations have created the ability to 
even out the sound volume, making music easy to hear at 70 mph. While this 
transformation is good for car sales, it has eroded our appreciation of quiet dynamics 
to the point that many people think loud musicians are better. Like a storyteller, great 
musicians use a variety of dynamic levels in their music. Dynamics create energy and 
motion. The example below has gradual and sudden changes in dynamics, using a 
large spectrum from ff (double forte: very loud) to pp (pianissimo: very soft).

dynamics
• create sharp contrast and gradual evolution

• reveal the spirit of a performer

• describe the composer’s intention

• show mastery of complex musicianship and 
ideas

• are not an exact science

• animate music into an art rather than a skill

• each step up in volume should double

range of dynamics
ff             fortissimo-very loud

f 	 	   forte-loud 

mf    mezzo forte-moderately loud

mp  mezzo piano-moderately soft

p                  piano-soft

pp       pianissimo-very soft

SAMPLE
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Listen 3.25 The Forest of Tangled Spells

Interactive 3.6 Forest Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 6
The loudest point of this piece is the 
___________

A. beginning

B. middle

C. end

Interactive 3.7 Creative 
Writing

The Forest of Tangled Spells

SAMPLE
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Interactive 3.8                     The Piglet Quiz           

Check Answer

Question 1 of 17
Using your knowledge on the Elements of Music, answer the 
following questions about Piglet’s life. If she was a character 
in a piece of music, what would she become?

A. harmony

B. a rhythm

C. a melody

D. tonalitySAMPLE



When	  you	  can	  hear	  the	  form	  of	  a	  tune	  you	  gain	  greater	  insight	  
into	  the	  process	  of	  wri9ng	  and	  producing	  music.	  Form	  is	  the	  or-‐
ganiza9on	  of	  a	  composi9on	  into	  smaller	  sec9ons.	  Music	  is	  usu-‐
ally	  divided	  into	  sec9ons	  to	  create	  contrast	  within	  a	  par9cular	  
piece.	  The	  difficulty	  in	  hearing	  form	  comes	  from	  our	  natural	  
tendency	  to	  listen	  to	  music	  in	  the	  moment,	  rather	  than	  in	  the	  
big	  picture.	  In	  order	  to	  hear	  form,	  you	  must	  listen	  for	  things	  
that	  change	  abruptly,	  such	  as	  dynamics,	  melody,	  harmony,	  
rhythm,	  or	  texture.	  When	  any	  of	  these	  elements	  change	  sud-‐
denly,	  you’re	  probably	  hearing	  a	  new	  sec9on	  in	  the	  form.

The	  first	  sec9on	  or	  melody	  is	  always	  called	  A,	  and	  the	  next	  is	  B.	  
If	  the	  A	  sec9on	  returns	  later	  in	  the	  piece,	  it	  is	  
called	  A	  or	  A2	  if	  it	  is	  slightly	  changed.	  Forms	  in	  
music	  are	  similar	  to	  poetry,	  with	  each	  leUer	  rep-‐
resen9ng	  a	  new	  sec9on.	  Usually	  a	  song	  repeats	  
only	  one	  of	  the	  following	  groups	  over	  and	  over:

	  	  AABA	  	  	  	  	  ABCA	  	  	  	  	  ABA	  	  	  	  	  ABCDA	  	  	  

Section 13

hearing the form
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dancing to architecture

SAMPLE



Like	  a	  building,	  pieces	  of	  music	  have	  smaller	  rooms	  inside	  of	  
them	  called	  sec9ons	  or	  movements.	  Small	  sec9ons	  create	  
contrast	  and	  order	  we	  can	  remember	  during	  the	  perform-‐
ance.	  Musicians	  and	  listeners	  like	  hearing	  structure	  and	  
repe99on	  because	  it	  gives	  us	  an	  informed	  perspec9ve	  on	  
the	  nature	  of	  the	  crea9on	  or	  the	  expected	  path	  of	  the	  story.

The	  example	  below	  has	  three	  sec9ons,	  wriUen	  in	  ABA	  form,	  
like	  two	  offices	  connected	  by	  a	  hallway.	  Within	  each	  sec-‐
9on,	  each	  four	  measure	  phrase	  is	  repeated	  two	  9mes,	  like	  a	  
room	  with	  two	  windows...to	  escape	  from.

Listening	  to	  Beethoven	  or	  Col-‐
trane	  without	  understanding	  
form	  is	  like	  trying	  to	  swim	  up	  a	  
water	  slide.	  The	  lifeguard,	  or	  

form	  in	  music,	  will	  teach	  
you	  that	  all	  great	  things	  
have	  rules,	  structure,	  and	  

stairs.	  To	  hear	  great	  mu-‐
sic,	  you	  have	  to	  take	  
the	  stairs.
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Listen 3.26   The Alpha Bravo Alpha Code
SAMPLE



What	  is	  the	  form	  of	  the	  example	  on	  the	  right?	  In	  Jazz	  and	  Pop	  music,	  sec-‐
(ons	  of	  the	  form	  are	  usually	  between	  15	  and	  30	  seconds	  long.	  Take	  the	  
interac(ve	  quiz	  below	  to	  find	  out	  why	  musicians	  “go	  to	  the	  bridge.”
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Listen 3.27 The Bond Girl

Interactive 3.9 The Bridge Quiz

Check Answer

The Bond Girl combines Breakbeat and Classical like The Beatles’ Eleanor Rigby mashed Pop and Vivaldi 

A

A

A

A

B

B

A

ASAMPLE
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Interactive 3.10 HEARING THE FORM Play the track above, and using the interactive storyboard below, drag the correct 
sections of music to the correct number as the story unfolds. Remember: the first section is always A.

Check Answer

Question 1 of 8

A          B            A

A          B            A

A 2

A 2

C

C

C 2

C 2

A 3

A 3

C 3

C 3

Listen 3.28 Dangerous Crossing by Pete Carney. In Africa, predators wait for migrating animals to cross dangerous rivers on their 
journey. Reddington bird has a tough decision to make about crossing this river. Dangerous Crossing features flute, oboe, strings, 
trombone, and timpani. 

SAMPLE



hearing	  verse	  and	  chorus	  in	  pop	  songs
Pop	  music	  subgenres,	  including	  Rock,	  Hip	  Hop,	  Country,	  Gospel,	  and	  Reggae,	  use	  a	  form	  called	  
Verse-‐Chorus.	  Verse-‐Chorus	  is	  a	  two-‐part	  form	  consis9ng	  of	  a	  Verse	  (A)	  and	  Chorus	  (B).	  The	  two	  
sec9ons	  are	  different	  from	  one	  another	  to	  create	  contrast	  and	  energy.	  Usually	  the	  verse	  tells	  the	  
story	  of	  the	  song	  as	  Verse	  1,	  Verse	  2,	  Verse	  3.	  The	  chorus	  sec9on,	  or	  “hook,”	  responds	  to	  the	  
verse	  with	  a	  memorable,	  repe99ve,	  and	  contras9ng	  melody.	  The	  dynamics	  and	  texture	  of	  the	  cho-‐
rus	  are	  usually	  very	  different	  from	  the	  verse,	  omen9mes	  being	  louder	  and	  more	  aggressive.	  Listen	  
for	  changes	  in	  the	  drum,	  bass,	  and	  guitar	  part	  to	  hear	  the	  change	  from	  Verse	  sec9on	  to	  Chorus.
In	  addi9on	  to	  the	  Verse	  and	  Chorus,	  here	  are	  some	  other	  sec9ons	  to	  look	  out	  for	  when	  listening	  
to	  popular	  music:

Intro	  -‐	  A	  short	  sec9on	  that	  establishes	  the	  groove	  or	  feel	  of	  the	  song	  before	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
the	  melody	  starts.

Interlude	  -‐	  A	  short	  sec9on	  just	  like	  the	  Intro,	  but	  it	  appears	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  song	  
rather	  than	  at	  the	  beginning.	  An	  interlude	  breaks	  up	  endless	  repe99ons	  to	  create	  
contrast	  and	  is	  usually	  instrumental	  (no	  lyrics).

Pre-‐Chorus	  -‐	  A	  sec9on	  that	  leads	  from	  the	  verse	  to	  the	  chorus	  with	  an	  
energe9c	  build	  up.

Bridge	  -‐	  A	  sec9on	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  a	  tune	  (usually	  with	  lyrics)	  that	  contrasts	  
with	  the	  verse	  (A)	  and	  chorus	  (B)	  

Outro	  -‐	  A	  short	  sec9on	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  song	  that	  brings	  the	  song	  to	  a	  conclusion	  
amer	  the	  melody	  has	  ended.
A	  typical	  form	  would	  be:	  

Using	  Verse/Chorus	  System:	  
	   	   Intro,	  Verse	  1,	  Verse	  2,	  Chorus,	  guitar	  solo	  (over	  Verse),	  Chorus,	  Outro	  	  
Or	  Using	  LeQering	  System:	  
	   	   Intro,	  A1,	  A2,	  B,	  A3,	  	  A4,	  B,	  Outro	  	  	  
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SAMPLE



Horace	  Silver’s	  “Song	  for	  My	  Father”	  is	  a	  clear	  example	  
of	  using	  intro,	  solos,	  os9nato,	  and	  outro.	  Answer	  the	  fol-‐
lowing	  ques9ons	  while	  listening	  to	  the	  example	  below.	  

Listen	  to	  
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Interactive 3.13 Horace Silver’s 
“Song for My Father”

Interactive 3.11 Terminology Review

Check Answer

Question 1 of 10
A section that establishes the groove before the melody 
starts is called the ___________.

A. outro

B. bridge

C. chorus

D. intro

Horace Breaks It Down

Interactive 3.12 Form with Jimi Hendrix, The 
Police and Puff Daddy SAMPLE



the	  following	  songs	  and	  answer	  the	  ques9ons	  in	  Interac9ve	  3.13.

Jimi	  Hendrix’s	  “Foxy	  Lady

The	  Police	  “Every	  Breath	  You	  Take”

Puff	  Daddy	  “I’ll	  Be	  Missing	  You”

Puff	  Daddy,	  S(ng,	  Faith	  Evans	  “I’ll	  Be	  Missing	  You”
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A note on instrumental solos: Many pop tunes have 
instrumental (usually guitar) solos. Most often these solo sections 
utilize a previously played section of the song (usually the verse). 
When you hear an instrumental solo, see if you can tell which 
previously played section of the tune serves as the foundation.

Video 3.13 Coldplay 
performing “Clocks” 
live on MTV.SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7SZKoxgJwQ&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7SZKoxgJwQ&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMOGaugKpzs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMOGaugKpzs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mM0-ZU8njdo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mM0-ZU8njdo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGbe-1R25Y4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGbe-1R25Y4


Listen	  to	  “Clocks”	  by	  Coldplay.
“Schism”	  uses	  a	  much	  more	  complex	  version	  
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Clocks

Interactive 3.14 “Clocks” Form

Check Answer

Question 1 of 8
Clocks begins with an _________played by 
the_______.

A. Verse/Piano

B. Intro/Piano

C. Chorus/Guitar

D. Outro/Piano

 Intro  

Verse 1 

Chorus  

Interlude  

Verse 2   

Key Change (Bridge)

 Interlude  

Outro

On the right is a blueprint 
for the form of “Clocks.”

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d020hcWA_Wg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d020hcWA_Wg


of	  Verse-‐Chorus	  that	  includes	  an	  intro,	  several	  in-‐
terludes,	  a	  Chorus	  2	  and	  3	  (C	  and	  D	  sec9ons),	  
and	  an	  Outro.	  Google	  the	  lyrics	  and	  read	  along	  as	  
you	  listen.
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schism

Interactive 3.15 “Schism” by Tool.

Interactive 3.16 
“Schism by the 
metal band Tool.

SAMPLE



Form	  and	  Analysis	  Exercises

Listen	  to	  the	  following	  songs	  and	  write	  out	  the	  form	  using	  either	  Verse-‐Chorus,	  leUering	  or	  both	  in	  Interac9ve	  3.17.	  You	  
may	  find	  that	  each	  labeling	  system	  is	  beUer	  suited	  for	  a	  par9cular	  example.	  Explain	  how	  each	  song	  uses	  contras9ng	  sec-‐
9ons	  to	  create	  variety	  or	  momentum.

"All	  You	  Need	  Is	  Love"	  by	  the	  Beatles.
	  
	  

"Good	  Vibra(ons"	  by	  the	  Beach	  Boys.

"Shut	  Your	  Eyes"	  by	  Snow	  Patrol.

"A	  Day	  in	  the	  Life"	  by	  the	  Beatles.

"LiQle	  Fly"	  by	  Esperanza	  Spalding.
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Interactive 3.17 Form and Analysis Exercises

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZJqPZDk9MA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZJqPZDk9MA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nC2gZMNkyJo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nC2gZMNkyJo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3jFcZjv_kk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3jFcZjv_kk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCUeia-nEio
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCUeia-nEio
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2JRGv91urY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2JRGv91urY


The	  more	  effort	  you	  put	  into	  listening,	  the	  more	  music	  you	  will	  actually	  
absorb.	  Everyone	  hears,	  feels,	  and	  enjoys	  music,	  but	  fewer	  listeners	  can	  
explain	  what	  they	  are	  hearing	  and	  feeling.	  Everyone	  is	  en9tled	  to	  an	  
opinion	  about	  music,	  but	  learning	  to	  listen	  to	  music	  makes	  your	  opinion	  
more	  valuable	  to	  other	  people.

Learning	  to	  hear	  and	  explain	  music	  is	  a	  diffi-‐
cult	  and	  long	  process	  of	  trial	  and	  error.	  You	  
will	  only	  get	  beUer	  by	  trying	  and	  failing	  over	  
and	  over	  again.	  Every	  9me	  you	  focus,	  listen	  
again,	  and	  rewrite	  your	  impressions,	  you	  
can	  process	  more	  details	  about	  the	  music.

Section 14

describing music 
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falling leaves

SAMPLE



We	  rely	  heavily	  on	  adjec9ves	  to	  explain	  what	  
we	  are	  hearing	  in	  music.	  The	  short	  list	  below	  
gives	  you	  a	  few	  examples	  of	  adjec9ves	  used	  
by	  musicians,	  teachers,	  and	  writers	  to	  de-‐
scribe	  what	  they	  are	  hearing.	  Any	  adjec9ve	  
that	  describes	  a	  feeling	  has	  poten9al	  to	  cre-‐
ate	  a	  great	  descrip9on.	  Like	  a	  songwriter's	  
lyrics,	  or	  a	  jazz	  solo,	  your	  wri9ng	  about	  mu-‐
sic	  can	  be	  judged	  for	  its	  crea9vity	  and	  truth-‐
fulness.
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a	  few	  useful	  adjec(ves	  for	  describing	  music:

bright,	   dark,	   aggressive,	   energe0c,	   modern,	   busy,	  
frail,	   conserva0ve,	   fran0c,	   mysterious,	   grumpy,	  
light,	  heavy,	  pale,	  faint,	  harsh,	  high-‐pitched,	  hissing,	  
hushed,	   husky,	   melodic,	   loud,	   moaning,	   muted,	  
noisy,	   purring,	   quiet,	   raspy,	   resonant,	   screeching,	  
shrill,	  silent,	  so;,	  squealing,	  thundering,	  whispering,	  
thick,	   thin,	   muted,	   somber,	   sad,	   happy,	   resonant,	  
tranquil,	   loud,	   quiet,	   soothing,	   smooth,	   airy,	   turbu-‐
lent,	   irrita0ng,	   inspiring,	   cute,	   muddy,	   defiant,	  
scratchy,	   dark,	   moody,	   bold,	   wild,	   silly,	   repe00ve,	  
cool,	  joyful	  

SAMPLE



InteracBve	  Listening
Listen	  to	  the	  following	  pieces	  of	  music.	  Using	  Interac9ve	  3.18,	  write	  a	  paragraph	  describing	  the	  use	  of	  in-‐
struments	  using	  the	  adjec9ves	  above	  (and	  others	  if	  you	  like).	  In	  addi9on	  to	  the	  overall	  impression,	  what	  
different	  layers	  do	  you	  hear	  in	  the	  music?

1.	  “Sunrays”	  by	  Madlib
Example:	  “Sunrays”	  by	  Madlib	  has	  a	  mysterious	  and	  elusive	  texture.	  The	  drum	  beat	  drives	  like	  a	  Chevy	  on	  
Sunday	  morning.	  Above	  the	  city	  groove,	  the	  strings	  and	  woodwinds	  grow	  a	  forest	  of	  abstract	  phrases	  and	  
the	  texture	  of	  strings	  and	  woodwinds	  …

2.	  “Hurt”	  performed	  by	  Johnny	  Cash

3.	  “Limit	  To	  Your	  Love”	  by	  James	  Blake

4.	  “Dayvan	  Cowboy”	  by	  Boards	  of	  Canada

5.	  Prelude	  to	  the	  A;ernoon	  of	  a	  Faun	  by	  Claude	  
Debussy

6.	  “Supers((on”	  by	  Yesterday's	  New	  Quintet
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Interactive 3.18 Describing Music Essays
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQOkVoQoiMw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQOkVoQoiMw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aF9AJm0RFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aF9AJm0RFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOT2-OTebx0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOT2-OTebx0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUqId5WpH0o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUqId5WpH0o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_7loz-HWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_7loz-HWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_7loz-HWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_7loz-HWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrNv9iV29rU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrNv9iV29rU


take	  a	  walk	  on	  the	  wild	  side
Even	  though	  the	  songs	  below	  have	  many	  similari9es,	  
the	  human	  brain	  recognizes	  significant	  differences	  be-‐
tween	  them.	  It's	  easy	  to	  know	  where	  music	  fits	  in	  a	  spe-‐
cific	  genre,	  but	  it's	  difficult	  to	  explain	  why.	  

Listen	  to	  the	  following	  examples	  and	  explain	  how	  the	  
musical	  elements	  from	  each	  song	  create	  a	  category	  or	  
genre	  response	  that	  you	  are	  familiar	  with.	  

(Example:	  I	  think	  Freddie	  Freeloader	  is	  Jazz	  because	  of	  
the	  steady	  bass	  and	  drum	  paJern,	  arKculaKon	  of	  the	  
horn	  players,	  trumpet	  Kmbre,	  jazz	  harmonies,	  and	  im-‐
provisaKon.)	  

“Freddie	  Freeloader”	  by	  Miles	  Davis.	  

“Moten	  Swing”	  by	  Count	  Basie.	  

Two	  Part	  InvenKon	  #13	  by	  J.	  S.	  Bach.

“Sweet	  Home	  Chicago”	  by	  Robert	  Johnson.	  

“Born	  Under	  A	  Bad	  Sign”	  by	  Albert	  King.

“All	  Along	  the	  Watchtower”	  by	  Jimi	  Hendrix.

Interactive 3.19 How do you know? Listen to the 
examples on the left, and explain how you know what 
genre they represent.
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How do you know?

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZD4M2foMDF0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZD4M2foMDF0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBvgdfAoRm4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBvgdfAoRm4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSvryqhyNLg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSvryqhyNLg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8hqGu-leFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8hqGu-leFc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKY8KIt9kqc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKY8KIt9kqc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5GxA0PaDq0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5GxA0PaDq0


Section 15
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Face Off of the Masters

Claude debussy Arnold schoenberg

At the dawn of the 20th century, two 
composers defined a war of ideas that 
would last 100 years. One man from 
France was labeled a transient 
Impressionist, susceptible to writing 
fleeting, sensory, and shallow music. The 
German composer was labeled an 
Expressionist, obsessed with the dark 
world of psychotic dreams, scary clowns, 
and murder. Both were masters of the 
elements of music, but neither played by 
the rules.

Before France and Germany fought each 
other in two world wars, their musical 
styles couldn’t disagree more. 

The impressionist The expressionist

SAMPLE



  claude Debussy  (1862-1918) mastered the ele-
ments of music with overwhelming finesse. His com-
positions led the Impressionist style in the early 
1900’s as flagship music for abstract thinking in the 
age of machines. His music is the rare combination of 
elegance and experimentation that abandoned the tra-
ditions of classical music. Debussy’s break-
through came at the Paris World Expo where he 
heard music from Japan, Indonesia, and China. 
Absorbing the tonality, harmony, rhythm, and 
improvisation from the Far East, he abandoned 
the drama and rules of European music. 

 Today the average person talks about technol-
ogy every day, speculating about the next inno-
vation. In his time, Debussy saw the birth of the 
telephone, phonograph, and railroad, but his 

breakthroughs didn’t mimic or follow technology. De-
bussy led the next century of music because he es-
caped from the past, present, and future. He gave up 
building on the past, or speculating about the future. 
Musicians followed Debussy because he reached to-
wards the freedom of imagination.
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“There’s no need for music to make people think! ... It 
would be enough if music could make people listen...It 

would be enough if they could no longer recognize 
their own grey, dull faces, if they felt that for a moment 
they had been dreaming of an imaginary country, one 

that can’t be found on the map.” 
Claude Debussy in a letter to Paul Dukas,1901

Paris vue du Louvre

Pont des Arts

Notre-Dame L ‘institut de France

 Seine

SAMPLE

http://www.thewestinparisview.com
http://www.thewestinparisview.com


Clair de lune
Paul Verlaine, 1869

Your soul is a chosen landscape 
Where charming masqueraders and bergamaskers go 
Playing the lute and dancing and almost 
Sad beneath their fantastic disguises.

All sing in a minor key 
Of victorious love and the opportune life, 
They do not seem to believe in their happiness 
And their song mingles with the moonlight,

With the still moonlight, sad and beautiful, 
That sets the birds dreaming in the trees 
And the fountains sobbing in ecstasy, 
The tall slender fountains among marble statues.

(translation by: Chris Routledge)
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Poet Paul Verlaine inspired Debussy and other composers to 
write music that paralleled his written prose. Known as a 
“Symbolist,” Verlaine searched for words that could convey 
the reflection of an atmosphere, mood of a crowd, night air, 
or moonlight (Clair de lune). Like painters Monet and Renoir, 
Debussy followed the symbolists into the creation of art that 
rejected realism and artistic specifics. Following Verlaine’s 
poem Clair de lune, Debussy seeks to capture the true life of 
traveling circus performers, known as the bergamaskers.

SAMPLE



Debussy’s innovations and ethos
 Debussy studied at the Paris Conservatory from the age of 15. In his early years, he mastered the rules, techniques, and 

philosophies of his teachers. His innovations were the result of growth beyond the rules, not ignorance of them. Below is 
a list of his techniques that rearranged the predictable patterns of the elements of music. After reading the descriptions, 
listen for these innovations in the music video. To hear each innovation, listen many times.

Transparent Textures and Sheer Harmony  To keep textures transparent, his music often has very little 
bass, creating the illusion of weightlessness. He also used unusual note clusters with contrasting open spaces. The spaces 
allow the listener to ponder the unusual sounds.

Rubato Interpretations The speed or tempo of music is elastic, moving in waves rather than marching strictly to a 
beat. Debussy’s original performance style uses less rubato than many interpretations today.

Motifs Germinate  Short melodies (motifs) are repeated over and over again, but they are slightly different each time.
Melodies Swirl  The shape of melodies often arch up to a high note 

before slowly falling down gracefully like an air balloon. 
Aerial View  Debussy’s pieces often have one big picture. He com-

poses with the techniques of a corporate CEO, guiding the direction of 
the conversation, but leaving room for interpretational specifics by crea-
tive listeners. Like a landscape painting, Debussy’s music rarely 
changes scenes. If a storm is painted into the landscape, it must blend 
into the overall sunny day. The opening intention of the music guides 
the complete work to its end.

Fluid Dynamics  The volume constantly adjusts up and down to 
highlight melody shapes.

Impressionist Philosophy  Debussy avoids predictable subjects 
and focuses on dreams, distant lands, fluid emotions, and the sensory 
palate.

Video 3.14 Clair de Lune by Debussy (music) and 
Paul Verlaine (poetry)
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Arnold schoenberg 
the dark side

	  

Atonal music
	   While the French enjoyed the beautiful escape of Im-

pressionist art, the people of Germany and Austria en-
dured famine and economic instability. The two 
neighboring countries seemed to be in different 
worlds. While the world moved toward two world 
wars, Schoenberg’s atonal music described the un-
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Unlike the Impressionists, Arnold 
Schoenberg and the Expressionists took 
music into the murky world of nightmares, 
murder, and psychotic characters. 
Schoenberg, like Debussy, evolved away 
from the past, but Schoenberg’s music 
didn’t dream of ferries, clouds, and fauns. 
Schoenberg, a respected German painter 
and composer, turned to the dark side. 

“There are 20 million Germans too many.” French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau after WWI

SAMPLE



raveling of society. As Europe was	  dismantling the re-
lationships between nations, Schoenberg’s music aban-
doned consonant harmony and stable tonality. Search-
ing for a new sound, Schoenberg embraced disso-
nance by composing atonal music with all 12 notes at 
once, rather than the usual 7 notes. He was a self-
taught musician, and revered painter, but his music 
that changed the world was inspired by poetry.

 Expressionism in music began with Arnold Schoen-
berg’s Second String Quartet (1912) inspired by 
Stephan George’s poem The Seventh Ring. Used for 
its shock value, Schoenberg’s dissonant and atonal 
music is still emulated by Hollywood for scary mov-
ies like The Ring.

	

The Seventh Ring
	 I feel wind from other planets. 

I faintly through the darkness see faces 
Friendly even now, turning toward me. 
And trees and paths that I loved fade 
So I can scarcely know them and you bright 
Beloved shadow...summon my anguish 
Are only extinguish completely in a deep glowing 
In the frenzy of the fight 
With a pious show of reason. 
I lose myself in tones, circling, weaving, 
With unfathomable thanks and unnamed love 
I happily surrender to the great breath.
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Video 3.16 The Ethos of Expressionism

Schoenberg’s dark explorations beyond 
tonality inspired a new Hollywood soundtrack 
style in this video. Did Hollywood affect the 
public image of Schoenberg’s atonal music?

Video 3.15 Schoenberg’s Second 
String Quartet   Listen for the 
mysterious atmosphere created by 
Schoenberg’s atonal harmonies.

SAMPLE



Expressionist Ethos 
•	 “Describes what it feels like to exist.”
•	 Focuses on inner emotions, unconscious mind, 

anguish, insanity, hatred, and death.
•	 A German reaction against the sensory percep-

tion of French Impressionism and Romanticism.
•	 Subdued dynamics, small diverse textures,    

shifting tone color, erosion of tonality,               
extreme chromaticism, and psycho-drama.

•	 Inspired by Expressionist painters and poets.
•	 Use of Klangfarbenmelodie: melody         

changing through tone color rather                
than pitch.
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Video 3.18 Arnold 
Schoenberg’s Pierrot 
Lunaire Complete Work 
1913)

Pierrot Lunaire

Decades before Psycho, and 
generations before The Ring, 
Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire 
brought murder and psychosis to 
the stage. The plot of Pierrot follows 
a psychotic clown as he drifts 
through 21 short nightmares. 
Schoenberg wrote Pierrot in French, 
but the words are more spoken than 
sung, almost taunting the Parisians.

Video 3.17 Chopin’s Waltz 
from Pierrot Lunaire

Chopin’s Waltz from Pierrot Lunaire 
(translated)
Like a pale drop of blood on an invalid’s lips
There lurks in these verses a venomous kiss.
Chords of desire colour doubt’s ice dream
Like the pale drop of blood on an invalid’s lips.
Heated and jubilant,
Sweetly lugubrious,
Darkly melancholic waltz
You pause on the brink of a poisonous scream
Like a pale drop of blood on an invalid’s lips.

SAMPLE



Gallery 4.1 Orchestra bookmark

Chapter 4

the ensemble

The orchestra offers a wide canvas for the ideas of 
the composer. Combining all of the instrument 
families into one ark, it has sailed across the history 
of classical music weathering the changing tastes of 
society. 

Why is this ensemble built from wood and brass still 
carrying notes through the digital age? SAMPLE



By	  thinking	  of	  instrumental	  music	  as	  a	  conversaKon,	  we	  give	  our	  
brain	  an	  extra	  paUern	  to	  connect	  with	  an	  omen9mes-‐abstract	  art	  
form.	  Music	  is	  wriUen	  to	  convey	  informa9on	  and	  tell	  stories.	  Some-‐
9mes	  music	  is	  programma9c	  with	  actual	  characters,	  and	  other	  9mes	  
melodies	  only	  behave	  like	  characters	  in	  a	  plot.

Listen	  to	  the	  following	  music	  and	  connect	  each	  example	  to	  its	  corre-‐
sponding	  story	  from	  the	  “matching	  scenes”	  sec(on	  below.	  Use	  the	  
Interac(ve	  4.1	  to	  record	  your	  answers.

A.	  Maurice	  Ravel,	  String	  Quartet	  in	  F,	  Hagen	  Quartet,	  Assez	  vif,	  Très	  rythmé
B.	  Claude	  Debussy,	  La	  fille	  aux	  cheveux	  de	  lin,	  Michelangeli
C.	  Astor	  Piazolla,	  Libertango
D.	  Dmitri	  Shostakovich,	  String	  Quartet	  No.	  8	  in	  C	  minor	  (II)
E.	  "Bella’s	  Lullaby"	  Twilight	  Soundtrack	  Official
F.	   Gabrielli,	  Echo,	  Canadian	  Brass
G.	  Claude	  Debussy,	  La	  plus	  que	  lente,	  valse
H.	  2Cellos,	  "Smooth	  Criminal"
I.	   Esbjorn	  Svensson	  Trio,	  "Eighthundred	  Streets	  by	  Feet"

Matching	  Scenes

Section 1

melodies as characters
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he said, she said

Interactive 4.1 Matching Scenes
SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhN0RRlLhDg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhN0RRlLhDg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MswHKA4dako
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MswHKA4dako
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUAPf_ccobc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUAPf_ccobc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjvTTfbpWjY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjvTTfbpWjY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoBoeg-oyBA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoBoeg-oyBA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMgGc7fus2o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMgGc7fus2o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92Kk-xsFtJ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92Kk-xsFtJ8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjOQac1vOEc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjOQac1vOEc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSue44uhWYE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSue44uhWYE


___A fiery romance between two very different person-
alities. One person is very organized, logical, and de-
tail oriented, while the other lover is emotive and po-
etic. 

___An old couple slowly dances by themselves in the 
kitchen. As they dance they laugh about days when it 
was easier to move, but difficult to see the beauty in 
life.

___A wandering hitchhiker walks into town. He doesn’t 
seem to fit with the people in this city. His life made 
sense elsewhere, but here he is out of place. There’s 
only one girl here he can talk to, but they’re still so 
different.

___A group of executives get together for a morning 
meeting in the conference room. They talk about new 
ideas to grow the company in new markets. Many 
ideas are introduced, and gradually the group finds a 
common objective. Halfway through the meeting, 
bad news arrives. One of the office manager’s parents 
has passed away. The group decides to order flowers, 
and gradually returns to work, finding an idea to 
grow the company.

___A teenage boy daydreams at school about a girl he 
sees everyday on his way to school. 

___Two friends meet 
for their weekly 
lunch break chess 
match. Silently 
each piece is 
moved to counter-
act an opponent’s 
advance. Defen-
sively they respond 
to each other in a 
cautious and reflec-
tive strategy. 

___Two men meet in an alley to fight after being kicked 
out of a bar. They have different fighting styles and 
weapons.

___A man sits on the train with his headphones on. He’s 
riding home from the same job at the bank he’s had 
for five years. At each stop the train car seems to get 
more crowded, but he calmly dreams of the simplic-
ity of his childhood. While the train hurls forward, 
his music reminds him what is really important.

___Four teachers fear for their life. Their education has 
made them a target of the new oppressive govern-
ment. Every day they look over their shoulder won-
dering when they will be arrested and tortured. If 
they stick together and cover each other’s story they 
can’t be caught for the escape plan they’ve been or-
ganizing.
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“The first movement has a somber majesty and is like no other piece written by Beetho-
ven before. The harmony is at times excessively daring: the most original patterns, the 
most expressive gestures crowd in and criss-cross in every direction, but without caus-
ing any obscurity or congestion. On the contrary the result has perfect clarity, and the 
numerous orchestral voices that plead or threaten, each in its own way and its own spe-
cial style, seem to form a single voice, such is the emotional charge that drives them…
It would be hard to hear anything more profoundly tragic than the song of the wind in-
struments beneath which a chromatic phrase played tremolo by the strings swells and 
rises gradually, like the roar of the sea before an approaching storm.” 

- Hector Berlioz in A Critical Study of the Symphonies of Beethoven

melodies	  as	  characters	  
in	  Beethoven’s	  9th:
	   	   	  
the global conflict

If music is a conversation, then how could a com-
poser describe thousands of people speaking up in a 
movement for the brotherhood of man? Almost deaf 
and often rejected by music critics, Beethoven was 
still an idealist and a believer in the good of man-
kind. Beethoven’s 9th and last symphony leaves the 
world with a narrative describing the universal  
brotherhood in which all people are characters. 
His development of melodies has never been sur-
passed. Hector Berlioz, a follower of Beethoven de-
scribed Beethoven’s last symphony in these words:
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For the next exercise, continue to think of melo-
dies as characters in conversation. Like an opera 
or the movie Pearl Harbor, this music will have 
many characters and scenes. To comprehend the 
magnitude and scope of this symphony, compare 
the music to America during WWII. Millions of 
people supported the Allies against the Axis in bat-
tles from Europe to the Pacific. The battle has 
many scenes with victories and defeats, but be-
hind the entire conflict was the defense of one 
idea, freedom. Beethoven uses the simplest mel-
ody possible (two notes) to represent Freedom, 
our most basic desire. 

Like the Arab Spring, Tea Party, or Occupy Wall 
Street, Beethoven’s movement in melodies begins 
with one person standing up.
Imagine Beethoven’s symphony as WWII told 
from the perspective of a young family in Iowa 
one year before the war. Tom and Mary have two 
kids in a quiet town. Tom is a mechanic, and Mary 
works at home and takes care of their two chil-
dren, Michael and Rose. Meanwhile, the Presi-
dent, and millions of other characters move to-
wards war with the axis of evil.

Listen to Beethoven’s melodies in his 9th sym-
phony on Video 1.1, follow the fictional drama be-
low and then complete the story in Interactive 4.2.

0:00	  One	  person	  stands	  up,	  then	  another,	  and	  another	  
un9l	  it’s	  a	  group.

0:32	  The	  group	  has	  grown	  into	  a	  movement.

0:43	  The	  first	  conflict	  with	  the	  axis	  of	  evil	  happens	  with	  
the	  invasion	  of	  Poland.

0:50	  Nego9a9ons	  are	  aUempted	  but	  fail,	  and	  baUle	  
lines	  are	  drawn.

1:03	  The	  movement	  gets	  stronger	  and	  more	  organized.	  
The	  country	  prepares	  for	  war.

1:30	  Tensions	  escalates	  as	  countries	  disagree.

1:43	  The	  second	  front	  in	  the	  war	  begins.
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Video 4.1 Beethoven’s 9th symphony 1st mvt. 
“Allegro ma non troppo” with bar graph score

SAMPLE



2:00	  Meanwhile	  in	  Iowa	  the	  quiet	  life	  begins	  changing	  
as	  people	  read	  the	  paper.	  Some	  people	  want	  to	  stay	  
out	  of	  the	  conflict.	  Tom	  and	  Mary	  talk	  about	  the	  war	  at	  
the	  dinner	  table	  as	  it	  gets	  closer	  to	  their	  life.	  Tom	  wants	  
to	  join	  the	  army	  and	  defend	  his	  freedom	  and	  family.	  
Mary	  doesn’t	  want	  him	  to	  get	  involved	  yet.	  They	  argue.

2:58	  Tom	  has	  made	  his	  mind	  up.

3:16	  Mary	  pleads	  with	  him	  not	  to	  go,	  but	  it's	  too	  late,	  
the	  war	  has	  escalated.	  Tom	  enlists	  and	  gets	  ready	  to	  
leave.

3:45	  Mary	  feels	  like	  the	  war	  effort	  is	  the	  only	  thing	  peo-‐
ple	  in	  town	  talk	  about.	  Everyone	  is	  part	  of	  the	  effort.

4:24	  Scene	  change:	  Washington	  D.C.	  President	  Roose-‐
velt	  looks	  out	  the	  window	  of	  the	  oval	  office	  thinking	  
about	  the	  cost	  of	  freedom	  while	  two	  kids	  play	  on	  the	  
lawn.	  His	  dreaming	  is	  interrupted	  by	  a	  telegram	  from	  
the	  Pacific.

5:13	  Back	  in	  Iowa,	  Michael	  and	  Rose	  play	  in	  the	  yard	  
while	  Mary	  watches	  them	  from	  the	  porch.	  The	  mail-‐
man	  brings	  a	  leUer	  from	  Tom	  in	  England.	  “Mary,	  I	  didn’t	  
think	  it	  would	  be	  like	  this.	  Figh9ng	  for	  freedom	  isn’t	  
preUy.	  We	  were	  bombed	  last	  night.	  I’ve	  seen	  terrible	  
things.”

5:45	  Mary	  writes	  back	  “Be	  strong	  Tom,	  we’re	  proud	  of	  
you	  and	  we	  miss	  you,”	  but	  she’s	  scared.

5:57	  Scene	  change:	  Roosevelt	  and	  Churchill	  meet	  to	  
plan	  D	  Day	  and	  many	  ideas	  are	  brought	  up.	  The	  inva-‐
sion	  will	  have	  many	  different	  forces	  and	  layers	  involved.	  
The	  plans	  must	  
be	  well	  orches-‐
trated	  as	  the	  
conflict	  has	  sev-‐
eral	  fronts.
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6:55	  scene	  fades	  to	  Iowa:	  “Hello	  Tom	  my	  love,	  every-‐
thing	  is	  fine	  here.	  The	  kids	  are	  growing	  up	  fast.	  Michael	  
looks	  more	  like	  you	  every	  day,	  I	  miss	  you	  so	  much.”

7:14	  “Rose	  started	  kindergarten	  today....”

Finish	  the	  WWII	  story	  with	  your	  own	  crea(ve	  in-‐
terpreta(on	  in	  the	  Interac(ve	  4.2	  exercise	  below.
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Video 4.2 Beethoven’s 9th 
symphony 1st mvt.

Beethoven’s handwriting is often analyzed by musicologists for 
personality and character insights. What theories would you 
draw from his sketch book in the background of this page?

Interactive 4.2 Creative Writing with Beethoven’s 9th Symphony

(sketch of Beethoven in 1815 by Johann Leyer)

Great music and creative writing both require logic and character 
discipline to finish an effective narrative.

SAMPLE



You don’t have to be a musician to have an educated 
opinion on music. You don’t have to understand struc-
tural design, physics, and history to walk across the 
Golden Gate Bridge, but you do in order to be a tour 
guide. Would you listen to a tour guide who didn’t ap-
preciate the Golden Gate Bridge? A good tour guide 
doesn’t have to be an architect, but he/she needs to 
have respect, interest, and experience regarding the 
bridge.

You don’t have to be a musician to have an opinion 
about music, but without information, effort, and curi-
osity your opinion will remain dormant like a seed 
without sunlight. Learning to hear music on a higher 
level of awareness doesn’t change your opinion. Under-
standing Jazz doesn’t dismiss Hip Hop. 

Explaining your viewpoint and expanding your listening habits gives you credibility and authority. Opinions 
on music that can’t be described or explained can often be tied to uncomfortable emotions or self image. “I 
just don’t like it, and I can’t explain it.” 

When do you value the opinion of someone else? 

Section 2

articulating your opinions
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Interac(ve	  Exercises

Listen	  to	  the	  following	  songs,	  and	  explain	  your	  opinion	  of	  this	  music	  using	  accurate	  musical	  terminology.	  

“Macarena”	  Los	  del	  Rio

“The	  Way	  It	  Is”	  Bruce	  Hornsby

“Twice”	  LiQle	  Dragon

“Autumn	  in	  New	  York”	  Billie	  Holiday

“I	  Write	  Sins	  Not	  Tragedies”	  Panic	  at	  the	  Disco

“Empire	  State	  of	  Mind”	  Jay-‐Z

“Never	  Would	  Have	  Made	  It”	  Marvin	  Sapp

“Changes”	  Tupac	  Shakur

“Bring	  Me	  To	  Life”	  Evanescence
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Interactive 4.3 Articulating Your Opinions

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv5zKd1rqcM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv5zKd1rqcM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlRQjzltaMQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlRQjzltaMQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yedD4JsZyT0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yedD4JsZyT0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl_e7UW-bz8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl_e7UW-bz8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc6vs-l5dkc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc6vs-l5dkc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UjsXo9l6I8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UjsXo9l6I8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWrGjzBheno
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWrGjzBheno
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXvBjCO19QY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXvBjCO19QY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YxaaGgTQYM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YxaaGgTQYM


Orchestration in today’s pop music is known 
as “production.” In the symphony orchestra, 
orchestration gives the composer invisible 
control over the performances of his or her 
music. Sitting in the audience, or the grave, 
the composer has left instructions for each 
instrument in an orchestra. These instruc-
tions organize hundreds of choices. Below is 
a list of a few choices and orchestration prob-
lems the composer faces to make his music 
sound clear and interesting for listeners. 

orchestra(on	  dilemmas	  
•	
 Who	  should	  play	  the	  melody?	  
•	
 How	  many	  lines	  of	  counterpoint	  should	  
happen	  at	  once?

•	
 How	  do	  you	  make	  100	  instruments	  play	  
quietly?

•	
 Who	  can	  play	  a	  background	  part	  that	  
doesn’t	  cover	  the	  melody?

•	
 The	  oboe	  can’t	  play	  as	  fast	  as	  the	  flute.
•	
 A	  clarinet	  can	  play	  almost	  anything,	  but	  
has	  a	  dark	  sound.

Section 3

orchestration
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under the hood

SAMPLE



•	
 The	  bassoon,	  tuba,	  and	  bass	  become	  muddy	  
when	  playing	  fast	  music.

•	
 high	  notes	  jump	  out	  of	  a	  texture.	  Low	  notes	  
sound	  blurry	  together.

•	
 How	  do	  you	  balance	  two	  trumpets	  that	  are	  
louder	  than	  twenty	  violins?	  

•	
 Every	  percussion	  note	  is	  a	  solo.
•	
 Instruments	  in	  the	  back	  of	  the	  orchestra	  have	  
to	  play	  slightly	  early	  to	  be	  on	  Kme.

•	
 Brass	  players	  will	  faKgue	  as	  the	  concert	  pro-‐
gresses.

•	
 Strings	  bowed	  up	  are	  weaker	  than	  down.
•	
 Different	  instruments	  have	  different	  tuning	  
problems.

•	
 If	  this	  music	  is	  difficult,	  many	  young	  orches-‐
tras	  won’t	  try	  and	  play	  it.

•	
 If	  the	  ideas	  aren’t	  clearly	  orchestrated,	  the	  
audience	  will	  be	  bored	  quickly.

the	  concertmaster	  and	  Mannheim
In classical music today, the composer writes the 
music and the conductor interprets the score to his 
or her liking for live performances. Before Johann 
Stamitz (1717-1757), leadership of the orchestra 

was vague, without performance instructions for 
tempo, dynamics, and articulation. Two hundred 
and fifty years ago, the first violinist usually was 
the concertmaster, or performing conductor for the 
orchestra. Musicians in the orchestra watched the 
violinist’s body language for tempo and interpreta-
tion, most notably Stamitz in Mannheim. Stamitz 
was a composer, teacher, and virtuoso performer. 
His many talents and disciplined personality led to 
many innovations as the leader of the Mannheim 
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Orchestra. Under his rigid expectations of perfec-
tion the orchestra performed with increased preci-
sion, allowing composers to write more difficult 
passages and feature more soloists. Stamitz played 
violin from the first chair and conducted only 
when necessary.

Through Stamitz’s compositions for the Mann-
heim orchestra, woodwind and brass orchestra-
tions became more complex and interesting. Sta-
mitz knew his wind players could play more de-
manding music, so he wrote it. Through his inno-
vations, other traveling composers, including Mo-
zart, wrote more experimentally for the wind in-
struments. The young Mozart’s favorite new 
gadget that he discovered in Mannheim was the 
clarinet. Like a teenager with an iPhone, Mozart 
became attached to the new sound of the clarinet 
and used it in all of his music.

Stamitz was a hard driving leader. He expected the 
violin section to bow in the same direction, watch-
ing his bow for leadership as he played. Mann-
heim was known as the best orchestra in Europe 
not because of their individuality, but because of 
their collective unity. On the eve of democratic 
revolutions in America and France, the Mannheim 

Orchestra showed Europe that middle-class men 
could work together for a common good under 
frank leadership. Mannheim’s symbolic revolution 
in music was not lost on Mozart. The young ma-
son called the Mannheim Orchestra “the best or-
chestra in Europe.”
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Following Mannheim’s innovations, the news spread 
and other orchestras learned to apply the concepts of 
ritardando, accelerando, crescendo, and diminuendo to 
the larger ensemble. 

 Generations later Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) would 
use Stamitz’s innovations in dynamics and tempo 
changes to great effect in his Hebrides Overture.

Mannheim Innovations 

Ritardando             a gradual slowing in tempo
Accelerando         a gradual increase in tempo
Crescendo	  the ensemble gets louder together
Diminuendo	  the ensemble gets softer together

Hebrides Overture
While waiting for a 
steamship to travel to 
the Hebrides Islands, Mendelssohn was 
inspired with a new melody while staring out 
at the distant island. Originally titled 
“Overture for the Lonely Isle,” in 1830, it 
isn’t surprising that Hebrides was written by 
a musician and painter. 

The visual motion of moving water has been 
described with changing dynamic and tempi 
countless times in music history since 
Mannheim. Felix Mendelssohn’s journey into 
Fingal’s Cave is one of the most picturesque 
uses of dynamics and tempo changes. 

Mendelssohn’s original charcoal sketch for 
the Hebrides Islands. Compare the pitch of 
the opening melody to the shape of Donnoly 
Castle in his painting. “The following 
(melody) occurred to me there.”

Gallery 4.2 Journey to Fingal’s 
Cave on the Hebribes Islands

Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture

“It is in pictures, ruins, and the natural 
surroundings that I find the most music.” 
-Felix Mendelssohn

Listening Tips
•0:00 Melody 1 is 
introduced by violas and 
bassoons. Follow melody 
1’s evolution in waves of 
dynamics, tempo, or 
instrumentation changes.

• 2:00 Melody 2 is introduced 
by celli and bassoons.

• Listen for short motifs 
throughout like seagulls, 
splashing water, or a storm.

SAMPLE



In the orchestra, melodies travel like whispers in high school. Like stories, 
melodies can change as they travel, adapting to the voice of each instrument. In 
order for a melody to move through an ensemble effectively, it must retain a 
generic shape that is perceived by the listener. The shape of the melody or motif can be elongated, shortened, 
quickened, simplified, distorted, ornamented, or inverted. The transformed shape of a melody must remain 
architecturally related to the original melody to sound like a relative. A triangle can’t become a square, in the same way 
that a rumor can’t be implausible. The beauty of the orchestra is that their rumors have no words.
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Listen 4.1 The Vicious Rumor

Interactive 4.5  Music Analysis of The Vicious Rumor

Check Answer

Question 1 of 14
Which of the mathematical sequences below best describes the 
use of repeated notes in the opening phrase, or first 5 notes?

A. 1+2+2

B. 2+2+1

C. 4+1

D. 1+4

Vicious Rumor

SAMPLE
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Repetition of melodies isn’t the only way to develop music. Many pieces 
develop a narrative by layering completely different melodies on top of 
each other, with each instrument playing a unique role in the big picture 
of the orchestra. The orchestration of a complex symphony may have 
many private conversations or independent 
divisions working for a common objective. Interactive 4.6  Music Analysis of First Responders

Check Answer

Question 1 of 8
At the beginning, the bass melody create urgency with a 
strong sense of ________

A. harmony

B. rhythm

C. texture

D. pitch

Listen 4.2 First Responders

First Responders

SAMPLE



Like actors, musicians play roles in their performances. The role 
of the conductor is to corral 100 opinionated musicians into a 
collective orchestra. Performing music is not a democratic event 
where all parts are equal; all instruments should be heard, but 
they are not always equally important. The larger the ensemble, 
the less democracy there is in a concert.

Successful leadership styles in conducting have varied through-
out history. Conductors during the Cold War were often more 
economical and totalitarian in their conducting method than to-
day. In the modern orchestra, the maestro’s authority over orches-
tral musicians ranges from one orchestra to the next. Some con-
ductors are authoritarian and all powerful, while others are less 
influential over veteran musicians.

Today, professional orchestras follow the rhythmic timing of the 
first violinist (concertmaster) while also watching the conductor 
for phrasing and emotional interpretation. Rehearsal can be even 
more important than the final performance. In the Chicago Sym-
phony or New York Philharmonic, music is usually read through 
only one time, creating a small window for the conductor to con-
vey his or her intentions. Usually the relationship between the 

Section 4

the modern conductor
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Fidel Castro, Phil Jackson, or the Dalai Lama?

Herbert von Karajan was known for his precise recordings, 
making him one of the most respected in the 20th century. 
He was known for his subtle expression, detailed dynamics, 
and large scale perspective on the phrasing of melodies. 
Like a good CEO, he knew how to get the best of the 
performers without doing it himself.

Gallery 4.3 Conductors of the 20th century

SAMPLE



conductor and composer would be a marriage of strong-
willed creative personalities, but since most of the orchestral 
repertoire is from past centuries, conductors have become 
more creative and independent in the absence of composers. 
Many composers are writing orchestral music today, but find 
themselves on the outside of conservative programming. If 
classical music exists like a church to past composers, then 
the conductor has become its living priest.

Interac(ve	  Exercises

Watch	  the	  following	  videos	  and	  describe	  the	  interpreta9on	  
and	  style	  of	  each	  conductor.	  All	  of	  these	  clips	  are	  based	  on	  
Beethoven’s	  7th	  Symphony,	  movement	  1.

Karl	  Bohm	  rehearses	  Beethoven	  Part	  1	  (star(ng	  at	  3:00)

Frizt	  Reiner	  conducts	  Beethoven

Carlos	  Kleiber	  conducts	  Beethoven	  Symphony	  No.7	  mov.1

Beethoven:	  Symphony	  No.7	  in	  A	  major	  by	  Leonard	  Bernstein
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9owM7OUKHw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9owM7OUKHw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MhzvayEVp0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MhzvayEVp0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1qAWcd4rr0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1qAWcd4rr0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J12zprD7V1k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J12zprD7V1k


conduc(ng	  and	  leadership	  techniques
What	  can	  you	  learn	  from	  the	  following	  videos	  about	  conduc(ng	  and	  musicianship?

London	  Symphony	  rehearsal	  1967-‐Bernstein

Leonard	  Bernstein	  1982	  Teacher	  Master	  Class

London	  Symphony	  master	  class	  in	  conduc(ng

Ricardo	  Mu(	  conduc(ng	  lesson

Toscanini	  rehearsal	  Brahms	  Sinfonia

Sir	  Andrew	  Davis	  Debussy-‐Iberia

Claudio	  Abbado	  rehearsals	  Lucerne	  Fes(val	  Orchestra

Gustavo	  the	  Great	  60	  minutes	  CBS
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Interactive 4.7 conducting and 
leadership techniquesSAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckpRPOJ9TaQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckpRPOJ9TaQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q38ZLodjvwg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q38ZLodjvwg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2Eh9MFyNT4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2Eh9MFyNT4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AgfCW4r82A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AgfCW4r82A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBdc7k_RtXw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBdc7k_RtXw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InjkL8Polo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InjkL8Polo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P56JLnQrS98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P56JLnQrS98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvV8zLfGB6U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvV8zLfGB6U


The term "symphony" can refer to two things: a group of musicians in an orchestra or a musical composition 
written for orchestra. Before an opera would begin, the orchestra would play a short piece of instrumental mu-
sic that set the mood and introduced the melodies of the opera. This "overture" before the opera, written to 
quiet noisy audiences, usually had three parts: fast, slow, fast. Gradually the three-part overture evolved into a 
bigger four-part form for musical composition known as the symphony. The four sections of composition be-
came known as movements, and follow this traditional format:

But how would composers keep audiences with short attention spans engaged 
without stage characters? The early masters of the symphony, like Joseph Haydn, had to reinvent the traditions 
of instrumental performance and composition using theatrical techniques taken from the Operatic stage.

Section 5

using the symphony
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1st movement: fast or dramatic     

2nd mvt: slow     

3rd mvt: dance rhythm    

4th mvt: fast

Interactive 4.8 Using the 
symphony

Research questionSAMPLE
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symphonic band
While the orchestra grew over the last 400 years, another 
ensemble was gaining momentum in its shadow. From the 
battlefields of Napoleon to the marching M in Michigan 
football, Band has become music’s loudest weapon. 
Why would a trumpet player be paid better than a soldier? 
How did marching bands help Napoleon conquer Europe? 
From its roots as a small Renaissance consort in the 1400’s, it 
has become militant and powerful as the biggest wall of 
organized air.

forward march
Since the 16th century, music has formally been a part of the military. While Napoleon conquered Europe with a superior military, his 
regiments marched to music at 2 steps per second or 120 beats per minute.  The French conquerer's march was 40 beats per minute faster 
than the English traditional march.  While Napoleon claimed to be a liberating conquerer for democracy, his 
uptempo French march was more urgent, exciting, and dramatic than his opponents. 
As an organizing force throughout military history, the march created discipline, symbolic unity, and 
reinforced obedient behavioral patterns. Around the world, soldiers have marched into war for 600 years 

with songs that predicted victory, honor, 
and legacy. From its early days as an 
informal group of musicians, the march has 
evolved with military power creating the 
modern marching band and symphonic 
wind ensemble.  No country has embraced the wind ensemble as much as 
the United States. From football fields or parades, to middle school 
auditoriums, Band is an American tradition. 

winds of war

Panorama 4.1 John Phillip 
Sousa, 1925

SAMPLE
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band gets medieval   Starting in the Middle Ages after 1100, traveling musicians, known as minstrels, usually possessed 
skills such as juggling or storytelling to make themselves as marketable as possible. In the Middle Ages, trumpeters stood guard on 
city walls using specific fanfare melodies for specific dangers from bands of robbers to forest fires. Gradually, the role of  brass instru-
ments evolved into concert performances, especially in Venice where street parades were popular. Unlike the string instruments, brass 
percussion, and woodwinds were built for mobility.  
Two types of early ensembles evolved in the 1400's: loud outdoor (trumpets, horns, shawm, drums) and soft indoor ensembles(re-
corder, flutes, lute, keyboards)
During the crusades, European armies were often intimidated by Middle Eastern armies with bands as large as 60 
musician. The advanced cymbals, tympani, and drums returned to Europe from foreign battlefields to be used in 
new dramatic ways by European musicians. Incorporating the sounds of war exhilarated audiences in Europe, and 
was adopted by native marching bands for dramatic effect to startle enemies, and relay commands. Losing musical 
instruments during battle was considered an especially grave mistake. During war, trumpet mutes were used to re-
lay messages on silent marches in dangerous territory. 
Generally, instruments were not allowed in church during the Middle Ages, as they were often associated with non-
religious activities. But by 1438, the entrance of the Pope was announced with trumpets, shawms (oboe relative), and drums. 

Paul Arden-Taylor 
playing the shawm

SAMPLE
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 In Venice   
During the Renaissance 
(1450-1600), instru-
mental ensembles 
flourished as music 
was appropriated by 
politicians and merchants 
who supported instrumental 
virtuosity for street festivals de-
signed to promote commerce.  In Rome, at the 
center of the church, acapella vocal music be-
gan exploring layering of melodies.
 Musicians explored the vertical as well as the 
horizontal layout of music.  Instruments were 
organized and built in sizes for four voices in 
each instrument family. These groups, called 
consorts, performed separately in quartets ini-
tially. Gradually, instrumental substitutions and 
intermingling between consorts evolved. These 
new mixed instrumental groups were known as 
"broken consorts." In the Baroque period 
(1600-1750) mixed ensembles flourished.

Until the Baroque, most consorts excluded 
trumpet as the instrument of royalty alone. In 
theater, trumpet could play only to announce 
the arrival of a person "of trumpet rank." In 
soft music, the cornett or recorder might imi-

tate trumpet calls or fanfares. Even-
tually, use of the trumpet could 
foreshadow or mock royalty in the 
theater. Today, trumpeters still con-
sider themselves royalty.

Video 4.3  
Giovanni Gabrieli  SAMPLE
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 war machine   
 During the Classical period (1750-1800) small ensembles of two oboes, two 
clarinets, horns and bassoons evolved into an ensemble known as Harmoniemu-
sik. Used by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and others, these small wind ensembles 
played serenades on the streets of Vienna from sunrise to midnight. Harmoniemu-
sik ensembles played a mixture of folk, popular, opera, and symphonic music  for 
all classes. 
 Melodies from popular songs could be copied by any composer, and Mozart de-
scribed having to race his arrangement to print before competitors could steal his 
melodies. The economic, mobile, and proletarian mixture of harmoniemusik encour-
aged a broad appreciation of music beyond class, but it was the winds of war in 
France that fueled a new movement of wind band music.
  Napoleon changed the military marching tempo from 70 to 120 beats per min-
ute. By out maneuvering and out marching his opponents, Napoleon conquered 
Europe. Napoleon understood that a fast music tempo creates fast feet. More than 
battlefield signals, or quickstep marching, Napoleon and revolutionary leaders after 
him understood music's power over the most important force in wartime, patriot-
ism: 

“Music has the greatest influence on the passions” -Napoleon Bonaparte

“Music is the voice that tells us that the human race is greater than it knows.” 
              -Napoleon Bonaparte

 After Napoleon, the French military band continued to blossom into a powerful 
weapon of patriotic persuasion during the French Revolution. The new French gov-
ernment used  concert band street concerts to hold the nation together during a tran-
sition to new democratic government. On shaky ground, public concerts reminded 
a squabbling democracy that they had fought together. For the first time in history, 
large ensembles played in the streets, not for war, aristocracy, or religion, but for 
the spirit the people. 

For the first time in music history, the citizens of a nation had a right to hear music.  
Written for the 10th anniversary of the French 
Revolution in 1840, this grand funeral was a tribute 
to the fallen heroes of the revolution. 

Hector Berlioz’s Grand Funeral and 
Triumphant Symphony, U.S Marine BandSAMPLE



During the Industrial Revolution and Romantic period of the 1800’s, the advent of valved 
instruments and factory employment created large numbers of wind ensembles in England and the 
United States. While the orchestra was still the ensemble of the concert hall aristocracy in big 
cities, brass bands became popular in most towns in 
England. Brass bands were cheaper than strings. 
Across the United Kingdom, public bands formed 
at steel plants, mills, and coal mines. Music 
education became a virtue of the middle class 
worker. Brass bands for miners and steelworkers were funded by corporations and local 
governments, like sports teams today. Music was seen as a teacher of social skills, teamwork, and 
way to keep paychecks out of the public houses after work. Gustav Holt, an English composer, 
wrote some of the concert band’s greatest repertoire. Holst’s music absorbed many influences from 
Indian religion, to English folk songs, and is best known for his astrological march, Mars. As 
European musicians immigrated to the U.S, the march became America’s popular music. 
Immigrants brought many different types of ethnic music to the U.S, but the march was a universal 
phenomenon in every international military band. The son of a Portuguese and German immigrants 

preferred the continental tempo (120 BPM’s) set by Napoleon to the 
slower English march (70 BPM’s). John Phillip Sousa became America’s most 
famous composer, defining the new American march, as a combination of many 
types of music. Sousa’s Jack Tar March is a tribute to English sailors known as 
Tars in the 1800’s. Jack Tar features a famous sea chanty from 1798 known as 
“Sailor’s Hornpipe.” But today, the trio of Jack Tar has become famous as a 
cartoon character’s leitmotif (object melody) for spinach.
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across the pond

John Phillip Sousa’s Jack Tar March

March Form

Fanfare                                                                  
1st strain                                                            
2nd strain                                                            
Trio                                                           
Dogfight                          
Grandioso

The fanfare or short introduction 
announces the beginning of the 
march, usually with loud brass.  

Review 4.1 Jack Tar Quiz
Question 1 of 6

This section features a conversation between opposing sections or melodies

A. fanfare

B. 1st strain

C. dogfight

D. grandioso

Video 4.4 Sousa’s 
Stars and Stripes 
Forever SAMPLE
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The Conductor

Brass

Woodwinds

Percussion

Interactive 4.9 The President’s Own United States Marine Band directed by Colonel Michael Colburn 

1 2 3 4

SAMPLE



In 1914, at the beginning of World War I, Gustav Holst began composing a 
suite of orchestral pieces called The Planets. Each piece was dedicated to 
one of the zodiac gods. While European peace unraveled, Holst began 
writing music for Mars, the Roman God. He subtitled it The Bringer of War.

Audio 4.1 The U.S Marine Band 
performing Mars by Gustav Holst

Movie 4.1 NASA Video rendering of Mars   Mars Music Analysis 

(scroll down)

Holst’s opening rhythm and first melody 
have become cinematic models of 
composition. Sixty years before John 
Williams’ Darth Vader Theme, Holst’s 
Mars paved the way for many of 
characteristics associated with John 
Williams soundtrack style. Performed by 
possibly the best concert band in the 
world, this band orchestration of Mars 
features the power of a large brass 
section. Listen for the military march 
rhythm, the overall ABA form, and the 
collapsing conversations between 3 
melodies. 

0:00 (A) A distant march rhythm begins 
with snare and clarinets. Melody 1 lurks 

• 1:00 Crescendos push back against 

• 1:26 The march rhythm is amplified. 

• 2:26 (B) French horn introduces a new 

• 3:00 After many conversations, melody 

• 3:30 Melody 2 returns above a partial 

• 4:52 (A) March rhythm returns in all 

• 5:47 Heroic melody 3 tries to return but 

• 7:00 Waves overtake rhythm and wash 

• 7:32 Rhythm returns as the conquerer at 

SAMPLE
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The Joe Luga Circus Band, 1884

Gallery 4.4 Circus Band Gallery Video 4.5 
Popeye the 
Sailor, 1933

Moving to 
Hollywood, band 
orchestrations 
became 
cartoonishly 
complex. Listen 
for extreme 
changes in pitch, 
tempo, dynamics, 
or genre. Also 
notice how 
trumpets and alto 
saxophones 
represent one 
character, while 
trombone and 
baritone 
saxophone 
represent another 
specific character. 

the devil’s circus
How could the march move past Sousa? Could new writers innovate 
beyond the “King” of the march? His melodies were as memorable as 
Mozart’s, and his orchestrations were perfect ramps of energy. Wind 
bands were gaining in popularity at the turn of the 20th century for 
festivals, political rallies, and football games, but the next wave of 
marching creativity didn’t come from the traditional writers. It came 
from the outcasts who left home to join the circus. If you can’t beat 
Sousa, laugh at him.

Henry Fillmore (1881-1956) died as one of the most prolific writers 
of band music, but his music career almost never happened. As a 
child in Cincinnati, he grew up in a devout family, playing flute, guitar, 
piano, and singing on Sunday, but Henry wasn’t allowed to play 
trombone. His father owned a successful religious music publishing 
company, and had no interest in seeing his son become a street 
trombone player, or evil band musician. Henry’s father believed that 

Henry Fillmore’s Circus Bee 
March, U.S. Marine Band

Test 4.1 Final Band Test

You can only submit your answers once 
by email. 

SAMPLE



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Gallery 5.1 Pictures Bookmark

Chapter 5

Pictures	  at	  an	  
Exhibi(on

orchestrations at 
the grassy knoll

 In 1856, a gang of five self-taught Russian 
composers met to create a new type of 
classical music, free from the rules of Germany. 
Lead by Modest Mussorgsky, they composed 
Russian music for Russian people, drawn from 
peasant melodies, folklore witches, and 
patriotic passion. 

Most of their musical movement failed. 
Mussorgsky hadn’t been able to hold a job, 
pay his rent, or finish most of the pieces he 
started. After his mother’s death, he drank in 
binges for 15 years, ending with his death at 
42. 

40 years after he died, there was one curious 
piano piece of his that still fascinated 
composers around the world. The melodies, 
chords, and logic of this piece were different. 
Mussorgsky had left a strange musical tribute 
to his friend. Each piece described a painting 
of his patriotic Russian friend Viktor Hartmann, 
an artist, who had died at 39. In the score, 
Mussorgsky had scribbled a strange message: 

Cum mortuis in lingua

SAMPLE



Section 1
Modest Mussorgsky
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Mussorgsky
1839-1881

Modest Mussorgsky wrote Pictures at an Exhibition as an imagined journey through 
a museum featuring the paintings of his friend, Viktor Hartmann. In 1874, Mussorg-
sky and Hartmann, like other Russian artists, were seeking a national identity 
through the arts. The 13 compositions in Pictures at an Exhibition describe ten of 
Hartmann’s paintings, and three Promenades or walks through the hallway between 
rooms in the imaginary museum. Six of Hartmann’s paintings survive today (see 
Gallery 6.1). Mussorgsky originally wrote the 13 pieces for piano, but it is famous 
as an orchestral piece.  Mussorgsky never arranged the piece for orchestra, but sev-
eral composers have created very different results by orchestrating Mussorgsky’s 
Pictures. The difference in orchestration dramatically changes the music. French 
composer Maurice Ravel wrote the most famous orchestration.

Video 5.1 The Mystery of Mussorgsky

SAMPLE
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No. 5 Sketch of theatre costumes for the ballet “Trilby”

Gallery 5.2 Pictures at an Exhibition - the surviving works 
by Viktor Hartmann

The	  10	  movements	  and	  3	  promenades	  

of	  Mussorgsky’s	  

Pictures	  at	  an	  Exhibition

•Promenade	  1

•The	  Gnomus

•Promenade	  2

•The	  Old	  Castle

•Promenade	  3

•Tuileries

•Bydlo

•Ballet	  of	  the	  Chicks	  in	  their	  Shells*

•Samuel	  Goldberg	  and	  Schmuyle**

•Limoges,	  le	  marché

•Catacombae	  and	  Cum	  Mortuis	  in	  Lingua	  
Mortua*

•Baba	  Yaga*

•The	  Great	  Gate	  of	  Kiev*
*surviving	  works

SAMPLE



Compare	  these	  two	  different	  orchestra9ons	  of	  the	  same	  music	  wriUen	  by	  Mussorgsky,	  but	  
orchestrated	  by	  Henry	  Wood	  and	  Maurice	  Ravel.	  Explain	  your	  comparison	  in	  Interac9ve	  5.1.
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BBC Proms 2010: Mussorgsky 
Pictures at an Exhibition

Video 5.2 Henry Wood 
(orchestrator)

Interactive 5.1 Compare Henry Wood and Maurice Ravel

Video 5.3 Maurice Ravel 
(orchestrator)

Mussorgsky_Ravel_Pictures at 
an Exhibition SAMPLE
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The	  ability	  to	  hear	  orchestra9on	  is	  developed	  
through	  repe99on	  and	  endurance	  training,	  like	  liming	  
weights	  at	  the	  gym	  or	  running	  a	  marathon.	  Without	  
training,	  listening	  to	  a	  complete	  symphony	  for	  the	  
first	  9me	  would	  feel	  like	  running	  a	  marathon	  without	  
shoes.	  At	  the	  other	  end	  of	  the	  listening	  spectrum,	  
trying	  to	  understand	  bebop	  amer	  one	  solo	  would	  be	  
like	  trying	  to	  bench-‐press	  350	  lbs.	  the	  first	  day	  of	  a	  
new	  gym	  membership.	  Fortunately,	  we	  learn	  to	  
appreciate	  music	  by	  prac9ce.	  Like	  architecture,	  
orchestra9on	  creates	  complex	  structures	  and	  

SAMPLE
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Interactive 5.2 Promenade 1:    “first walk”

Check Answer

The first promenade presents the most important melody in Pictures at an Exhibition. It also describes the lis-
tener walking into the museum. Listen to Ravel’s orchestration above and map out his orchestration below. 

strings

strings

brass

brass

trumpet

trumpet

tutti

tutti

brass

brass

woodwinds

woodwinds

Video 5.4 Listen to the Promenade, and map out Ravel’s orchestration below, performed by the Volgograd Philharmonic

SAMPLE



Section 2

Gnomus   	 	 	 	 	   	                          
“a gnome clumsily running around with crooked legs”
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Interactive 5.3 The Gnomus

Check Answer

Question 1 of 12
Melody 1 is orchestrated using:

A. high woodwinds

B. violins and violas

C. low strings, woodwinds, and brass

D. high brass and woodwinds

Video 5.5 Gnomus performed by the Volgograd 
Philharmonic

Video 5.7 Beethoven’s 5th 
Symphony

Video 5.6 Amon Tobin’s Back 
from Space

SAMPLE



Promenade	  2:	  “a	  second	  short	  walk	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
between	  museum	  galleries”
Listen	  to	  Promenade	  2	  and	  the	  Old	  Castle	  in	  the	  next	  
example.	  How	  does	  the	  orchestra9on	  of	  Promenade	  2	  
differ	  from	  Promenade	  1?	  
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Video 5.8 
Promenade 2 and 
the Old Castle

Interactive 5.4 Promenade 2 Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 5
Promenade 2 is more pensive than 
Promenade 1.

A. true

B. false SAMPLE



Section 3

The Old Castle: 
“a medieval castle with a singing troubadour sitting in front of it”
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The Old Castle starts at 1:05.

Video 5.10 Promenade 
2 and the Old Castle. 
Ravel’s orchestration

Interactive 5.5 The Old Castle  
Questions to Answer

Answer the questions above after 
listening to the examples.

Video 5.9 Mussorgsky’s 
original piano version

SAMPLE
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Interactive 5.6 Promenade 3 Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 4
Promenade 3 is more stable 
than Promenade 1 and 2.

A. true

B. false

Maurice Ravel

Promenade	  3:	  “a	  third	  walk	  between	  galleries”

Video 5.11 Promenade 3 and Tuileries

SAMPLE



Section 4
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Tuileries: “a dispute among children playing in the garden”

Both Mussorgsky and 
Hartmann traveled to Paris. 
Maurice Ravel lived in Paris. 
They all probably saw this 
garden like it looks today. 

Le Jardin des Tuileries, Paris 

SAMPLE



Tuileries:	  “a	  dispute	  among	  children	  
playing	  in	  the	  garden”

Bydlo: “a Polish cart drawn by 
oxen”

Listen	  and	  draw	  a	  curving	  line	  for	  the	  big	  picture	  dynam-‐
ics	  of	  the	  piece	  as	  the	  music	  progresses.	  Drawing	  in	  de-‐
tail	  means	  you	  are	  hearing	  nuances.	  Your	  drawing	  of	  the	  
dynamics	  will	  reflect	  your	  listening	  skills.

How	  does	  Ravel’s	  Bydlo	  compare	  to	  the	  orchestra(on	  by	  Sergei	  Gorchakov?
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Video 5.12 	
Listen to Bydlo

Interactive 5.8 Draw Here

Video 5.13 Promenade 3 
and Tuileries

Interactive 5.7 Tuileries Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 3
In Tuileries, Ravel uses these two 
families to orchestrate the scene.

A. Brass and percussion

B. Woodwinds and brass

C. Brass and strings

D. Woodwinds and strings

Interactive 5.9 Bydlo 
Quiz

Question 1 of 5

What does the crescendo in Bydlo describe?

A. The oxen getting closer

B. The oxen passing by

C. The oxen disappearing into the distance

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUzRVVCLQKU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUzRVVCLQKU


Ballet	  of	  the	  chicks	  in	  their	  shells:	  
“parKally	  hatched	  chicks	  dancing	  around”
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Video 5.14 Promenade 3, Tuileries, 
Bydlo, Promenade 4, Ballet of Chicks, 
Saumuel Goldenberg, The Marketplace

Interactive 5.10 Ballet of the Chicks 
Essay

SAMPLE



Catacombae	  and	  

Cum	  Mortuis	  in	  Lingua	  Mortua

“With	  the	  dead,	  in	  a	  dead	  language.	  Well	  may	  it	  be	  in	  
LaBn!	  The	  creaBve	   spirit	  of	   the	  dead	  Hartmann	   leads	  
me	   towards	   the	   skulls,	   invokes	   them;	   the	   skulls	  begin	  
to	  glow	  soOly.”	  

–Modest	  Mussorgsky

Viktor	  Hartmann	  painted	  his	  piece	  aOer	  a	  visit	  to	  the	  
catacombs	  beneath	  Paris.	  The	  catacomb	  tunnels	  be-‐
neath	  Paris	  were	  created	  in	  the	  late	  1700’s	  because	  
the	  city	  grew	  faster	  than	  the	  cemeteries	  could	  keep	  up	  
with.

Catacombae	  and	  Cum	  Mortuis	  are	  two	  connected	  
pieces.
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Video 5.15 Catacombae

Interactive 5.11 Catacombae Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 6
At the beginning of Catacombae, which brass 
instruments are playing quietly?

A. French horns

B. clarinets

C. tuba

D. trumpetsSAMPLE



The	  La9n	  phrase	  "Cum	  Mortuis	  in	  Lingua	  Mortua"	  was	  scribbled	  into	  the	  
music	  score	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  second	  half.	  Using	  translate.google.com	  
find	  out	  what	  mysterious	  codes	  Mussorgsky	  has	  lem	  for	  the	  listener	  to	  unravel.
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Interactive 5.12 Cum Mortuis Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 4
Where have you heard the theme of Cum 
Mortuis before? 

A. Gnomus

B. The Promenades

C. The Ballet of Chicks

D. The Old Castle

Video 5.16 Cum Mortuis

SAMPLE



The	  Great	  Gate	  of	  Kiev	  	  	  	  “a	  city	  gate	  to	  
Kiev	  dedicated	  to	  fallen	  Russian	  heroes”	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
designed	  by	  Viktor	  Hartmann.

Before	  you	  listen	  to	  the	  orchestral	  version	  on	  the	  next	  
page,	  map	  out	  your	  own	  orchestra9on	  below	  for	  how	  you	  
would	  use	  the	  instruments	  of	  the	  orchestra	  based	  on	  the	  
original	  Mussorgsky	  piano	  version	  below.
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Video 5.17 Evgeny Kissin 
performs The Great Gate 
of Kiev by Mussorgsky

Interactive 5.13 Your 
orchestration of the Great Gate

In the section above, map out your 
orchestration from piano to orchestra.

Hartman’s design for the gate on the 
right of this page was never built. How 
does Kissin’s piano performance above 
compare with Hartmann’s design?

SAMPLE
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Modest Mussorgsky died young with the reputation of a 
tragic composer. Hartmann’s design for the gate of Kiev, was 
never built. Maurice Ravel never saw himself as a success. 
But Ravel’s resurrection of Mussorgsky’s tribute to 
Hartmann’s painting stands today as one of the greatest 
finales ever written. Whatever Mussorgsky meant when when 
he scribbled “with the dead” in his music score, he couldn’t 
have known the life his finale would carry a century later. How 
does Ravel’s orchestration compare to your outline on the 
previous page. Listen with respect...cum mortuis. 

MussorgskyHartmann

  Volgograd Philharmonic Orchestra

Video 5.18 The Great Gate of Kiev Kiev, Russia

Ravel

SAMPLE



Chapter 6

the	  great	  roots

Most music of the world is organized by a five note 
scale. Some cultures have more notes, but none 
have less. Maybe because we have five fingers? 
The amazing aspect of global music is in the variety 
of creations drawn from the same five note system. 
Could all music of the world be based on the same 
five note flute from the Ice Age?

Video 6.1      400 years after Africa

SAMPLE



With over 800 distinct cultures, Africa is more diverse 
than any continent on the planet. In some African 
cultures, there is no word for music because it is so 
fluidly connected to daily life.

American music is our living connection to African 
history; all American pop music has been drawn from 
African truthfulness and soul that relates our infinite 
potential while staying rooted in reality. Louis 
Armstrong, John Coltrane, Jimi Hendrix, and the 
Temptations have all shown us the breadth of our 
creative potential while keeping one foot grounded in 
soul.

Two words from Ghana sum it all up: “Aya” and 
“Injlee.” “Aya” says that music must always be “in the 
moment,” improvisational, innovating, or new. “Injlee” 
says that music should always be traditional, deep, 
from the history, and resonant with the forefathers. A 
substantial amount of American music continues to 
be guided by these principles. We can’t understand 
America without looking to Africa.

Section 1

Africa
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grandmother of soul

“I don’t know what is going to happen. The mu-
sic goes by itself.  It is so much greater than a 
human being can understand.”  

       –Forward Kwenda

SAMPLE



African Continental Ethos 

Improvisation: Spontaneous musical composi-
tion, or “bringing out the spirit.”

Complex Rhythm: Layers of independent 
rhythms are stacked on top of each other and 
woven together into an energetic groove.

Call and Response: Music is conversational 
and interactive creating continuous creativity be-
tween people.

Clear Melody and Singing Style: Vocalists and 
instrumentalists use a straight tone with less vi-
brato than European opera. The effect creates a 
relaxed, natural, honest, and truthful approach 
to the expression of emotions.

Functional Music: Music is drawn from events: 
celebrations, education, rituals, funerals, and 
weddings, not formal concerts.

Fluid and Inclusive Creativity: By singing, play-
ing an instrument, “signifying,” moving, or danc-
ing, the entire community participates in the col-
lective creative process.

Social Structure: All performers are not equal. 
Music functions in a pyramid hierarchy structure 
with a leader at the top and the ensemble be-
low. (This is similar to the concepts of director 
and choir, blues guitar and band, Louis Arm-
strong and the Hot Five, or an MC and a posse.

Practical Instruments: Local resources define 
instrument choices. The musicians constantly 
adapt to new instruments and environments.
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SAMPLE
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African Ethos (Cont’d)

Drama and Dance: Music is exciting, intense, 
or theatrical, and creates physical or spiritual 
movement.

The Ostinato: A vamp or repeated rhythm 
used to “release the spirit.”

Oral Tradition: Music is taught person-to-
person by ear, sight, touch and memorization.

Syncretism: The merging of different cultures 
into a new art form.

SAMPLE



global connections to Africa

Global Research   In the spirit of African improvisa-
tion, the following section requires you to find your 
own information. Improvising, like research, is a skill 
learned by practice and mistakes. Great research be-
gins with books and teachers but ends with a pic-
ture, web page, CD, conversation, or phone call. Re-
search makes opinions valuable. 
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Interactive 6.4 
Tinashe’s 
“Zambezi”

Interactive 6.3 
Mbira 
DzeNharira-
Ndoenda 
Kwambuya

Interactive 6.2 
Sanctus from 
Missa Luba 
performed by 
the IBC Choir 
of Kenya.

Interactive 6.1 Africa

SAMPLE
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Compare the videos below. What aspects of these 
videos were influenced by Western Pop, British 
Dance, or traditional African Music, in your opin-
ion? Enter your answers in Global links.

Tinashe-Zambezi

Vanhu Vatema by Thomas Mapfumo 

Malaika-Mmatswale	

Wyre ft Gramps and Peter Morgan-Guarantee

Senegal-Baaba Maal-Gorel

Becca-African Woman

Interactive 6.5 Global links

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvsKSOW7Vbk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvsKSOW7Vbk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hjrh2aTRdGE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VuHFJ4EOI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VuHFJ4EOI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blNUnBwhax4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blNUnBwhax4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTo91CwHa2A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTo91CwHa2A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FY1N68qPmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FY1N68qPmc
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Video 6.2 Konono no.1 Video 6.3 “King of 
King’s” Ladysmith Black 
Mambazo

Interactive 6.6 African elements

Video 6.4 Ay Candela, by 
Ibrahim Ferrer (Cuba)

Video 6.5 “Crossroad” by 
Robert Johnson, (Mississippi)

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cU19URUe6o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cU19URUe6o
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Native

“My childhood home was near the shore of the Mississippi River and the Sioux Indians were camped on 

an island opposite the town. We could hear the throb of the drum when they were dancing and 
sometimes we could see the flickering light of their campfire. If my mother had told me that Indians were 
savages. I might have been afraid to go to sleep. Instead I was told they were people with different customs from our 
own and there was no fear in my mind. I fell asleep night after night to the throb of the Indian drum.Years passed and I 
grew up in the White man's music becoming a piano teacher and organist. But there remained a wonder about the 
Indians dancing to the throb of the drum across the water.” -Frances Densmore (pictured with Mountain Chief)

SAMPLE
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Founding Fathers

There are many different types of songs in 
many nations of Native American music. Music is for 
ceremony, honoring ancestry, storytelling, preparation for 
war, and courtship. Many sacred songs have not been 
recorded, because they are reserved for specific religious 

The Lakota Sioux 
Buffalo Dance, 1894

  Red Earth Pow 
Wow, Oklahoma 

Panorama 6.1 

SAMPLE
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The Ghost Dance of the 1800‘s has existed in many tribes across North 

America, but is most closely associated with the Sioux nation of South Dakota . The Ghost 
Dance is said to bring back the spirt of fallen Native warriors, heal the sick, and summon a 
plague on white invaders of native territories. After the massacre of 150 Natives at Wounded 
Knee in 1890, the Ghost Dance became a symbol of Native American resistance and pride, 
still practiced at Pow Wows today. 

 Parisian Exposition 1889 and 1900
 Thomas Edison filming 
Paris Exposition 1900   

Stravinsky and Nijinsky, 
1913 Rite of Spring

SAMPLE



	 	

In these examples try and hear the 5 
note pentatonic scale. If one note 
was changed, the culture of this 
melody could shift dramatically. 

Maybe you think you can’t hear this 
scale? Then how did your brain 
know this melody was from Asia? 
You’ve never heard this melody 
played by the Chinese Pipa before, 
but you’ve heard the scale. 

Section 3

global connections
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Listen 6.2  
The Pipa   

Does music sound like our dances, art, language, clothes, architecture, gait, food, or dreams?

Listen 6.1 The 
Chinese Erhu   

SAMPLE
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INDIA Each culture makes different 
choices to determine which 
elements of music will be the 
creative highlight of their 
musical language. 

In a jazz ensemble, when one 
musician is soloing, the 
others must anchor the 
repetitive groove behind the 
improvisation. Hip Hop 
focuses on creative language 
and words more than musical 
development. 

Indian music uses some of 
the most advanced melodies 
and scales, but the chords 
do not change as often. 
Every culture creates rules 
for music.

SAMPLE



global music politics 

		 	 donkeys vs elephants
Around the world, music describes our unique cultural differences 
and commonalities. Like a living organism of cultural evolution, 
music has many diverse species that are adapted to unique atmos-
pheres. These atmospheres are governed by unique cultural rules 
of rhythm, melody, harmony, tex-
ture, dynamics, and timbre from 
each community. As children and 
impressionable listeners, we begin 
learning the rules of our cultural at-
mosphere from the age of three. 

In order to appreciate global music at an older age, we have to 
learn new rules for listening. The unique complexities that define 
sophisticated artistry are often stumbling blocks for expatriotic 
musical awareness. Great international artists go beyond everyday 
or common experiences searching for advanced expressions of 
unique and complicated truths.  Around the world, true high art 
music goes far beyond our cultural impressions of exotic music in-
fluenced by commercials, cartoons, hip hop loops, or The Travel 
Channel, which all use simplified depictions of foreign music. 
Most media depictions of musical ethnicity have been genetically 
modified for mass consumption.

Artists performing in communities make choices and sacrifices to 
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Is this Indian music? Why? Why not?

Listen 6.3 Snow on Devon

SAMPLE



advance specific musical elements of virtuosity 
for the tastes and expectations of a listening 
group familiar with these choices. At the top of 
a cultural pyramid, one musical element may 
have extensive freedom and creativity, and at 
the bottom another musical element must be re-
strained. For example, in Latin music, a rhythm 
may have seven parts, but only one tempo. In 
classical music, improvisation has virtually dis-
appeared but individual interpretation by the per-
former has grown. Indian music often explores a 
virtuosic melodic language, over a static tonal-
ity. In Bill Evans innovative jazz trio, the piano 
and bass challenge each other in harmony and 
phrasing, while the drums “hold down the fort,” 
in a safe rhythmic pattern.  It seems that when 
one element of music is more liberal, another 
element of music must be more conservative.  

India 	 	 	 	 sitar hero
While Western music has explored complex lev-
els of harmonic progressions or chord changes, 
Indian music explores extensive rhythmic and 
melodic discovery over a solitary, or static tonal-
ity. All American music is based on a rigid 
seven-step major scale, but Indian music incor-
porates additional microtonal steps between 
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SAMPLE



then seven steps. To our ears, these microtonal 
notes can sound like mistakes, but they are actu-
ally advanced ornaments. The rules for hearing In-
dian music are ancient and complex.
Music of India is divided into two cultures of Hin-
dustani North and the Carnatic South. Rhythms, 
known as talas, and melodies, known as ragas, 
form the rule system against which creativity is 
judged. Unlike Western music, Indian ragas are 
composed for specific times of day. 
A traditional Hindustani ensemble consists of a si-
tar, tablas, and tambura. The sitar provides melo-
dies and embellishments.  The tabla drummer cre-

ates a linear 
rhythmic layer, 
and the tambura 
creates a rooted 
tonality or 
drone. The In-
dian virtuoso 
must accent 
mathematical 
sequences of ta-
las while embel-
lishing raga 
melodies from 
memory. Like a 

classical “theme and varia-
tions,” the performer re-
peats raga melodies with 
changing inflections. While 
the tambura drone anchors 
the trio, the sitarist and 
tabla percussionist reach 
away, creatively spinning 
ropes of ragas that slowly 
climb the melodic scale 
highlighting each note with embellishment. 
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This ancient relative of the guitar has 
fascinated musicians from George 
Harrison to John Coltrane. Today, 
Anoushka Shankar and half sister 
Norah Jones collaborated on an album 
to blend music from the U.S and India. 
The two daughters of Ravi Shankar, 
guru to Coltrane and the Beatles, 
didn’t meet until they were teenagers.

Interactive 6.7 Learn the parts of 
the Sitar

Interactive 6.8 
Ravi and Anoushka 
Shankar

SAMPLE
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sitar
	 The round body of the sitar is called the kaddu. It is 
made from a gourd and used for its bowl-like shape that 
gives the sitar its unique resonance. At the opposite end 
of the kaddu is another smaller gourd for resonance 
called the tumba. The tumba is an optional gourd that 
adds to the resonance of the main kaddu. 
	 On top of the kaddu is the curved teak wood board 
known as the tabli. The tabli controls the resonance of 
the kaddu chamber through the thickness of its teak 
wood. If the tabli is cut too thin, the kaddu will resonate 
too much. Attached to the kaddu is the jawari which 
acts like a guitar’s mic pickup. The ivory or bone jawari 
defines the unique personality of each performer more 
than any other part of the sitar. Performers with an open 
jawari prefer a more vibrant or “buzzy” sound. A closed 
jawari makes the tone darker and thick like a classical 
guitar. 
	 Long hollow dandi is similar to the neck of the 
guitar.  At the end of the dandi are the five adjustable 
kunti. Each kunti peg tunes one of the five primary 
strings of the guitar. Along the dandi, are many parda or 
frets. Each parda can be adjusted for microtonal changes 
in the notes of each string. These microtonal changes 
adjust the scale according to each raga for a given 
mood.

Audio 6.1 SitarSAMPLE
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The Holi Festival celebrates the arrival of 
spring in India. In Hinduism, all gods love 
music, and have their own instruments. Holi, 
the two day festival of colored powder 
remembers the victory of Prahlad who 
survived the fires of the evil demon Holika. 
Prahlad was saved for his devotion, and 
Holika was burned alive for her wickedness.

 Haratanaya Sree performed by Veena 
Kinhal

Haratanaya Sree is performed by 
Veena Kinhal as a tribute to her 
father and musical guru Veena Raja 
Rao. Composed by her father, the 
fundamental raga that this 
performance is based on might 
sound like this in Western culture:

Sing this melody first for a greater musical 
insight into the real Haratanaya Sree below.

Haratanaya Sree, Western style

   Listening Guide for Haratanaya Sree in 3 sections

•Alap (0:00-0:33) To understand the alap, imagine the raga melody slowly opening like a flower one 
petal at a time, where each note is a petal. In the first 30 seconds, each note is slowly revealed in detail. 
Some notes are more important than others, based on their ornamentation. The raga is a scale, mood, 
color, and structure all combined. The alap defines the soul of the conversation.

•Jor (0:33-1:00) The raga is presented to the audience with a clear and catchy rhythm that dances. The 
drums gently join in and gradually increase the tempo.

•Gat (1:00-end) Reaching a faster tempo, the sitarist may switch to a different bandish, or melody 
shape inside of the raga. The bandish has a new shape or mood, and may sound like a new melody, but 
is considered an expansion of the raga. In the gat, the melodic and abstract ragas of the sitar can 
interact in an improvisational conversation with the  strict tala rhythmic patterns of the tabla drums.

SAMPLE
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On the streets of Calcutta today, European 
brass and woodwind instruments have been 
adapted by musicians to play Indian folk 
melodies. Like Dixieland performers 100 years 
ago, these musicians are walking and playing 
through crowded market streets, making 
money as they stop at shops for tips. 

In an age of increasing technology, will 
advanced collaborative languages of music 
still evolve like Jazz did on the streets of New 
Orleans at the turn of the last century?
Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, and Jelly 
Roll Morton used the same types of 
saxophones, clarinets, and trumpets left by 
the British Empire in India. In New Orleans, 
these old war instruments created an entirely 
new language of music, but they didn’t have 
electronic competitors. 

Will the musicians in this recording keep 
practicing until they discover something new, 
beyond their teacher’s lessons? Should the 
man in the mirror buy his daughter a sitar, 
trumpet, or tablet? Will unique languages of 
music flourish in a world of global devices?

 Will regional street 

cultures survive in 

the age of technology? 

 the threat of global boring 

 Audio 6.2 
Field 
Recording 
from Calcutta        

 Tablas vs tablets 

SAMPLE
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Pylon, Egypt

Gallery 6.1 

Listen 6.4 The Tigris  This cinematic example captures 
the spirit of the Middle East  by incorporating the Oud 
(guitar cousin) and Arghoul (oboe cousin). How many 
melodies and sections are in the Tigris?

The middle east

SAMPLE
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EgyptMorocco 2

Morocco 
1 Israel

TurkeyAlgeria

Interactive 6.9 Musical Map of the Middle East
Match the music on the right with its location on the map below. Use your ears to geotag these 
sounds.

Cairo Jerusalem

 Casablanca Oran

Marrakesh Istanbul

Question 1 of 5

Drag the cities below to their correct location on the map.

Cairo, Egypt

Cairo, Egypt

Oran, Algeria

Oran, Algeria

Casablanca

Casablanca

Jerusalem, Israel

Jerusalem, Israel

Istanbul, Turkey

Istanbul, Turkey

Marrakesh

Marrakesh

SAMPLE
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Indonesia	  
and	  
Bali

Listen 6.5 The Macaque Monkeys of Indonesia  
What would music sound like if it emulated 
this? The Kecak Monkey Dance brought these 
monkeys to the jungle of music.

SAMPLE



The music of Southeast Asia challenges unfamiliar 
listeners with a complex language that can not be 
simply translated for Western ears. Known as 

gamelan, the music 
experience is guided 
by principles of 
spirituality and 
collective creation. 
The instruments of 
the bronze ensemble 

are sacred, and can not be stepped across, or 
performed wearing shoes. The melodies are sacred, 
and therefore should not be written down. Like 
Indonesia, the gamelan ensemble is rooted in Buddhist 
and Hindu religion, but respectful of Islam. The 
collective music of gamelan spans all aspects of life 
from meditation and folklore to melodies for war. 

The Gamelan music of Indonesia and Bali creates a 
sonic ecosystem that combines religion, tonality, 
endless complex rhythms, and marathons of 
memorized melodies. Performers and listeners share a 
challenge in music that sounds both infinitely complex 
and zen simple. 190

Try and focus on hearing the three pitch 
ranges. On a different listening try to hear 
the counterpoint of melodies. 

Listen 6.6 Gamelan

SAMPLE
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The Gamelan Ensemble 

Gamelan ensembles are rooted in large 
metallophones consisting of  bronze keyboards 
known as sarons and bronze bowls known as 
bonangs. These brass keyboards are played with 
mallets made from wood or the bones of water 
buffalo. The saron keyboards are tuned to three 
different pitch ranges: 

Peking (high pitched keyboard) 
Barung (middle) 
Demung (low)

Each ensemble has a unique tuning or scale. No two 
ensembles use the same exact scales and 
frequencies, this makes a tourist’s perspective 
profoundly challenging. Imagine if every rock band 
used a different scale and tuning. No two songs could 
every be duplicated. Gamelan music of Indonesia 
defies the predictable rules of art by focusing on the 
collective sound and transcendental experience. At 
the expense of individual virtuosity, it offers a 
collective experience more than an individual’s artistic 
perspective. 

The Saron has seven keys, but only uses five keys 
for each performance. This creates a unique 
tonality and variety of groupings for each song. Try 
and hear the five different pitches in each piece, to 
appreciate the progression or changing of each 
melody.

Interactive 6.10 The Barung Saron

SAMPLE



3	  Part	  Gamelan	  Listening	  Map

Gamelan songs can have many forms or sections. 
Melodies often build until their end and are followed 
by a new melody. Below is a blueprint 
representative of the overall performance style.

1. The balungan, or main melody is usually 
introduced by the lead saron player, and joined by 
the supporting sarons as the melody grows 
stronger with each repetition. The sarons play the 
melody in a style called heterophonic. 
Heterophonic means a group is playing the same 
melody, but with independent interpretations. Like 
a gospel quartet, each singer has a unique and 
overlapping interpretation of the melody, free to play 
with rhythmic freedom. To Westerners, this is often 
misunderstood as being sloppy. Orchestras and bands 
in the West strive to play melodies at the exact same 
time. But the gamelan ensemble plays like a large 
family walking down the road, rather than a marching 
band.

2. After the balungan is established, percussion 
instruments accent the end of the phrase or gatra. In 
gamelan, unlike western music, the ends of phrases 
are often heavier than the beginnings. 

3. After the balungan melody is established, other 
melodies may arrive, the faster bonangs may join in, or 
the original melody may be embellished. The bonangs 
sound more like a bowl than a chime.
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The Kecak Monkey Dance   is drawn from ancient trance dances and rituals of Bali. The 

Kecak combines Hindu religion, morality lessons, and music drama to create a spectacle of 
masculine prowess balanced by feminine grace. The modern theater replaces the gamelan 
ensemble with the voices of a chanting men’s chorus singing in a similar texture. Through the 
story of the goddess Sita, the production is created to entertain the gods and humans with the 
mesmerizing energy of a dancer possessed in trance.  

The kecak dance retells the 
story of the capture of Sita, 
daughter of Mother Earth, 
and wife to Rama. After Sita 
was married to Rama, she 
was taken hostage by the 
evil god Ravana and his 
monkey warrior  Hanuman. 
For 14 years Sita rejects the 
advances of Ravana while 
she waits, 
hoping Rama 
will rescue her.

SAMPLE
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Balinese Cremation
When a person dies in Bali, 
they are buried... temporarily. 
Every 210 days Balinese 
society has a cremation 
festival for the burning of the 
bodies. If the corpses are not 
burned, their path to 
reincarnation will be blocked. 
During the week leading up to 
the cremation each banjar 
(parish community) brings 
gifts and music concerts to 
the family of the deceased. 
The crashing cymbals are 
meant to ward off lurking evil 
spirits. The example on the 
right builds a crescendo 
leading into the cremation 
ceremony. Listen for changes in tempo, 
texture, dynamics, and evolving melodies.

The French Connection

At the World Exhibition in 
1889, French composer 
Claude Debussy first 
heard gamelan music 
from Indonesia. While 
hearing the music, 
Debussy was “born 
again,” seeing a new path 
forward for music. 
Absorbing this Asian 
influence, Debussy would 
transform the next century 
of Western music.

Listen 6.7 Balinese Cremation Ceremony

SAMPLE
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Interactive 6.11 Gamelan Chapter Quiz
Question 1 of 8

When playing the Sarong, a performer usually uses ____ of the 7 keys.

A. 4

B. 5

C. 6

D. 7

Gunung Agung is the tallest 
volcano on Bali, and home to the 

700 year old Hindu temple Pura 
Besakih. In Balinese culture, 

Gunung is the axis of the universe. 

The volcano last erupted in 1963, 
but spared Pura Besakih, with lava 

coming within a few feet of the 
temple dedicated to Shiva.

SAMPLE
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Tibet
Where the Earth challenges the sky, a striking sound of Tibetan 
monasteries provokes the devout mind. Like Metallica in 
Carnegie Hall, Tibetan monks challenge the quiet resolve of the 
Himalayas. Tibetan Buddhist music describes the duality of 
human existence between two worlds. Music becomes good 
and evil, man and woman, heaven and Earth, the present and 
eternal.  As an expression of Buddhism, the music symbolizes 
the world of time and timelessness. 

Listen as the music migrates from loud free chaos to quiet 
unison. As an act of meditation, Tibet music is a soundtrack for a 
spiritual expedition from havoc to Om.

SAMPLE
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blues           	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    	  beg, borrow, or steal

Interactive 6.12 Does the blues matter anymore? 
Tap to play the blues. 

SAMPLE
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In Jamaica during the 1960’s and 
70’s, mobile DJ’s toured the 
island playing a new style of 
music called Dub or Dancehall. 
Records were expensive to 
produce, so DJ’s used an 
affordable wax called dub 
plates. While changing between 
records or taking a break, the 
DJ’s had an assistant make 
announcements or “emcee.” 
From humble beginnings, the 
emcees would rise while Rock 
withered. How would music 
come to be ruled by poets?

“and while the King was looking down, the jester stole his thorny crown.” 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    Don McLean

hip hop

Interactive 6.13 The Evolution of Hip Hop

rise of the anti-hero

SAMPLE
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the greenhouse

"God uses any kind of vehicle he 
chooses to draw men unto Him” 

-Shirley Caesar

"We do two shows a night for five 
weeks. A lotta’ times we’ll go up-

stairs and sing until daylight--
gospel songs. We grew up with it...It 
more or less puts your mind at ease. 

It does mine."     -Elvis

gospel

Gospel music has been a two hundred year long workshop for the 
development of the African American musical language and continues to 
flourish as a national treasure. The majority of African American singers, 
musicians, teachers, and composers began their music education in the 
church. Choir members usually live normal lives with “day jobs,” but 
sing better than many “professionals” every Sunday.

Gospel music is the combination of Christian spirituals with African, 
Caribbean, and African-American traditions. Unlike most aspects of 
American society a hundred years ago, the church offered a safe 
environment for experimental creativity, collective acceptance, and open 
spirituality. Throughout the years, this inclusive environment has been a 
weekly school of soulful music, teaching musicians including Duke 
Ellington, John Coltrane, Ray Charles, Little Richard, and Aretha 
Franklin foundational lessons. Even Elvis Presley started singing in a 
white Mississippi church with Southern Baptist connections to black 
spiritual music. 

Built on an international network of churches, a free Christian 
downloading philosophy, and a weekly expectation of creativity, the 
Gospel music thrives. In 2009, Gospel/Christian music made half a 
billion dollars for the recording industry, but transactions 

SAMPLE



including free Christian downloads 
could easily triple that number. 
Also, the music is extremely di-
verse: while some churches remain 
very traditional, others are more 
progressive incorporating current 
influences from Latin America, Af-
rica, Hip Hop, and white Christian 
Pop. Gospel music is a constantly 
evolving art, connected to the 
sound of each generation, but al-
ways rooted in a historical con-
sciousness.

The performance of Gospel music 
demands an unswerving expecta-
tion of truthful expression while in 
the spirit of the moment. Musi-
cians are expected to play fluidly, 
dependent on the collective atmos-
phere. Each performance demands 
elasticity in style, tempo, chord 
changes, groove styles, spontane-
ous song creation, and reacting to 
signals.

Continuously adjusting to current 
conditions in culture and the spirit, 
Gospel music holds to strong roots 
but is born again every Sunday.
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Gospel	  Characteris(cs

•	   Fluid	  crea(vity	  –Perform-‐
ances	  are	  never	  the	  same	  
twice;	  the	  spirit	  of	  each	  
church	  service	  directs	  the	  
musical	  development.

•	   Range	  of	  personality	  –Sing-‐
ers	  and	  musicians	  are	  val-‐
ued	  for	  their	  unique	  style.

•	   Individual	  crea(vity	  in	  the	  
collec(ve	  experience	  –	  sepa-‐
ra9on	  between	  audience	  
and	  performers:	  audience	  
members	  may	  respond,	  
dance,	  or	  become	  a	  per-‐
former	  themselves

•	   Tradi(onal	  roots	  with	  gen-‐
era(onal	  change	  –The	  li-‐
brary	  of	  spirituals	  and	  
hymns	  is	  adapted	  for	  each	  
genera9on.

•	  Western	  church	  harmony	  
partnered	  with	  African-‐
American	  vocal	  scales

•	  Diverse	  styles	  of	  perform-‐
ance	  depending	  on	  region	  
and	  church	  associa9ons.

SAMPLE



Gospel	  Music	  Structure

Comprised	  of	  several	  interchangeable	  parts,	  Gospel	  music	  uses	  a	  
complex	  version	  of	  the	  Verse/Chorus	  structure.	  Below	  is	  a	  list	  of	  sec9ons	  
and	  techniques	  used	  in	  performance.

•	   Verse	  -‐	  usually	  a	  tes9monial,	  scripture,	  ques9on,	  or	  narra9ve	  told	  in	  sev-‐
eral	  verses	  

•	   Chorus	  -‐	  response	  to	  the	  verse,	  religious	  solu9on,	  or	  statement	  of	  faith
•	   “The	  Special”	  -‐	  unique	  to	  Gospel	  music,	  the	  special	  is	  a	  powerful	  and	  fo-‐
cused	  sec9on	  that	  arrives	  at	  a	  spiritual	  conclusion	  drawn	  from	  the	  
verse/chorus	  conversa9on.	  In	  the	  special	  sec9on,	  major	  tonality	  omen	  
becomes	  dominant,	  or	  dominant	  becomes	  minor	  making	  the	  chords	  
feel	  heavier.
In	  the	  special,	  a	  huge	  variety	  of	  composi9onal	  techniques	  can	  be	  used	  
for	  drama9c	  effect:	  layered	  counterpoint,	  extended	  singing	  range,	  a	  solo-‐
ist	  leaving	  the	  choir	  to	  improvise,	  stop	  9me,	  horn	  soli,	  or	  the	  band	  
might	  stop	  playing	  to	  feature	  the	  choir.	  This	  sec9on	  is	  usually	  repe99ve	  
and	  thunderous	  and	  drives	  home	  the	  spiritual	  message.	  

•	   Vamp	  -‐	  an	  os9nato	  or	  groove	  that	  remains	  the	  same	  un9l	  the	  musicians	  
are	  cued	  to	  move	  on.	  

•	   “Special	  2”	  -‐	  a	  sec9on	  with	  new	  music,	  even	  more	  surprising	  than	  the	  
first	  “special,”	  this	  sec9on	  can	  sound	  like	  a	  new	  song	  or	  have	  a	  new	  mel-‐
ody.

•	  	  Rising	  Key	  Change	  -‐	  Once	  a	  chorus	  has	  been	  repeated	  many	  9mes,	  a	  
singer	  or	  musician	  will	  visually	  cue	  or	  sing	  the	  song	  up	  into	  a	  new	  key.	  
Key	  changes	  can	  go	  up	  repeatedly,	  some9mes	  six	  9mes,	  before	  the	  song	  
ends.
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“When you sing gospel you have a feeling there is 
a cure for what's wrong.” -Mahalia Jackson

Audio 6.3 
Gospel

SAMPLE



Kirk	  Franklin’s	  “He	  Reigns.”	  
As	  a	  youth,	  he	  was	  in	  and	  out	  of	  trouble,	  but	  like	  Louis	  Armstrong,	  music	  gave	  
him	  an	  outlet	  to	  channel	  his	  energy.	  With	  “Revolu9on,”	  Franklin	  challenged	  the	  
established	  tradi9onal	  sound	  of	  Gospel	  music.	  Controversial	  to	  older	  genera-‐
9ons,	  Kirk	  Franklin’s	  style	  of	  Gospel	  music	  has	  reached	  new	  levels	  of	  success	  in	  
aUrac9ng	  mainstream	  listeners.	  	  Franklin’s	  style	  features	  a	  world	  class	  choir	  sur-‐
rounded	  by	  Funk,	  Hip	  Hop,	  and	  anything	  else.	  He	  absorbs	  many	  types	  of	  music	  
and	  incorporates	  them	  into	  his	  own	  Gospel	  sound,	  with	  breakthroughs	  that	  rival	  
genius	  in	  any	  genre.	  Choose	  from	  the	  following	  regional,	  cultural,	  or	  musical	  ori-‐
gins	  and	  match	  them	  with	  the	  styles	  on	  the	  right	  used	  in	  “He	  Reigns.”
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 Interactive 6.14 Kirk Franklin’s “He Reigns” Quiz 

Check Answer

Question 1 of 8
The guitar style in “He Reigns” is drawn 
from ________.

A. Hip Hop and Blues

B. Jazz and Classical

C. Latin and Funk

D. Blues and Rock

Origins:	  La9n,	  Funk,	  Jamaican,	  
Bootsy	  Collins,	  Rap-‐New	  York,	  
Gangsta	  Rap-‐L.A.,	  Gospel

“Revolution” by Kirk Franklin

“He Reigns” by Kirk Franklin

Try and clap the syncopated rhythm 
of the guitar part in “Revolution.”

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr41skFqzb8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr41skFqzb8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr41skFqzb8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aflHUpeBcUo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aflHUpeBcUo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aflHUpeBcUo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aflHUpeBcUo


Brighter	  Day	  by	  Kirk	  Franklin	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	  
Ravel	  goes	  to	  church
Maurice	  Ravel	  transformed	  Mussorgsky’s	  Pictures	  at	  an	  ExhibiKon	  
through	  complex	  orchestra9on	  in	  1922.	  Today	  in	  Gospel	  music,	  Kirk	  
Franklin	  uses	  composi9onal	  techniques	  at	  the	  turn	  of	  the	  21st	  cen-‐
tury	  that	  mirrored	  Ravel’s	  genius	  80	  years	  ago.	  Unlike	  Ravel’s	  innova-‐
9ons,	  no	  one	  saw	  Kirk	  Franklin’s	  revolu9on	  coming.	  	  By	  incorporat-‐
ing	  music	  elements	  from	  outside	  the	  church	  Franklin	  has	  reinvigor-‐
ated	  modern	  Gospel	  music.	  List	  the	  techniques,	  riffs,	  or	  elements	  of	  
composi9on	  used	  in	  each	  sec9on	  of	  “Brighter	  Day.”

Use	  these	  terms:	  horn	  riff,	  horn	  soli,	  choir,	  choir	  baroque	  counter-‐
point,	  bass,	  no	  bass,	  funk	  keyboard,	  turntables,	  monologue,	  drum	  
loop,	  breakdown,	  fermata,	  rap.	  The	  form	  of	  “Brighter	  Day”	  is	  below.

Intro	  
Verse	  1	  
Chorus	  1	   	  
Verse	  2	  
Chorus	  2	  
Vamp-‐Rap	  
Chorus	  3	   	  
The	  Special	   	  
The	  Special	  2	  
Chorus	  4	   	  
Outro
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Interactive 6.15  Brighter Day

Check Answer

Question 1 of 11
Choose the best description of music ele-
ments for each section. What happens in the 
Intro?

A. Guitar riff, monologue, horn riff, 
funk keyboard, drum loop

B. Choir, horn soli, drum loop, rap

C. Monologue, horn soli, fermata, 

D. Turntables, choir, no bass

“Brighter Day” by Kirk Franklin

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMryIz0fg9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMryIz0fg9s


Arriving from the shores of Angola, 
Gold Coast, and Biafra, African 
slaves brought a language of 
intertwined rhythms and spiritual 
melodies to Spanish, French, and 
Portuguese colonies. While the 
cultures of Europe had developed 
advanced harmonies over the last 
1,000 years, African cultures had 
developed advanced layers of 
rhythm, and melodic improvisation. 
In South America, these centuries of 
music would collide in a new world, 
fertile for a cultural uprising.  

Section 10

latino

204

   son

“First of all…the music that people call Latin or Spanish is 
really African. So Black people need to get the credit for that.”
                   - Carlos SantanaSAMPLE



Various	  La9no	  cultures	  have	  influenced	  the	  development	  of	  American	  culture	  and	  

music	  since	  the	  1800’s.	  In	  the	  late	  1500’s,	  Spanish	  explorers	  brought	  back	  a	  

“chacona”	  dance	  rhythm	  to	  the	  European	  Renaissance	  while	  searching	  for	  gold	  in	  

South	  America.	  In	  the	  19th	  century,	  Composer	  and	  pianist	  ScoU	  Joplin	  famously	  

borrowed	  a	  Mexican	  habanera	  rhythm	  in	  his	  Rag9me	  standard,	  “Solace.”

Two	  important	  characteris9cs	  define	  the	  unity	  and	  diversity	  of	  La9n	  America.	  The	  

first	  principle	  is	  the	  rhythmic	  clave.	  Across	  South	  America,	  and	  North	  America,	  the	  

clave	  is	  a	  rhythmic	  paUern	  that	  unifies	  la9n	  music.	  The	  paUern	  has	  two	  main	  

deriva9ons	  known	  as	  the	  “3-‐2”	  or	  the	  “2-‐3”	  clave.	  In	  the	  3-‐2	  clave	  rhythm,	  a	  group	  

of	  3	  notes	  is	  followed	  by	  2	  syncopated	  or	  early	  notes.	  In	  the	  2-‐3	  clave,	  the	  2	  

grouping	  comes	  first.	  Listen	  to	  the	  clave	  examples	  below,	  each	  clave	  is	  played	  four	  

9mes.	  
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clave
(scroll)
This rhythm is the heartbeat of Latin 
music, a descendent from West Africa 
drumming. Latin music usually has many 
layers of rhythm, and this rhythm is 
almost always present in at least one 

Try counting 12  123 for the first clave, and 123  12 for the second group.

Listen 6.8 Clave Roots: The 2-3 Clave and the 3-2 Clave

SAMPLE



a	  few	  styles	  of	  La(n	  music
Like Jazz, Latin music has proven to be flexible, creative, 
modern, traditional, and innovative over the last century. 

When asked about composing Jazz, Jelly Roll 
Morton said, “If you can’t manage to put tinges 
of Spanish into your tunes, you will never be 
able to get the right seasoning for Jazz.” Latin 
music exists in its own hemisphere while also 
influencing the course of all modern music. The 

clave rhythm has 
adapted to all 
climates of the 
Americas.

 

	  
	  Argen(na
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   tango	  	  
    This style of dance and music originated in Bue-

nos Aires as kids imitated the violent relationships 
between prostitutes, clients, and pimps. The drama 
of the tango describes an inevitable path of des-
tiny, passion, and sorrow. 

 
 It is based on a mixture of European dances (pol-

kas, waltzes, mazurkas), the Cuban Habanera 
rhythm, and African rhythms that had migrated to 
Argentina along with the Bandoneon (a relative of 
the German accordion). In the texture of a tango, 
the piano usually plays a syncopated rhythm. The 
bass plays a strong consistent rhythm, while the 
bandoneon and violin play sweeping, dramatic, 
and lyrical melodies that contradict the masculine 
rhythm. This polarity of role playing is what gives 
the tango 
its beau-
tiful con-
tradic- tions 
of a bad 
ro-
mance.
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Listen 6.9 Tango CarneroSAMPLE



Habanera was known as the contradanza in Cuba in 
the late 1800’s. Its new name was given by outsid-
ers encountering this rhythm from sailors traveling 
between Spain and Havana. It is the ancient, funda-
mental, and syncopated rhythm that Cuba exported 
to Latin America and North America. As the 
rhythm left home, it grew into new regional styles 
like the Tango, Mambo, and Samba.

Son  This flexible style of Cuban popular music has 
been adaptable over generations since its introduc-
tion to America in the 30’s by Don Azpiazu and his 
song “El Manicero.” This style originated in the 
Oriente province of Cuba and adopted the clave 
rhythm when it arrived in Havana. Its style part-
nered the aristocratic Spanish guitar style and Afri-
can percussion and rhythm of slave descendents. In 
Spanish it means “the sound.” 

Cubop was 
started in the 
1930’s in 
New York by 
Cu-
ban 
musi-
cians 
as an 
alter-
na-
tive 
to 

Xavier 
Cugat’s simple and diluted presentation of “Latin” 
music. Led by Mario Bauza, Machito, Chano Pozo, 
and Dizzy Gillespie, elements of Cuban music 
were fused with Jazz. This aggressive big band 
style was the first avenue for virtuoso Latino instru-
mentalists to truly shine with their native voice. 
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Listen 6.10 Cuban SonCuba
Video 6.7 Rumba Rumbero 
by Chano Pozo

Video 6.6 El Manicero by 
Don Azpiazu

SAMPLE



Rumba was named after descarga “jam sessions” in the Afro-Cuban 
community. The music is a marriage of Spanish singing and Afri-
can percussion. The performing group usually consists of three per-
cussion instruments (conga drums, clave, and palitos), a chorus, 
and lead singer. The music is dependent on live performance as the 
singer reads the crowd and improvises to excite dancers using “call 
and response.” Popularized by Don Azpiazu in America with his 
1930 hit “El Manisero,” which had very little to do with this jam session style of music.

Samba originated in Brazil as a blending of West African rhythmic layers and Portuguese har-
monies. Unlike American slaves, Yoruba slaves from the Congo were under Portuguese own-
ership, and were allowed to practice their African drumming traditions, leading to the com-
plex layers of rhythms associated with this music today. Originally created in black neighbor-
hoods of Brazil as a dance belly to belly, this music has grown to become the national identity 
of the Brazilian people along with Carnivale and football. This music usually has a vigorous 
rhythm, relaxed bass line, fast tempo for dancing, layers of powerful instruments, and African 
“call and response. It’s little sister, the Bossa Nova, was created in the 50’s and is usually 
slower and more harmonically complex. 
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Brazil

Tropicalia This style challenged traditional Brazilian 
music and authoritarian government during the late 
60’s. Based on the breakthrough album, ou Panis 
et Circencis, musicians including Gilberto Gill, Os 
Mutantes, and Gal Costa mixed traditional Brazil-
ian, 60’s psychedelic rock, Beatles, Samba, Reg-
gae, and African rhythms.

Video 6.8 Samba Do 
Brasil-Ey Macalena

SAMPLE



Bossa Nova was known in Brazil as the “new thing” in the 
60’s. Originating in wealthy beachside neighborhoods of 
Rio, it simplified the complex rhythms of the Samba. Usu-
ally at a slower tempo, this music involves complex 
chord progressions, lyrical melodies, and classical guitar. 
It was heavily influenced by American Jazz. Antonio Car-
los Jobim brought the music to fame in America, and in-
fluenced future jazz composers.

Merengue originated in the Dominican Republic 
and is named after the mixture of egg whites and 
sugar. This style of music and dance was outlawed 
in the 1800’s because it represented the rural and 
poor working class. The origins of its revival in 
the countryside of the Dominican Republic during 
the 1920’s are elusive, but it dominated the DR un-
der the dictatorship of Rafael Trujilo, who had this 
music performed at every event to flaunt his hum-
ble rural roots in front of the urban elites who pre-
ferred waltzes and mazurkas. It became popular in 
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Dominican 
Republic

Mexico

Video 6.9 Angel Viloria

Agustin Lara’s “Rosa 
de Francia” In this 
Bolero, listen for 
similarities to the 
Tango. The Bolero 
typically has a free 
tempo compared to 
the Tango.    

SAMPLE



America in the 1930’s with the arrival of Angel Viloria and his group, 
Conjunto Tipico Cibaeno. Today it still dominates Latin radio station air-
play in the US. The instrumentation is typically: lead singer, chorus, saxo-
phone, gura (metal scraper), tambora (African descendant drum) guitar, 
accordion (German immigrants), bass, tambora, and sometimes trumpet. 
The pulse of the music is in 2 (1 2 1 2…). The song structure overall is bi-
nary. In the first section of the form the music is composed and organized 
around the melody. In the second section, the lead singer and musicians 
improvise to excite the dancers. 

Bolero This passionate and seductive style is very similar to its cousin the 
Tango. Unlike the Tango, this dance has no rhythmic drive and moves 
with fluid tempos. It is popular in Mexico, and most countries with bull-

fights, but originated in Santiago de Cuba from 
the trova (troubadores). The trova traveled 
playing guitar and singing romantic or per-
sonal songs. Pepe Sanchez (Cuba), Rafael Her-
nandez (Puerto Rico), and Agustin Lara (Mex-
ico) are some of its most famous performers. 
Tejana This style of music originated in the 

border region of Texas and Mexico, but is based on polkas and waltzes 
from German, Polish, and Czech immigrants. This style blended instru-
ments from Mexico (mariachi brass, flute, guitar, drums) with the Euro-
pean instruments (accordion). Today there are three main subcategories: 
Conjunto, Orchestra, and Modern.
Conjunto: accordion, bajo sexto, bass, and drums
Orchestra: bass, drum, electric guitar, synthesizer, brass section, and op-
tional accordion (the brass section is prominent)
Mod-
ern: syn-
thesiz-
ers, 
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Listen 6.11 Montuno Cortadito (Salsa)

Puerto	  Rico
SAMPLE



drums, electric guitar, bass, and opt. accordion (the 
synthesizer sound is prominent)

Salsa This style of music is the modern mixture of 
Cuban Son, Son Montuno, Mambo, and Guaracha. 
Cuban and Puerto Rican musicians, including 
Johnny Pacheco brought it to New York in the 
60’s. It covers many different sub-genres across 
Latin America today, but always encourages ag-
gressive dancing. The songs typically include 
verse, chorus, and coro. In the coro the solo singer 
usually improvises in conversation with the ensem-
ble. The standard instrumentation is guitar, piano, 
a large brass section, timbales, congas, bongos, 
bass, lyrical vocalist, and background vocals usu-
ally sung by the band. The piano often plays a cir-
cular sounding montuno figure (or loop). Trom-
bones and trumpets are usually very prominent in 
the orchestrations. The solo vocalist usually sings 
in conversation with a repetitive and insistent cho-
rus.

Group	  Research	  Project
What	  styles	  are	  these	  songs	  associated	  
with?	  (Tango,	  Salsa,	  Son,	  etc...)
What	  na(onality	  was	  the	  composer?
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Latin Songs Style Nationality

“La Cumparsita” from Some 
Like It Hot

“Objection” by Shakira (official 
video)

“Jack the Knife” by Mario 
Bauza

“Sonero” by Johnny Pacheco

“Manteca” by Dizzy Gillespie

“Felicia” by Roberto Firpo

“La Murga de Panama” by 
Hector Lavoe

“Santa Maria” by Gotan Project

“Panis et Circenses” by Os 
Mutantes

“Quimbara” by Celia Cruz

“The Girl from Ipanema” by 
Stan Getz / Joao Gilberto

“Silencio” by Rafael Hernandez

“El Faisan” by Johnny Pacheco

“Compadre Pedro Juan 
Merengue Tipico” by Luis 
Alberti

“Aguas de Marco” by Elis 
Regina

“Vera Cruz” by Agustin Lara

“No Me Llores Mas” by Willie 
Colon

David Letterman and Carrie the 
__________ Dancing Dog

SAMPLE



As	  European	  immigrants	  searching	  for	  a	  new	  

life	  in	  America	  began	  passing	  through	  Ellis	  

Island,	  African	  Americans	  across	  the	  South	  

moved	  to	  New	  Orleans	  searching	  for	  economic	  

freedom	  beyond	  the	  shadow	  of	  Jim	  Crow	  laws.	  

Unlike	  other	  states	  with	  English	  colonial	  roots,	  

Louisiana	  accepted	  the	  cultural	  integra9on	  of	  

black	  music,	  art,	  and	  theater	  under	  a	  

Francophone	  tradi9on	  known	  as	  laissez-‐faire	  

(“let	  it	  be”).	  Like	  other	  French,	  Spanish,	  and	  

Portuguese	  ci9es	  across	  the	  Caribbean,	  New	  

Orleans	  did	  not	  suppress	  the	  African	  drums,	  

melodies,	  and	  ethos	  of	  freed	  slaves.	  While	  

Blues	  and	  Gospel	  music	  were	  growing	  up	  in	  

Mississippi	  and	  Alabama	  stripped	  of	  African	  

percussion,	  New	  Orleans	  musicians	  were	  

gradually	  pusng	  together	  all	  of	  the	  music	  that	  

the	  Crescent	  City	  imported:

Section 11

jazz
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the angel and the devil

"There are only three things that 
America will be remembered for 2000 
years from now when they study this 
civilization: The Constitution, Jazz mu-
sic, and Baseball. These are the 3 
most beautiful things this culture's 
ever created."  
            - Gerald Early Billie Holiday

SAMPLE



	  Sousa	  Marches,	  Verdi	  Operas,	  Hai9an	  Folk,	  Delta	  Blues,	  

Midwestern	  Rag9me,	  and	  Bap9st	  spirituals	  were	  all	  integrated	  

into	  a	  uniquely	  American	  hybrid	  art	  form.

Like	  Florence	  in	  the	  Renaissance,	  New	  Orleans	  would	  prove	  

that	  music	  and	  economics	  flourish	  together.	  Named	  amer	  the	  

Jasmine	  perfume	  from	  the	  Storyville	  red	  light	  district,	  “Jass”	  

or	  “Jazz”	  would	  become	  the	  founda9on	  of	  American	  culture.	  

Jazz	  music	  demands	  improvisa9on,	  composi9on,	  and	  

collec9ve	  inven9on	  from	  its	  prac99oners.	  Music,	  dance,	  art,	  

sculpture,	  and	  architecture	  have	  existed	  for	  thousands	  of	  

years,	  but	  the	  emergence	  of	  Jazz	  from	  New	  Orleans	  

challenged	  the	  structure	  and	  conclusions	  of	  history.	  Since	  the	  

birth	  of	  Opera	  in	  the	  Floren9ne	  Renaissance,	  music	  had	  

behaved	  within	  the	  structure	  of	  the	  composer’s	  authority.	  

Could	  spontaneous	  group	  improvisa9ons	  rival	  Beethoven?	  

It	  was	  the	  grandson	  of	  a	  slave	  who	  answered	  this	  ques9on	  

and	  ended	  European	  cultural	  dominance	  over	  America	  by	  

turning	  Jazz	  into	  an	  art	  form.	  Louis	  Armstrong	  wasn’t	  the	  first	  

jazz	  musician	  in	  New	  Orleans,	  but	  his	  high-‐wire	  virtuosity,	  

fluid	  improvisa9ons,	  honest	  voice,	  and	  sunny	  personality	  

made	  him	  the	  father	  of	  American	  music.	  Armstrong	  and	  other	  

musicians	  we	  searching	  for	  a	  voice	  louder	  than	  Jim	  Crow,	  but	  

what	  they	  found	  was	  the	  intona9on	  for	  America.	  
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SAMPLE



By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  20th	  century,	  Jazz	  was	  considered	  a	  “rare	  

and	  valuable	  na9onal	  American	  treasure”	  by	  the	  US	  

Congress.	  Today,	  the	  music	  is	  performed	  all	  over	  the	  globe	  

and	  has	  influenced	  every	  modern	  popular	  ar9st.	  Despite	  the	  

obvious	  importance	  that	  jazz	  holds	  for	  the	  global	  musical	  

community,	  many	  are	  s9ll	  confounded	  by	  the	  most	  basic	  

ques9on	  -‐	  “What	  is	  jazz?”	  Indeed,	  this	  is	  a	  complex	  

ques9on.	  In	  order	  for	  music	  to	  be	  considered	  jazz,	  it	  usually	  

includes	  most	  (but	  not	  necessarily	  all)	  of	  the	  following	  

characteris9cs:
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Jazz	  Characteris(cs

•	
 Rhythm	  -‐	  Swing	  and	  syncopa9on
•	
 Improvisa(on	  -‐	  Spontaneous	  music	  composi9on
•	
 Melody	  -‐	  use	  of	  “blue	  notes”	  -‐	  FlaUed	  3rds	  and	  
5ths

•	
 Harmonic	  complexity	  -‐	  Advanced	  chord	  structures
•	
 Front	  Line	  Instrumenta(on	  -‐	  Saxophone,	  trumpet,	  
trombone,	  clarinet,

•	
 Rhythm	  sec(on	  (Second	  line)	  -‐	  Piano,	  bass,	  
drums,	  and	  guitar

•	
 Inclusive	  nature	  -‐	  Many	  styles	  come	  together	  un-‐
der	  the	  umbrella	  of	  jazz

Interactive 6.16 Count Basie’s 
One O’Clock Jump

Listen 6.12 
Trumpet and 
Trombones 
began using 
mutes to 
change their 
sound.SAMPLE



Jazz	  came	  together	  in	  New	  Orleans	  by	  tying	  to-‐
gether	  aspects	  from	  several	  musical	  styles.	  Be-‐
low	  is	  a	  list	  of	  some	  specific	  characteris9cs	  that	  
jazz	  musicians	  borrowed	  from	  previous	  styles:	  

Blues	  -‐	  Truthfulness,	  storytelling,	  “call	  and	  re-‐
sponse”,	  sense	  of	  humor,	  blues	  scale.
Gospel	  -‐	  Spirituality,	  Op9mism,	  “call	  and	  re-‐
sponse”,	  freedom	  of	  expression,	  piano.
Marching	  Band	  -‐	  Civil	  War	  instruments,	  drum	  
beat,	  polyphony,	  formal	  structure,	  
Rag(me	  -‐	  Entertaining	  approach	  to	  formal	  mu-‐
sic,	  swing,	  syncopa9on,	  chroma9cism.
Opera	  -‐	  Drama9c	  flair	  and	  personality
Classical	  -‐	  Major/minor	  chords,	  polyphonic	  and	  
homophonic	  textures.
Caribbean	  -‐	  African	  clave,	  syncopa9on,	  African	  
tradi9ons,	  complex	  rhythms.
African	  -‐	  Complex	  rhythms,	  clear	  
vocal	  style,	  5	  note	  melodic	  
scale,	  soulful	  expression.
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Video 6.10 In a slapstick comedy, 
Duke Ellington’s Ebony Rhapsody 
describes a profound change in 
music history. 

Duke Ellington and Django Reinhardt, 1946

SAMPLE



The	  style	  of	  listening	  to	  music	  varies	  from	  culture	  to	  culture.	  In	  Jazz,	  musicians	  follow	  a	  

few	  specific	  guidelines	  for	  their	  performance	  method.	  Contrary	  to	  100	  year	  old	  opinions,	  

Jazz	  performance	  prac9ce	  is	  not	  ins9nc9ve	  or	  based	  on	  magical	  luck.	  Jazz	  is	  a	  complex	  

improvisa9onal	  language	  that	  is	  spoken	  through	  tradi9on	  assimila9on,	  prac9ce,	  

repe99on,	  varia9on,	  and	  juxtaposi9on.	  

Jazz	  ar9sts	  transcribe	  (write	  by	  ear)	  famous	  improvisa9ons	  by	  ear,	  experiment	  with	  

diverse	  harmonies,	  emulate	  historic	  9mbres,	  and	  memorize	  hundreds	  of	  melodies	  before	  

walking	  on	  stage	  to	  improvise	  in	  the	  moment.	  Musicians	  then	  call	  on	  the	  skills	  they’ve	  

developed	  in	  order	  to	  perform	  and	  react	  in	  the	  heat-‐of-‐the-‐moment	  on	  stage.	  If	  you	  watch	  

closely,	  you'll	  omen	  see	  Jazz	  musicians	  on	  stage	  asking	  the	  bandleader	  what	  song	  is	  next.	  

Section 12

performing jazz
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we’re in the band

SAMPLE



Jazz	  musicians	  show	  up	  to	  the	  gig	  ready	  to	  

improvise	  in	  a	  collec9ve	  conversa9on.	  The	  conversa9on	  of	  

Jazz	  revolves	  around	  an	  anthology	  of	  songs	  popular	  among	  

devoted	  musicians.	  Each	  performer	  is	  required	  to	  memorize	  

hundreds	  of	  "standards."	  Standards	  are	  a	  collec9on	  of	  Pop,	  

Broadway,	  La9n,	  Blues,	  or	  Bebop	  songs	  that	  have	  been	  

passed	  down	  through	  genera9ons	  of	  performers.	  

Improvisers	  are	  expected	  to	  create	  new	  music	  with	  

recogni9on	  of	  the	  melody,	  form,	  and	  chord	  progressions	  of	  

each	  standard.	  Many	  of	  the	  great	  recordings	  and	  concerts	  in	  

jazz	  history	  were	  created	  by	  strangers	  who	  met	  in	  the	  

studio,	  or	  in	  the	  parking	  lot	  backstage.
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Listen 6.13 
Cool Vibes

SAMPLE
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Jazz	  terminology
Rhythm	  sec(on	  -‐	  piano,	  bass	  and	  drums,	  some9mes	  guitar	  –	  supports	  
the	  solo	  instrument
Vamp	  -‐	  sec9on	  that	  repeats	  for	  a	  while,	  omen	  at	  the	  beginning	  or	  end-‐
ing	  of	  a	  tune
Intro/Outro	  -‐	  introduc9on	  or	  ending	  sec9on	  that	  can	  be	  different	  from	  
the	  body	  of	  the	  tune
Cadenza	  -‐	  a	  single	  soloist	  will	  perform	  unaccompanied	  for	  a	  bit,	  usually	  
toward	  the	  end
Break	  -‐	  the	  whole	  band	  stops	  while	  one	  instrument	  takes	  a	  brief	  solo
Stop	  Time	  -‐	  the	  band	  plays	  unison	  hits	  while	  one	  instrument	  solos
Double	  (me	  -‐	  the	  feel	  speeds	  up	  to	  twice	  the	  tempo	  but	  the	  form	  stays	  
the	  same
Pedal	  -‐	  the	  band	  plays	  unison	  hits	  while	  one	  instrument	  solos
The	  head	  -‐	  the	  sec9on	  at	  the	  beginning	  and	  ending	  of	  a	  tune	  where	  the	  
melody	  is	  played
The	  bridge	  -‐	  the	  contras9ng	  sec9on	  of	  the	  form	  where	  the	  harmony	  
and	  melody	  change
Walking	  Bass	  Line	  -‐	  the	  bassist	  plays	  on	  every	  beat,	  crea9ng	  the	  classic	  
swing	  sound
2	  feel	  -‐	  the	  bassist	  plays	  on	  every	  other	  beat,	  crea9ng	  a	  more	  open/free	  
sound
Straight	  8th's	  -‐	  instead	  of	  the	  typical	  swing,	  the	  eighth	  notes	  are	  even,	  
as	  in	  a	  Bossa	  tune
Ride	  paQern	  -‐	  refers	  to	  the	  type	  of	  groove	  the	  drummer	  is	  playing	  on	  
his	  ride	  cymbal.	  
Fills	  -‐	  a	  player	  jumps	  out	  of	  his/her	  role	  for	  a	  brief	  moment	  to	  play	  a	  
quick,	  interac9ve	  solo
Chorus	  -‐	  one	  9me	  through	  the	  form	  of	  a	  jazz	  tune

SAMPLE



Modern	  Jazz	  Structure

On	  the	  macro	  level,	  each	  song	  performance	  usually	  follows	  a	  tradi9onal	  structure.	  

1.	  The	  Head:	  The	  band	  plays	  the	  melody	  usually	  once	  or	  twice,	  tradi9onally	  featuring	  woodwinds	  and	  brass	  if	  they	  are	  
part	  of	  the	  group.	  Players	  in	  the	  rhythm	  sec9on	  accent	  important	  notes,	  fill	  spaces	  in	  the	  melody,	  or	  create	  a	  constant	  
suppor9ng	  texture	  to	  the	  melodic	  line.

2.	  Solos:	  Various	  soloists	  improvise.	  Each	  performer	  improvises	  over	  the	  memorized	  song	  structure	  crea9ng	  new	  melo-‐
dies	  over	  the	  chord	  progression.	  Musicians	  in	  the	  rhythm	  sec9on	  (piano/guitar,	  bass,	  drums)	  "comp"	  or	  improvise	  ac-‐
companiment	  material	  that	  supports	  the	  story	  of	  the	  soloist.	  The	  solo	  improviser	  is	  judged	  by	  their	  inven9veness	  and	  
historicism.	  Usually	  the	  bass	  player	  improvises	  last,	  with	  exhausted	  fingers.	  

3.	  Trading	  4's:	  Each	  soloist	  converses	  back	  and	  forth	  with	  the	  drummer	  in	  four	  measure	  solos,	  while	  s9ll	  adhering	  to	  
the	  chords	  of	  the	  macro	  form	  (usually	  12,	  24,	  or	  32	  measures).	  This	  can	  also	  be	  varied	  to	  Trade	  2’s,	  8’s	  or	  even	  whole	  
choruses.	  

4.	  Drum	  Solo:	  Tradi9onally	  the	  drummer	  solos	  last	  over	  the	  form.	  Drum	  solos	  can	  accent	  or	  disguise	  the	  melody	  and	  
form.	  Only	  listeners	  who	  remember	  the	  melody	  can	  fully	  appreciate	  the	  drum	  solos	  rhythmic	  rela9onship	  to	  harmonic	  
material.

5.	  Head	  Out:	  The	  band	  plays	  the	  melody	  over	  the	  form	  one	  or	  two	  more	  9mes.

6.	  (Op(onal)	  Intro	  or	  Outro:	  Before	  or	  amer	  the	  main	  song	  structure,	  the	  group	  may	  create	  a	  non-‐melodic	  texture	  or	  
"vamp"	  that	  develops	  an	  atmosphere	  for	  the	  collec9ve	  mood	  of	  the	  song.	  (See	  hearing	  the	  form)

7.	  Tag	  –	  The	  band	  will	  omen	  repeat	  the	  last	  segment	  of	  the	  melody	  2	  or	  3	  9mes	  to	  serve	  a	  an	  ending.

8.	  Coda	  –	  A	  composed	  sec9on	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  tune	  that	  wraps	  everything	  up.	  This	  is	  usually	  different	  material,	  as	  op-‐
posed	  to	  the	  Tag	  which	  just	  repeats	  a	  sec9on	  that	  was	  already	  played.
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Diverse	  Genres	  of	  Jazz
Within	  each	  genre	  of	  Jazz,	  there	  are	  unique	  performance	  prac9ces	  and	  expecta9ons	  
for	  understanding	  the	  performance.	  Each	  genre	  leans	  towards	  these	  characteris9cs:

Dixieland	  -‐	  collec9ve	  improvisa9on	  and	  individual	  solos

Big	  band	  -‐	  bigger	  composi9ons	  feature	  instrument	  sec9ons	  and	  fewer	  soloists

Cabaret	  -‐	  singers,	  Broadway	  based,	  or	  Gypsy	  Jazz	  influenced	  from	  Paris

Hard	  Bop	  -‐	  aggressive	  swing	  and	  virtuosic	  displays	  of	  intellectual	  melodies

Avant	  Garde	  -‐	  cusng	  edge	  and	  experimental,	  omen	  with	  a	  skeletal	  structure	  and	  

lots	  of	  improvisa9on

Original	  Material	  -‐	  Performances	  are	  driven	  by	  the	  composer/performer;	  compo-‐

si9ons	  create	  the	  environment	  of	  improvisa9on	  and	  guide	  the	  crea9ve	  atmosphere.	  

SAMPLE
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1900-1920  

Out of churches, 
brothels, opera houses, 
and cotton fields, Jazz 
marched into the 
streets of New Orleans 
at the turn of the 20th 
century. Led by trumpet 
player Buddy Bolden, 
Jazz was the Mardi 
Gras of American 
culture. Buddy Bolden 
was never recorded, 
but legend has it that 
he started the party 
called Jazz while Louis 
Armstrong was still in 
an orphanage.  

Listen 6.14 Everybody’s Buddy

 Interactive 6.17 Everybody’s Buddy Quiz 

Check Answer

Question 1 of 5
Everybody’s Buddy begins with a __________.

A. Trumpet solo

B. Drum fill

C. Banjo solo

D. Clarinet solo

SAMPLE
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Fletcher Henderson Orchestra

Joe “King” Oliver’s Creole Band1920-1930  Moving north to Chicago, New York, 
and then Kansas City, Jazz adapted to each city. The 
feel of Jazz played in a prohibition speakeasy was 
faster, more aggressive, and featured soloists more 
often.  While millions of African Americans moved 
north for factory jobs in the Great Migration, King 
Oliver and Armstrong left New Orleans. Arrangers like 
Henderson and Ellington transformed Jazz by 
integrating orchestral and Broadway influences from 
Gershwin to Ravel and Tchaikovsky. Speakeasy has a 
theatrical “shout section” featuring a conversation 
between woodwinds and brass. Also listen for the 
piano and bass to play the coda alone.

Listen 6.15 The Speakeasy

Interactive 6.18 Speakeasy Quiz

Check Answer

Put the sections of the form in the correct or-
der below for “The Speakeasy.”

Call/Response Shout

Call/Response Shout

coda

coda

Soprano sax solo

Soprano sax solo

 The head

 The head

SAMPLE
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The Empire State Building

Bix Beiderbecke

Louis Armstrong

Django Reinhardt

Duke Ellington

Interactive 6.19 New York, 1931

SAMPLE
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The Big Band Ensemble
During the Swing Era, the big band ensemble defined American 
music. The standard instrumentation is: 

5 saxophones, 4 trombones,  4 trumpets, and the rhythm section. 

Duke Ellington
Saxophones

Trumpets

Trombone 
Section

The Rhythm 
Section

Interactive 6.20 The Big Band Ensemble: Duke Ellington and his Orchestra

1 2 3 4 5

Interactive 6.21 Duke 
Ellington’s The Opener 
featuring the band below.

SAMPLE



Listen 6.16 The Real Deal
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Interactive 6.22 The Real Deal Quiz

Check Answer

Put the following section in order.  

Trombones Head

Trombones Head

Trumpets/Sax Head Out 

Trumpets/Sax Head Out 

Trumpet Solo

Trumpet Solo

Coda

Coda

Intro “2 Feel”

Intro “2 Feel”

Trumpets/Saxes Bridge

Trumpets/Saxes Bridge

1930-today
As dancing crowds grew, the 
big band ensemble became the 
American symphony. Led by 
Benny Goodman’s national 
radio show “Let’s Dance,” 
Swing became the mainstream 
of American culture.  During 
WWII, big bands played on 
bases and battleships as the 
musical symbol of American 
freedom. After the war, big 
bands struggled to survive in 
large numbers as teen baby 
boomer turned to Rock and 
Roll. But today you can still find 
a big band somewhere in every 
city on a Sunday night, where 
the pros go to swing.

Stan Kenton Band
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Advanced	  Listening	  Exercises
Using	  the	  terms	  in	  this	  chapter,	  write	  out	  the	  overall	  form	  of	  the	  following	  tunes	  along	  with	  descrip9ons	  of	  the	  
instrumenta9on.	  Example:	  	  Intro,	  Head	  played	  by	  Sax,	  Piano	  Solo,	  Bass	  Solo,	  Drums	  Trade	  4’s,	  Head,	  Outro

“Sailboat	  in	  the	  Moonlight”	  performed	  by	  Billie	  Holiday

“Cheese	  Cake”	  by	  Dexter	  Gordon	  (from	  the	  album	  Go)

“Humpty	  Dumpty”	  by	  Chick	  Corea	  (search	  Chick	  Corea	  Akous(c	  Band	  Humpty	  Dumpty)

“Blue	  7”	  by	  Sonny	  Rollins	  (from	  the	  album	  Saxophone	  Colossus)
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Section 13

electronic instruments! !             who’s johnny?
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14tronic

In 1921, an unknown Italian 
composer brought a collection of 
electric music machines to the 
1921 World’s Fair in Paris. He called 
himself a Futurist. Several of the 
leading composers from around 
the world (Stravinsky, Ravel, 
Debussy) saw Russolo’s machines 
win prizes at the fair, and began 
writing “modern” music for the age 
of machines. Stravinsky was 
affected by the experience but 
remained skeptical:

“Five phonographs standing on five 
tables in a large and otherwise 
empty room emitting digestive 
noises, static, etc...I pretended to 
be enthusiastic.” -Igor Stravinsky

“Ancient life was all silence. In the nineteenth century, with the invention 
of the machine, noise was born. Today, noise triumphs and reigns 
supreme over the sensibility of men." – Luigi Russolo, 1914

SAMPLE



Following Russolo, composers Edgar Varese, 
John Cage, Pierre Schaeffer and others began ex-
perimenting with the potential of electronic music 
over the next 30 years, receiving critical praise 
but little public attention. Possibly the biggest 
event in electronic music history was the launch-
ing of a new Russian satellite. 

 Sputnik 
The “Sputnik Crisis,” in 1957 
changed the American perspec-
tive on technology, as President 
Eisenhower became convinced 
that funding technology and 
mathematics was the only way to 

prevent nuclear war. With the Na-
tional Defense Education Act, 
Eisenhower allocated billions 
of dollars in technology re-
search for universities, as the 
U.S raced to create mathema- ti-
cians who could operate computers. 

One of the beneficiaries of America’s 
technology interests was professor 
Milton Babbitt. Before composing 
electronic computer music, Babbitt 

had been a military intelligence officer and instruc-
tor of radar mathematics. With access to govern-
ment funded supercomputers of the 50’s, Babbitt 
explored the mathematical potential of music and 
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Video 6.11 Pierre Schaeffer’s 
“etude aux chemins de fer”

Listen 6.17 
Russolo’s 
Machine 
Music from 
1914. What 
sounds of the 
future did this 
music 
foreshadow? 

SAMPLE



scientific formulas for composition.  Babbitt was also one of the first composers to en-
counter the synthesizer created by the record label RCA, known as the “Mark I.” With 
the Mark I, RCA hoped performers would be able to duplicate “any sound on de-
mand” and also record interpretations of aging performers who couldn’t hold the vio-
lin. Rumors also surrounded RCA’s synthesizer - that it was designed to bargain with 
musicians unions or replace live musicians. Why had they recorded entire orchestral 
pieces with a machine?

When electronic music began to fade in academic universities, Robert Moog’s new 
synthesizer of 1964 would begin a seeping invasion in pop music. Before the Moog 
synthesizer, composers would spend months programming minutes of music. The 

Moog allowed all types of musicians to create sounds 
by routing or “patching” cables. 

Like most inventions, many electronic instruments have found their true pur-
pose outside of the intended purpose of their creator. Since Sputnik, we have 
had an open ended contract with technology. Society invests in technology, and 
in return technology delivers promises of flying cars, robot maids, and vacations 
on Mars. But usually, something else happens along the way. 

In the end, the few synthesizers and drum machines that changed music history 
in the 20th century weren’t faster, smarter, or more intuitive, but they had their 
creator’s personality. The machines on the following pages might be remem-
bered as the Stradavarius’ of 20th Century music, because they were unique. In 
the words of Steve Guttenberg from Short Circuit, ”Johnny 5 is alive.” 
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Historic Electronic Links

• John Cage (1939) 

• Edgar Varese (1958)

• Karlheinz Stockhausen 
(1959)

• Brian Eno (1983) 

• Squarepusher (1996)

• Amon Tobin (2011)

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5HRa9nEVVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5HRa9nEVVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVN_mxVntXk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVN_mxVntXk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7AIiTeKBUc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7AIiTeKBUc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNt6a5xFOnE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNt6a5xFOnE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKw5mbcE7VY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKw5mbcE7VY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpig1xHqUTQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpig1xHqUTQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWai4UZ0OqI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWai4UZ0OqI


 Historic Machines 
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Listen 6.19 Tap to play the Roland 808

Listen 6.18 Tap to play the Roland 909

The Roland 808 was the first transformative drum 
machine. Its sound is still unique and flexible. It was 
used by all types of electronic musicians for its 
distinct collection of booms, glitches, chirps, and 
pops. It is most often associated with Hip Hop, and 
still used in studios. 

Early in its release, the 909 was rejected by 
most producers in favor of the Linn Drum 
Machine. The 909 sat on the scrap heap for 
most of the 80’s until its revival with electronic 
DJ’s in the early 90’s. It is most often used in 
electronic dance music today for its gigantic 
bass drum sounds and artificial but cracking 
snare drum attack

SAMPLE



The Roland TB 303 was designed 
in 1982 as a bass synth for musi-
cians to practice with. In the first 
couple of years it only sold 10,000 
units, and was discontinued by 
Roland. It wasn't untl the early 
1990's that electronic DJ's and hip 
hop producers discovered the in-
struments full potential. Today the 
303 is the cornerstone bass sound 
for electronic music because of its 
ability to morph between diverse 
timbres.

The Linn drum machine defined the 80‘s Pop timbre in 
soundtracks from Beverly Hills Cop to Prince. It was in high 
demand for its video game style snare drum, and easy mix-
ing control. 
On the surface, electronic instruments seem to be comput-
ers creating cookie cutter music. But from the 70's through 
today, each synth is built by a human personality which 
eventually reveals natural tendencies and human behaviors. 
In the the 1800's, saxophone was thought to only be good 
as a melodic accompaniment for opera singers. Like all 
electronic and natural instruments, the Linn, 303, 808, and 
909 were eventually discovered for their personality.
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Listen 6.21 Tap to play the Linn LM-1 Drum Machine

Listen 6.20 Tap to play the TB-303 Bass Line

SAMPLE



Rhodes	  

Wurlitzer

Moog

Laptop

Turntable	  Scratching

Learning to recognize these effects will en-
hance your appreciation of the language of stu- 232

Listen to these electronic instruments write down 
descriptions of the tone color that will help you remember 
what they sound like, using the iPad highlight tool.

Effects are used to alter the normal sound of 

guitars, keyboards, vocals, or other instruments. In 
almost all recording sessions today, every track has at 
least one effect. Effects can be added live through 
pedals, or through racks in recording studios. Effects 
like distortion and reverb take in a live signal and alter 
the shape of the output signal. Guitar players typically 
use effects more than most musicians to create unique 
timbres in concert. On the next page, focus on the 
unique characteristic of each effect pedal.

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQOdY1XkHVY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQOdY1XkHVY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeQvEe_xexM&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeQvEe_xexM&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/user/MoogMusicInc?feature=results_main
http://www.youtube.com/user/MoogMusicInc?feature=results_main
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7ITFJ3i-Ug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7ITFJ3i-Ug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPqludMru9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPqludMru9s


dio music. In each of the effects, listen for the unique change to the natural guitar sound that is created 
by each pedal. Reverb simulates a larger room or hall. Delay repeats the original sound like an echo. De-
lay and reverb are often confused because of their similarity. Chorus creates simultaneous copies of the 
original sound that are tuned slightly off from each another. Flanger is a sweeping effect that crosses or 
“combs” the frequency spectrum with a subtle swirling characteristic. Distortion amplifies specific fre-
quencies and reduces others. The examples on the next page focus on guitar.

Electric	  Guitar	  with	  effect	  pedals:
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Audio 6.4 Reverb
                  Audio 6.8 Flanger 

Audio 6.5 Chorus

                 Audio 6.6 Delay

                 Audio 6.7 DistortionSAMPLE
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Review 6.1 What are these effects quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 5
In studio recording, which instruments use effects?

A. guitars and keyboard

B. drums

C. most instruments

D. most instruments don’t use effects

Audio 6.9 Monster Truck Rodeo

SAMPLE



Listen 6.22 Samame

The DJ 
DJ music varies greatly around the 
world. While DJ’s are most popular in 
Europe, they have adapted to every 
style of music around the world. After 
almost 40 years, one question 
remains. Are DJ’s musicians? What 
would your grandparents say?

At the beginning of this electronic age, 
the future of music is slippery, but 
that’s how we’ve always liked it.
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Interactive 6.23 Electronic Music Quiz

Check Answer

Question 1 of 6
Which of these people was not an 
electronic music innovator in the 
first half of the 20th century?	
	

A. Amon Tobin

B. Luigi Russolo

C. Pierre Schaeffer

D. Edgar Varese SAMPLE



DJ Innovators
 Frankie Knuckles 

In 1977, DJ Frankie Knuckles moved to Chicago for 
a DJ gig at a new club called The Warehouse. His 
style of mixing incorporated all types of music from 
R&B and Disco to experimental electronic music by 
Kraftwerk and Yellow Magic Orchestra. When Disco 
faded in the early 80’s, Knuckles style of mixing 
disappeared from radio stations, known then as 
“underground.” To make more money than spinning 
records on the weekend, many DJ’s turned to printing 
their own records with labels like Traxx and Dance 
Mania. The Chicago style of electronic music added 
a unique layer of gospel style vocals above the dance 
floor grooves, and became a growing alternative to 
mainstream Hip Hop, especially in the UK.  Known 
as “Warehouse” and shortened to “House,” Knuckles 
innovative mixing lead the way for a generational 
change for many future branches of electronic music. 
Listen to a live mix of Frankie Knuckles from The 
Warehouse in 1982.  Listen Here

What aspects of his mixing style galvanized DJ’s to 
lead to the house music explosion in the 1990’s?
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http://www.gridface.com/mp3s/knuckles/frankiew.mp3
http://www.gridface.com/mp3s/knuckles/frankiew.mp3


 Ron Hardy 
In the Chicago scene, Knuckles was king at the Warehouse. 
When he left to start his own club, he was replaced with Ron 
Hardy. Renamed the Music Box, Hardy’s style would push 
the envelope of creativity. Hardy, Phutura, DJ Premiere, and 
others producers drove the music to new levels of energy 
and experimentation using the 808, 909, and 303. Hardy 
played faster tempos, incorporated samples beyond soul 
music, edited on the fly, and made drastic EQ changes. 
Following in the Godfather of House’s footsteps, Hardy 
proved to be the creative innovator that would allow the 
music to grow beyond its Disco roots. Hardy died in 1992. 
Listen Here

Ron Hardy spinning at The Music Box

Gallery 6.2  Scenes from the Chicago House Era 1982-85
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“Is it not our duty to find a symphonic means to 
express our time, one that evokes the progress, 

the daring and the victories of modern days? 
The century of the aeroplane deserves its 

music.” -Claude Debussy, 1862-1918

SAMPLE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXJndfyhVWk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXJndfyhVWk


Unknown

Lord Byron

T.S. Eliot

Albert Einstein

Marilyn 
Manson

Donald Miller

Thanks for reading part 1, hope you heard yourself.
238
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interactive listening 2                         MUSIC HISTORY coming soon 
Chicago, 2077
Computers are taking away the history 
of music humans created. Travel 
through the Middle Ages to the 20th 
Century, and save as much music as 
you can. Find out why it started, and 
how it ended. Start with Hildegard in 
the Middle Ages. Take the coda time 
machine to the Middle Ages and start 
saving human music history. 

CODA SAMPLE
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Gerry. “Microglia and Neurons”. 2005. Web. September 19, 2012. Carney, Pete. 
“Ear”. 2012. Knox, Miranda. “Picture of the human brains”. 2007. Web. August 4, 
2012. Gould Neil. “Rock Surfing 2” 2006. Web. December 20, 2012. Carney, Pete. 
“Interactive 1.7 How do we appreciate music?”. 2012.

Chapter 2 Musical Instruments

[Group of musicans]. Unknown. 1920. Library of Congress. June 6, 2012. 
Section 1: Franc. “Savaria Symphonic Orchestra Performs”. 2011. Web. May 3, 
2012. Unknown Author. “Mont Dolent”. 2006. Web. August 4, 2012. Video 2.1: 
Carney, Pete. “Orchestrating Nature”.  2012. Berg, Johnny. “Morning Beach”. 
2009. Web. December 20, 2012. Listen 2.1: Cameron, Alastair. “Sunrise”. 
Unknown. Web. September 28, 2012.

Section 2: unknown author. “Instruments 2”. 2008. Web. December 20, 2012. 
Listen 2.2: Carney, Pete. “The woodwinds (flute, oboe, clarinet). 2012. 
Opurr, Ammin. “Girl with headphone”.  2008. Web. November 28, 2012.
Listen 2.3: Carney, Pete. “The Leprechaun Wizard”. 2012. Gallery 2.1: Jenen, H. 
“The Mammoth Ivory Flute” 2004. Universitat Tubingen, Germany. Web.  August 
21, 2012. Author unknown. “C+B-music”. 1903. Web. August 23, 2012. Taber, 
Isaiah West. “Yuma Musician - Arizona”. 1870-1912. Web. September 2, 2012.  
Patterson, A. “Flute Player”. 2004. Web. September 2, 2012. Akbar, Asif. “Krishna 
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Images, Videos, and Music Credits
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with flute”. 2008. Web. September 2, 2012. Sano, Yasuhiko. “Shinobue and other 
flutes”.  2005. Web. September 2, 2012. Vedt, Hust. “Oboe modern”. 2008. Web. 
October 8, 2012. Listen 2.4: Carney, Pete. “The Little Sister Chaperone”. 2012. 
Vedt, Hust. “English horn picture”. 2010. Web. September 2, 2012. Aquazer. 
“Oboe reed”. 2004. Web. September 2, 2012. Listen 2.5: Carney, Pete. “Uncle Ed 
and Aunt Amy”. 2012. Interactive 2.4: Carney, Pete. “The Bassoon”. 2012. Spring, 
Main. “Clarinet closup”. 2005. Web. October 2, 2012. Listen 1.22: Carney, Pete. 
“The Licorice Dance”. 2012; Listen 1.23: Carney, Pete. “The Loch Ness Hipster”. 
2012. Belgium  Government  Currency. Listen 2.8: Carney, Pete. “Garden Snake 
Charmer”. 2012. Listen 2.9: Carney, Pete. “Big Sister City Snake”. 2012. Welsh, 
Joe. [Donald Sinta]. 2006. Web. October 12, 2012. Gottlieb, William. “Portrait of 
Sidney Bechet”. 1940-1950. Web. December 4, 2012.  Listen 2.10: Bechet, 
Sidney. “Petite Fleur”. 1949. Public Domain. Listen 2.11: Carney, Pete. “Coltrane 
Action Figure”. 2012. Listen 2.12: Carney, Pete. “That One Friend”. 2012. Carney, 
Pete. “Music Lights”. 2012. Listen 2.13: Carney, Pete. “Who Are These Three?”.  
2012.

Section 3: Iglesias, Victor. “Angel 3”. 2007. Web. June 9, 2012. Listen 2.14: 
Carney, Pete. “Brass Family Feud”.  2012. Hiller, Herman. “Louis Armstrong”. 
1953. Web. October 5, 2012; Listen 1.24: Carney, Pete. “Trumpet Q and A”. 2012.
 Interactive 2.6: Carney, Pete. “The important parts of the trumpet”. 2012. 
Carney, Pete. “Fred Johnson”. 2012. Listen 1.25: Carney, Pete. “Knight Takes 
Queen”. 2012; Listen 1.26: Carney, Pete. “Mom, Tell Him to Quit It”. 2012; Siegel, 
Arthur. “French Horns during symphony practice”. 1942. Web. October 4, 2012. 
Listen 1.27: Carney, Pete. “Dragon Nap”. 2012; Ilker. “Tuba”. 2008. Web. October 
4, 2012. 

Section 4: Lavric, Zvone. “the violin”. 2009. Web. September 29, 2012.  Carney, 
Pete. “Aggressive Strings”. 2012.
Frank 51. “Violin-Viola”. 2006. Web. November 8, 2012. Listen 2.20: Carney, Pete. 
“The interview waiting room”. 2012. Maag, Mike. “Scroll”. 2007. Web. October 4, 
2012. Listen 2.21: Carney, Pete. “Viola Spies”. 2012. Listen 2.22: Carney, Pete. 
“Finding the Keys”. 2012.
Chaplin, Sir. Charles. [ Cello without strings]. 1915. Web. September 8, 2012. 
Listen 2.21: Carney, Pete. “Tuesday Cello Commuter Bus”. 2012; Listen 2.24: 
Carney, Pete. “Pizzicato Fight”. 2012. Jones, Alex. “Music Illustrations”. 2012. 
Web. August 2, 2012. Listen 2.25: Carney, Pete. “The Light Above”. 2012. Listen 
2.26: Carney, Pete. “The Diving Board”. 2012. Listen 2.27: Carney, Pete. “The 
Possum and the Raccoon”. 2012. Listen 2.28: Carney, Pete. “Goodbye Lucky 
Dog”. 2012. Author unknown. “The Old Musician”. 1901. F.W. Guerin. Web. 
November 2, 2012. Author Unknown. “Debussy Portrait”. c. 1908. Web. December 
8, 2012. Berkol, Can. “Playing piano 1”. 2006. Web. October 8, 2012. Listen 2.29: 
Debussy, Claude. “Claude Debussy playing Debussy”. c. 1900. Web. Public 
Domain. November 23, 2012.

Duff, T. “Piano cat”. 2006. Web. October 14, 2012. Listen 2.32: Carney, Pete. 
“Fallen Angel”. 2012; Listen 2.31: Tchaikovsky, Pytor. “Dance of the Sugar Plum 
Fairy”. ; Listen 2.32: Carney, Pete. “The Two Part Revenge”. 2012; Gottlieb, 
William. “Django Reinhardt.  1940-1950. Web. December 9, 2012. Figueras, Perre. 
“Guitars of the world”. 2004. Web. October 16, 2012. Listen 2.34: Carney, Pete. 
“Arpeggios and Windshield Wipers”. 2012.

Section 5: Szkurlatowsky, Kriss. “Drummer”. 2007. Web. November 2, 2012. 
Listen 2.35: Carney, Pete. “River Bend”. 2012. Stoessel, Barbara. “Percussion 
Sticks”. 2007. Web. November 2, 2012: Listen 2.36: Alastair, Cameron. “Gentle 
Marimba”. 2011. Web. November 4, 2012. Aarts, Jochem. “Drums 1”. 2009. Web. 
November 2, 2012. Vxla. “Lefima Timpani”. 2012. Web. November 8, 2012. 
Pancer, Eric. “Percussion for the Mikedo”.  2010. Web. November 8, 2012. 
Gottlieb, William. “Portrait of Cozy Cole”.  1938-1948. Library of Congress. 
November 8, 2012. Interactive 2.11: Carney, Pete. “Evolution of the Drum Set”. 
2012. Carney, Pete. “Drum Set” and audio files. 2012. Lima, Afonso. 
“Independence Day”. 2006. Web. November 8, 2012. Author Unknown. [Man 
holding drum]. Date Unknown. Library of Congress. November 8, 2012.

Chapter 3 The Elements of Music

Section 1: “Pillars of Creation,” Herschel Space Telescope. 1995. Web. October 
25, 2012. “CargoNet Di 12 Euro 4000,” Kabelleger/David Gulber. March 2011. Web 
November 19, 2012. “Ways to Visualize Music,” Carney, Peter. April 20, 2012.
 “Debussy vs Schoenberg,” Carney, Peter. Nov. 20, 2012. “Pont des Arts,” Ben 
Lieu Song, April 2010. Web. Dec. 15, 2012. p. 76: “Blue Dancing Woman,” 
Nichitus, Christina. April 2006. Web. Dec. 18, 2012. p.77: “Claire de Lune-Video,” 
Carney, Peter. May 2012. “Claire de Lune” Gega New Ltd. June 13, 2012. “The 
Scream,” Munch, Edvard. 1894. Web. Dec. 19, 2012. “Foggy Dawn 1,” Fasloulis, 
Angelos. July 2007. Web. Dec. 23, 2012. Steen, Jan. “The Family Concert”. 1666. 
Oil on canvas. Chicago Art Institute. “People Always Wear a Mask,” Azui, Henri. 
April 2006. Web. Dec. 24, 2012. “Musical Tree 5,” Mansurov, Alexandr. Nov. 2008. 
Web. March 11, 2012. “Consonant vs Dissonant,” Carney, Peter. June 11, 2011. 
“Untitled,” template. March 13, 2012. “Ice Climbers,” Parker, Al. Dreamstime. 
Nov. 2007. Web. Nov.18, 2012 “New York Street Performer” Paul ShaferJuly 24, 
2006. Web. June 4, 2012. “Fur Elise, Manuscript” Beethoven, Ludwig van. 1802. 
Web. Sept. 22, 2012. “Imagine Beethoven Composing” Carney, Peter. August 22, 
2012. “Seeing the melody” Word template. May 14, 2012. “Timbre” Pete Carney 
and Andrew Kramer, April 12, 2012. “Talk 1” Dora Pete. April 2007. Web. Nov. 4, 
2012 “coffee shop in black and white” Matt Thains, April 6, 2004. Web. Dec. 26, 
2012. “Strange Necklace” Braz, Flora. Jan. 2007. Web. Sept. 10, 2012. “Harmony” 
Carney, Peter. March 15, 2012 “Solar Eclipse” Carney, Peter October 11, 2012. 
“Lunar Eclipse” Carney, Peter. October 15, 2012. “Final Mission of Space Shuttle 
launches” Ingalls, Bill. July 8th, 2011. Web. Dec. 29, 2012. “Man walking in color” 
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Van Loon, Michael. 2007. Web. April 2, 2012. “Si-o-se-Pol” Reza Haji-pour. April 
14, 2011. Web. Oct. 27, 2012. “Simple Rhythm” Carney, Peter. May 11, 2012. 
“Complex Rhythm” Carney, Peter. May 17, 2012. “The Visual Orbit of Rhythm” 
Carney, Peter. Sept 19, 2012. “Gondolas in Venice” Egan, Thomas Dec. 1, 2007. 
Web. May 12, 2012. “A Venetian Traffic Jam” Zenino, Christine, December 2010. 
Web. July 6, 2013.“The Gondola-baroque style” Carney, Peter. Nov. 11, 2012. 
“Passing Satellites” Carney, Peter Nov 11, 2012. “The crypts” K. Greggain. April 
2012. Web. May 19, 2012. “Piglet collection” Peter Carney and Caroline Carriere. 
Nov-Dec. 2010. “Curiosity on Mars” NASA. April 2011. “A Visual Look at Texture” 
Carney, Peter. Nov. 3, 2012. “Vampire Brunch” Carney, Peter. May 03,  2011. 
“Robot Gym” Carney, Peter. May 11, 2012. “Storm is Coming” Michalina 
Piatrowska. April 24, 2012. Web. “What Are Dynamics?” Carney, Peter March 1, 
2012. “Mountain Creek” Krappweis, Andreas. Oct. 26, 2012. Web. Dec. 29, 2012. 
“The Forest of Tangled Spells” Carney, Peter. Dec. 15, 2012. “Indiana Capitol” 
Web. Aug. 23, 2012.“Alpha Bravo Alpha Code” Carney, Peter. July 12, 2012. 
“Tower Bridge London” Mackenzie, Phillip. Jan 18, 2012. Web. Oct. 11, 2012. 
“The Bond Girl” Carney, Peter. May 29, 2012. “Dangerous Crossing” Carney, 
Peter. July 29, 2012. Interactive 1.8: MacKenzie, Philip. “Tower Bridge London”. 
2012. Web. July 23, 2012. Listen 1.17: Carney, Pete. “Dangerous Crossing”. 2012; 
Interactive 1.9: Crotty, Niall. “Small Bird” as Reddington. 2005. Web. June 17, 
2012; Schalkwyk, Sias van. “Crocodile Feast”. 2008. Web. June 17, 2012; 
Schalkwyk, Sias van. “The migration”. 2008. Web. June 17, 2012; Goose; 
Bradsmith, Nick. “Baby Elephant”. 2008. Web. June 17, 2012; author unknown. 
“Duck”. 2010. Web. June 17, 2012; Schalkwyk, Sias van. “Wildebeest migration 
crossing the Mara”. 2008. Web. June 17, 2012; Miller, Drew. “Elephant 4”. 2006. 
Web. June 17, 2012. Tatlan. “Instruments 3”. 2008. Web. August 28, 2012. 
“Headphones” by Tund. Nov. 23, 2007. Web. Feb. 11, 2012. “Cassette Tape” 
Lorenzo, Michael. March 5, 2008. Web. Nov. 11, 2012. 

Chapter 4 The Orchestra

“The Chicago Symphony Orchestra” Feb. 5, 1907. Web. “Atree Family Portrait” 
Trevaire Studios. March 1940. Web. Oct. 18, 2012. “Roosevelt and Churchill” 
August 1941. Web. Oct. 18, 2012. “An Elegant Company” Codde, Pieter.1632. 
“The Music Lesson” Jacobi Monteverdi, 1667. “Symphony warm up” Silverton, 
Carol. May 19, 2010. Web. Aug. 27, 2012. “Rehearsal of the Pasdeloup Orchestra 
at the Cirque d’Hiver” Sargent, John 1876. “Pulse-New World Symphony” Ines 
Hegedus-Garcia. April 23, 2011. Web. Sep. 13, 2012. “Hebrides Overture” Felix 
Mendelssohn. Musopen Orchestra. Musopen.org. Web. Oct. 13, 2012. “KP 22” 
Arestegui, Ryan. June 6, 2002. Web. Sep. 28, 2012. “The Vicious Rumor” Carney, 
Peter. Sep. 20, 2012. “Shrouded in Smoke” Pferrerle, Miles. Oct. 25, 2006. Web. 
Nov. 4, 2012. “First Responders” Carney, Peter. Dec 1, 2012. “Bundesarchiv Bild” 
Thaler, E. 1941. Web. Oct. 1, 2012. “Leonard Bernstein” Ravenna, Al. 1955. Web. 

Oct. 1, 2012. “Roll2 Frame 36 Quincy Jones Herbie Hancock Crop” July 26, 2007. 
Web. Oct 1, 2012. “Music paper” Carney, Peter. April 3, 2012. 

Chapter 5: Pictures at an Exhibition

“In der Dresdner Galerie” Preusser, Karl Louis. 1881. Web. Aug. 4 2012. “The 
Mystery of Mussorgsky” Carney, Peter. Aug. 27, 2012. “Idyllic Winter Forest” 
Michael and Christa Richert. “Promenade 1” licensed by Volgograd Symphony 
Orchestra, Jan. 3, 2012. “Gnomus” licensed by Volgograd Symphony Orchestra, 
Jan. 3, 2012. “The Great Geat of Kiev” licensed by Volgograd Symphony 
Orchestra, Jan. 3, 2012. Web. Aug. 21, 2012. “Pictures at an Exhibition Art 
Collection” Hartmann, Viktor. Before 1873. “Basil’s Cathedral” Ugur Can. Jan. 2, 
2009. Web. Oct. 13, 2012. “Museum” Movia, Aurilev. Aug. 26, 2012. Web. Dec. 30, 
2012. “Sunburst in Deep Jungle” Krappweis, Andreas. Dec. 12, 2012. Web. Dec. 
31, 2012. “Spanish Castle” Carriere, Claudette. Web. Nov. 11, 2012. “Maurice 
Ravel au Piano” Durand and Cie. 1912. Web. April 17, 2012. “Le jardin des 
Tuileries et le pavillon de Flore” Bera, Dal. Oct. 11, 2010, Web. June 5, 2012. “old 
town” Menducki, Piotr. Aug. 3, 2012. Web. Jan. 3, 2012. “kiev” Kobyakov, 
Michaela. Aug. 4, 2010. Web. Jan 10, 2013. 

Chapter 6: The Great Roots

“One Tree” Stella Bogdanic. Feb. 18, 2007. Web. June 1, 2012. “400 years after 
Africa” Carney, Peter. June 20, 2012. “Bust of an African Woman” Charles-Henri-
Joseph Cordier. 1851. Carney photograph. March 19, 2012. “Bwoom mask” 
Unknown, Brooklyn Museum. Web. Nov. 26, 2012. “African musician” Unknown, 
1890. Web. May 5, 2012. “Victoria Falls” Wyk, Kobus van. Oct. 11, 2006, Web. 
Nov. 20, 2012. “Chinese musicans Canton” unknown. Dec. 13, 1919. Web. Nov. 
13, 2012. “Festival” Edassery, Feroze. Mar. 2, 2007. Web. July 7, 2012. “music” Sri 
Vatsa. March 20, 2007. Web. June 4, 2012. “India sadhu” Archer, Dennis. Oct. 
2007. Web. July 20, 2012. “Templo Debod” Consuegra, Paco. Sep. 6, 2012. Web. 
Dec. 2012. “Berber players” Alf Droid. Feb. 16, 2012. Web. Jan. 14, 2012. “Lula 
Market” Sparrer. April 7th, 2008. Web. Jan. 14, 2012. “Sufi-2” Xavier Serra, 
freesound.org. Aug. 2, 2012. “Jemaa el-Fnaa Square Market” Xavier Serra, Aug. 5, 
2011. Freesound.org. Jan. 15, 2013. “Morocco singer park” Stere Odivo. July 21, 
2010. Freesound.org. Jan. 13, 2013. “Camel in front of treasury, Petra” Calev, 
Joseph. May 19, 2006. Web. Jan. 9, 2012. “Monkeys Family” Creatividad, Caltiva. 
Mar. 7, 2011. Web. Dec. 7, 2012. “Barong” Balk, Timo. Dec. 20, 2009. Web. Dec. 
2012. “Indonesian Gamelan World’s Fair” unknown. 1919. Web. Dec. 11, 2012. 
“Rama Shinta” Juliana, Rita. April 3, 2007. Web. Dec. 11, 2012. “Gunung Agung” 
Caltiva Creatividad, April 20, 2007. Web. Jan. 10, 2013. “Barong” Balk, Timo. Dec. 
20, 2009. Web. Dec 12, 2012. “Wayang kulit performance” jpatokal. Nov. 28, 2005. 
Web. Dec. 15, 2012. “Top of the World” Patro, Sameer. Aug. 24, 2004. Web. Dec. 
13, 2012. “Does the blues matter anymore?” Carney, Peter. July 19, 2012. 
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“Wooden Door in Venice” Margarit Ralev, Aug. 4, 2007, Web. May 11, 2012. 
“Praise Dancer 2” Thompson, Anissa. Nov. 8, 2005. Web. Dec. 29, 2012. “Baptist 
Church Sign” Murray, Robert. Feb. 28, 2008. Web. Jan 3, 2012. “Over the Sea” 
Ferreira, Rafael. May 26, 2012. Web. Jan 7, 2013. “Sunset in Brazil” Carneiro, 
Jean. May 7, 2010. Web. Jan. 4, 2013. “Two to Tango” Saddik, Dennis. Jan. 6, 
2005. Web. Dec. 31, 2012. “Tango Carnero” Carney, Peter. Dec. 15, 2012. “South 
America” Earwicker, Ben. Mar. 27, 2008. Web. Dec. 15, 2012. “Rio de Janero” 
Luduvice, Gabi. Jul. 26, 2007. Web. Dec. 19, 2012. “Colorful Buildings 2” Hillis, 
Johnathan. Aug. 7, 2007. Web. Jan. 2, 2013. “Montuno Cortadito” Carney, Peter. 
Sep. 29, 2012. “Billie Holiday, Downbeat, New York” Gottlieb, William. Feb. 1947, 
Web. Jan. 3, 2013. “Louis Armstrong” Gottlieb, William. Jan. 1946. Web. Jan. 3, 
2013. “Count Basie” Gottlieb, William.  1946-48. Web. Jan. 3, 2013. “Duke 
Ellington and Django” Gottlieb, William. 1946. Web. Jan. 3, 2013. “Duke Ellington 
Big Band, Munich 1963” Schnobby, Hans Bernard. Feb. 11, 1963. Web. Jan. 4, 
2013. “Milt Jackson” Gottlieb, William. 1946. Web. Dec. 31, 2012. “Billy Strayhorn” 
Gottlieb, William. 1946-48. Web. Dec. 31, 2012. “King and Carter Jazzing 
Orchestra” Runyon, Robert. Jan. 1921. Web. Dec. 31, 2012. “14 tronic” Carney, 
Peter. July 2, 2012. “Old dusty synthesizer” John, Ivo de. Mar. 5, 2012. Web. Oct. 
3, 2012. “DJ at work” Duffels, Tim. Jan. 14, 2008. Web. May 2, 2012. [Luigi 
Russolo] unknown, ca. 1913-16. Web. Jun. 6, 2012. “Milton Babbitt” Clestur. 
1999. Web. Aug. 6, 2012. “Roland TR-808” Daniel, Brandon. Dec. 12, 2011. Web. 
Oct. 5, 2012. “Roland TR-909” Bilder, Alle. Oct. 3, 2006. Web. Oct. 5, 2012. 
“Roland TB-303” Sims, Steve. Web. Oct. 5, 2012. “LM-1 Drum Computer” 
Ekwatts. Web. Dec. 11, 2005. Web. Dec. 5, 2012. “DJ mixing” unknown. Dec. 15, 
2012. “Samame” Carney, Peter. Oct. 4, 2012. Ron Hardy at the Music Box.” Virtual 
DJ. Web. Nov. 2, 2012. “Jack Jack Jack” Ferarri, Christian. June 4, 2009. Web. 
July 28, 2012. “Interior of the Blue Mosque” Zarubin, Alex. Sep. 20, 2006. Web. 
Feb. 13, 2012. “Concert in Zurich” Rufli, Nathan. May 10, 2005. Web. April 7, 
2012. 
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about	  the	  
authors

Pete	  Carney	  teaches	  at	  the	  City	  Colleges	  of	  Chicago	  and	  
Saint	  Xavier	  University,	  and	  is	  Assistant	  Band	  Director	  for	  Chi-‐
cago	  All	  City	  Jazz	  Ensemble.	  As	  a	  saxophonist,	  he	  has	  per-‐
formed	  and	  composed	  music	  for	  Grammy	  winners	  including	  
Kirk	  Franklin,	  Tito	  Puente,	  the	  Winans,	  and	  the	  Plain	  White	  
T’s.	  He	  studied	  composi9on	  with	  William	  Bolcom	  and	  Wil-‐
liam	  Albright	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Michigan	  and	  classical	  saxo-‐
phone	  with	  Donald	  Sinta,	  before	  comple9ng	  his	  Master’s	  de-‐
gree	  with	  studies	  at	  Florida	  Interna9onal	  University	  and	  the	  
University	  of	  Miami.	  Pete	  is	  currently	  pursuing	  a	  Doctorate	  
in	  Jazz	  Studies	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Illinois	  in	  Champaign.	  As	  a	  
Jazz	  ar9st,	  Pete	  Carney	  headlines	  Jazz	  fes9vals	  in	  the	  US	  and	  
overseas	  with	  his	  group	  Orange	  Alert.	  He	  was	  the	  first	  Ameri-‐
can	  to	  be	  featured	  at	  the	  Aberdeen	  Jazz	  Fes9val	  in	  Scotland.	  
His	  albums	  have	  been	  featured	  on	  NPR,	  NBC,	  and	  BBC.	  As	  an	  
edtech	  author	  he	  has	  recently	  been	  interviewed	  by	  Melissa	  
Ross	  on	  NPR	  and	  First	  Coast	  News	  on	  ABC.	  He	  lives	  in	  Chi-‐
cago	  with	  his	  wife	  Caroline.	  For	  more	  informa9on	  and	  music	  
go	  to	  interac9velistening.com

Dr.	  Brian	  Felix	  is	  a	  music	  performer,	  composer	  and	  educator.	  
He	  is	  an	  Assistant	  Professor	  of	  Music	  at	  the	  University	  of	  
North	  Carolina	  at	  Asheville	  where	  he	  teaches	  classes	  on	  jazz	  
piano,	  jazz	  history,	  music	  business,	  the	  Beatles	  and	  the	  
Grateful	  Dead.	  His	  ensemble,	  OM	  Trio,	  has	  toured	  exten-‐
sively	  throughout	  the	  US	  and	  garnered	  considerable	  cri9cal	  
acclaim.	  Felix	  holds	  a	  Doctor	  of	  Musical	  Arts	  degree	  from	  
the	  University	  of	  Illinois	  at	  Urbana-‐Champaign	  and	  lives	  in	  
Asheville,	  NC	  with	  his	  wife,	  Bridget,	  and	  sons,	  Sean	  and	  Ga-‐
vin.	  For	  more	  informa9on,	  visit	  brianfelix.com
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